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Foreword 

The caves of Udayagiri in Orissa, associated with the great ruler Kharavela, have 
long been recognized not only as major landmarks in the development of early sculpture 
but also as the first examples of Jain architecture throughout India. Yet the subsequent 
history of Jainism in this area has been largely ignored. There was great need for a 
systematic survey of later Jain images and monuments, scattered in outlying regions from 
the jungles of Koraput to the hills of Mayurbhanj. This Dr. R.P. Mohapatra baa 
accomplished with years of patient fieldwork and with the knowledge that only an 
informed man of the region can bring to bear in such a subject. 

From the large number of examples catalogued here emerges a picture of the con
tinuous development of Jain sculpture, beginning at least with the seventh century A.D. 
(the period of some bronzes and stone images such as those of Sainkul). We can see how 
these parallel the styles of Orissan art in general, while of course remaining distinct in 
iconography. And we can trace the continuity of Orissan Jainism into modern times, 
along with the way it may be overshadowed by more familiar Hinduism and Buddhism 
(witness the fascinating story of the Saraka community). 

From the materials assembled here, we can also go on to ask-new questions. 
Why the gap in stone carving between the early work at Udayagiri and the period of the 
Sailodbhavas ? Are there peculiarly Jain features in the architectural design of tern plea 
such as those at Subei? How do the Jain iconography and cults of Orissa differ from 
those of neighbouring Bihar and distant Gujarat ? Dr. Mohapatra's work is an imponant 
step in our understanding of the complex fabric of religious art in Orissa. 
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Preface 

Dr. K.C. Panigrahi, former Superintendent of Archaeology, Archaeological Survey 
of India and Professor of History, Berhampur University, Orissa, encouraged me to 
undertake the study of the caves of Udayagiri and Khandagiri hills for a Pb. D. thesis. 
On the basis of bis able guidance I completed the said work in 1975 and was awarded 
·with a Ph.D. degree from the Utkal Univenity during the year 1976. In the said work 
I concentrated my study on the caves of Udayagiri and Khandagiri hills with special 
reference to the history of the caves, their description, architectural pattern, art tradition, 
iconography of the J aina nrthankaras and S4sanadev1s and the society as depicted in the 
sculptures of the place. This study substantially added to the limited works of earlier 
scholars on Khiravela and his achievements based on inscriptional evidences. 

During the period of the said work and in coune of my survey of archaeological 
remains in different parts of Oriua I came across a number of Jaina images and ruined 
Jaina monum~ts. The evidences so collected became so vast that it again tempted me 
to prepare a comprehensive work on the J aina monuments of Orissa in the light of the 
work earlier done by Dr. K.C. Panigrahi on the ''Archaeological remains of Bhubancs
war'' and Dr. N.K. Sahu on ''Buddhism in Orissa.'' These two works have shown the 
modem trend of research on the archaeological heritage of Orissa especially in the field 
of Buddhist faith and Brahmanical religion. Dr. Sahu investigated a number of hitherto 
unknown Buddhist sites scattered in the length and breadth of Orissa and 
Dr. Panigrahi concentrated his study on the large number of Brah111ani,:at temples and 
cult images of Bhubaneswar, the metropolis of Orissan cultural heritage. 

But Jaina religion and the large number of its monuments have not been syste-
. matically surveyed nor any scientific work done on them. L.N. Sahu had made an 

attempt in this line and the result was his book ''04i,are Jainadharma'' in Oriya. 
This work made the scholars of Orissa acquainted with the Jaina relics and emphasised 
the fact that Jainism in Orissa was not lagging behind. He based his study on a large 
number of published English articles on the Hitht-Gum phi and other inscriptions of 
Udayagiri and Khandagiri and the descriptions of the caves earlier made by R.L. Mitra, 
Fergusson, R.D. Banerji and few others. However, in a small chapter and in the appendix 
k tried to indi~te the availability of Jaipa r~li~ in the; distri~, of Keonjhar~ ~oraput, 
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Cuttack, Mayurbhanja, Balasore and Puri. Besides he also quoted several instances of the 
Jaina influences on the Oriya literature, Jagannitha cult and life and customs of the 
Oriya people especially the Sarika settlers of Orissa. 

On the other hand Fergusson, Kittoe, R.L. Mitra, Prinsep, B.L. Iodraji, Fleet, 
Luders, K.P. Jayaswal, R.D. Banerji, T.N. Ramachandran, B.M. Barua, N.N. Ghosh, 
D.C. Sircar, D. Mitra, N.K. Dash, N.K. Sahu, K. C. Panigrahi, B. Misra, K. N. 
Mahapatra, H.K. Mahatab, Sashikanta, iod several other scholars contributed to the 
better understanding of the Jaina religion and its cultural heritage in Orissa. Both N.K. 
Dash and B. Misra attempted to associate Jagannitha cult with that of Jaina religion. 
Several stray articles on the Jaina relics of Orissa were also published by P. Banerji, 
D. Mitra, K.S. Debera, M.P. Dash, A. Joshi, B. Misra, N.K. Dash, L.N. Sahu, 
a.114 .. ~ -in th.e ~i- pa.st. 

To . 111~Jc~. 2:\. comprehensive study of the JND,a monuments of Orissa I Wld~rtpok 
· iu .. ~or~.\!dtl\. the ., gµidapc.e . of Pr- K._S. Behera, Professor of History, Utkal University 
Qi: ()mip.

0 
This I _ lwpq will prqvid~. enoJJgh material for_ study Qn the hith~rto neglc=cted 

~ ,( Oi:i!ff•Q .hi~ory_ aod culture. 

~ present wo.r~ on_ t~ ''Jaina ,Monuments of Orissa'' is divi®d into six 
~op. . In. tpe ijrst .chap~ an atteqipt h~s been made to trace in brief the backgro1md 
and traditio~ of 1aJpa religi~q _in_ all In.<J.iJ perspective. The life bistory of Plrivan~tha 
and Mahivtra with special reference to their preaching, spread of Jainism in India, Jaina 
cqunpils and its division in~o Svet'll.mbara and Digambara sects, various Jaina rituals and 
prJCtlpes, and ·their anti_quity have been incorporated . . . . 

. 
I~ the _second _chapter the history of Jainism in Orissa with special reference to 

the a~~ of Pirfvanitha . and Maltivlra to Ori$sa on the basis of tradition has been 
vividly descrilJed.. · The aSIOCjatiQn of a few other Tlrathankar~s as evident· from Jaina 
sources ·~n4_-puranic accoun~ has also been referred to. The historical survey of Jainism 
as· kJ:\oy.rn from · the sculpturaJ finding, . iascri ptional ·evidences and literary accounts in 
dlffercn~ periods up to the end of the Oajapatis has also been incorporated in this chapter. 
The ~chieve~e,;its of Kharavela as- revealed from the famous Hatbf•Gumphi inscription 
of tJdayagiri and his patronage to the Jaina mendicants including the excavation·ofcaves, 
distribution of · charities and recovery of the K.alinga Jtna are all elaborately dt.alt 
with. The survival of Jainism in the post Kharavela period side by side with Buddhism 
and -Brahmanism in Ori•• have also -been -discussed in this chapter'"· The available 
Er,i!"-&pllicali and . Numiematio-. sour«s -in this connection ·are crjtically ~•mined. 
With , the ,. ri• -0f . Jagannitha.. cult, how. Jaioistn .intermill@led · ,witla the, p!Mailing 
religious- traditi&na, and. ,customs of Orissa . bas also been attempted hel'CI To trace 
the. backsroun4 of J agannatha cult and assaciate the Kalinga Jtaa as mentioned in the 
ffithl-Gumpha inseription of Khiravekl with that · of Jagnnnatba cult-1 has alsc, been 
dealt •-with. in- this chapter. In addition, the assimilation1 of Jaina faith with the 
N'itha cult; Mahimi religion, and other -traditions and customs of· Orissa bas been 
indk:atecl· btre. A · special reference to the ritual ·pmctices of th& Sa,lko, setttlors of 
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Qrieaa. :anclitb&t~biavs11M:-Of,Ula,ar,a in usociatioa with the e~andraac,a. stooc image 
(ehau,_M):-of·Badnai in Mayurbhanja district:,of Orissa,have also been-referred to. 

Tbo· third chaptier, relates to the actual survey of Jaioa, monuments in Orissa. . I 
ha~o·c:Ollilentratcd my-investigation in the coastal · districts . of Puri, Cuttack : and Balasore 
lllllirtho·hiUy tracts.of Mayurbhanja, Keonjhar and Koraput districts.of Orissa. As will 
be 1eveakd ;from -this chapter there were possibly three major.centrea of Jaina activity. in 
Qrisu.i.o. . Udayqiri and T<haodagiri of Puri district; Podasingidi ·of Keonjhar dilt,iet 
uelL SiDgpur:ial Kora111t .distrid. Several other sites developed in later staga in tm,ir 
peripheries. We find distinct trend of Jaina character of art and ioonography of,thc,se 
main centres with the monuments recovered from their adjoining places. It is certainly 
a.fact, . tllatT th~-. earliest .evidences of Jaina monuments, and Epigraphical evidences are 
toud_\ .from the twin hills of Udayagiri and Khandagiri. Large number· of rockacut 
~ dilapdlated shrines, modern temples and loose sculptures are traced in these 
diatrids. The concentratioa of Jaina monuments in the districts referred to above does not 
JDl8ll that they .are totally.absart in other regions of Orissa. But it is a fact that they are 
n--.sonumereus in. those districts nor they can add substantially to our·study. On many 
~on& anciellt .relics. have been collected from the centres refer red to above and 
worshipped in new shrines in these areas. The Marwari communities sett1ed in various 
parts have attempted to build modem temples for worship of Jaina divinities made of 
marble and brau-. Such shrines arc for the present seen· at Khadial road or ICalahandi 
distrid; Jeyr,o~ to,wn of Kor.aput district and Cuttack town of Cuttack district.- Jaina 
tellol,·of ancient .date are said to have been reported from Taleher andAthamallik·area., 
ef!Dbenwnl di.\bid. But in: any case their availability, is -very limited-in-· compariSf>n 
to the diltriou• I lave throroughly investigated. While reponi•s these<monumeets ·no 
ehrelM>logiall r. seqw:~ was . maint.ained. But special care was· takoo·to· describe the 
topot)S&ph)\-' of tho sites, their· location, description of the • <>t,jeets~ and-1 their p~aent 
coadilioa. 

It is further revealed in this chapter that in many places Jaina divinities are 
ww1llip{'1d. as.:relia:-c,£·1he·Blahmanical and .Buddhist·pantheon. The Bhagavatt image 
oi Je,pore is. nothing\ but :the · figure of a Chakre4varl,. the ~dsa!Uldnl of 1.t'8bhanitha. 
Similarly. the Ambikl figures. of Podasingidi of Keonjhar and Balighat of Balas0re 
distri,:t.s1are·. worshipped: as·RamachanQis.·and. Chan.Qi respectivdy. The Adinitha·figure 
of:Hiltadiha en Cut:taok district:~ r.egardcd · as Bodhi· Mabiriji. The .two t\\-elve · handed 
Cbak~harl. and, llohil.ll figures in the verandah walls of Barabhujl-Gumphi of Klle•a
giri hill are also worshipped as twelve handed Durga images. The ~,abhanatha image 
of•the. Ora■JE!war . temple of. Nibharana. in Kakatpur area of Puri distt ict is regarded as 
ti. figure -o, Kandarp• by the priests. The Chandrasel'.la image. of Badasai in M1l)'or
hbal,ja, .district is nothing but a Jaina c/111,itya (chaumukha) containing nude Drthal\l;■ra 
&&urea o•. its'.four, sido !niches. A ~'8bhan~tha :image is refashioned to that of a Mahidova 
jma9"tand wonhipped·in a modem shrine built: by the mother of late L.N. Salm at 
Chau:tlwu of. Cut-t,ack district. Even the famous Muktcsvar temple of Bhubaneswar. with 
"trcag Sai:va leaniD151 c-ontaios ·within its .. nicl-.es figures of nrthankaras both in • eated 

. SifuWout.:. 
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The fourth chapter deals with Jaina Architecture in Orissa. This chapter has been 
divided into two sections, one rock-cut caves and the other structural edifices. The 
architectural pattern of the only apsidal structure as revealed from the crest of U dayagiri 
hill and the series of rock-cut pools in both of these hills have also been incorporated. 
Various component parts of the rock-shelters like the cells, floors, verandah, roof, pillars, 
pilasters, door-ways, lintels, railings, steps, drainage system, brackets, arches, tympana, 
etc. have been vividly described. The second phase relates to the temples located at 
Suai, Kachela, Koisali, Khandagiri, Cuttack, Podasingidi, Chaudwar, Bhanpur and 
several other places. The chaumukhas revealing the characteristics of Jaina architecture 
in miniature forms have also been referred to. 

The fifth chapter deals with Jaina art of Orissa. It too, is divided into three sub
sections. The first, relates to the artistic heritage of the rock-cut caves of Udayagiri and 
Khandagiri hill in which relief panels, decorative arches, bracket figures, guards, winged 
and enigmatic figures, pilaster decorations, animal and floral motifs, bees, linear designs, 
honey-suckles, birds, reptiles, costumes and decorative ornaments, dance and music, 
household articles, outdoor games and pastimes, etc. are exhaustively and critically 
analysed with reference to their counterparts available at places like Bodhagayi, 
Siftchl, Amarivatl and Bhirhut. 

The second section of this chapter gives an artistic account of the large number of 
bronze figures available in Orissa. The discovery of as many as eleven bronzes from 
Achutarajpur of Puri district, nine from Khuntapal of Mayurbhanja district, one from 
Bhanapur of Cuttack district and several others preserved in the Orissa State Museum 
added enough material evidence to our study. The recent work on the '' Bronzes 
from Achutarajpur Orissa'', by D. Mitra is an eye opener to the scholars of Orissa into 
this hitherto neglected aspect of study. The casting technique of these bronzes as 
reported by D. Mitra has been extensively referred to. A comparative study of Jaina icons 
in bronze and stone have also been attempted in this section. 

The third section of this chapter reveals the artistic feature of the large number of 
Jaina icons in stone found from different parts of Orissa. The general composition of 
Jaina images, including the lotus pedestals, lllilchanas, chauri bearers, toratJas, keva/a 
trees, umbrellas, heavenly music, Gandharvas and Kinnaras, body moulding, lions, 
postures, hair decoration, markings on the neck and chest, costumes of the attendant 
divinities, asalagrahas, N'llga figures, decorative haloes etc. are extensively dealt with. 

The last chapter i.e. chapter sixth deals with Jaina iconography of Orissa. In the 
very outset an exhaustive account of J aina iconography as revealed from various literary 
sources and earlier published works of eminent scholars has been given. The chrono
logical sequence and development of Jaina iconometry in all India perspective has been 
attempted here. The Jaina nrthankaras, ~asanadevls and other divinities as available 
in Orissa are grouped together and discussed with special reference to their iconographic 
features. A serious thought has been given in providing material information on 
common features and special characteristics. Wherever possible their link with icons of 
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other religious faith has also been shown here. This chapter will further reveai the 
popularity of a particular 1lrthankara or St1sanadevi in Orissa. The incorporation of 
Buddhist and Hindu features S'llkta influence have also been specifically enumerated. 
Care bas been taken to critically examine them with reference to such icons found else
where in the country. 

At the end an exhaustive list of published materials of eminent scholars has been 
given. Besides this, I mostly relied on direct evidences i.e. by visiting most of the sites 
pe1sonally, preparing their accounts and arranging photography as far as possible. The 
present work has been profusely illustrated with numerous line drawings and photoprints 
of select sculptures. For secondary source _materials I extensively utilised the books and 
periodicals preserved in the libraries of the Orissa State Museum and Orissa State 
Archives. I owe my gratitude to the authorities of these two institutions. 

Since the work is limited to archaeological evidence of Jaina monuments I have 
not made elaborate discussion on the Jaina religion, ethics and practices. The assimi
lation of Jaina religion with other major prevailing religious traditions of Orissa and 
the influence it carried on the Oriya literature, custom and rituals would be a subject of 
further study. 

Bhubaneswar 
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Ambi.ki with Neminitha, Podasingidi, Dist. Keonjhar. 
Ambiki and Gomedha, Podasingidi, Dist. Keonjhar. 
\ttabhanitha, Podasingidi, Dist. Keonjhar, Orissa State Museum. 
Pirivanitha, Gadachandi, Vaidakhia, Dist. Keonjhar. 

Ambi.ki with Neminitha, Jambhira, Dist. Keonjhar. 
Pirivanitha, Ana, Dist. Keonjhar. 

~,abnanitba, Thunigaon, Dist. Keonjhar. 

Pirivanitha, Vaidakhia, Dist. Keonjhar, Orissa State Muse11m. 
Pirivanitha, Sainkul, Dist. Keonjhar. 
Pirivinatha, Sainkul, Dist. Keonjhar. 

Santinitha, Martasol, Dist. Balasore, Orissa State Museum. 

Sintinitha (?), Manikchauk, Dist. Balasore, Orissa State Museum, 
Cbaumukha, Manikchauk, Dist. Balasore, Orissa State Museum. 
\ttabhanatha, Ayodhya, Dist. Balasore. 

Gomedha and Ambiki, Ayodhya, Dist. Balasore. 
Pirivanitba, Ayodhya, Dist. Balasore. 

Pirivanitha, Ayodhya, Dist. Balasore. 

Ajitanitha, Charampa, Dist. Balasore, Orissa State Museum 

Sintinitha, Charampa, Dist. Balasore, Orissa State M11seum. 
\ttabhanitha, Dist. Mayurbhanja, National Museum, New Delhi. 
Par,vanitha, Bada Jagannatha temple, Baripada, Dist. Mayurbhanja. 
\t1&bhanitha, Bada Jagannatha temple, Baripada, Dist. Mayur
bhanja. 

Fig. 107 Pirivanitha, Bada Jagannatha temple, Baripada, Dist. Mayurbbanja. 

Fig. 108 Pirivanitha, Khuntapal, Dist. Mayurbhanja, Baripada Museum. 
Fig. 109 ~tabhanitha, K.huntapal, Dist. Mayurbhanja, Baripada Museum. 

Fig. 110 Pirivanitha, Khiching Museum, Dist. Mayurbhanja. 

Fig. 111 ~'8bhanitha, Khiching Museum, Dist. Mayurbhanja. 

Fig. 112 General view, Jaina temple, Suai, Dist. Koraput. 

Fig. 113 ~abhanitha, Suai, Dist. Koraput. 

Fig. 114 Mahivlra, Suai, Dist. Koraput. 

Fig. 11 S &,abhanitha, Suai, Dist. Koraput. 

Fig. 116 \ttabbanitha, Suai, Dist. Koraput. 

Fig. 117 Santinitha, Kachela, Dist. Koraput. 
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Fig. 118 Ajitanitha and Mahivtra, Kachela, Dist. Koraput. 

Fig. 119 Ambiki, Kacbela, Dist. Koraput. 

Fig. 120 Gomedha and Ambilci, Kachela, Dist. Koraput. 
Fig. 121 Chakre'vart, Bbagavati temple, Jeypore, Dist. Koraput. 

Fig. 122 Sintinitha, Bhagavati temple, Jeypore, Dist. Koraput. 

Fig. 123 i,abhanitha, Kali temple, Jeypore, Dist. Koraput. 

Fig. 124 ~,abhanitha, B. Singpur, Dist. Koraput, Jeypore Museuni. 
F"rg. 125 ~'8bhanitha, B. Singpur, Dist. Koraput, Jeypore Muse11m. 

Fig. 126 8.-abhanitha, B. Singpur, Dist. Koraput1 Jeypore Museum. 

Fig. 127 Maltavtra, B. Singpur, Dist. Koraput. Jeypore Museum~ 

Fig. 128 Pirivanitha, B. Singpur, Dist. Koraput, Jeypore Museum. 

Fig. 129 Ambiki, B. Singpur, Dist. Koraput, Jeypore Museum. 

Pig. 130 Gomedha and Ambiki, B. Sin1Pur, Dist. Koraput,.Jeypore Museum" 
Fig. 131 Gomedha and Ambiki, B. Singpur,. Dist. Koraput, Jeypore MJ1seum. 
Fig. 132 Ambikl, B. Singpur, Dist. Koraput, Jeypore Museum. 
Fig. 133 ~fabhanitha, Charmula, Dist. Koraput, Jeypore Musci,m. 
Fig. 134 ~abhanitha, Kotpat, Dist. Koraput, Jeypore Museum. 

· Pig. 13S Pirlvanitha, Jamunda, Dist. Koraput, Jeypore Museum. 
Fig. 136 Mahivtra, Janunda, Dist. Koraput, Jeypore Museum. 
Fig. 137 ~tabhanitha, Kamta, Dist. Koraput, Jeypore Museum. 
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Background and Tradition 

The natne Jainism indicates the predominently ethical character of the system. 
As the Buddhists are the followers of ~uddha, the Enlightened, the Jainas arc the 
followers of Jina, the Victor, a title applied to all the 1lrthankaras of the J ainq. 

It is really difficult, nay impossible, to fix a particular date for the origin of 
Jainism. But it is now a recognised fact that Piriva, the twenty-third 1lrthatakara of 
the Jainu, is an historical person, and Mahavlra like any other Jina, enjoyed no better 
position than that of a reformer in the galaxy of the Tlrthankaras of the J ainas. 

To the Jainas, Jainism has been revealed again and again in every one of theae 
endkss succeeding periods of the world by innumerable Tlrthal\karas. Of the fint pre1ent 
age the first Tirthankara was ~~abhanitha and the last two were Piriva and Mahivtra. 
The lives of these TlrthaAkaras are found fully worked out both in the J aina canonical 
literature and in the individual charita (life sketches) written by various Jaina Gurus. Of 
theae ~abhanatha is said to be SOO poles in stature and is believed to have lived for 
84,00,000 Puna years, while both, Pariva and Mahivlra lived for 100 and 72 yeara 
uspectiYely. If we just compare the lives of these Tirthdkaras we find that there ii 
a distinct decrement from ~,abhanitha. The one before Piriva i,arnely, Nerni attained 
the age of 1,000 years. This return to reason in the stature and years of the Jut two 
1lrthaJ\karas induced some scholars to draw a probable inference that the Jut two 
alone are to be considered as historical ~sonages. 

Vardhamina Mahivlra the last of the twenty-four nrthaJ\karaa, also called u 
Nitaputta (NaJi-putta), was preceded by Piriva, who is said to have died at the r,pe 
age of one hundred years, and two hundred and fifty years before the ni,.,.,,a of 
Mahivtra, which is placed in 527 B.C. In fact Mahivtra's parents followed Piriva. 
Further, the Ka/pa-Sutra refers to Mahivlra as one following the straight road which 
the Jainas had taught. The famous dialogue between Kesin, the disciple of Piriva, with 
Gotama, the disciple of MahiVlra, occurring in chapter XXIII of the Uttarildhyayan
&ltra, one of the earliest texts of the Jaina canon, almost conclusively helps tQ bestow 
historicity on Piriva. The essential unity of the four-fold religion (ChauJjama dhamma) 
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and the five-fold religion (Pailcha sikhiyo) of Mahivlra is also emphasised. Thus we are 
on surer grounds in placing Par!va, the twenty-third Tirthankara, having lived between 
877-777 B.C. Parsva is said to have been born at Varanasi and, like all the Tirthankaras, 
in a royal Ktatriya family. 

The Kalpa-Sutra and other historical works mention the fact that Pirivanitha 
came to a hill in Patna before his release from bondage. The hill is named ''Parasa
nitha Hill'' and it seems to be a monumental evidence in regard to the historicity of 
Piriva • 

Of the remaining Tlrthankaras, Sumatl, the fifth Tlrthankara, is evidently iden-
tical with Bharata's son Sumatl, of whom it is said in the Bhdgavata that1 he ''will be 
irreligiously worshipped by some infidels as a divinity''. Besides this, Arishtaneml, the 
twenty-second Tlrthankara, is connected with Krishna's myth through RajuJamati, 
daughter of Ugrasena, king of Girinagara. The prince, while proceeding to Girinagara, 
·saw herds of cattle kept in e11closures to be slaughtered for the marriage feast. This 
revelation caused remorse in l1is heart and he renounced worldly life. It is said that he 
performed pcn.ance on the Girnar 1nountain, became a Keva/in and passed away on the 
mountain after many years. It ,lppears that this Tlrtha6kara was responsible for empha
sising Ahirhsii, the first cardinal principle of Jainism. Although he is traditionally con
nected with Kri~na of the M a/1ab/1arata tradition, being his cousin, it is difficult to stretch 
this legendary association in dcfi11ite terms and to bestow historicity to this Tlrthaftkara. 
Suffice to say that if tl1e tradition has any basis tl1e period when Nemi lived was anterior 
to Pariva.2 

doing back we fi11d tl1at the twenty-first Tlrthankara was Nemi, the king of 
Mithila and belonged to tl1c family of Jan aka, the philosopher king of the Upanisadic 
times. Hiralal Jaina3 tried to suggest that this legendary association, may ltave sotne 
vague historical basis. Tl1e ninth chapter of the Uttarddhyayana Sutra describes ·the story 
of the renunciation of Nami. 

·we know, however, something of the teachings of Pariva-nitha . . He believed ·in 
the eternity of matter as did Mahavfra after him. The followers of Paiiva preached 
-that self control results in the cessation of Karma a~d penance leads to its annilulatian. 
With this Mahavlra agreed as well as with the four Vow·s enlinciate·d by Plrlva, viz. 'that 
life should not be taken, no falsehood spoken, nothing should be received which is not 
.freely given and non-attachment should be practised. The last may have_ reference to 
telibacy and not to the Vow of non-possession as made out by later tradition. Finally 
tli,;re was this outward difference between the two sects, that Pariva allowed the use of 
a white garment by the monks, while Mahavlra forbade even this. Hence the two Jiina 
ie,otl are entitled Svetambara (white-clad) and l>igambara (sky-dad or naked)." 

1. C.J. Shah, Jainism in North India, p. 8. 
·2. :M.1'{. 'Daspande, Jalna Art alld Archltetture, A GhosflJ(ed.) 'Vol . I. p. 17. 
'¼. i'&ld, 1>:, ·t7. 
·\\. ~:M. 'O'fratago, Tlie age of Imperial wtlty, R.C. Majuttiaar cm~, pp. "16-17. 
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. It ii6 ~lP W~Y prob~~ ~~t some ltjnd o~ J aiµa faith ~xis1'd befo.IJ:. }4~15~ 
aod ~ ~~hi~s we~e ~~d 'JQ ~t. The conyer~at1on Qetween Kesi ~QC, ~t~~ ~~ 
to tJt~r r .. _ndJy ~mt1.ops a.µq pq1nta out that, Jnspite of some m.iµor differ~nce~, tBF \)Vq. 
were essentially the same. By the very nature of the case, traditio~ J}a$ pr~,er-v~~ 9~ 
those points of Piriva's teachings which differed from the religion of Mahivlra while 
all o!her ~mmon poin.ts are i~nored. The few differe~ces that are known make 
Mahlv1ra definit~ly a reformer of an existing faith and the addition of ~ vo"!' the im~r
tan~ of n1:1dity and a more syste~ati~ arrangement of its philosophical tenets may be 
credited tQ his ref<;>rming ual. · · · ,· · • 

In the Jain.a literature, Mahlv!ra, the last Tlrthat\kara of the Jainas, is described 
as a supreme personality, who was acknowledged as ''great Brahmana ,, , ''a great guar
dian'', '_'a great guide'', ''a great preacher'', ''a great pilot'' and ''a great recluse''. He .. . 

figuref ~ a supremely gifted Ktatriya teacher and leader of thought who gathered unto 
him ~any mea and women, and was honoured and worshipped by many hundreds and 
thousands of Srlvakas or lay disciples. He belonged to the KMyapa Gotra and shone 
forth as the moon of the clan of the Niyas· or Jftitras. He was ·the son of K,.,,tJ,a 
Siddhlrtba and Ktatriya,p Trisali of the VasisJha gotra. His mother was a sister of 
Chetaka of Videha. 

His parents who belonged to the jil4tra K1atriyas were the lay WQrshippen ,,, 
Pirfva. They were pious, chaste in life and virtuous and qlterished a very tender regard 
for all tile Iii• classes of livi,ig beinga (cha jiva nikaya) following the teaching of P-ariva, 
they peacefully died by the pr~ctice of slow starvation of the senses. 

Mab.4~ra -WQ born in the town of Kundanagara, a suburb of V aisa)i a~d ~ 
important seat of the ~trkas. He was thertfore called Vai!aJika-a citizen of V~~, 
On the day of his biJth the prisoners in KWtdanagara were released. Festivals k~pt th.~ 
whole tOMto. bound i12 mirth and joy for ten days after which many offerings were ,n_~<J,e 
to the Oods. But he was also known a~ a Videha-the son of Videhadatta. Hjs PaTCP.~ 
fixed bis name ea Vardhamioa or ''prosperous one'' because with his bi~h, the w~altq, 
fame, and merit of the family increased. His aversion to love and hatred earned for him 
the appellation of Srama'}a. o;r Recluse. The Gods gave him the name of Mahivlra for 
hi$ fortitud~ and hardihood i_n patiently bearing all sorts of privation and hardship for 
his ,trictly adhering to the ru(es of penance, and no less for his indifference to ple~UfC 
and p.ain~ He w~ equally ~i:iown as jiratra putra or ''scion of the Jftitr clap''. The 
Jaitra1'a$ are described as a ~ople who were afraid of sin, who abstained from wicke~ 
deeds~ did not cause harm to any living being and did not partake of meat. 

Like B'1ddha, Mah_avlra too was born of a K1atriya aristocratic family. In fact 
an along, it hit$ been the Jain.a belief that a Jina must always come from a K1atriya or 
some such noble family. Now it so happened that because of certain actions on his Pait 
in his former lives Mahavlra had first to take the form of an embryo in the womb of a 
Brahman lady named Devananda, the wife of the Brahman l.l,abhadatta and as U8Ual 

with the lives of all such big prophets, there is a popular legend about Mahiv.t,,B Alio 
that when the God Salera (Jndra) ''The ~hief of kinp and gods'' came to know about 
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this it wu arranged by him to transfer the embryo from Devananda's womb to that of 
K1atryQ1JI Trisali, the wife or the K1atriya king Sidhirtha of the Kalyapa Gotra, belong
ing to the clan of the Jll4tri•k1atriyas. Although at the instance of a miracle Mahivlra 
ultimately belongs to Ktatrlya origin. 

Curiously enough this legend has been worked out in sculptures also. So,,w 
specimens of J aina sculptures from Mathura bear testimony to it with an exactnc• 
which is really surprising, which fact shows that this legend can be traced historically 
to the very beginning of the Christian era and therefore it can safely be said that it 
must have had some connection either with the life of Mahiv1ra or that it must have 
been connected with one or the other social characteristic of those days.1 

In his thirteenth year, Mahivlra married Yosada, a K1atriya lady who beloqed 
to the K"""4lnya gotra and had by her a daughter, named Anojii or Priyadariana. 
Anojji was married to Yamili, a K1atriya who after becoming one of Mahivlra's follo
wers and fellow workers ended by opposing him. 

In his thirteenth year, he lost his parents. Afterwards with the permiuion of his 
elder brother and the authorities of the kingdom, he fulfilled his promise of going out to 
establish a universal religion of love and amity. 

Having left the house, Mahivlra went through the usual career of aacetic. He 
wandered more than twelve years resting only during the rainy season. For about the 
fint thirteen months the venerable ascetic Mahivlra wore clothes. ''After that time he 
walked about naked casting aside every kind of garment. By uninterrupted meditation, 
unbroken chastity and the most scrupulous observation of the rules concerning catina 
and drinking he fully subdued his senses. He was out to neglect his body for twelve 
years and with equanimity he was prepared to bear, undergo and suffer all caJamitiea 
arisin.g from any sources. The robe that he was putting on during his wanderings was 
taken away from him in halves by some Brahman friend of his father named Soma. 

For more than a couple of years he went without using cold water. He realised 
singleness, gua1ded his body, obtained intuition and became calm. He carefully avoided 
doing injury to the meanest form of life. He did not use what was expressly prq,ued 
for him. He used to eat only clean food. He did not use another man's robe nor did he 
eat out of another man's vessel. He observed moderation in eating and drinking. He 

· neither rubbed his eyes nor stretched his body. 

He meditated day and night undisturbed exerting himself strenuously. He never 
cared to sleep for the sake of pleasure. He waked up himself and slept only a little, free 
from cares and desires. Waking up again he lay down exerting himself, soing outside 
for one in a night, he walked about for an hour. 

' • C,J, Shah, Jainism In No,rh l,rdla, p. 21, 
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Background and Tradition s 
In his resting places, crawling or ftying animals attacked him. Bad people, the 

guard of the village, or lance bearers attacked him. Well controlled, he bore all dreadful 
calamities and different kinds of feelings and he wandered about, speaking but little. 
Illtreated he engaged himself in his meditations free from resentment. He endured all 
hardships in calmness well-guarded, he bore the pains caused by grass, cold, heat, flies 
and gnats.• 

He travelled in the pathless country of Ridhas where he 11sed miserable beds and 
seats. The rude natives of the place attacked him and set dogs to bite him. But he never 
used the stick to keep off the dogs. He endured the abusive languqe of the rustics being 
perfectly enlightened. The inhabitants of the place caused him all sorts of torture and 
disturbed him in his religious postures. · 

He abstained from indulgence of the flesh though never attacked by diseases. 
Whether wounded or not he did not desire medical treatment. In the cold season he 
meditated in the shade. In summer he exposed himself to the heat. He lived on rough 

food. 

He meditated persevering in some posture, without the smallest motion. He medi
tated in mental concentration on the things above, below, beside. He meditated free 
from sin and desire, not attached to sounds and colours, and never acted carelessly. 

Thus, as hero at the head of a battle, he bore all hardships and remaining undi
sturbed proceeded on the road to deliverence. Understanding the truth and restraining 
the impulses for the purification of the soul, he finally liberated.' 

Mahivtra renounced the world at the age of thirty. Twelve years thus spent in self 
penance and meditation were not fruitless. During the thirteenth year in the second 
month of summer in the fourth fortnight, the light fortnight of the month of Vai,akha, 
on its tenth day, out side the town of Jrmbhikagrima on the bank of river Rjupili, not 
far from an old shrine, in the field of the householder Syamaka under a Jll/a tree and 
the asterism Uttardph'i!.lguni he reached the highest knowledge and intuition, called 
Keva/a which is infinite, supreme, unobstructed, unimpeded, complete and full. He 
was then lost in deep meditation in a squatting position with joined heels, exposing 
himself to the heat of sun after fasting two days and a half even without drinking 

water.• 

There after he was recognised as omniscient, as a Kevalin comprehending all 
subjects and as an Arhat for whom there is no secret in this world to learn. By this 
time he was already forty-two and the remaining thirty years of his life he passed in 
teaching his religious system, organising his order of ascetics and wandering about prea
ching his doctrines, and making converts. He apparently visited all the great towns of 

6. B.C. Law, MahtMra : His Life and Teachings, p, 23, 
7. B.C. Law, 0,/d, p. 24, 
8, lbkl, p. 30, 
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north and south Bihar dwellin.g principally in tbe kin-4~s pf Ma,adha and Anga. 
Most of the rainy seasons were spent round abo~t his EWJive tpwn Vajjili, at R~jgr~ 
the old capital of Magadha, at Champa, the capital of an~jtnt A6ga, at Mithil~, the 
Kingdom of Videha and Sravasti.• 

On the basis of references contained in the Ka/pa Sitra, B.C. Law10 gives Jn a~ijnt 
of the places in which Mahavlra spent the forty-two rainy seasons since he renounced the 
life· of a householder. Taken in order, the places staQd ia the list as follows: 

1. Atthigrima First rainy seaao11 
2. Champa and Pr~ii Champa Next three rainy seasons 
3. Vaisali and Vai:iijagrima Next twelve rainy seasons 
4. Rijgrha and Nilanda Next fourteen rajny seaso11s 

s. Mithili Next six raJny se~oQ_S 

6. Bltadriki Ne~t two r,,;,,.y "~ons 
7. Alabhika Next one rainy season 
8. Panita bhumi Next one rainy season 

9. Sravasti Next one rainy season 

10. Papi Last rainy s_eason. 

' His wanderings seem to have covered a wide .area, ~nd on occasions he visited 
Rajgrha the capital of Magadha and other towns, where the utmost honour was shown 
to him. Further more, looking to the schisms in t~ Jaina ch~rch in his own day, the 
number of Mahavtra's followers, as believed by the Jainas does in no way discredit him. 
He had an excellent community of 14,000 Srama'}as, 30,000 Nuns, 1,59,000 male lay
votaries, 3,18,000 female layvotaries and scmething like 5,400 others who either knew 
the fourteen Purvas or were Keva/ins and so on.11 

Thus having become a Keva/in at the age of forty-two and having wandered for 
about thirty years as a reformer in the J aina church, Lord Mahivlra died at the age of 
seventy-two in the house of king H astipal's scribe in Pavapurl near Rajgrha, a place 
still visited by thousands of Jain.a pilgrims. According to th~ traditional Jaina chrono
logy the event is believed to have taken place in the y.ear 527 B.C. differing by sixteen 
years from the nirvil1Ja of Buddha according to the chronology of the Ceylon or 543 B.C.11 

The Ka/pa Sutra definitely records that Mahivlra lived thirty years as a house
holder, more than full twelve years in a state inferior to perfection, something less than 
thirty years as a Keva/in, forty-two years as a recluse and seventy two years on the 

------
9. C.J. Shah, Jainism in North India, p. 26. 

10. B.C. Law, Mahavira : His Life and teachings, p. 32. 
11. C.J. Shah, Jainism in North India, p. 27, 

ti. Ibid, p. 271 
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Who1t. That itt the age of·seventy-two ·in the town of Pavi and in •king Hastipila's 
<jftice of the writers, Mahivtra died, freed from all pains.18 

Mahivtra seems to have had adversaries as well. A formidable adversary was 
Gosala Makhaliputta 'Who folltided the sect of Ajivikas. He flourished at Srivasti, 
though the precise field of his influence cannot be determined. It is well known that 
the A.jivikas survived down to Asokan and post-Asokan periods. 

Mahlvtra bad eleven c'hitf disciples or Gar,adharas who seem to have kept the 
organisation of the church urtder propet discipline. All of them were Brahmai;ias and 
·seem to have come from settlements in Bihar, on.ly two hailed from cities, vii:., Rijgrha 
and Mithila. This again confirms that the spread of Jainism during Mahavtra's time 
w~ ~tricted 'to parts of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and West-Bengal . 

• 

The organisational tract of Mahivlra and the devotion of the Ga'}adharas kept the 
Jaina church in good shape. However, two schisms, viz. Bahurdya Jivapilssiya, took 
place even during the life time of Mahav1ra, but they do not seem to have evoked much 
response. It is only the last schism, i.e. the Digambara-Svet'limbara, that has left its 
irnpress on the pattern ~f'tlevelopinenl of Jainism, its regional spread, monastic practices 
and iconography.1' 

The world, as ·painted by Ma:havtra, represents that state of existence of·the soul 
in which it has to undergo repeated births and deaths and all their concomitant experi
·ences. It is samslira or course of life and death which appears like a boundle86 flood of 
water with its dangerous current. Earth, water, fire, and air all contain lives. The 
sense and mental faculties become manife6t in varying degrees in various forms of beings. 
Man finds himself·in an ·awful situati'on where he has to work under the influence 
of affection, passion and attachment. The world presents a constant scene of quarrel 
and strife, death and carnage and of all mad pursuits of life, the ultimate end of which is 
·utter disappointmtnt. For the sake of food and drink, lodging and comfort, woman 
and wealth, a man is involved in various works that lead the soul from sin to sin. 
Attached to the agreeable sounds and colours, tastes and smells, touches and percep
tions, ih · short to all seductive pleasures of the senses, the living beings suffer 
and find_ ·no escape from pain. The path to these pleasures is the path to birth, 
t«Jisease, decay and -death. 1\ reflection on these conditions of the world, as one daily 
sees them all aroun·d, leads a man · away from them to seek safe island, to -seek pcaee, 

· to seek liberation, deliverertce --and perfection. 

The reassuring message which underlies all his teachings is that soul is the highest 
· reality of life, and ·nirvtJ'}Q is not extirr~ion but the eternal and blissful condition of soul 
is realisable in this very existence and solely by human efforts if they are well ·directed. 
The development of manifestation of supreme personality is the visible fruition or reli-

13. -B.C. Law, 'Maltovita: 111:r L>f/e trlfd Teathings, p. S2. 
14. S.B. Deo, Hi1tory of Jaina Monarchi,m, p. 80 ff. 
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. . 
gious efforts leading to ·liberation. The life of the Master offered for imitation by his 
earnest disciples stands as one of the highest examples of such a personality. The heart of 
Jainism is emptied of all that go to constitute selfishness, haughtiness, cruelty, wickedness 
in consideration and such immoral propensities. These are removed so as to find the 
human heart filled with love, kindness, meekness, sincerity and such other best qualities 

of character. 

Mahivlra laid a great stress on the activity of souls. The individual soul has in,t11mer
able unity of space. The soul is unearthed and possessed of the quality of existence. 
The soul knows and sees all, desires happiness, is afraid of pain, does friendly or un
friendly actions, and enjoys the fruits of them. That which has consciousness, is soul. 
The soul in combination with the body is the door of all actions. One should abstain 
from killing beings, theft, falsehood, sensual pleasure and spirituous liquor. Those who 
do not renounce these go to hell. 

A sage should wander about free from sins. Self should be subdued. A monk 
should avoid untruth, sinful speech and should not be deceitful. Nothing sinful, hurtful 
and meaningleu should be told by him. He must conquer twenty-two troubles, e.g. 
hunger, thirst, cold, heat, nakedness, erratic life, women, dirt, ignorance, etc. The pious 
obtains purity and the pure stands firmly in the law. Delusion, pride, deceit and greed 
should be avoided. Monks or householders who are trained in self control and 
penance and who have obtained liberations by the absence of passion, go to the highest 
region. Those who are ignorant of the truth are subject to pain. One should not 
permit killing of living beings. He should not commit sins in thoughts, words and acts. 
The pleasures are like a venomous snakes. The pleasures are the thorn that rankles 
and they should be given up. He should keep the severe now of chastity. Mental and 
bodily penances should be practised. An ascetic by virtue of his simplicity enter the 

pathofntn4tJa. 

Meditation means abstaining to meditate on painful and sinful things. One 
should with a collected mind_ ensase in pure meditation on the laws. 

There are three ways of committing sins by ones own activity, by commission, 
and by approval of the dead. By purity of heart one reaches Nirv4'}Q. Nirva,,a consists 
in peace. M ok1a is the essential point in the teaching of Mahi vtra which is generally 
understood as emancipation. It really mans the attainment of the highest state of 
sanctification by the avoidance of pain and miseries of worldly life. The conception of 
nirv41}Q in Buddhism differ essentially from the M o/qa view of the J ainas. With 
Buddhists, to be clearer its proposed meaning is extinction whereas with the J ainas it 
has a positive significance implying absolute purity and freedom from the snares of 

Karma. 

Mahivtra's great message to mankind is that birth is nothing, that caste is 
nothing and that Karma is everything and on the destruction of Karma, the future 
happiness depends. 
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&ckvoimd and Tradition 

There are four ways to meditate on purity of mind : (i) love, (2) love towards the 
suffering world, (3) love towards the happy, and (4) love towards the criminal or cruel 
person. 

Right knowledge, belief, and conduct, these three are the sources of happiness. 
There are twenty-one qualities, the majority of which must be possessed before a person 
is ready to undertake the higher religious life : (I) he must be earnest, (2) he must be of 
sound mind, (3) he must be pleasing by nature, (4) he must be popular, charitable, well 
behaved, and of good moral character, (5) he must not be cruel, (6) he must be cautious 
and honest, (7) he will live according to some principle, (8) he will be compassionate and 
sympathetic, (9) he must be just and impartial, (10) he must be grateful, polite, intelli
gent and of quick understanding, (11) he must be self controlled. 

According to Mahivtra, this universe is eternal and it is nothing but the sum total 
of substances which have been existing from eternity and shall remain for ever. In this 
universe nothing new is created nor is any thing annihilated. The substances of this 
eternal universe are described as jiva and ajlva, soul and no-soul. The characteristic of 
living substance is attention, consciousness and attentiveness. 

Not only is man endowed withjfva but also all creatures, including plants, animals, 
birds, insects, and even atomic and invisible beings, like the smallest particles of the 
elements of the earth, the fire, the water and the wind are endowed with the soul ( Jlwl). 
The great ideal of Ahimsll of the Jainas was actuated by feelings of love and friendship 
towards all beings. To a monk the rule of wounding nothing means that he must carry 
three articles with him, a staining cloth for his drinking water, a broom, and a veil 
before his mouth lest he might unconsciously swallow or crush any invisible animalcule. 
Even so, for fear of outraging the vow of AhimslJ, a layman also observes so many 
precautions in daily life but something which is rather striking is not to eat and if possible, 
not to drink after sun set, that he might swallow insects through mistake. 

The Buddhist idea of Ahimstl is rather positive and humble as consisting in show
ins mercy to all living creatures of the world. The Jainas, on the other hand, have 
carried the idea of Ahimsa to probably an excessive limit, for instance in the utter ab
stention from hurting a living molecule and in the refusal to take as food even a dead 
CRature's body. 

Thus in brief the main tenets of Jainism as a practical religion consists of the follow
ing points: longing for liberation, disregard to worldly objects, desire of the law, obedience 
to the co-religionist and to the Guru, moral and intellectual purity of the soul, adoration 
of the 24 Jainas, paying reverence to the Guru, adoption of a particular posture of the 
body, self denial praises and hymns, punctuality, practice of penances, forgiveness, study 
and recital of sacred texts .. . concentration of thoughts, self-control, practice of auste
rities, purging oneself of impurities arising from Karma, mental independence, using 
unfrequented places, remaining away from the world, renouncing pleasure, food, 
passions, company, etc., conforming to the standard, doing service fulfilling all 'rirtues, 
freedom from passion, forebearance, freedom from greed, simplicity, modesty, sincerity 
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of heart, watchfulness of the mind, speech and body, discipline of mind, speech, and 
body, possession of knowledge, faith, and virtue, subduing the organs of sense, conquer
ing anger, pride, deceit, greed, love, hatred and wrong belief, stability and freedom from 
Karma.16 

The Jainas have certain original theories of knowledge, which form an important 
element of their philosophy and religion. According to them, philosophy consists in the 
voluntary and ccnsistent striving, intellectual and moral manifest in the removal of 
Karmic impediments. (1) On the way to San,yak jffdna (i.e. Right knowledge of the 
doctrine), (2) Sa,nyak darfa11a (i.e. Right faith in the true doctrine), (3) Safaya/c Charitra 
(i.e. strict observance of Jaina precepts). These are called Triratna or three jewels as 
means to attaining Mokta. Of these, knowledge is divided into five kinds. 

(1) Mati-perceptual and inferential knowledge, 

(2) $ruta-knowledge derived from the reading and hearing of the scriptural books, 

(3) Avadhi-direct knowledge of things even at a distance of time and space, 

(4) Manahparyaya-direct knowldege of the thoughts of other people, 

(5) Keva/a-perfect, limitless knowledge or omniscience.11 

The Jain a rituals are not so elaborate, observed the same learned author17 as those 
of the Hindus but certai11ly surpass thc-sc cf Buddhism both in extent and variety. The 
customs peculiar to tl1cm and tl1ose which seem to be more emphasised among them 
than in Hinduism may only be touched here. The J ainas give all free access to their 
temples of gods and saints of whose images they worship with certain special rites and 

• ceremonies. 

They have what are known as Ja/a pujd (washing of the images), Chandan puj4 
(worship with sandals), Aktata puja (offering of unboiled rice), and Naivedya pujll (worship 
with food). All this is followed by Aratl after the sunset. Another custom belonging to the 
Jainas is the sdmayika reading. They like the Hindus, believe in an practice prllyasdta 
or expiation of sins but unlike them have the custom by confessing sins before the Guru. 
Great importance is attached to pilgrimages, especially undertaken on the full-moon 
days that fall in October-November (Kartika Puri:iima) or in April-May. Four months 
in the year are more specially given to fa stings, the reading of sacred books and spiritual 
meditations. They observe the most important fast on the last day of the Jaina year 
and of pdjjusana san1vostari and ordin.ary fast on the full-moon days, which fall in spring 
and summer. S0me of the Brahrn:1nic festivals have been mysteriously adopted by 
them among which may be mentioned the Divd/i, Dhanaterasa, $llrada Puj4, laklffll pujll, 

15. B.C. Law, Mahavlra: His Life and Teachings, pp. 106-07. 
16. B.C. Bhattacharya, The Jaina Iconography, p. 7. 
17. lbfll, pp. 11-12. 
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Jl'llna Palfchami, Sita/apuj4, the DaJahar4 and the M akarasankr'iJnti. Besides the image 
wonhip of the Tlrtha6karas and some subordinate deities, the worship of the Siddha 
chakra which is kept in a J aina temple has found a firm hold on the J aina devotee. 

S-,et4mbaras and Digambaras represent the two principal sects of the Jaina com
munity. The Diganrbaras went about clothed in space, (the term dik stands here for 
space and ambara, for clothes) impressing upon the world that they belonged to no 
group or community but to the whole of humanity and proclaiming that they had got 
over the last determining marks by casting off their cloths. The Svetdmbaras wore the 
white clad (the term Sveta means white) and the white garment signified their ideal of 
purity. 

The achism began as early as the time of the first Council of Pataliputra at the 
end of the fourth century B.C. The visitation of a terrible famine in Magadha led some 
Jaina to migrate ta the south under their leader Bhadrabahu about 315 B.C. They are 
said to have planted Jainism for the first time in the Deccan. Those who remained in the 
famine-stricken land found a leader in Sthu}abhadra, who being anxious to preserve the 
Jaina scriptures summoned a council at Pataliputra, which collected the Eleventh .Aifga 
and renewed the Twelfth .Aifga. At the end of the famine, Bhadrabahu returned with his 
followers. They refused to ac.cept the work of the council and sternly disapproved the 
custom to wear clothes, which the followers of Sthu}abhadra had already adopted. The 
division became pc,manent only in 83 B.C. 

We shall note down some points of distinction between the two sects. 

(1) The symbols given by the two sects to the idols differ to some extent. 

(2) The Swet4mbara tradition depicts the idols as wearing a loin cloth, bedecked with 
jewels and with glass eyes inserted in the marble. 

The Digambara tradition represents the Tlrthankaras as nude and with down
cast eyes. 

(3) The SW!tllmbaras allow their Gurus to eat out of vessels, the Digambaras receive 
their food in their open hands. 

(4) The Svet4mbaras assert that there are twelve heavens and sixty-four Indras, the 
Digambaras maintain that there are sixteen heavens and one hundred olympian 
monarchs. 

(S) The Svet4mbaras picture Mahivlra to have been extremely philosophical from his 
childhood days, though he wanted to renounce, the world in his early yean in 
deference to his parents wishes he did not do so. The Digambara version is that 
by his thirteenth year Mahivtra suddenly renounced world being disgusted with 
the ephemeral nature of things and that till then1 he like any other prince, enjoy. 
ed all the lwturies of a palace life, , 
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(6) The ~vet4mbaras have recorded that Mahavlra married at a fairly young age and 
that he led a full-fledged householders life till he was thirty, when he became an 
ascetjc. The Digambaras deny the fact of marriage altogether. 

(7) The Svetllmbaras hold that though Mahivlra was keen on renouncing the world 
earlier, he promised his mother that during his parents life time he would nol 
become an ascetic. The promise was in response to the persuations of hit 
mother. The Digambaras maintain that even during his parents life time and 
much against their wishes Mahavlra took to renunciation. 

(8) The Svet4mbaras believed that a woman could become a nrthankara and so they 
allowed women into the ascetic order. The Digambaras did not allow women to 
join the samghas and maintained, the women could attain the TirthaAkara-status 
only after being born as men. 

(9) The Svetambaras were divided into the non-idol worshipping (Sthanakavdsi) and· 
the idol-worshipping (Deravilsi) groups. There were four main sub-divisiona 
among the Digambaras, the Kasthasamgha, M u!asamgha, M athurasathgha and
Gopaya-Samgha. There were only minor differences. The fourth sub-division 
agreed with the Svet4mbaras in most respects. 

(10) The Svetllmbara ascetic is allowed to have fourteen possessions including his loin 
cloth, shoulder-cloth, etc. He was allowed to n1ove from place to place and it is 
not surprising that the laymen complain that sometimes there is too much of 
interference from the ascetics. The Digambara ascetic is allowed to have only 
two possessions, a peacock's feather and a brush and has to live entirely in the 
jungle. 

As regards Jaina temple worship B.C. Bhattacharya18 observes that the integral 
i,art of the Jaina worship is performed in their temples. In this way their temple may 
be said to be their repository of Dharma. In Brahmanic religion though temple is 
visited on occasions and pilgrimages, most injunctions of religion however, such as, the 
Trisandhy1J, or the three prayers, the Gurupujll, $iva Pujd, $,adha, Tarpa'}Q, Vratapuj1l, 
the Dev1 pujas and the Yajnas are followed in practice in individual homes. In this respect 
the Jaina religion marks a great contrast to Brahmanic religion. The Jainas in optional 
cases keep an image in their houses, do not undergo the special ritualistic formalism in 
their private worship. The temples are their churches, where besides the daily worship 
of the images by the religious officials, religious books are kept, the aratis or waving rites 
are attended largely by men, women and boys with sincere faith and devotion. There 
are occasion.s when the pages are specially decorated, the San,avasllraFJa is arranged, 
readings from the scriptures are given by Brahmachiir>s, Yat1s and Surls. In many 
other respects, the J aina temple worship bears a close resemblan.ce to Brahmanic 
customs. The images go through the same process of canonical installation, daily 

JS. B.C, Bhattacharya, The Jaina Iconography, pp. 20-22. 
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worship, ceremonious worship, occasional processions, decorations and llrat1. Almost in 
the same way as that of the Brahma'}as the deities are offered rice, water and naivedya. 
1'here are bells, drums, c/1auries and no foreigner unless he is told, \\'ill find any appre
ciable distinction between a strictly Brahmanic temple and a Jaina one. In temple 
worship, the Digambaras and the Svetllmbaras differ in some important heiratic points. 
For instance the Digambaras bathe the images with abundance of water, but Svetdmbaras 
use very little. The Digambaras may bathe and worship their images during the night 
but the Svetdmbaras do not even light lamps in their temples, much less do they bathe 
or worship the images lest in so doing they might thereby kill, or indirectly cause the 
death of any living thin.g, for to do so during the night they regard as a great sin. The 
Digambaras wash their images with pailch4mrita but the others do not. 

The Jainas worship Pailchaparameslhins the five fold divinity, namely (1) Arhats 
i.e. the twenty-four nrthaAkaras, (2) Si<!ha, the liberated soul, (3) Acharya, the preceptor 
(usually through his symbolic representation called sth'llpana. (4) Upadhyaya, the teacher, 
and (5) Sadhu, a monk who has renounced worldly ties. Specific qualities are attributed 
to them. There are different mantras or syllables to remember and revere them. The 
first syllables of the names of these paran1e1/hinis constitute the sacred syllable OM, 
which has great religious significance. The real worship in the religious sense is confin- . 
cd to the first two especially the first under the twenty-four Tirthal\karas whose biogra
phies are elaborate in many respects. There are hymns of praise in their honour, which 
are not intended to ask for any thing from them, but the devotee who recites them 
wants their great qualit ic s to develop himself. There are rituals, pujds of various kinds, 
etc., to express devotion to the Tirthai\karas. All these aim at purifying oneself by pious 
activities at eliminating one's Karma, so that the Atman becomes ParamlJtman. 
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History of Jainism in Orissa 

Owing to paucity of materials of positive nature, the exact date of the beginning 
of Jainism in Orissa cannot be determined. However, from legendary and traditional 
accounts and indirect references it can be reasonably traced back to a period much 
earlier than that of the rise of Buddhism under Gautam Buddha. 

~,abhadeva, known in the traditional accounts of the Jainas as the founder of 
Jainism and .Adinatha or the first Jaina Tirthal\kara, is believed to have been associated 
with the cultural history of ancient Orissa. In the Hithl-Gumphi inscription of Udaya
giri there is a reference to the fact that Kalinga Jina was carried away from Kalinga 
by a Nanda king. Scholars1 associate this Kalinga Jina with that of ~$abha in view of 
the fact that he is generally linked with the places of his worship. For example the 
image of ~,abhanatha of Satruftjaya is called Satruftjaya Jina and that of Abu is called 
abuda Jina and so on. Similarly the ~,abhadeva of Kalinga might have been 
designated as Kalinga Jina. Of course, here he was not named after a particular 
place but after the entire Kingdom. It is perhaps the solitary example to name a 
Tlrthankara after a kingdom. The contentions of N.K. Sahu are that ~,abha has been 
most frequently represented in the Khandagiri caves. Besides, the Jaina temple standing 
at the highest point of the hill has been dedicated to Adinitha and Kharavela while 
reclaiming Pithunda employed ass drawn plough instead of bullock-drawn ones as bull 
was religiously associated with ~,abhadeva. However, this fact prompts us to think that 
~$abhadeva, the first Jina, was the well reputed and established deity of Kalinga long 
before the 6th century B.C. when Mahavlra, the last Ttrthankara of the Jaina tradition 
appeared in the religious firmament of India. It was possibly for the outstanding signi
ficance of the deity that Nandaraja later on took away this image as war trophy to pro
nounce his victory over Kalinga. But ~,abhadeva was not known to have preached 
Jainism in Orissa. 

The next reference to the country of Kalinga in the Jaina literature is in connec
tion with Sreyinsanitha, the eleventh Tlrthankara. According to the Ava!yaka Nirukti1 

·- ·- ----
1. N.K.. Sahu, History of Orissa, Vo 1. I . p. 353 and C,J, Shah, Jainism In North India, pp. 172-73, 
2. lt1aJyalca Nlruktl, p. 325, 
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he was born at Simhapura, which was the capitai of kaiitiga. Aranatha, the eighteenth 
T1rtha6kara, received his first alms in the city of Rijapur, which according to the 
Mahllbhiirata, was the metropolis of Kalinga.1 

• 

It was Parivanitha, to whom Jaina tradition given the twenty-third place in the 
hierarchy of Jaina nrthaAkaras, is believed to have visited Orissa and preached Jainism 
in this region. It is eviden.t frcm numerous sculptural representations in the caves of 
Khandagiri and Udayagiri near Bhubanes\\-·ar where images of Pirsvanitha and 
episodes from the life of Pirivanatha are found to have been carved magnificently. 
Specially the narrative panels, as believed by some scholars on the facades of Ri~i 
Gumphi of Udayagiri faithfully depict the life and activities of this honoured saint.' This 
fact goes a long way in proving that he was the most venerable and reputed of the 
nrthankaras in ancient Orissa. If on the basis of the Jaina tradition, this great saint 
emerged two hundred and fifty years before Mahivlra, then as early as the 8th century 
B.C. Orissa was a reputed seat of Jainism with Pir!vanitha playing a distinguished role 
in the religious life of the people. 

The romantic story current in regard to Parsvanatha, the twenty-third Tlrthankara 
is as follows : 

''Prasenjit, the king of Kusasthalapur, had a daughter named Prabhavatl who 
was unrivalled in her feminine accomplishments. The kin.g left no stone unturned to find 
out a suitable match for her, but in vain. One day, however, when the princess was 
moving in the royal garden, she heard some kinnaris singing a song in admiration of 
Parsvanatha, a very virtuous and handsome son of king Afvasena of Varanasi. The 
Kinnaris said that the would be wife of Parivanatha was present in that very garden and 
further that who could be more fortunate than that lady. The song created a longing for 
Parivanitha in the heart of the princess. When the matter was brought to the knowledge 
of Prasenjit, he agreed to give Prabhivatl in marriage to Pirsvanitha. The news of 
Prabhivatl marrying Pirivanitha spread far and wide, and Yavana, the king of 
Kali6ga came to know about the marriage. He became furious and declared that 
during his life time Pirsvanitha would not be able to marry Prabhivatl. He proceeded 
to Kusasthalapur with a huge army. Prasenjit at this sent his envoy to king Alvasena 
requesting for help, who in turn, sent Pirsvanitha to save Prasenjit. Having known 
the presence of Piriva in the city, however, the king of Kali6ga decided not to fight 
and finally withdrew to his kingdom.'' 

M.M. Chakravarty1 and A.C. Mittal1 on the basis of the above story of Pllrlvan4tha 
charita written by Bhavadeva Suri during the 13th century A.O. connected the panels 
of the upper storey of Rar:it-Gumpha to Parsvanatha. As a result they suggest the 
elephant scene introduces Piriva's future wife with her relatives and attendants, that in 

3. P.C. Ray, Translation, Mahlib"4rata, lantl Parva, p. 4, 8. 
4. M.M. Chakravarty, Bengal District Gazetteer, Purl, L.S.S. O'Malley (Ed.), p. 2S6. 
S. D,id, p. 256. 
6. A.C. Mittal, An early History o/Orlssa, pp. 383-84. 
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the next scene she is abducted by the Kalinga king, that in the fourth scene she is 
rescued by Pirivanitha in a forest while hunting, that the following scene depicts the 
wedding feast, the seventh, the consummation of marriage and the eighth scene a march 
with elephants. Similarly a frieze in the lower wing may represent Pirivanitha as a 
nrtha.Akara, his wanderings and honours shown to him. 

But there is no evidence to show that such traditions were prevailing in India in 
Pre-Christian centuries to inspire the poets and artists of the period. In the Ka!pa Sutr11, 
attributed to the 5th century A.O., the acccunt cf Pariva's marriage is not represented 
as the result of such rc,mantic adventures. Moreover, the ParJvanlJtha charita differs in 
various details from the story depicted by these relief sculptures. According to the 
former, the Y avana king invaded the town of Ku~asthala and forcibly took away his 
beautiful princess Pravivatl, who was rescued by Parivanatha whom she later on 
married. But the sculptures mentioned above narrate the story of abduction in a different 
manner making the question of identification of the two accounts inappropriate. 

The Jaina Ktetra Samasa represents Parivanitha as preaching at Timralipti and 
Kopakataka identified respectively with mcdern Tamluk in West Bengal and Kupiri in 
Orissa. 7 The influence of Pirivanitha on the spiritual life of ancient Orissa was very 
considerable and there can be no reasonable doubt in the fact that KaranQa (KarakanQu) 
the earliest known Jaina king of Kalinga was one of his royal disciples. KarakanQu 
flourished in KaliAga almost contemporaneous with Nimi, the penultimate ruler of the 
Janaka family of Videha. The Jaina Karakan<!u charita8 reveals that Karakan9u was the 
son of Dadhivahana of Champa instead of king Dadhivahana of AAga whose daughter 
Chandana or Chandanvatl was the first lady converted to Jainism by Mahivlra. N.K. 
Sahu identified Dadhivahana, the father of Karkan<;lu with his name sake described in 
the Dadhiv4hana jlJtaka, where he has been represented as cccupying the throne of 
Benaras. It may be indicated that A6ga was a vassal state of Kasi since the time of 
Manoja, the powerful Kasi monarch and hen.cc Dadhival1ana who came after Manoj 
has been confounded by later Jaina works as the king of Anga. It may, however, be 
said in support of Jaina tradition that the episode regarding the birth of KarakanQu 
and his installation on the throne of Kalinga took place at the time when his father 
Dadhivihana was probably a Governor of Anga with the head quarters at Champa. The 
Jaina tradition9 reveals that ''the queen of Dadhivihana who was heavy with child was 
once enjoying elephant drive in the forest when she lost her way and ultimately arrived 
at K·alinga. There she gave birth to a son who grew up in obscurity and was named 
Karalcan<Ju, while the king of KaliAga died without an heir, the boy KarakanC,u was 
miraculously chosen as king and with his accession to the throne the prevailing anarchy 
in Kalinga can1e to an end.'' 

The Kumbhak4ra Jataka and Uttaradhyayan Sutta reveal that KarakanQu flouri• 
shed in Kalinga as contemporary of Dummukha (Durmukha) king of Pidchala, N aggajc 
(Nagnajit), king of Gandhara, as well as Nimi, king of Videha. 

7. N.K. Sahu, Hl3tory of Orissa, Vol. I, p. 182. 
8. D,td, p. 179. 
9. Ibid, p. 180. 
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The UttarDdhayayana Sutt a further testifies to the fact that aiI the four kings re
ferred to above were regarded as ''bulls among kings'' and adopted the faith of the 
Jainas after abdicating their thrones. They took the life of $,ama'}QS. This account 
reveals that Jainism was in a flourishing condition in India when these four kings were 
ruling. The popularity of Jainism in its Chaturytima form i.e. Ahimsa (non-killing), Sunrta 
(truiliful speech), Asteya (non-stealing) and Aparigraha -(renouncing of all illusory 
objects) was widely prevailing in northern and eastern India since the time of 
Pirivanitha. Mahavlra added Brahmacharya (chastity) as a separate vow to the existing 
four. 

Karakan4u patronised Jainism not only in Kalinga, his own kingdom, but also 
expanded his benevolent activities in the territories of his royal ruling friends.1• He dedi
cated shrines to the Jainas at Terapura in Maharashtra; which was then probably under 
the rule of king Bhima referred to in Aitareya Brahma'}. The KarakanQu monastery was 
very likely na1ned after him and the stone elephant which stood in the monastery was 
fore-runner of the Alokan elephant at Toshali (Dhauli). Owing to his munificence, reli
gious contemplation and wisdom, Karakan4u is hailed by the Jaina tradition as a 
''RlljaJrl''-an ascetic king. His abdication of the throne for leading the life of a SramQtJa 
has been preserved in Jaina and Buddhist sacred texts emphasising on his deep realisa
tion of the transitory nature of the worldly property and giving exposition to his reflec
tion upon worldly prosperity as the cause of sorrow. 

Kalinga is again refe11ed to in the time of Mahav1ra, the twenty-fourth Drthankara. 
The A,aJyaka Nirukti11 mentions two visits of Mahavlra to Toshali in the eleventh year 
of his monkship. On both the occasions he had to meet terrible hardships at Toshali. 
On one ~ion he was taken to be a robber and hit hard. On another occasion he was 
about to be hanged and was, however, rescued through the timely interference of Tosha Ii 
Kshatriyas. Vya,ahtira Bhdfya12 also confirms the visit of Mahivlra to Toshali. The A,a.1-
,aka Sutrau confirms Mahivlra's visit to Kalinga and adds that the king of Kalinga was 
a friend (or relation) of his father. The Jaina Harivamsa Pur4'}(l1' also speaks of 
Mahivlra's visit to Kalinga in connection with the propagation of his faith. 

On the evidences maintained in J aina literature11 we learn that Mahivlra visited 
Vaisili, Vamja-grima, Mithila, Bhadriki, Alabhika, etc. At last he expired in one dark 
f~rtnight of the pious month of Kartika, at Pava in the kingdom of Raja Hastipala. 
During his itinerary, he used to spend Chaturmaiya (rainy season retreat) in different 
places such as Champa, Pustigrama, Hastigrima, Vaisili, Vaoijagrima, Rijgrha, Nalanda, 
Mithili, Alabhika, Panitabhumi, Srivasti and Pavi as is described in the Kalpasfltra. 

----· 10. Ibid, p. 183. 
11. Awuyaka Nlruktl, p. S02-20. 
12. Vytnal,ir B"4,ya VI, 115. 

13. APaJyaka SOlra p. 219-20. 
14. R.D. Banerji, History o/Orlssa, Vol. I, p . 61. 
IS. Jalna Sllf'OI, Pt. 1. p. 264. 
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AcOMlitlg to some schoiars Panita bhumi is a synonym of Pallifa bhunii as per Ardha 
IJNgatlltl 13:flguage. Most probably it is the ume as Phaa,iya-bhumi or Nigalok-a, the 
fJPe&ent Nagapura. In scme old records it is called Bhogapura, identified with the mode1n 
••• .regioo of Madhya Pradesh and Kalahandi of Orissa. 

According to the Bhagavati Siitra Bhagavina Mahivtra started his earliest preach
inSS of Dharma at Nalanda, Rajgrha, Par:iiya bhum~ Kurmagrima and Si4hir:tha 
grl.ms. when eleven of his disciples called Gar,adharas (teachers) hure coatrolled the 
seven religious centres of the Nigrafithas. 

Unfortunately, the identification of Par:iiya bhumi, Kmma g1;i,aa ud.·SWhirtha
pima is still not satisfactorily arrived at. The Bhaia,ati Sitra informs that Mahimra. 
1•ayed at Pa~yabhumi (or Pha~iya bhumi) for long six years with Acbirya Goeata, From 
there they proceeded towards Kurma grama and Sidhirtha grima and ~ a ,o,gj 01.1•Ltd 

Vesiiyaoa, who was practising yoga by looking at the hot raya of the mn and r.aisiq 
lloth Di his arms upward. The practice of similar form of yo,a in Orisaa is re,aJocl from 
a .ftrse . of the copper plate grant of Madhyamarija of the Sailodl,bm dynaa,y of 
~a extending from the right bank of Mahinadl till the foot of o e•• .Ma1aeadra.• 

Fl'om the second line of this verse it is understood . that so11-.e yo,fs w .maa,t, •led 
to practise yoga (penar..ce) by looking at the hot ray.s of the sua. E~d,endy ·thia type of 
penance was popular in this region of Kongoda and Kalinga. Thus MahivJra met the 
Yr,si, Vcsayana in SiQhartha grima at the moment when he was in the YC9iC pose by 
:sta-ring at the sun as is described in the Bhagavatf Sutra. Probably Mahivtr.a's object 
of visitins Sidhirtha grama was to learn th2t yoga system whica Veaiyaoa uaed to pra
ctise. It is said that Mahivlra used to perform yoga slldhana by standing upon hcatm 
r.ocb under. the burning mid-day sun during the month of bellia. 

At Sidhirtha grama it is said that Achiirya GoaaJa violated some tenets, adopted 
by Mahivlra and started a new creed under the narne .4jivika. Some Buddhiat works 
claim that the religion of Gosala was .different from Jainism. But actually the Ajivikas 
and N igraifthas embraced the same religion although we notice a slight difference in 
their .cult. 

The ancient track through which Mahi vlra .travelled .from J>a9iya-bhuoai (NAga
loka or Bhogapura) to Kurma grama and Sidhirtha .grima is most probably the same 
:road on which Samudra Gupta marched to Kalinga. Fomnately we &et the name 0f 
Sidhinha-grima in some copper plate inscriptions of the -early Ganga ktn11 -of Kalmga. 
In Achutapuram plates of Indra Varman (cir 580 A.D.)17 it is stated that one ha/a mea
sure of land in the village Sidhirthaka gram a of Variha varttini to a learned Brihmai;ia 
named Durgaswamin. It is recorded in Sidhantam plates of Ganga Bra 1'6 (A.D. 694)11 

that Devendravarman donated another ha!a of land in the ·saml! viUage to a learned 

16. J.X.H.R.S. Vol. I, Pt. II, pp. 196-98. 
17. EI. Vol. Ill, pp 127-30ff and S.N. Rajguru, Inscriptions o/Orl11a, Vol..ll,fl>. 2,t,SW. 
18. EI. Vol. Ill, pp. 212-216ff and S.N. Rajguru, Inscription of Orum, Vol. II, pp. 81-85. 
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Brihman named Tamparalarmal) Diksita who resided in Erandapalli. The platcs ·wae .. 
discovered from a village called Sidhintam near a mile or two from Srikun:nan in 
Srikikulam district of Andhra Pradesh. G Rarodasa, while editing that inscription, baa 
correctly, identified the village of Sidhirthaka with the modern village of Sid4hintam 
and that of Eraodapalli with AinQavalasa, situated at the railway station of Srit.ikulam
The writer o( the grant is the son of Matrachandra of Apurvanata V amJa who al10 
belonpd to Eraadapalli.11 

In the Gal\p era 87 and 196 the ancient name of Siddhirtha grima wu slightly 
changed to Siddhiathaka grima while in Masunika grant of Devendra Yarman of 
Gangaera3()()11 and in Bangalore plates of Devendra Varman21 the same village of~ 
district of Varahavarttini is called by the name Sidhata. At present, it is caliled 
Sidhatam. So in courae of about fourteen hundred years the name of Siddarthaka 
grama was converted to Siddimtam and there is little doubt that the same village in 
the time of Mahivtra was called Siddhirthagrama. Probably it was named in h&nour of 
MahiVlra's father, Sidhirtha as in commemoration of Mahivlra Vardhamin one of tbe 

. . 
cities of Kali4ga was named Vardhaminapura in the time of the Mitbara kiop of 
Kalinp. · That Sidhirtha grima, near Srikurmam or the ancient Kurma grima waa a 
centre of religious culture where the yog'IS like Vesayana of the time of MahiVlra 
reaided. 

-
The Vya,ah'/Jr11 .Bh44yaU speaks of Toshali as a centre of Jaina preachers and ·laity 

and a place of a marvellous image of Jina which was guarded by king Toshalika. It 
further states that due to heavy rains crops failed and so Jaina monks lived on palm
fruits which grew in abundance here.11 The Jan1budiva pannati2' includes Kalinga in the 
list of Aryan coumries suitable for wandering (or preaching tours) of Jaina monks. 

The Jaiaa iraditions11 allude wide dominions of the Nandas. The existence of a 
city called Nau-Nanda-Dehri on the Godavari river also suggests that the Nanda 
dominions llad once embraced a considerable portion of the Deccan, and therefore, of 
the Kalinga country. Moreover literary traditions speak of Mahapadmananda1• as the 
ruler of Kalinga. Therefore the Nandraja who took away the image of a Jina from 
Kalinga as mentioned in the Hithl-Gumphi inscription of Kharavela on the Udayagiri 
hill (Narularlja nilam Ka/inga Jina samnivesa) can be identified with Mahipadmananda. 
This reference is very intereatimg from the point of view of ancient religion of Oriasa. It 
points out that Orissa since the time of Mahiv1ra contained to be the stronghold of 
Jainism in as much as the Nandarija carried off the image of Jina as the highest trophy. 

19. El. Vol. Ill, p. 7, ff. 
20. JAHRS. Vol. XV. Ill, P. 115. 
21. S.N. Rajguru, lnscrlptlon1 of Orlssa Vol. Il, pp. 113-117. 
22. Yyavohlrd B/,lfyo, VI, 115. 
23. 0,/d, VI, 115. 
24. Jambudi,a PIIIUlall, I07. 
2S. Parls4fha Pana'!a, VII. 8. 
26. B.E, ParJitar, D1na.ttles of Kall Afe, pp. 23-24, 
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Jainism must have made great progress in Orissa during the rule of the Nandas, who 
according to literary traditions, were believers of Jaina faith. 

• 

The image of Kalinga Jina not only gives us an insight into the ancient religion 
and · culture but also to the sculptural activities of the Orissans in the 5th/4th centuries 
B.C. The very look at it must have brought the greatest and proudest down upon his 
knees, and bow before it in reverence. That is why it was valued most and taken away 
by Nandarija. This was a great loss to the people of Kalinga who were under the rule 
of the Nandas then. But when they could assert their independence and found them
selves strong enough under the astute and able leadership of Khiravela they invaded 
Magadha, defeated its king and brought back their lovely and dear image. It therefore 

. follows that Jainism was the major religion of Kalinga in the fourth century B.C. and 
we shall not be far from the truth, if we conclude that it was its state religion. · 

The history of Orissa from the days of the Nandas to the date of A,Oka's invasion 
is completely dark and we do not know when Kalinga regained her independence so 
that there was the necessity of conquering it again by Afoka. There is, however, no 
reason to think that Jainism ceased to be the dominant religion of Kalitaga soon 
after its conquest by the Nandas. It must have continued as the major religion of this 
country and might have been one of the causes of A'oka's invasion. From all accounts we 
get the impression that A'cka was a Brahmanical Hindu prior to his invasion of 
Kalinga and it is therefore not unlikely that the wat waged against this country, was 
tinged with a sectarian bias. 

The thirteenth Rock Edict of Akka reveals that the Kalinga war resulted in one 
hundred thousand people killed, one lakh and fifty thousand carried away as captives and 
many more that number dying of starvation and disease that followed in the wake of the 
terrible war. This description presents an over all picture of the devastation and the 
loss of life in Kalinga and it is difficult to determine as to how much of her culture 
survived after this great cataclysm but it cannot be imagined that Buddhism under 
A,Oka had completely ousted the old religion of Jainism in KaliJ\ga. 

Jainism must have continued as one of the main religions of Orissa after the 
Kali6ga war of 261 B.C. and the people of Kalinga must have been looking forward to 
an opportunity when they would regain not only their political freedom but also their 
religious freedom. We do not know when Kalil'lga became free again but it seems that 
she regained her independence in the reign of one of A§oka's weak successors. As any 
rate there is little doubt that K2linga had become an independent country under Khara
vela's dynasty of which the Hathl-Gumpha inscription provides us with definite infor
mation. Kharavela was an independent Jain a monarch who carved out an empire, but 
there is nothing in the Hatht-Gun1phi in.scription to show that Kalinga regained her 
independence duri11g his reign. Rather the description of the boyhood of Khiravela 
as given in this inscription gives us an impression that he was the son of an independent 
monarch. The liberation of Kalinga from Mc1gadhan imperialism must have been 
achieved by one of his predecessors. 
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It was however left to Khiravela to wage a war of revenge against Magadha to 
recover from it the honoured Kaliftga Jina which appears to have had a great significance 
in the religious and cultural life of the people and to re-establish the supremacy of 
Jainism as the State religion of Kalir\ga. lie succeeded in achieving all these objects one 
by one. According to the Hitht-Gumphi inscription he twice led his expeditions 
against Magadha in the eighth and twelfth years of his reign and his second expedition 
ttsuhed in the humiliation of the Magadhan king Bihasatimita and the recovery of the 
honoured Jina. This sacred object appears to have been connected with the state 
ritual or with the royal household or else shorn of its religious significance it would not 
have been counted as a war trophy either by a Magadhan emperor after his victory over 
Kaliitga or by Khiravela after his victory over Magadha. 

A panel in the verandah facade of Maftchapurl-Gumphl of Udayagiri depicts the 
re-installation of Kaliitga Jina by Kharavela and his family members with great pomp 
and ceremony. 

The Hltht-Gumphi inscription of Kharavela with those connected with his chief 
queen, successors and officials throw in1mense material information on the state of 
Jainism in Kaliitga. The Hithtgumphi inscription of the first century B.C. opens with 
a salutation to the Arahats and Sidhas indicating that Khiravela was a Jaina by birth. 
On ascending the throne he further promoted the cause of Jainism by extending great 
patronage to it. His digvijaya to adjacent dominions must have presupposed his visit 
to the established Jaina places like Mathuri in the north, Satruftjaya and Terapura in 
the west and Srivanabelgola in the south. The analysis of epigraphic records and 
sculptural evidences of Udayagiri and Khandagiri caves will strengthen our view that the 
affection and honour of the family as well as of the people of Kalil'lga became bound up 
with the Jaina religion and with their presiding deity, the Kalinga Jtna. 

The inscription of Khiravela's chief queen records that the cave commemorating 
her nan1e was made for the sake of Kalil'lga recluses of Arhata persuation. 17 Similarly 
the rrcord of Kharavela's thirteenth regnal year informs that he caused to be excavated 
for purposes of worship the Relic Memorial (in honour of) the Arahamtas (who have) 
cast the transigration on mount Kumarl, the auspicious mountain in Vijaya circle.18 

The Hithl-Gumpha inscription opens with Namo Arahamtanom Namo sava 
Sidhanam and confirms to the traditional five-fold obeisance (Pancha Nanzask'llra)11 of the 
Jainas adopted by Khiravela as a mark of respect of the Jaina pantheon and its follo
wers. This indicates to his sincere devotion to that religion in bending his head as a 
token of respect. 

27. Arahamta Posada (n) am Ka/1,tga (na) m sa (m) a '!amam. 
28 Arhate Pakhi,:a samasltehi kaya nisidiyaya. 
29. Sashikanta, Hi thi-Gumpho Inscription of Kharavela and Bhabru £.diet of AJoka, p. 60. 

Arahamta-who has cast for transmigration. 
Sfdl,p The r~Jea~,-the perfe~t $0UI jp th~ stase aft~r Nir~·a~a, 
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AD1011J the Jain~ A.ralulmta is not the common term 1'11' ,-,,,ties. The ascetics 
are called $ama'}Q (Srama,a), Sahu (8adln,) or M..,f. It is car from this insc:ription and 
that inKriptions on other caves that shrines were built in the IM>nour of the Arahamta 
while cave dwellings were excavated for the use of the Sranu11JQS. 

There is a reference to duality of soul (jtva) and matter (deha) in the fourteenth 
line of the Hithl-Gumphi inscription. The J ainaa 1ccogniled two categories as jfva (soul) 
and ojlb (non-soul). Soul is independent with a separate entity altogether and is not to 
be identified with the body (deha) a form of matter in w~h it is contained temporarily. 
Khlravela's statement in this connection that his ~ul is dependent (Sarita sk.-llJrita) 
upon body is quite in accord with Jaina concept. 

Khita'Yela also defines Srama'}a as Suvihita or self posse11ed. Sra~ is the 
pncral term uaed for the Jaina monks.• 

• 

In the eighth regnal year, Khiravela led an expedition to Mathura to protect this 
ap old atron,hoJd of Jainism from the hands of the invadin1 Yawuuis. On completion 
of his task, the army returned to Kalinga under his leadership with a sapling of the 
Ka/pa Vrksa (Wishing tree) burdened with foliage in great pomp and rejoicing. On 
reaching the capital the emperor distributed the spoils of the victory to all householders 
and religious orders. N.K. Sahu11 associates this tree with the KevaJa tree of ~bhanatha. 
He further points out that in the eleventh year of his reign Khiravela reclaimed the city 
of Pithunda which was or.cc the metropolis of ancient Kalinga and in course of the work 
he cultivated the land with plcugh drawn by asses. The use of asses in place of bulls 
for drawing ploughs is perhaps due to the fact that Khiravela was a devotee of 
8-~abhanitha. Bull has been spiritually associated with the representation of 
i, abhanitha. 

The line fourteen of the Hitht-Gumphi inscription relating to the thirteenth year 
record of Khiravela's reign indicates the royal support and patronage extended to the 
Jaina Arhatas. They are, according to N.K. Sahu11, the persons who depend on 
royal patronage, those who fulfilled their (religious) vows (and) those sought shelter 
durir.g the rains. Kharavela was the worshipper (PujlJ•nu-rata) of the monks who clad in 
fine garments (china vatllni) and observing rainy season retreat (V asasitananz). This 
indirectly refers to the Svetllmbara Sect of the Jainas. As per the term Yapodyllpakas he 
inclined also to think the existence of the Digambara sect of the Jainas for whom 
Khiravela caused to have excavated a series of caves in the Kurnirl. hill (Udayagiri) for 
the resting of their bodies (KdyiJ.nisidiyava). 

• 
30. The order of the monks appear to have consisted of different grades which are mentioned in a des--

cending order. First come the Srama'!a, who appear to have been quite unconcerned with all mun
dane affairs, then come the Jnanis who appear to have been masters of the scriptures, next come 
the TapQ/vi-81/s who appear to have laid more stress on penance and lastly come the Sanghiyanas 
or the leaders of the organisational matters more particularly and therefore were the less detathed 
from mundane affairs as compared to the other three. Sash1kanta, Ibid p. 62, 

31. N.K. Sahu, History o/Orissa, Vol. I, p. 353. 

32. N.K. Sahu, Histor)' o/Orissa, Vol. I, p. 3$4, 
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Sashikanta• assu1ncs that Khiravcta convened a cottnoil <,f Jaina DK>llks, but no 
mention of it is made in the literature of Jaina monks of eithel' tftc. D11""'1Mra or 
~vetlJnibara sect of the Jainas probably because it relates to the period till whea the 
schism had not been finalised and the main object of its meeting was to avert the schism 
and attempt reconciliation. While disagreeing to the fundamentals, they seem to kaYe 
agreed on this piece of practical wisdom. There was a school ·in Mathuri which tried to 
keep away from schismatic tendencies till about the beginning of the Christian era -aad it 
might have preserved in memory of this council, but no literature of this school has come 
to light. It seems to have been represented by Aratiya yatis or the Yapt111i~. 

Taking a clue to this event Sashikanta1' assumes that the llonoured rcduaes were 
particularly invited to the Jaina council on the Kumirl hill (Udayagiri) the famous 
place of pilgrimage of Jaina retinues. It appears to have been a well attended assembly 
in which 3,500 monks from all directions joined. The site of the assembly was the flU&d
rangle near the shrine of the Arahamta on the top of the hill more partioularly on the 
roof top of the famous Hithl-Gumphi on · the brow of which is the record i080ribcd. The 
quadrangle consisted of the stone platform. 

He further assumes that in front of the assembly hall was set up a pale red and 
quadrilateral pillar inlaid with beryl, apparently to serve as a replica of the Mlnastambha 
in accord with the traditional, -descriptton of Jaina councils as yachana (reading) found 
in literature. 

The excavations have revealed the remains of an apsidal structure just overlying 
the Hithl-Gumphl. Tl:e cireulaT -structure towards the apse might be a stupa or just a 
round platform on which. the object of worship was placed. All this is in perfeat .a.ax>ro 
with what the inscription says about the relic memorial (kt!ytJ nisidiylJ) exca:v.ated by 
Khiravela . . 

Further the eMavation has also revealed an ancient imposing yamp built of 
latcrite blocks. It • thxe ..meu:es wide, rising from the foot of -the hill and reaches the 
terrace of the Hith~umphl, aRd is supported on either side by retaining wall& 11 It 
is wedge -shaped ia plan ·showing •g,eater width near the head than at the tail. This 
ramp sec1n1 to represent the .qudrilateral pillar mentioned in the inscriptiGn.. 

This mapifict,nt building acti:vity amply testifies to Khiravela's love and reapcct 
for the cause .of,religion iaad culture ·and at the same time it reveals his st•cly grandeur. 
Khiravela was also showing equal respect and honour for all religious denominations 
embracing the royal epithet Stna-P,,lnt/apujaka, as used in the concluding paragraphs of 
the Hitbl..Oumphi inscription which undoubtedly confirms to the pattern .adoptad by 
Devanampri)JQ priyodarJ; A'c>ka" There would have been no use of such an epithet bad 
there been no followCD& a,,anng .the common mass of Kalinga of ,difforent religious «dots. 

33. Sunikaot•, 1/>lj,.,p ... -62. 
34. Ibid, p. 63. 
35. D. Mitra, Jndlt11t ArchMology-A review, 1958-59, p. 38-40; 1961-62, pp. 36-37. 
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The inscription further testifies to the fact that he was the repairer of abodes of 
all deities (sava devayatanasamkllra-karaka) without, however, indicating to the names 
of particular shrines connected with a particular religious order. The repair of those 
monuments presupposes the earlier existence of religious shrines and his ardent love for 
maintaining their sanctity and proper preservation. Unfortunately no monument has 
yet been discovered with inscriptions or tablets, recording ~hat they were caused to be 
repaired by Kharavela. 

From the foregoing descriptions, it is amply clear that Kharavela was a Jaina by 
birth, but followed the policy of religious toleration which involved non-interference, non
intervention and not meddling in another man's religion. 

The example set by him partially in patronising Jainism was followed by many 
officers and noblemen, presumably of his time as well as by his queens and successors. 
Some caves of Udayagiri and Khan<;Jagiri are associated with Chula Karnma, Kamma, 
Bhuti, Nikiya and Kusuma, who were responsible for their excavations. The chief 
queen herself dedicated a suit of caves to the honour of the Srama,µu of Kalii;iga while 
Mahardja Kiidepdiri and prince Vedukha who probably came after Khiravela are 
known to have excavated beautiful cave dwellings being inspired by the same ideals. 

Besides the positive evidence of the prevalence of Jainism in Orissa till the end of 
the Chedi rule in the first century A.D., we have negative evidences too. The Mah1l
bhdrata informs us that the Kali6gas are people of no religion and that they are without 
the Vedas, without knowledge, without sacrifice and without power to assist at others 
sacrifice and that the gods do not accept any gift from them. Perfectiy in the um~ 
spirit, the Baudhayana Dharmasutra regards Kalinga as an impure country, but evidently 
unfrequented by Aryanas.•• 

The Brihmu.ia works have raised a cry and created a stir against the cu1turc of 
the Kalil}gas and the significant role they played in the great Mahabhdrata war. The 
possible reason may be due to the prevalence of Jaina religion in this part of the country. 
The followers of Jainism were not seen eye to eye by the adherents of Brahmanic faith 
for they preached against sacrifice, condemned the authority of the Vedas and the 
efficacy of the vcdic ritualism. That appears to be the reason why the people of Kalinga 
were ruthlessly criticised. Instances, of such condemnations are not wanting in ancient 
literature. The Brahman writers have created all doubtful notions against the origin of 
the Nandas probably because they linked themselves with the Jaina religion. 

The Uttarddhdyayana Sutra speaks of J aina merchants carrying a sea-borne trade 
from Champa , the capital of Anga which situated on the lower course of the Ganges. 
We may well presume that Jaina merchants of KaJinga went to countries lying in Indian 
Archipelago for the purpose of trade in these islands. Traditions current in Java, the 
origins of which go back to the early centuries of Christian era, given the credit for the 
colonisation of Java to the people of Kalinga. One of these traditions sp,.ak of the settle-

36. Ill, 30-31. 
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ment of twenty thousand families of Kalinga.37 These traditions may not be historically 
absolutely correct. But they can be taken as fair evidence of the colonisation of this 
region by the people of Orissa much before the second century A.D. Of course there 
is no report yet of any Jaina antiquity in these places, the absence of which may be 
explained by the fact that Jainism was a very mild religion. 

After the fall of Kharavela's dynasty the fortun.es of Jainism cannot be clearly 
traced. From the er.d of the first century B.C. to the 7th century A .O. no clear chro
nological history of Orissa is a,·a.ilable. Some stray specimens of art and architecture 
recently discovered th.row welcome light 011 tl1is dark period of Orissan history, but 
among such specimer,s, Jaina monuments do not form a prominent group. It seems 
that Jainism suffered a partial eclipse with the subsequent rise of Buddhism and Saivism 
in Orissa. It must be noted that Brahminism remained as a major religion of Orissa 
throughout the ages, though Jainism and Buddhism had their periodical ascendancy. The 
period of Jaina ascen.dar.cy in Orissa was over at the beginning of the Christian era and 
it then continued to co-exist along with other religious sects. Jainism had maintained 
all along a remarkable non-anta5onistic attitude towards Hinduism, which according to 
the competent authorities is or.e of the causes of its survival. The same spirit worked 
in Orissa and Jainism contint1ed to co-exist as a religion all along with other religions. 

This religion again revived to a considerable extent during the period when 
Kalinga was under the Murunc;las. The Murunc;las appear to have invaded Kalinga some 
time in the secor.d cer:tury A.D. after the declir.e of Satavahana power over that region. 
The Murunc;la rule in l(alinga is suggested by large hoards of Kushar:ia coins along with 
imitation Kushapa coins discovered in ull the coastal districts of Orissa as well as hill 
tracks of Mayurbhanja and Keorljhar Districts. 1'hese coins have also been discovered in 
the districts of Ranchi ar..d Singl1bhum in Bihar and a few of these have been found in 
West Bengal.38 The rule of the Murunc;las in eastern India with Pataliputra as their 
capital is amply testified by the Jaina literary traditions.89 A.S. Altekru-40 is inclined to 
identify the Murur,c;la kings of the Jaina tradition with the Murunc;las of the puranic 
tradition which refers to tl1irteen Murunc;la Kings ruling in the post Andhra and pre
Gupta period. According to Altekar'1, Ma/1araja Dharmadamodara who ruled over 
parts of Bihar and Orissa and circulated gold coins ''may well have been a Jaina and 
belonged to the Murunda family." King Guhasiva has been taken to be the last Murun~a 
king and later on converted to Buddhism by the influence of his Buddhist minister. 
Upon this all the Nigraflthas (naked) Jainas who were nick named as ''Ahirika'' left 
Kalinga and went to Pataliputra wl1ere kin.g Pandu was ruling. The Nigrafithas complai
~ed to him against the Kalinga king. The Datha Va,nJa'2 speaks in derogatory terms 

37. R.C. Majumdar, (Ed.), Age of /mfk:ria/ Unity, p. 665. 
38. N.K. Sahu, History of Orissa, Vol. I, p. 422. 
39. Ibid, p. 421. 
40. A.S. Altekar, Ancient India, No. S, p. 100. 
41. Ibid, pp. 100-101. 
42. Datha Vamsa, II, 72-79 and J .A. Vol. XII, No. 2, p. 60. 
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about the Jainas of Kalinga and reveals its strong intolerance against that religion. It 
further states that Guhasiva was worshipping the N igrafltha ''who were cunning, enve
loped in the darkness of ignorance, hankering after gain and fame and ignorant of the 
welfare of their own and of others''. Such invective of the Buddhist chronicle indicates 
that there was bitter rivalry between Buddhism and Jainism at that time. 

During this period the Achdryas of Jainism seem to have remained satisfied with 
delivering discourses to those who were interested in that religion and there was proba
bly no organised mission.ary activities among the propagators. The Angas and the 
purvas restored at the council of Pataliputra about 300 B.C. began to be forgotten and 
no attempts were made in the 4th century A.D. to reorganise Jainism and to revive 
its scriptures. But unfortunately the Svetilmbaras and the Digambaras had already 
developed into rival sects and tl1e attempts of reorganisation during this period were 
probably made mcstly by the . Svetambara school. In the year 840 of the Vira era the 
Svetambaras convoked two councils, one at Mathuri and the other at Vallabhi presided 
over by Skandila and Nagarjuna (a Jaina saint) respectively. These two councils deter
mined to correct texts of Jainism which were later on confirmed and put to writing by 
the second Vallabhi council l1eld in the year 980 of the Vlra era." 

The further continuan.ce of Jainism in the 3rd and 4th centuries A.D. when the 
Nigas and Guptas were tl1e ruling dynasties is testified by the recent discovery of the 
A&<1npata4' inscriptions in the Ke<)njhar district of Orissa. According to the inscription 
one Ma/1aro.Ja Satrubl1anja of the Naga dyn.asty donated a large amount of wealth to 
some mathas (religious institutions) and to 8l1iktus, Charakas Parivrajakas, Nigrailthas, 
etc. Although he was a gre~it scholar in Vedas, Vedllngas, Pur'il"JQS and Upanitadas of 
the Brahmanical faith he did not stop encouraging the Baudha Bhikhus and Jaina 
Nigranthas. As a matter of fact the area around Asanpat, the place of discovery of 
the inscription is abundantly ricl1 in J aina relics. B. Acharya" informs us that the Baula 
range of hills in tl1e Anandapur sub-division in Keonjhar district is the veritable repo
sitory of Statues of Jaina Tlrtl1ankaras and their Sasanadevis. So the places like Poda
singidi and V aidakhia in tl1e same sub-division containing Y ogichata may perhaps be 
taken as the centre of activities of the Nigranthas to whom Satrubhaflja donated large 
amount of wealth as revealed from the inscription referred to above. 

When the Murun<;la kings were ruling in the northern parts of Kalinga, the southern 
part was under the Pitribhaktas or Matharas who seem to have embraced Jainism at 
the beginning of their rule. That may be the reason why they named one of their head
quarters as Vardhamanpur in honour of Mahivtra alias Vardhamllna. Mahirija 
Umavarman and Maharaja Nanda Prabhaftjana Varmana of the Mithara dynasty of 
Kalinga have issued their charters from the city of Vardhamanpur.'• 

43. The accounts of these councils are known from the Nandl CNll'rJI of Jinadia (578 A.D.) and 
Yogssa.Jtray of Hemachandra (1140 A.D.) 

44. A. Das, OHRJ., Vol. XII, No. 2, pp. 4-5. 
45. JKHRS, Vol. Ill, Nos. 1, 2, 3, pp. 225-27. 
46. EI. Vol. XXVlll, pp. 298-302 and S.N. Rajguru, Inscription o/Orlssa, Vol. I .• Pt. II, pp. 78-80. 
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The early Gangas, succeeded the Mitharas in Kalinga. The family tradition of 
the Eastern Ganga kings maintained by the Srivanvelgoli inscription of Mysore reveals 
that once upon a time two royal princes of the Ganga dynasty named Daddiga and 
Midhash, have started from Ayodhya in search of shelters in the south. On their way, 
they met a Jaina monk named Simhanandi who advised them to establish two kingdoms, 
one at Kalinga and another at Gangavadi of Mysore. Accordingly Daddiga proceeded 
to the far South while Midhash halted in Kalinga.'7 They accepted Jainism and used 
elephant as a sacred emblem indicating thereby, their respect to that religion. Since 
then the Mysore Gangas used elephant as an emblem in their seals. But Gangas of 
Kalinga changed their adherence from Jainism to Saivism during the early medieval 
age, although in one instance a king named Devendra Varmancs used the elephant 
emblem in the seal of his Bangalore Copper plate grant. It is recorded in the said 
inscription that Devendra Yarman donated some lands in Sidhata-grima (the ancient 
Sidhirtha gram a) in the district of Varahavarttini, to a guru who lived at Sr1parvata for 
Ya!i and puji of the God Parame!vara Paramabha1t1raka. Even after the Gangas of 
Kalinga shown their leanings towards Saivism, a parallel establishment of the J aina 
faith began to function at the Rimatirtha hill where a large number of Jaina images 
and monuments are seen up to the present day. This type of Jaina temples were built at 
the same time when the Yogichata temple at Baula mountain of Keonjhar district in 
north Orissa was constructed. In the Chalukyana territory similar type of Jaina temples 
were buih in the 7th century A.O. 

The Aihole inscription relating to a J aina temple was inscised in Kaliyug'llbda 
373S or Sakabda 556 corresponding to A.O. 634.0 

In the 7th century A.D. Jainism was still in affluent condition in Orissa as known 
from the account of Yuan Chwang who visited this region in 638 A.D. politically Orissa 
was then divided into three principalities-09ra, Kofigoda and Kalinga. During his 
visit, he observed that while in 09ra there were or ly 50 Deva temples, in Kodgoda the 
Deva temples were 100 in number and of Tlrthika.~, there were more than 10,000. In 
Kalinga the professed adherents of the various sects were very numerous, the majority 
being Nigraftthas. &o The Deva temples referred to therein might have been the Brahma .. 
nical shrines. However the observation of the Chinese pilgrim suggests that as late &S 

the middle of the 7th century A.O. Jainism was in flourishing condition in Oris2s" 
although Brahmanism had its sway in this region. 

The Banapur Copper plates of Dharmaraja Manabhita51 (Cir 695-780 A.D.) of 
the Sailodbhava dynasty record a grant of lands at the Madhuvataka village and at 
Suvam.aralondi situated within the vi,aya of Thorar:ia (which formed parts of Kofigoda) 
Man~ala to Prabhudhachandra, a disciple of the arhadac/1<1rya Nasichandra for meeting 

47. B. Lewis Rice, Ep. Carn. Vol . vn, Introduction, p. 16 ff. 
48. S.N. Rajguru, Inscription of Orissa, Vol. II, pp. 113-17. 
49. D.C. Sircar, Indian Epigraphy, p. 19. 
SO Watters--Yuanchwang Travels In India, Vol II, pp. 196-198. 
,1. S.C. De (Ed), Descrlpt/WJ Catalo1ue o/tM Copper plate Inscription of Orissa, p. XXV. 
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the expenses of the ceremonial worship of (ba!i sattra-charu Pravartatanya) an image, 
JX'SSibly of a Goddess. According to D.C. Sircar62 Pr,tbbaudachandra was possibly a 
Jaina monk who was noted as Eka!iJfa which has been i11terpreted by him as ''one who 
bas taken a vow to wear only one piece of cloth''. The word Ar/1at, however, applies to 
Buddhist saints as well. For this reason and also in view of the r:ame, the possibility of 
Prabhudha Chandra professing Buddhism cannot be entirely ruled out. In any case, that 
there was a Jaina establishment in the vicinity of Banapur is suggested by the find of 
nearly ten Jaina bronze images in Achutarajapur hoard aP.d a late chlorite image of 
~~bhanatha now fixed to the wall of the minor temple within the enclosure of the 
Dak~aprajapati temple at Banapur. Some of these bronzes display considerable artistic 
excellence and they range in date from the eighth to the eleventh century A.O. 

According to Beal, the great Buddhist monk, Dharmakirtti, defeated Kumirila 
Bhatta111 of Kinchi and converted the Jaina scholars of Kalinga in the 7th century A.O. 
to bring them to the Buddhist fold. From an inscription of NiJakanthe§war temple on 
a hill near Padmapur of Gunupur Sub-division of Koraput District of Orissa we trace 
that Dham1akirtti's 4shranza was located somewhere nearby. Thus the struggle between 
the Jaina scholars and Buddhist monks in Kalinga co11.tinued for scme time. But the 
Jaina establishment retained importance in Kalifiga for maP.y cer.turies to come. A. Joshi 
reported" a ~,abhadeva image datable to 8th century A.O. from Podasingidi of 
Anandapur Sub-Division of Keonjhar district of Orissa, on the basis of palaeography of 
the inscription found on its body in fifteen letters. Besides several such other Drthaftkara 
images from Anandapur and Jajpur areas bear fr.vourite characteristics of the Bbauma 
period. But there is no direct evidence to the fact that Bhauma kings had professed 
Jainism and patronised its Scholars. B. Acharya55 while discussing the viru<!as of the 
Bhaiija kings of Ghumsur, Mayurbhanja, Keonjhar, Baud and Dasapalla on the basis 
of an unpublished manuscript and copper plate grants Jinked their lineage to one 
Gai,adan<;la Vtrabhadra who professed Jaina faith. The mention of Devagapa in the 
virut!a had evident connection with the Jaina tradition. According to the Ukhun~i 
Copper plate grant of Keonjhar district this Gat:tadan9a Virabhadra58 was miraculously 
born from the egg of a pea hen in the penance gr(>Ve of the Kotf2. and nurtured by sage 
Vasistha. He became the first king and the first Bhanja or Adibhanja in whose family, 
the subsrquent kings like Kotfa Bhafija and others took their birth. The Ke§arl plates67 

of Satrubhai\ja contain some more details of the legendary account. Here it is further 
stated that Gai:iadan<;la Virabhadra was born to one who sprang out of a pea hen and 
was originally nurtured by 88,000 sages and that ~t their request being served by 
Ramadeva, he became king of 88,000 villages. The mention of Vlrabhadra of the copper 
plate grants is also finds mention in J aina Hariva1i1!a where he taught J aina philosophy 
to Vasisthamuni . It is further indicated in the said Harivam!a that Vasisfha munl being 

52. D . Miltra. Bron-::e.f _(rom Achurarajapur, p . 34. 
53. Watters, Yuanchwang. Vol. II. p . 198 (1905) . 
54. A. Joshi, OHR.!, Vol. X No. 3. pp. 74-76. 
55. Nahobhiirata , It, 12, pp. 81-87. 
56. B. Misra, Dynasties of Medieval Orissa, pp. 57-60. 
~1. El. Vc-1.XXXV ,p. 161 , 
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humiliated by Ugrasena of Mathura practised severe penance at Baranasi on the-' bllllk 
of Gafiga, Vlrabhadra, the prophet with five hundred of his followers reached the sp()tl 
and refrained him from observance of such severe penance. 

In addition to the above traditional view we find representation of symbols like
crescent moon, bull, lotus and lion, on the scale of the copper plate grants iuued by 
the Bhaf\ja rulers which on the other hand are /aflchanas of Chandra Prabha, ~bba~ 
Padmaprabha and Mahavlra respectively. The discovery of large number of Jaina sites 
like Khiching, Podasingidi, Vaidakhia, Hatadiha, etc. in the Mayurbhanja, Keonjhar 
districts of Orissa with nun1erous figures of Ttrthat\karas and Sasanadevfs strongly 
support the contention that the Bhaftja kings followed the principle of religious tolera-· 
tion and patronised all prevalent religions · including Jainism of the early medieval-
period. 

Jainism continued to flourish in Orissa during the rule of the Somavam,IS of the 
tOth-l lth century A.O. althocgh Saivism was in its ascendency then. This is evident by 
the epigraphic and iconic representations. There are three inscriptions belonging to 
the reign of Udyotake§arl, son and successor of Yayati II Chandihar Mahliivagupta 
which are found engraved on the caves of Khandagiri. One of them is found in the 
Lalitendu Kdari-Gumpha and the remaining ty,•o in the Navamunl-Gumphi. The one 
in the Lalitendu Ke§art-Gumpha and one of the two in the Navamun1-Gumphl 
expressly refer themselves to tf-:e reign of Udyota Ke§arl and since the donor of the third 
one is also the donor of the .inscription in the LaJatendu Kdari-Gumphi, it has been 
generally accepted that all of them undoubtedly belong to his age. 

One of the two inscriptions of Navamunt-Gumpha records the work of Subhachandra, 
-

disciple of Kulachandra, wllo was tJ-.e Ac/,-nr;·a of the Oesigapa belonging to the Gra/10-
kula of the Arya Sarhg/1a in the eigtheenth regnal year of Udyota Kdarl (eleventh century 
A.O.) of the Somavarilsl dynasty. K.C. Panigrahi58 reads Grahadevila in place of 
Grahakula and suggests that in the eleventh ce[1_tury A.O. the Jaina monks used to 
come to the Khandagiri from distant places like Garwal. The second inscription of the 
Navamunl-Gumpha refers to the Umbrella with the staff belonging to Subha Chandra, 
novice disciple of Sri Achirya Kulachandra. 

The inscription in Lalatcndu Ke~arl-Gumphi dated in the year 549 of the Gat\ga 
era (i.e. 1045 A.O.) of the same king records the restoration of a decayed Vllpf and 
temples on the Kumara hill (Khand<1giri) and also the setting up of the images of twenty
four Tlrthankaras there. The name ·of the hill Khandagiris has been given in this inscrip
tion as Kurnara Parvata. From the HathI-Gumpha inscription we come to know that 
Udayagiri was known as Kum5rt Parvata. So the twin hillocks of Khandagiri and Udaya
giri were respectively known as Kumara Piirviita and Kumar! Par••'llta in ancient times. 
During the rule of tl1is dynasty several of the old monastic caves of Khandagiri were 

~8. K.C, P, ni~rahi, Chronology of the Bhau111akara and the Son,ava,'n!is of Orissa, pp. S2-S~. 
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recommissioned into sanctuaries by removing the partition walls of the cells, increasing 
their height by digging the floor to a deeper depth and carving the images of the Tlrthan
karas on the walls. This period also witnessed the construction, on this hill, of structural 
edifices as indicated by the find of images and a large number of architectural remains 
of fallen temples. Besides the activity at Khandagiri, a large number of Jaina images 
belonging to this period ha,,e been discovered from different parts of Orissa. Mostly they 
were found at Charampa near Bhadrak town, Ayodhyi in the district of Balasore, Khich
ing in the district of Mayurbhanja and also several places in the districts of Keonjhar, 
Koraput, Cuttack and Puri . Jainism during this period flourished due to the fact that 
Saivas were not antagonistic to Jainism. Rather they had, in certain cases, allowed the 
Jaina images to be displayed in their temples. A number of miniature Tlrthankara figures 
on the Saiva temple Mukte,var at Bhubaneswar belonging to this period is a glaring 
testimony to this fact. 

During the reign of the Imperial Gattgas and even the Gajapatis Jainism in Orissa 
was not in a thorou,hly neglected state. In 1100 Saka year or in the 11th regnal year of 
Anantavarma Ra jara ja II of the Imperial Gatiga dynasty one Kannama Nayaka, a 
devout worshipper of Jina and a subordinate of Utkal king installed a sacred image of 
Jina at Ramavamagiri (the modem Ramatlrtham) in a temple called ''Raja-raja 
JinaJaya'' for which some merchants of Bhogapur have granted lands to bum a perpe. 
tual Iamp.59 

In the same inscription at lines 18 and 19 we fir.d that Ambikidevi's image was 
also installed in that temple. Ambiki is the ~asanadevl of Neminatha the 22nd Tlrthan
kara of the Jaina pantheon. 

The Digambara association of the Khandagiri caves during the reign of the 
Gangas and their successors the Gajapatis is proved by the crude reliefs of the 
Tlrthankaras on the walls of Tri§uJa-Gumpha of the Khandagiri which are not earlier 
in date than the fifteenth century and may be even later. Evidence regarding the cells 
of these caves being tenated in this period by Jaina recluses is, however lacking.• 
Of course by this time tl:e rulers and their subjects were the patrons of Brahmanism and 
Jagannitha faith strongly established in their minds. Naturally some Jaina centres might 
have been victims to its mighty influence and thereby Jaina religion gradually lost its 
bearing on the people. There began a number of Jaina deities being worshipped as 
Hindu divinities and Jaina philosophy silently influenced Oriya literature, custom and 

traditions. 

After 16th century Jainism gave away to the rising Jagannatha cult. Khandagiri, 
the most illustrious centre of Jainism in Orissa, was found to have been deserted. 
Having acquired spiritual domination for several centuries with occasional setback 
Khandagiri-Udayagiri stand today as silent witness to the rise, growth and decline of Jaina 

59. S.N. Rajguru, Inscriptions of Orissa, Vol. Ill, Pt. ii pp . 316-17, and Sil, Vol. X, No. 71(), 

60. D. Mitra, __ Udaya1lri and /(handafiri, p. 6, 
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religious faith in Orissa. In the early part of the 19th century the JJigambara J aina 
temple was built on the hill top of Khandagiri. In the recent times Jaina shrines came 
up at Jaunliapatti, Chaudhury Bazar, Alamchanda Bazar of Cuttack town, Bhanpur, 
Chaudhuar, Jeypore, Khariar road, etc., of Orissa. They preserve several ancient stone 
statues of Jaina Tlrthankaras, chaumukhas, Ganadharas, in marble and brass. 

THE KALINGA JINA 
• 

There is a reference in the Hatht-Gumpha inscription to the removal of the 
Kalinga Jina from Kalinga to Magadha by one Nandaraja at the time of his invasion 
and its subsequent recovery by the Chedi ruler KharaveJa who invaded Magadha in the 
first century B. C. 

There is no uniformity of opinion among scholars in the ider1tification of this Kalinga 
Jina as the only reference to it is found in the Hathl-Gumpha inscription of Kharavela. 
There is no other literary tradition preserved anywhere in that connection. Secondly, 
we have found no material remains of an image from any of the excavations carried out 
in Orissa which could safely be attributed to any of the Jaina Tirtharikaras. 

But though they denied the existence of a supreme being, the Jainas regard the 
practice of worshipping images of their Tirathailkaras as the foundation of 
their creed. Tl:e authenticity of this tradition may be doubted, but the custom of icon 
worship among the Jainas certainly may be traced back to the Maurya and Sunga 
period. One of the earliest stone images in the round discovered in India is associated 
with Jainism. It is the torso of a nude figure unearthed from Lohanipur in the Patna 
whose high polish enables us to date it in the Maurya period. Its nudity, the stiff 
straight pose of its arms har:ging down by its sides indicative of the Kdyotsarga attitude 
characteristics of the Jain as and its general outlook unmistakably proves that it was 
originally the image of the Tlrthailkara.11 Its upper and lower portions being unfort11-
nately lost there is no means to ascertain to which of the twenty-four Tlrtha6karas it 
represented. 

K.P. Jayaswal11 writing on the Hathl-Gumpha inscription refers ''He (Kharavela) 
returns home with rich trophies of Anga and Magadha together with the recovery 
(Padih4ra) of some Kalinga heirlooms and the statue or foot marks (the detail is 
damaged) of the first Jina which had been carried away by king Nanda''. 

R.D. Banerji11 in his note on the Hitht-Gumpha inscription of Kharavela almost 
agreed to the same view. He asserts ''in the same year (twelfth year) the image of the 
Jina (Ri'8bhadeva) that had been carried away by king Nanda (?) was caused to be 
taken back to Kalinga. '' 

61. JBORS, Vol. XXIII, PP. 130-32. 
62. K..P. Jayaswal, JBORS, Vol. Ill, No. 4, p. 433. 
63. ll.D. Banerji, JBORS, Vol. ill, No. 4, p. SOI. 
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But elsewhere both R.D. Banerji and K.P. Jayaswal'' tried to identify this Kalinga 
Jina with the tenth Tlrthankara, Sitalanatha who was born at Bhadalpur, which is pro
bably the same as Bhadrachalam or Bhadrapuram in Kalinga country. This town is at 
present situated in Godavari District of Andhra Pradesh. The mention of Nandaraja in 
Hithl-Gumphi inscription as having brought away the image of Jina from Kalinga is 
interesting from the point of view of the ancient culture of Orissa. Orissa had been a 
Jaina stronghold from the very beginning. The Jaina Harivari1!a PurilT}(l says that 
Mahivlra Vardhaman had preached his religion in Kalinga. Another Jaina work, the 
Haribhadriya Yritti says that Mahavira Vardhaman wen.t to Kalinga as the king of that 
country was a frier.d of his father. The J ai11a tradition on the other hand does not 
assign any of the 24 Tlrth aftkaras of the present age of Kalpa to Kalinga. Besides the 
identification of Bhadrachalam appears to be wrong for Bhadrilpura was the capital of 
the Malaya Janapada, which is included in the list of 25 countries enumerated in the 
Jaina literature." The Malaya Janapada lay to the immediate south of Nalanda and 
its capital city has been identified with Bhadiya a village in the Hazaribag district. Many 
Jaina images have been discovered at this spot.•• 

It has also been identified with Ajitanatha, the second Tlrthankara of the Jainas 
who had elephar.t as his symbol ar.d Kali11ga at or.e time was famous for its elephants.17 

Lord Sreyimlanatha, the eleventh Tlrthankara, is also associated with Kaliflga Jina as 
his birth place Simhapura as mentioned in the M al,avastu was the capital of the Kalinga 
country. Parivanatha, the twe11ty-third Tlrthankara has been regarded by M.M. 
Chakravarty18 as the most vener,tble figure in Kalinga. Various episodes from his life are 
depicted in the long friezes of Rar:i1-Gumpl1a of Udayagiri hill.69 We have earlier 
examined the veracity of tl-.e representL1tio11s on the basis of medieval episodes from the 
writings of Bhavadeva Suri. Aranatha, the J 8th Ttnhankara is said to have received his 
first alms in the city of Rajpura, which according to Ma/10.b/zarata was the metropolis of 
Kalinga. Mahivtra, the 24th Tlrthankara visited the Kali11ga country in the duration of 
his penar:ces in the elever1th year ar.d is said to have suffered great pair1s there. He was 
most prominently reverred in the r: orth eastern Ja11apadas and also in Magadha. Memoirs 
of his visit to Kalinga country prior to his Enlightenment, may have been quite fresh in 
the minds of the people there, so that after his demise, the people of Kalinga probably 
made a lofty image of his for the purpose of worship. The same image was carried away 
by the Nanda king during his conquest of that country and the same \\'as brought back 
by Khiravela after having subdued the people of Magadha later on.70 

Similarly ~$abhadeva, the first Tlrthankara of the Jainas has also been regarded 
by some other scholars as the Kalinga Jina referred to in the Hathl-Gumpha inscription. 

64. R.D. Banerji, Hislory of Orissa, Vol. I, pp. 60-61. 
65. AvaJyaka Nlrukll, 383, Qtd . A.C. Mital, An Early Histor)' o/Orissa, p . 144. 
66. Dlslrlcl Gazetteer, Hazarihag, p. 202. 
67. A.C. Mittal, An Early Hislory of Orissa, p. 145. 
68~ Ibid, p. 145. 
69. M.M. ChakravarLy, Bengal Dislricl Gazetteer, Puri, LSSO' Malley (Ed.) p. 256. 
70, A.C. Mittal, An Early History of Orlssa, p . 146. 
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N.K. Sahu identified Kalinga Jina in all probability with ttabhanitha for whom 
l{hiravela had special veneration.71 In the eighth regnal year Khiravela led an expedi
tion to Mathura to protect the Jaina stronghold of the place from the hands of tho 
invading Yavanas. On completion of his part of duty, the retreating army under his 
effective leadership turned to Kalinga with a sapling of the Ka/pa tree burdened with 
foliage. His vast army, with horses, elephants and ~harlots made a majestic procession 
while carrying the Ka/pa tree and after reaching the capital the emperor distributed the 
spoils of victory to all householders and religious orders. N.K. Sahu associates this tree 
with the Kewila tree of ~~abhanatha and further points out that in the eleventh year of 
his reign Khiravela reclaimed the city of Pithunda which was once the metropolis of the 
ancient kings of Kalinga and in course of the said work he cultivated the land with 
plough drawn by asses. The use of asses in place of bulls for drawing ploughs is perhaps 
due to the fact that Kharavela was a devotee of ~$abhanatha. Bull, has been spiritually 
associated, with the representation of ~$abhanitha. In addition to this the Jaina temple 
on the crest of Khandagiri is dedicated to ~tabhanatha and a marble image of the said 
T1rthailkara is under worship in the temple. Among the Drthankara figures depicted in 
the caves of Khandagiri ~tabhadeva seems to have found prominent representation. 
From a sample survey of the stray sculptures all over the state one will definitely say that 
"8bhanAtha images were extremely popular in the nooks and comers of Orissa. The 
Oriya literature of the medieval period and various traditions and customs prevalent in 
Orissa are replete with information to ~$abhanatha and his gospels. 

C.J. Saha71 while discussing on this aspect gives the reasons why the Jina of 
Kalinga was known as Kalinga Jina during the period. ''At first sight it seems strange 
why this image is called the Jina of Kalinga. It does not refer to any nrthankara whose 
·life history was connected with Kalinga, but it seems, according to the interpretation of 
Muni Jina Vijaya, that it is a practice still prevalent to designate the image of a parti
cular Tlrthankara after the name of the locality of the establishment. The first Tlrthankara 
(~tabhadeva) at Satruftjaya for instance is called ''Satraftjaya Jina''. Similarly the 
image at Abu is called ''the Arbuda Jina'' and the one at Dhulew (Mewar) is called 
''the Dhulew Jina''. Thus it is not necessary that the image must be of a Jina associated 
with K.alinga in his life history. The expression ''the Jina of Kalinga'' merely D"CIDI 

that the Jaina image was worshipped at Kalinga or at the Kalinga, Capital''. 

N ilakantha 71 Dash on the other hand identified the Kalinga Jina with earlier 
form of Jagannith. ''This Jagannitha, it appears, was there in the coast of K.alinga 
(Present Orissa) as a piece of black stone which was called Kalinga Jina or symbol of 
Jina in Kalinga. Later on, it was somehow analysed and the analytic name N1/am4-
dhava was given to it. It seems probable that this explanatory name had some connexion 
with the $unya or Nihilistic theory which developed out of Mah'lly'ilna and practically 
pc.1 vaded all the then philosophies of India. It came to be the ruling theory when defini
tely, a theory of creation was assumed to explain the beginning of the phenomenal uni-

71. N.K. Sahu, Hl1tory of Orl11a, Vol. I, p. 354. 
72. C.J. Shah, Jalnl1m In North India, pp. 172-73. 
73. N.1'. Diab. OHPJ, Vol. VII, No. 1, p. 7. 
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·vetse·. A ·creation really means to make things out of nothing. The maker ·also is assumed 
m be a reality though in fact he is also no where or nothing. So the Buddhist philoso
plters of the Mahayana School i.e. the School of Buddhism which conceived Buddha as 
the creator of the universe and the fountain head of karu'!4 or ltlercy, naturally developed 
the· theory of Nihilism (Sunyavada which means, ''everything comes out of nothing''). 
The Jaina symbol i.e. the stone called Kalinga Jina therefore under the stress of that 
theory came to be explained as NJ!a (black nothingless), Mll (mohter creative energy), 
and Dhava (white i.e. the phenomenal universe). 

''1'hus the Kalinga Jina or the Jina symbol of black stone was in course of time 
known as Nl/an1ad/1ava. I am told a black stone is still worshipped under the name of 
Ni/am!dhava by the aborigins in the jungles of Pal Lahara, in the present Dhenkanal 
district of Orissa''. 

A.L. Basham7
' on the basis of popularity of Jagannatha cult in Orissa speculates 

its prevalence in a different form in pre-Maurya or Mauryan times and the practices 
followed by this religion enraged Asoka to attack Kalinga. He observes ''It is well 
known that in more recent times, the people of Orissa have been· particularly devoted to 
the cult of Jagannatha focussed on the great temple of Puri. Orissa's regional nationalism 
has centred round this cult for at least a thousand years. We cannot trace the cult of 
Jagannatha back to the days of A~oka, but it is probable that it already existed in some 
form, no doubt in an unsanskritised form with the Hindu God Vi,nu. Such a cult with 
its indigenous priesthood, might well have set itself in opposition to Mauryan imperia
lism and have encouraged sedition and revolt in favour of the former native rulers of 
Kalinga. This might provide sufficient reason for the suppression of A'oka's twelfth 
Rock Edict in the Kalin~a edition''. We have earlier indicated that Orissa was a strong
hold of Jainism during prc-Maurya and Mauryan times. The Kalinga Jina was conside
red as a prized object by the then Magadhan rulers. For this Kalinga Jina Khiravela 
also waged several expeditions against the king of Magadha. A•oka's invasion of Kalinga 
was nothing but to suppress the Jaina religious sentiment to which the people and the 
king alike of Kalinga were so much attached. So the Kalinga Jina eithCT in the earlier 
form ·of Jagannatba or with its separate identity of a pedestal or image was highly 
reverred in ancient Orissa. 

On the inner wall of the verandah of Mafichapurl-Gumphi· we notice a large 
panel showing the worship of some unidentifiable object. The object of worship has 
actually been decayed due to continuous rubbing of the surface and constant exposure 
to weathering conditions. The faint resemblance of the object leads the scholars from 
time to time to variously interpret its subject matter. T.N. Ramachandran76 and follow
ing him K.C. Panigrahi,741 N .K. Sahu77 and others tried to identify the panel by taking 
the unspecified object of worship to be the throne of the Kalinga Jina more possibly 

74. A.L. Basham, ••Some reflections on the separate Kalinga Edicts· or '~ka'', Seminar paper, 
International seminar on Buddhism and Jainism, Cuttack, 1976. 

75. T.N. Ramachandran, I.H.O., Vol. XXXVII, 1951 pp. lo3lo4. 
76. IC C. Panigrahi, Archaeological Remains at Blrubart4swar, p': ·206:01. 
77. N.IC. Sahu, History o/Orlssa, Vol. I, pp. 360-61. 
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rd~d to the-event of . .te~~t,c;i,nent of the. Kalinga Jina .by Kbaravela duly .accolllpM'~, 
by bis fami~y mcmbe~. On the . hig4 pedestal rests the object of worship obliter*-<!. 
beyond recognition. The assemblage on the right is a group of four standirg vo~rj_~ 
with folded hands who evidently came there on a majestic elephant. Above the figure 
is suggested-~ aeri~l region by-the symbol of sun (shown in shape of mult~petalled 
lot\1$), two ftyiqg Gandlulrvas carrying celestial musical instruments, and a flyuw 
Vulyddh,aro , mo.v~g towards the object of worship in the . attitude of scatterjag .ftowt,~ 
frQm a ttay ~eld 4n bia ~ft hand. 

The second figure from the left of the existing panel wears a turreted crown 
resembling the tilr'il .oo Mauryan. beads folijld at Siranath. The arrangement . of his scarf 
in tbe faabion . of an uttarlyq ~siag .across his left shoulder, is distincJ frQ~ .that _of 
others. All are in long dhoti, .scarves, and heavy ear ornaments. 

On the basis of the above details T. N. Ramchandran is inclined to rel~te the . . . 
frieze to the family members of Khiravela ''shall we take the scene as one in which.the 
king (perhaps Khiravela), prince (perhaps Kiidepasiri), and the queens or princesses arc 
doing honour to the image of Kalinga Jina which Kharavela recovered from Magadha 
and restored to his people''. 

But from the scanty evidences, it is clear that Jainism, as practised in those days 
,in this part of the country, did not involve the worship of images for not a single Jaina 
Tirthankara figure appears in the earlier phase of carvings in the caves of Udayagiri and 
Khandagiri or anywhere in Orissa. In the absence of any early image it is difficult to 
identify the Jina of Kalinga mentioned in the line twelve of the Hatht-Gumpha inscrip
tion of Kharavela with the image of a Tlrthankara. On the other hand, it appears that 
the worship of symbols was in vogue at that time among the Jainas as among the 
Buddhists. The caves of Udayagiri and Khandagiri datable to the first century B.C. are 

. replete with these symbols. The , Jaya-Vijaya-Gumpha and Ananta-Gumphi depict a 

. tree within railings being worshipped by devotees. On the back wall of Ananta-Gumphi 
appears a Nandipada on a pedestal flanked on either side by a set of three symbols, a 
triangle headed one, Srivasta and Svastika without forming part of a scene, all of which 
are also represented on the Jaina oyagdpatas of the Kushar:ia period from Mathuri. The 
Hith1-Gumphi inscription of Khiravela is also enclosed between two pairs of such 
symbols, one to the left of line 1-2, the second ~o the left of line 3-5, the third at the 
end of line 3 and the fourth at the end of line 16-17. Besides some of them are repeated 
over the pointed arch bands of Ri1_1I-Gumpha, Gal'.)esa-Gumpha and Ananta-Gumphi. 
These symbols are regarded by the Jainas as good omens and form four of the eight 
auspicious objects (asJamangalas). 

Bhagvanlal Indraji78 identify the nandipada symbol as a ''Bull symbol'' and not 
as a mere foot mark of the bull.'' Possibly on the basis of Chulla Kalinga Jdtaka in 
which the tutelary deity of Kalinga is represented in the shape of ''white bull'' and that 
of·Asca.lca in the shape of a ''black ~ull''. The Qther two symbols i.e. the tree withiu 

78. Qtd, B.M. Baura, Old Br,,,_ /,ucr/pllons, p. 144, 
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railings or Yrk1a chaitya and the svastika are more commonly available not only in 
sculptures of ancient period, but also profusely decorate the punch-marked coins even 
having much earlier dates. 

Sashikanta71 accepted the svastika and nandipada or nady'IJ.vrata symbols as ones 
among the eight auspicious things required at the time of worship among the Jainas, 
but he regarded the vadha-mangala and the ,rk1a-chaitya symbols as replicas of a crown 
and the royal standard respectively as they occur at the beginning and end of the famous 
Hithl-Gumphi inscription of Khiravela. 

Elaborating his contention further N.K. Dash is of the opinion that the Kaliilga 
nna (symbol of Jina in Kalinga) which had been taken from Orissan part of Kaliilga by 
Nandarija of Magadha of the 4th or 5th century B.C. was brought back to Kalinga by 
the then Kalinga Emperor, Khiravela, who was a professed Jaina. This Kalinga Jina, 
therefore, was there long before the 4th or the 5th century B.C. It was then a symbol of 
philosophy of Jagannitha. 

It is very interesting to observe that evidently the Jina symbol (Kalinga Jina) of 
Puri coast was not there in Puri from the 4th century B.C. to the l st century B.C. During 
these centuries, it appears, this empty-place of the symbol was a sacred place called 
Yedl (altar) or Mahavedi (great altar). In Mah'lJ.bh4rata after crossing the river Vaitarani 
Yudhi,thira proceeds on towards this place and bathes at this sacred V edi on the coast" 
and then from there goes to the Mahendra mountain. The same name Vedi and 
Mah4vedi in the same place is mentioned in the Skanda81 Purana as the place where 
Jagannitha images were established replacing Ni/amadhava. The same stone, it may 
give rise to the name of Ni/am4dha'Wl when it was re-established by Khiravela after 
more than 300 years. 

- M. Mansinha11 examining the Gilamadhava Legen4 indicates that the imaginary 
replica of the Nilmalii Siva-lingam worshipped by the Savaras was perhaps later chang
ed into a Jaina Tirthankara image, probably of Jinanitha or Jinehara and that king 
Gilamidhava is no other than the historic king Kharavela of Kalinga who had recovered 
a Jaina image from Magadha and had installed in a place ''surrounded by the sea as Kusa 
grasss steppes.'' This description in the Hithl-Gumpha inscription fits in which the town 
of Puri even to day. The sudden disappearance of the deity in the legend refers perhaps 
to the snatching away of the Jaina image from Orissa by victorious Nanda king of 
Magadha. The Hathl-Gumphi inscription proudly mentions its recovery by Khiravela 
after defeating the Magadha king. In the national consciousness of Orissa the historical 
Khiravela changed into legendary Gilamidhava as the great restorer. Khiravela also 
restored Jainism in Orissa in place of Buddhism which was accepted by Asoka as the state 
religion. 

79. Sashikanta, Hathi-Gumpha Inscription of Khara~/a and tire Blr4bru edict of AJoka, p. 64. 
80. Malrablrarata, Vanaparva (Tlrthajtitra Par,,a), Vangavasi, Edition, Ch. 114, Verse. 'J,J,27, Bhandarkar 

Oriental Research Ins\itute, Bombay, Ed. Ibid, Verse. 22-26. 
81. Skanda Pura'!a, (Utkal Khanda), XVIII, 16, XIX. 36, XXIX, 34. etc. 
82 M. Mansinha, Sqa of I~ land of Jagann4tha, pp. 60,61, 
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JAINISM AND JAGANNXmA CULT 

The political greatness of Orissa is long past, but her religious greatness conti
nues unabated. Her temples, images and many other monuments that stand proudly 
today rising above the ravages of time bear eloquent testimony to her . predominence in 
the religious sphere and established beyond doubt the antiquity of the sanctity of the soil. 
Most of the monuments now stand were the centres of varied activities of a brave race 
vibrating with rich gay life. Their Gods and Goddesses, their temples and stupas and all 
that they held so dear have become a proud heritage to the present Oriya people. Out 
of these Gods and Goddesses, Tath4gatas and Tlrtbankaras, has emerged the great Lord 
Jagannitba, as the sole representative of all the extinct Gods and Goddessses embodying 
in Him the chief elements of all. So the cult of Jagannitha, is a curious mixture of 
Many elements hetrogeneous and homogeneous wielded to one through a long synthetic 
process of evolution. In short Jagannathism if we may say so is the synthetic epitome 
of the different Indian cults that had gained currency among the people in different 
periods of history. 

The points of Jaina affinity with Jagannitha cult are so many and so intimate that 
one may legitimately consider if Jagannatha is really not a by-product of Jainism which 
is the older creed. Puri is the land of Jagannatha as the great Jagannitha temple is 
located here. He is worshipped here along with Balarima, Subhadri and Sudariana. 
There are a number of ceremonies associated with these deities which may have been 
derived from Jaina religion and its practices. 

The deities are taken out in decorated chariots pulled by people in the main road 
(Bat/ad1Jnda) during car festival (Rathajiltrii) and its return festival (Vihu(jijitri) every 
year. The deities are bathed ceremoniously (Snilnjiltra). The body of the deities changed 
and fresh images are substituted periodically, the connected festival is called NaWJ 
Ka/e,ara. 

The RathajlltrlJ seems to be an idea taken from Jainism. The structure of the 
Rathas or chariots are like Jaina chaityas. In Puri Rathajatrl. is held traditionally on 
the second day of the full moon in A.sat/ha (June-July). This day is considered sacred. 
Any type of good work may be performed on that day as it is regarded as auspicious 
day (Kaly1Jr,aka divasa). The Jainas believe that on the day of the second full moon in 
Asi(jba, the first Tlrthankara ~~abha was conceived for which Chaitya J4tra or Ratha
jlJtrd is observed. 

Like the Sn'lJ.na j'iJ.tra (the bathing ceremony) of Lord Jagannitha, the Jaina 
deities also have their Abhiteka and Snana ceremonies. The custom of colouring Lord 
Jagannitha's eyes and the Nava Jauvana dress after his snana remind one of the same 
with the Jina idols. 

It should be borne in mind that if the moon remains in the constellation of PUlya 
star on the same day the cars are dr~ wn to the Gun di cha temple, the festival is regarded 
specially auspicious. In that '8se, the moon reaches the constellation of the Uttar4• 
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ph'll/guni star on the Herll ceremony day. It is significant .to note that on that day (the 
6th day of waxing moon of Asiit/ha, the moon remaining in the constellation of the 
UttaraphlJ/guni star). Mahav1ra descended to the womb of l>e\'.anandi from the Pu1-
pattara88 heaven. Accordingly, Mahav1ra's descent is commemorated by the Her4 
ceremony. The term Hera seems to be variant to Sanskrit, a~•,;iroha (descent). The 
Goddess Lak$ml goes to the Gundicha temple probably as Devanandi. 

The Navatattva or the nine principles of things preached by Mahavira at GunJ
~ilaa' are probably indicative of the functions carried on in nine_ days of the car festiyal. 
Animation (Jlva), the first principle of things is quite comprehensible from the move
ment of Gods in cars on the 17th day. In flux (A!rava), the fifth principle means the 
pouring (in to the soul) of the subtle matter ready to be transformed into the Karma. 
This is probably illustrated on Hera ceremony day in commemoration of Mahavlra's 
descent from the heaven to earth. Means, to keep the iµind free from worldly attach• 
ment (Nirajard) as incorporated by At/apa-d/ati. A/ati seems to be variant of Alamba, 
synonym of 'Prop'. Hence A4apa4/ati means the Enlightenment which is the prop in 
freeing the mind from the worldly attachment. Final deliverence (mok1a) the 9th prin
ciple is signified in the return of the Gods to their permanent abode. 

On the day following the return of the deities from the Gundichi temple com
mences the festival of Hari!ayana. This event also suggests that the wandering of Jaina 
ascetics and their return to the place of meditation are signified in the car festival. 

The name Jagannatha itself is Jaina origin. Abhidhllna Rl1jendra85 mentions that 
the Jagannatha is another name of Jlne4vara or Adinatha ~~abha. The J'a!a vrikfa in 
the Jagannatba temple seems to be the symbol of ~~abhadeva's tree. 

The Ni/,achakra of Jagannatha has probably some relation with ~~abha's d/1arma
chakra. Wherever in India Lord ~ ~abha is worshipped, the place is known as C/1akra
ktetra. Mount Abu in Rajasthan, so well known to the Jainas is known as Chakraktetra. 
Anandapur area including Podasingidi in Keonjhar district where R~abha figures are 
extensive1y worshipped is another Chakrakfetra. Puri the seat of Jagannatha is also 
kno\\'n as Cl1akrakfetra. The offering of Mahiiprasada to Lord Jagannatha is known as 
-Kaivalya and by taking it the devotees attain salvation (Keva!a Jflana) which seems to 
have Jaina affiliation. A figure of Jaina l'lrthankara is found fixed to the wall of the 
Jagannitha temple even now and Jaina adherents whenever visit Jagannatha temple 
worship it as Mahivlra, the 24th Ttrthankara of their pantheon. 

JAINISM AND NA1HA CULT 

Natho cult has its strong hold in some parts of Orissa in the medieval period. 
People of certain areas in Kconjhar, Puri and Cuttack districts seem to have patronised 
this cult. The Natho cult is essentially a Yogic cult, but among the innumerable Yogic 

83. Ka/pa-Sutra, 1. 23. 
84. Ibid, p. 115. 
85, Vol. IV, p. 138, 
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sects of India, the cult is characterised as the Natha cult due mainly to the fact that its 
stalwarts generally bear the title of Nlltha and the word Natha has been regarded as a 
philosophic concept for a state of supreme existence.88 The Natha cult seems to represent 
a particular phase of Sidha cult of India. This Sidha cult is a very old religious cult 
with its main emphasis on a psychochemical process of l' oga, known as the k'llyll slldhana 
of the culture of the body with a view to making it perfect and immutable and thereby 
attaining an immortal spiritual life·. The Jain as on the other hand believe in serious 
penance and their Tlrthankaras all found in kayotsarga or yogiisana mudrll. The NIJtha 
title of the prophets of the Nlltha cult like Matsendrana tha, Gorakhanatha, Minanatha, 
Bodhinatha, etc. appears to have been derived from the Jaina religious thought. Most 
of the Tlrthankaras of the Jaina sect used Ndtha at the end of their names. Besides, the 
traditional belief of the N'll.thas is that Adinatha is the first in the list of the chronology 
of the N'llthas and all secrets of Yoga proceed from him. Like wise i,abha the first 
nrthankara of the Jainas is also known as Adinatha. In a subsequent stage of their 
development the N'll.tha yogis affiliated themselves with the Saivite cult. In the StJra/ti 
M ahdbharata we find reference to the origin and practice of the N lltha J1ogls which 
indicate their link with Jaina religion.87 

JAINISM AND MAHIMA DHARMA 

Exactly at the time when Raja Ramamohan Ray was carrying on his campaign 
against the worship of many Gods and jdols in popular Hinduism and against other 
social and religious superstitions, an obscure person in the western jungle lands of 
Orissa was preaching the same heresies for which the great R/J.j"ll, has come to occupy 
so distinguished a place in the social and political history of modem India. 

The mysterious prophet is popularly known as ''Ma/1i111a-Gosiiin''. The expression 
''Mahima Gosain'' means ''the prophet of Glory'' because perhaps he preached the 
Glory (Mahima) of Alekha the God that cannot be delineated. Gosain standing for 
''master'' or prophet· in Oriya. The cult that he has left behind is also known as either 
Mahimll Dharma ''the cult of Glory'' or simply Alek/1a Dharma ''the cult of Alekha or 
the void''. 

Mahima· Gosain it is said was wandering near the Himalayas. He came down to 
Gaya and stayed there for some years wearing a red loin cloth. Later on, after some 
years he travelled to Lord Jagannitha in 1826. He was rolling in the dust and people 
started calling him ''DhuJilJ Baba''. He preached his creed in certain parts of Cuttack 
and Puri districts and then travelled to Kapilasa hill at Dhenkanal and remained there 
in a state of trance for pretty long time. Rather he spent a substantial part of his 
active life in Kapilasa hill. Disciples such as Govinda Baba and many more were 
attracted towards him. It is believed he travelled to Rairkhol to inspire and· instil a 
spirit of devotion for ''Mahimi'' in Bhima Bhoi, a poet of the mass and d~ected him 

86. S.B. Dasgupta, Obsc11Te kliglous Cults, p. 192. 
87. Stira!_a Mahabharata (Oriya), Sabhaparva, Qtd. B.D. 

Sahitya. p. 242. 
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to propagate the reli8ion through his mass appealing poetry. Mahiml Goslin the 
founder of Mahim4 Dharma has not written any book and preached his teachings by 
oral instructions. But a considerable knowledge of his teachings is handed down to 
us by the writings of Bhima Bhoi the study of which shows that like all religions, parti
cularly in India. Mahimtl religion also is intermingled. 

The main tenets of the MahimlJ cult are (1) a casteless society.88 

(2) recognition of one God who is Alekha or Void or He who cannot be described 
in words or figures and who therefore should not be worshipped through man 
made idols. 

(3) abandonment of all exte1nal rituals, like pilgrimage or ceremonies as means of 
acquiring religious merit. 

(4) preparation for spiritual emancipation through only strictly ethical way of living 
and through meditation on Alekha, and 

(5) thinking always of the good of humanity as an essential part of the religious 
discipline. 

As regards their monastic life the Sujllti (well known Bhik,tu) will discard all 
family usages and give up all (religious) practices and observances such as the perf or
mances of sacrifices and the making of burnt offerings. 81 Cutting of all connections 
with his wife and children, leaving behind his property and doing away with all reli
gious vows and ceremonies, he will put on barks of Kubhi trees (Kubhipalla) and wander 
about with matted hair. He will sow the seed (the religion of) Mahimll in Jarovu-dvipa 
and will himself be blessed by finding his spiritual preceptor, Brahman, learning the 
name of A,µJkdra M ahimtJ (and singing his glories) he will maintain himself by begging 
alms of the Navaludras. From Te/is, Tantis, Bhatas, Kerds, Rajakas, Kalarakas, Brllh
mans, Kshatriyas, and ChlJndals, no alms are to be taken. They have been described in 
the Jdstras as impure. These are low origin and so have· been marked out. But the 
NavaJDdras are faithful follower of the Lords. So it is no sin to accept alms of boiled 
rice at their house. No other alms (than boiled rice) are to be taken from the house of 
the nine Sudras and sleep has to be enjoyed in the proper time out side the town. 

One might discern a touch of the niriikllra (formless) God of the sects like the 
Brahmos in their God. Their emphasis on sevtJ (seJvice) tending the sick, inhibition 
against excessive sexual desire, scanty apparel, no partaking of food after sunset and 
their practice of burying the dead shows the influence of the Digambara Jainas. As a 
matter of fact, the hilly regions of Orissa and Bihar are replete with ruins of Jaina 
temples.'° 

88. M. Malllingha, Saga of tM land of Jagannatha, p. 175. 
89. N.N. Vasu, Modem Buddhism and Its followers In Orlssa, p 172. 
90. L.S.S. O' Malley, &ngal District Gazetteer, Singhbhum pp. 23, 25. 
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The Alekhists themselves indicate that their religion had originated, from the 
saints of angelic character of a very remote past who never cared to cover their naked
ness even with a rag or the bark of a tree, who came to the hilly tracts of Orissa, lived 
there like beasts and tended the sick and the distressed in their own 'Mahima' (Glory of 
service to humanity). 

Historians like B.C. Mazumdar91 affirm that those nude saints of the past were 
none other than the early Jains who as history records, had in the olden times applied 
themselves to uplifting the for est tribes of Chotanagpur (Bibar) and Orissa by residing 
there and moving about with them in large numbers. 

There goes an interesting story about how this sect originally moving about in 
nudity, came to wear the bark of Kubl1i tree. Once a Mahimd guru of very ancient times 
appeared before his naked disciples. As the disciples fell prostrate before him to do 
him honour the guru told them in Oriya verse. 

Ulhare tumhhey Jhata 
Pindharey Kumbhi Pa/Iii 

(Rise ye soon and wear the bark of Kumbhi tree). Later the Mahima Svamt who was 
the spiritual master of Bhima Bhoi was said to have advised his 64 principal disciples. 

Palla Ch4r<!i Pala pindha 
(Give up bark and put on cloth) 

After the demise of M ahin1a Svam1, his disciples took to ordinary cloth dress dyed in 
yellow with a girdle of rope made from Kumbhi bark around their waists. 

It was in this dress that Bhima Bhoi's followers clad when they raided Jagan
nitha temple in 1881. Their garments were obviously loose and scanty and no wonder 
they should have seemed ''almost in a state of nudity'' to the observers when they 
rushed and jostled about while being clad in them. 

JAINISM AND THE UDAPARVA 
• 

A great festival is observed in village Badasai of Mayurbhanja district on Vaisakhi 
pur'}im'll when the people of the area use to worship a Chaun1ukl1a containing four stand
ing Jaina Drthankaras of ~~abhanatha, Ajitanatha, Chandraprabha and Parsvanatha 
along with their chauri bearers and /aiic/1anas within niches of the four sides. This 
Chaumukha is known at this place as ''Chandraser:ia''. N.N. Vasu identified this chau
mukha with a Buddhist chait;·a and accordingly connected the celebration to that of 
Buddhism.•• 

91. B.C. Mazumdar, Sonepur in Sambalpur Tract, pp. 126-36. 
92. N.N. Vasu, Modern Buddhism and its followers in Orissa, p. 145. 
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This ·practice has obtained for a long time past and is known in the locality as 
Ut/aparva. Some· twenty-five · thousand low class· people muster there on the occasion, 
the· Bathuries of course for111ing ·the majority. Dressed as Bhakta, they celebrate the 
ce1~mony of Ch'andrase,ta pujd, suffer-themselves to be pierced without a murmur with a 
hook and merrily and lustily swing on the Cha<!ak. A very great enthusiasm prevails on the 
occasion. Some times even so large a number as two hundred Bhaktas vie with one 
another to have their bodies pierced with hooks· i111pcllcd by a strong and irresistible 
desire 10· have their vows to the effect literally fulfilled, a piece of cloth is then tied 
round ·theit bodies over the pierced parts and lustily do they enjoy swings on the chat/.aka 
post planted for the purpose. Even the public in general regard this f~tival held once 
annually as a highly holy and dignified one. Even the Br1Jhmanas are second to no other 
castes· in··their regard and enthusiasms for this festival. 

Jt is· not known exactly in which way Ut/llparWJ is connected with this image. 
Different versions of this parva are widely prevalent in other parts· of the state. It can 
be reasonably concluded that the I ocal people either confused this chaumukha with their 
sacred deity of Chandrase,µJ or this practice or serious· torture to the body had some 
evident connection with the vigorous penance practised by the Tlrthankaras in the past. 
The large number of Jaina relics of Parfvanatha, Ambika, Mahavtra, and other nrthan
kara figures in addition, at places like Badasai, Koisali, Pundal and Barudi strongly 
support this contention. 

SAR.AK.AS 

Sarakas ($ravuka), a caste of people are inhabiting parts of the districts of 
Cuttack, Dhenkanal, Balasore and Mayurbhat'ija of present Orissa. They are also exten
sively settled in Chotanagpur, Manbhum, Singhbhum areas of Bihar and a few adjacent 
areas in the West Bengal. They seem to be Hinduised remnant of the early Jaina 
people to whom local legends ascribe the ruinous temples, the defaced images and even 
the abandoned copper mines of some parts of Bihar and Bengal. The tempi~ and 
images indeed are proved by their well marked and characteristic symbolism to be the 
handiworks of Jaina artists. 

It is not at all possible to picture the ancient culture of the Sarakas. The 
materials available for reconstructing the past are meagre and unreliable, we shall avail 
ourselves of the dim light which they throw on the past glories of a lost race. There is 
a tradition that every Sarilka family had its own tank. The sites of ancient settlements 
are studded with big tanks most of which have silted up. People say that the number 
of families in a particular settlement can still be traced by counting the number of con
tiguous tanks in the locality, as no Saraka family ever used a tank that did not belong 
exclusively to it. The tanks that exist to this day are quite big and their excavation• 
indicate a high state of civilisation.•• 

93. S.N. Ray, JBORS, Vol. XII, Part.Ill, p. 54. 
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As reprds their intaaal .str~ctwe:.wl•a'1TiA:8es,H.H. ,Ris.14,r":w~es,,theSarlka.r 
have no subcastes. . Their section& MC of the .ep,onymO¥S type ud this fact~ with 
their comparatively defined caste of· features and light complexi<>n,. se,m to .CO.llfi1.m. thoir 
elaims to be deemed of Aryan descent. The prohibited degtees ue the sauie as in . the 
case of high caste Hindus. They marry their daugbtt¥"s as infants, · forbid wi,dows . to 
remarry and do not recognise divorce. Polygamy is permitted in so far that a man may 
take a second wife if he has no hppe of obt.ai11ing ,a. male issue by . his . first wife. The 
auam,ge ceremony is .of the standazvt. type. 

The Sarl/cas of Manbhun, while retaining -the tradition, that their aaeest«s ,were 
Jains, appear themselves to have completely adopted Hinduism. They ·. woabip ,,'Ille 
Hindu Gods with the assistance of Brahmans, nor have they retained, as might perhaps 
bave: been expected any ,of the ch~&Q.~risti~. of Tirthal\karas or . glorified _ taints of the 
Jains under the disguise of minor or household aods. ln Lobar danga on the other. haad 
Pirivanatha, the twenty-third TIJthankara, wh() is believed to have attaine.d nil'wl'}Q._QD 

Pardnitha hill in Hazaribag is still recognised by the Sardkas as their chief deity 
though they also worship Syimichand, Radhim<>Jiana and ,Jag,nn~tha. , llrlhnianas 
officiate as their priests and in no way forfeit their social reputation by doing so. In aJI 
Jaina temples, indeed the ministrant pri~ts are Brllhtr,anas.16 

In point of social standing they rank high and Brahmanas will take water and 
bakki articles of food from their hands. Sardkas themselves retain all the prejudices of 
the Jains in regard to eating the flesh of any kind of animal. Life may on no.accoU11tibc 
taken. Their diet therefore consists entirely of vegetables and it is said that if in pre
paring their food any mention of the word ''cutting'' is made the omen is deemed so 
disastrous that everything must be thrown away. Subject to these conditions, Sarlka 
Vfill eat the leavings of Brll.hn1anas and will take water or sweetmeats from Rajputs, 
Vaidyas and K'llyasthas.•• 

When Jainism entered into interior of Singhbhum in Chotanagpur area they 
came to be known as Sar4kas or the $,avakas.17 

O' Malley observes that the name Sarawak, Seroka or Saraka is clearly a co1TU
ption of $,avaka, the Sanskrit word for hearer, which was used by the Jains for the lay 
brethren i.e. Jains engaged in secular pursuit, as distinguished from '' Yati'' i.e. priests or 
ascetics. It appears probable that the latter remained in Manbhum where several Jaina 
temples have been found while the $r4vakas or lay Jains penetrated the jungles where 
they were rewarded with the discovery of copper, upon the working of which they must 
have spent all their time and energy. 18 · · · 

94. H.H. Rislay, Tribes and castes of Bengal, pp. 236-37. 

95. Ibid, p. 237. 

96. Ibid, p. 237. 

97. P.C. Raychaudhury, Jainism in Bllrar, p. 61. 

98. Bengal District Gazetteer, Slng/rblrwn, 1906, p. ~-
, ' ,,. . . . . ' . ' 
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The same tradition of the former rule of these people was discovered by Major 
Tickell who in 1840 wrote. ''Singhbhum passed in to the hands of the SuraH·aks, a 
race now almost extinct, but then numerous and opulent, whose original country is said 
to have been Sikrabhum and Pacheta. The oppressions of the Surawaks ended in their 
total expulsion from the Kolahan''.99 

This tradition is also referred to as follows by Colonel Daton in the Ethnology of 
Bengal. ''It is admitted in all sides that one J>art of Singhbhum was held by the people 
who have left monuments of their ingenuity and piety in the adjoining district of 
Manbhum and who were certainly the earliest Aryan settlers in this part of India the 
Sarawaks or Jains.'' 

In the Kolhan also there are still a large number of tanks called Sard/ca tanks by 
the Ho's. Not only Kolhan but other parts of Singhbhum and Sareikella and Kharsuan 
also abound in such ancient Saraka tanks. The enormous tank of Ahar Vanda with 
remains of ruins of temples near its banks in Karaikella Paraganah of Seraikella ex
state and the Mullik Vandh are best examples of such Sarakatanks.100 

The influence of Jainism in the district of Singhbhum is also borne out by many 
ancient relics at Benusagar. 

In the interior of Mayurbhanj district extensive ruins of Saraka settlements are 
still met with. The Sarakas were an ancient people. Near about Khiching in Mayur
bhanja, there existed in the long past extensive Sari'·ka settlements. The sites are covered 
over with eartl1en mounds. In the Khiching and Baripada Museums we have large 
hoards of Jains Tirtha1lkara images displayed in the galleries. They have been recovered 
from different parts of the district. Jn addition places like Koisali, Badasahi, Pundal, 
Kasaba, Adipur, Jagannath temple of Baripada to,vn, etc. preserve series of Jaina 
relics. 

Tradition has it also that the Sarakas in the palmy days of their existence exer
cised a shadowy influence over the whole of Mayt1rhhanja. Their culture and superior 
organisation struck tl1e imagination of the aborig:::al tribes who looked upon them 
almost as demigods. Ruined temples at the sites of tl1eir settlcn1cnts still testify to their 
ancient glory, b11t their houses have completely disappeared. They might have been 
built stone temples exquisitely carved for their Gods, but probably they did not care to 
build even stone houses for themselves. This is quite in keeping with their religious 
temperament. People in the villages of Orissa even no,v build stone or brick temples 
for their Gods although tl1cy arc living fron, rcnlratit)n to generation in thatched 
mud huts.101 

99. JASB, 1840, p. 696. 

100. P.C. Raychaudhury, Jaini.~111 iu Bihar, p . 63. 

101. S.N. Ray, "The Sarakas of MayurbhanJa". 

,!BORS, Vol. XII. Pt . 111, p. 49, 
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The tanks that exist to this day are quite big and their excavations indicate a 
high state of civi]isation. But that is not aJJ. Iron impJements of husbandry, tools, 
broken swords have been dug out in pretty large number from the mounds. Images of 
stone, some of them exquisiteJy carved and beJonging to Jaina pantheon have been un
earthed. Ruined temples of stone stand in cluster indicating the high water mark of 
civilisation. Tradition asserts that each Saraka family had its own temple as its own 
tank. No graveyard exists near the site of settlement and the question naturally arises 
whether the Sarokas used to burn their dead. It is not possible to give a definite answer. 
The graveyard with its stone memorials is the last thing to perish, and if it existed 
at all it should have outlived the ruined temples. Tradition does not tell us anything 
about the manner in which they used to dispose of their dead. In the absence of better 
evidence we may presume that the Sarakas used to burn their dead. 

The Bamanghati copper plate102 grants of Panabhaftja records grant of villages to 
the Sar'Dkas (weavers) in DP-vakunda and Korapindiya Vi1ayas of UttarkhanQa of 
Khijjinga. The villages so granted were TimanQira, Nankola, Jamvapodaka and 
Vasantagrama. 

From Charampa (Bhadrak) a number of Jaina relics were brought to the Orissa 
State Museum and still there are a few available in the site. A large tank is also noticed at 
the place. All these Jaina relics were found under a banyan tree on the eastern bank 
of the tank. Sariikas (Tantis), a class of weavers of the earlier days were associated with 
their worship. 

In Dhenkanal district a number of Sariika settlements also found in the Sadar sub
division. The villages like KantapJJa1_1a, Ra juapatar:ia, Aukhumapatai:ia, Saraka PaJai:ia, 
Nuagaon Patai:ia, Champap~taria, JenasahupaJt_1a, etc. are all inhabited by the Sarakas. 
Some of them even today live on weaving clothes. The more affluents among them 
practice various trades. 

In Athagarh, Banki, Baramba and Tigiria areas of Cuttack district these Sarakas 
settling in villages like Arakhapatana, Rago-dipafat_1a, Nuapatat_1a, Jaripata1_1a and 
Mai:-ia bandha follow weaving as their main occupation. Of late some of them 
indulged in trades of local commodities. Few of them also practice agriculture. In all 
these villages they vigorously follow the habits and manners like their Sar aka bretherns 
settled elsewhere. Their religious affinity must have been with Jainism. We have 
recovered a Jaina Tlrthankara image from village Hatamala of Tigiria area. Another 
Tlrthankara image is also noticed in the Rupanatha temple of Narasinghpur area. In 
the past two Jaina Ttrthankara images were also found preserved in the Baramba palace. 
Jn Vaideswara of Banki area also a Jaina Parivanatha image is kept inside a small 
temple.101 

102. S.N. Rajguru, /11scri{'tio11s of Orissa, Vol. Vl, p. 7. 

)03, C.P. ~:!:ihapatr,1, Arcbaeolof!ical R<·111ci11s of Narasi111bop11r (Oriya), 
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In the recent years some people regarded the Sarllku settlingi-in willap Nalpil8'i 
as Buddhists and a new Buddhist shrine constructed for -them with the plantatim bf1a 
Bodhidruma. Surprisingly enough, the Sarakas of these villqes 'Clo aot pay any a:re
monial visit to the Buddhist site of Banesvaranisi of Narasimbpar ,area Der tboy ·ha»e 
any religious link with the famous Buddhist sites in other plac:es of the district. &Idler 
they come occasionally to Udayagiri and Khandagiri to · pay ONiuoce to the Jai,aa 
Tlrthankaras. 

JAINA-IMPACT ON SOCIETY AND-LITBA.ATUR.B 

The creed has bad its impact on the .life style of -Oriyas. ,.V,gelariaaism~s-~p 
seated in the rural areas especially among the SariJkas. -Worship ef,.tho VIII« f~(F.icua) 
Ka!pava!a social custom are drawn from Jainism. Parables and some of the folk tales 
of Orissa are apparently drawn from the Jaina pasables .wbi4;h are Qf . vay .cafly age. 
Medieval Oriya literature including the Mahabhtirata of Sarali. Di11a is ~efi~itcly oelol:11'
ed by Jainism. The story of Jagannitha in the . 0r,ya MahabhJl,a,a of ~.Sirali • d~~• 
appears to be a Jaina parable in a different form. Works like the old~Jlau!a ~harila 

' I 

and RiJmaglltha· have a strong Jaina influence Bh4gtlWlta of Jagannatha Dasa, Vi1nu-
garbha pur'ilr,a of Chaitanya Dasa, Rasakol/a,la of Dioa Krusbna D@Sa ~e ~e with 
versions of Jaina philosophical discussions and practices. The sect.ion -~n . lgabh_a. ~har~ta 
in the 5th Adhyaya of 5th Khanda of Jagannitba Dasa's Orjya .8/i'/!gaw,ta ._we find refe
rences to the practice of Bromhahcharya, Ahiri1sa Srodha, Satkarma, etc. ~ parts of ~e 
instructions of ~~abha Deva to his one hundred sons. Which are nothing ~1:1t. bas~ o,n 
Jaina ideology and code of domestic life. The observance of A1!amangala after 
marriages seems to have been derived from the Jaina tradition. 

Jn Kalinga a measuring rod was introduced by the JaiQa. priests a.n.d_ it ~s . ~lied 
Jtnako}a.10• Many Jaina scholars were employed as astronomers ~nd administrators of 
the Courts of various south Indian royal families as observed by D.C. _Sircat.1• 1 These 
Jaina astronomers seem to have introduced the Saka era in this country. ·The earliest 
known 'Sakavda' is used by the Jaina author, Sirbhasuri in .his Lokavibhllga which was 
written at Kanch i in Sakllvda 388 (A. D. 466). In Orissa ~everal writers _itnd · engravers 
of copper plate inscriptions seem to have belonged to the Jaina sect "hich is evident 
from their names such as Sarvachandra, Khandichandra, · B.hanuchandra, Vinaya 
Chandra. etc. The Goldsmiths of south Orissa are generally called · Sarabha, a deriva
tion of Srllvaka.108 A sect of people known as. Kalinga kumuti are practi~ing trade and 
commerce. They are said to have hailed from the south (Mysore) and ~fter adopting 
Jainism maintained trade link between the two areas.107 

104. - S.N . Rajguru, Inscription o/Orissa; Vol. III, Part-I Page. St, foot note. 3, p. 71 al!'d p. ·135, 
' 

105. O .C. Sircar, Indian Epigraphy, p. 263 ff'. 

106. S.N. Rajguru, Inscriptions o/Orissa, Vol . II, pp. 2, 11, 16, 21. 26, and 31 and surnames, Ibid., 

Page 362. 

J07. S.N. Rajguru, Konarka (Oriya). March, 1959, p. 19, 
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. 
Gopinatha Mohanty111 referring to an account in the $11,a/a Mahilbharata (Oriya) 

assumes that Jinughanta was probably a very powerful king of Kalinga who lived 
through begging alms, remained naked (Digan1bara) and followed the principle of non
violence. These practices are quite in common with Jaina religious faith. 

The followers of this king are known as Janughanli4 in rural Orissa. They have 
their mathas in Baramba, Narasinghpur and Khandapara areas of Cuttack and Puri 
districts. They move in the main street of the villages without asking for doles. The 
villagers, hearing the tinkling sound of the bell tied to their thighs, off er them rice not 
in band but in tiny baskets. But the followers of this sect wear tulasi garlands and fix 
tulasi sticks in their ears. They consider themselves as followers of Para4urima who 
after defeat in the bands of Rama retired to the life of Yogic practices. 

108. L.N. Sahu, 0/IJir~ Jalna Dharma (Oriya) Appendix No. 4 pp. 218-19. 
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Survey of Jaina Monuments of Orissa 

Jaina monuments, are concentrated not only in the hilly tracts of Koraput, 
Keonjhar and Mayurbhanja districts but also in the plain areas of Cuttack, Puri and 
Balasore districts of Orissa. The earliest remains of this religion are noticed in the twin 
hills of Udayagiri and Khandagiri. In the early medieval period however, new centres 
developed in Keonjhar and Koraput districts ,vhcn the areas surrounding Udayagiri and 
Khandagiri became centres of Buddhist and Brahmanical activities. But in a later phase 
Jainism seems to have received patronage from the major ruling dynasties of the 
medieval Orissa. In this chapter an attempt has been made to bring to light the Jaina 
relics of the districts referred to above. The stray findings of Jaina antiquities of other 
areas of the State do not make any substantial addition to our knowledge. While 
discussing the Jaina monuments special care has been taken to describe the sites, history 
of the monuments, and their present condition. 

PURI DISTRICT 

With beginning at the twin hills of Udayagiri and Khandagiri Jaina activity 
seems to have spread to the rural areas of Puri district at different periods of Orissan 
history. But unfortunately we do not find Jaina relics of earlier phase comparable to 
the relief sculptures of the caves of Udayagiri and Khandagiri from any other site of 
the district. Rather it is evident that the caves of these hills maintained a continuous 
tradition of Jaina activity till recent times. V./e have elsewhere tried to associate Jaina 
religion with the development of Jagannatha cult in Orissa. In addition to Udayagiri 
and Khandagiri hills the other notable places of Puri district having Jaina relics are 
Sisupa]garh, Brahmesvar patna, Chadheibar, Bagalpur, Nibharana, Kakatput, Achutaraj
pur, Banapur, Puri, Sri Ramachandrapur, Panchagaon, Lataharana and Bhain-chua 
near Bhubaneswar. For the sake of convenience we may commence our investigation 
from U dayagiri and Khandagiri hills. 

The caves on U dayagiri and Khandagiri 
dominated the scene of Jaina activity in Orissa 
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century B.C. as revealed from the records incised in Hitht-Gumpha and several other 
caves of the place. These caves were first noticed by A. Sterling who partially described 
them in the 15th volume of the Asiatic Researches published in 1825. After him several 
other scholars like Kittoe, Fergusson, R.L. Mitra, Hunter, Beglar, Princep, Ludera, 
Fleet, K.P. Jayaswal, R.D. Banerji, Bhagavanlal lndraji, John Marshall, M.H. Amot, 
Stella Kramarisch, M.M. Chakravarty, B.M. Barua, B.P. Chanda, H.C. Raychoudhuri 
N.N. Ghose, K.C. Panigrahi, N.K. Sahu and D. Mitra, discussed on various a&J>eQI 

of these caves. 

The two hills, rising abruptly amidst a wide expanse of arid laterite soil, arc 
separated from each other by a narrow defile through which passes the modem road 
from Bhubaneswar to Chandaka. The Chasm is scarcely fifty yards wide in its broadest 
part, but at the base the two portions almost touch each other. This fractme has given 
its specific name to the second hill in question and the generic name to the entire range. 

The crest of Khandagiri, on which is situated a modetn Jaina temple, is 123 feet 
high, 13 feet higher than that of the Udayagiri.1 

The entire area was earlier covered with a dense forest. Trees rising from the 
crevices of the rocks and ferns and small shrubs in cracks, hollows and low sheltered 
places, where the disintegrated rocks have left a layer of mould for their growth, 
enveloped it in a pretty thick coating of verdure. The most prominent and exposed 
surfaces remained bare as usual • 

• 

The substance of rocks in these hills is coarse grained sand stone of a varied, 
texture mostly soft, porous and incohering, easy to excavate but unsuitable for finished 
carvings. The stone being brittle, the caves which were once excavated on different 
ledges of the hills have become an easy prey to the inclemencies of weather. 

The secluded situation of the hills, with no human habitations to disturb the 
tranquillity necessary for their meditation and religious practices, was probably respon
sible for the selection of the site for rock-cut monastic retreats of Jaina monks. 

The legendary account reveals that the hills were formerly constituted a part of 
the Himalayas at which time they were inhabited by numerous ~is who dug the caves 
now found in them. They were taken up bodily, ascetics, and all, by Mahivtra 
Hanumin, with other masses of rock to build the bridge of Rima, but by some accident, 
were allowed to drop in their passage through the air, when they alighted in their 
present position.' 

The records on the walls of caves reveal that some time in the fint century B.C. 
or slightly earlier, the rulers of the Cheti dynasty who called themselves Mahdmegha 
,a/umas exercised supremacy over Kalinga. Of the rulers of the dynasty only the names 

1. R..L., Mitra, 71,e Antiquities of Orlssa, Vol. II, p. 6. 
2. A SterliD& JASB. Vol. VI, p. 1076 (note). 
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of Khitavela and Kildepa, together with that of a prince, Vadukha, are known fr~m 
~e -inscriptions though their mutual relationship is yet to be established satisfactorily~ . 

. . 
• • 

It is obvious that during the rule of the Mahsmeghtnlhanas, the hills were 
excavated with caves. The activities of Kharavela are widely nar1ated·in the Hatht
OUtnpha inscription so also of Kiidepa and Vadukha are only known as the donors of 
the two cells of the lower storey of cave No. 9, (Maftchapuri) of Udayagiri. ·In addition, 
Kharavela's chief queen is known to have been the donor of the upper storey cave No. 9 
(Svargapurt) of the same hi)). The example set by the royal family in patronising Jaina 
religion was ably followed by many officials. Among them we find the names of 
ChtJJakamma, Kamma, Bhuti, the N agar Akhadamsa, Nakiya, the Mahamatra, and 
:KQ:51Jma, the Plldamulika from inscriptions depicted in some of the caves of the place. 
It ;s- also almost certain that the caves originated during this period. At the same time 
an -earlier origin of the Jaina establishment on the hills · is not entirely ruled out. It is 
also not unlikely that the Kalinga Jina taken by the Nanda king and recovered by · 
ltbiravela had its original enshrinement on the hills and was reinstalled here by 
K.haravela. 

· Though after the fall of the M a/1a1l1eg/1vd/1ana dynasty . Jainism received a tempo
rary setback, it still conti11ued to be tl1e religion of Kalinga with these hills as its strong
hbld.· · The dominance of Saivisn1 at Bhubaneswar during the post-Gupta period had 
little to do with the Jaina establishment at Udayagiri and Khandagiri, which as inscri
ptions show, continued to be inl1abitcd under the Bhaumas and their successors, the 
Somavarilsls. During the rule of the Somavamsls, Khandagiri called Kumara parvata in 
an•inscription oftl1e fiftl1 year of UdyotakesarI in c,ive No. II, acquired greater imp~r
tance and a few old cells were purposely converted into sanctuaries by the carving of 
irilages of the Tlrthai1karas and Siisa11adcvls on the walls. This period is also noted ·for 
the erection of structural ten1ples suggested not only by the above mentioned epigraphical 
record revealing the setting up of twenty-four Tlrthankaras, but also by the discovery of 
a large number of nude chlorite images of different Tlrthankaras and architectural 
fragments and votive temples lying in some areas of the hill. The prolonged Digambara 
association of the Khandagiri caves during the reign of the Gangas and their immediate 
s~ccessors, the Gajapatis is proved by the series of crude Tlrthankara figures carved on 
the inner walls of Mahavlra-Gumpha of Khandagiri which are not earlier in dato than 
the 1 Sth century and may be even later. 

. In the late medieval period, Haridasa and Arakhita Dasa appear to have made 
the· caves· of Udayagiri and Khandagiri their abodes. The paduka matha at the foot of 
Udayagiri hill is said to have been established by him. His followers unaware of the 
date also claim that Arakhita Dasa was responsible for the excavation of these caves. 
Ananta Dasa and Sidha Baranga Dasa were the other mendicants who either remained 
at this place for some time or referred to the hills in their works. Haridasa's associatioa. . . . 

is well preserved in tradition in naming a cave after him. 1 M ahima Gosain, otherwise 

3. N.IC. Sahu, Histor~ of Orissa, Vol. I, p. 383 (foot note l). 
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~pwa : as. Dhu~iJl . ~ is said to have spent some years in Sarr,ddhi Yoga .at th_ia 
place.' 

1Tr8'JWon- also reveals that another mendicant known as ,Pha,ah4ri B4b4 ( who 
,Jiv~ _on fruits only), the id~ntity .of whom is -not properly established so far, once_~\~~~ 
-m.~e.a1.vca.apd ~oq~ipped the. im&.&e$ of Ananta, Ki'orl and Vasudeva .. He ~qai:ig~ 
"at.f~vals . .f~ tb~ ~iea every year _till his death. · 

. . 
I 

· IA tbe'-~P,lt;a.-ig . of. the -19th centlµ'y, a temple was constructed 01;1 the cr~,t 9.f 
-Kb.ep<J.a,gjri hill and the place-is frequented by Jainas and; Parwar merchants or Cu~cJc 

' who asse~ble -here iA l~rge numben once every year to hold a festival of_th.~ir r~ligi,oA. 
• ~.J:,. . -~tra• . rccor~s-two occasions when feasts occur at the temple, one :0µ ~~-thi(
teenth of the moon in the month of chaitra when a large number of Oswa_l . ~ercJial)~ of 
Cuttack, Puri and other neighbouring places assemble to pay their respect to Mahavlra, 
the last of the twenty-four Jinas and celebrate the anniversary of.his birth ,d$y qf impor
tance, the pariusana, or reading of the Ka!pasiltra. During his visit to the place Brllhmana 
priests were attending to the temple rituals with little interference in the activities 1oB die 
visiting Jaina devotees from distant parts of the country. There is no restriction even 
though, it is now managed by the Jainas to allow entry of casual visitors belonging to 
other religious order. · 

The images of Chakr~varl and Rohini on either side of the verandah wall of the 
Barabhujl-Gumpha are still attended by Brahmana priests of the neighbouring area. 
They, however, worship them in the name of Bllrab/11ifi-Durga. and accordingly the cave 
derived its name as Barabhujl-Gumpha. 

Jn addition, a large gathering of people is held on M iiglza saptami and continues 
till the full moon day of the same month. According to traditional belief, the devotees, 
who witness the rising sun at Konark (Chandrabhaga) on Magl1a-Saptaml day, pay a 
return visit to the place via Puri and then proceed to Viraja Kfetra (Jajpur) for culmina
tion of their itineracy. During the whole period from M iigl1a saptam1 to the punJimll day 
the people visit the caves, arrange feasts, spend the nights in the caves with recital of 
Bhajanas to the tune of traditional musical instruments especially cymbals, mridangas 
and khaifjaris. 

It is thus evident that the Jaina occupation of the hills was continuous if with 
occasional breaks, from even before the time of Kbaravela down to th~ present day. 

As there is no river flowing by the side of the hills, a few reservoirs some of 
them stepped (vapf), were cut into the rock to hold rain water, such reservoirs exist on 
both the hills. On the Udayagiri, two of them, called Hithl-Nisui:ii and Lalitakunda 
can be seen respectively to the east and north-east of cave No. 10 (Ga11~a-Gumpha) op 

4 Biswanatha Baba, Satya Mah/ma Dharma Tattvasara (Oriya), p. 2. 
,. ~-i. Mitra,~ Anti'{"lties of Orlssa, Vol. II, pp, 64-~5, 
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the Khandagiri there are two, the Akua Gangi(Fig. 33) and Ridhi kunda, besides two 
tiny ones, the Shyima kunda and Gupta-Ganga. 

Apart from the two main routes to the caves of Udayagiri and Khandagiri, a 
number of minor routes are noticed both on the rocks and amidst thick growth of 
vegetations. Those which are through living rock, are cut in steps at times very steep 
and inconvenient to pass through. The caves of both Udayagiri and Khandagiri were 
excavated at different heights and places for which it becomes difficult to follow a 
regular route to locate their positions. To overcome this difficulty the Archaeological 
Survey of India recently published a Guide Book written by Debala Mitra in which 
some eighteen caves in U dayagiri and fifteen in Khandagiri are enumerated along with 
their traditional names. The enclosed map of the said Guide Book indicate to their 
location on the hills on the basis of contour. 

They are Udayagiri-(Fig. I) 

Cave No. I-Ri91-Gumphi-The lower storey 
-The upper storey. 

No. 2-Bijighara-Gumphi. 
No. 3-Chhota-Hitht-Gumphi. 
No. 4-Alakipurt-Gumphi. 

No. 5-Jaya-Vijaya-Gumphi. 
No. 6-PaQa•a-Gumphi. 
No. 7-Thikurillt-Gumphi . 

• 
No. 8-Pitilapurt-Gumphi 

No. 9-Maftchapurl-Gumphi 
-Svargapurt-Gumphi 

No. 10-GaQeta-Gumphi. 
No. 11-Jamvdvar-Gumphi. 
No. 12-Bigha-Gumphi. 

No. 13-Sarpa-Gumphi. 
No. 14-Hitht-Gumphi. 

No. I 5-Dhinaghar-Gumphi. 

No. 16-Haridisa-Gumphi. 
No. 17-Jagannitha-Gumphi. 
No. 18-Rasavi-Gumphi 

Khandagiri-(Fig. 2) 
Cave No. 1-Titowi-Gumphi No. I 

No. 2-Tatowi-Gumphi No. 2 

No. 3-Ananta-Gumphi. 
No. 4-Tentuli-Gumphi 

No. S-Khandagiri-Gumphi 
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-The Lower storey. 
-The upper storey. 
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No. 6-Dhyanaghar, Dhyina-Gumphi 
or Shell Cave. 

No. 7-Navamunl-Gumpha 
No. 8-Barabhuji-Gumphi 

No. 9-Tri,ula-Gumphi, Satabakhara or 
Mahavtra-Gumpha. 

No. JO-Ruined cave beyond cave No. 9 

No. 11-Lalatendu-KeJarI-Gumphi 

No. 12-Ruined cave near Ridhakunda. 
No. 13-Ruined cave beyond Ridhakunda. 
No. 14-Ekidasi-Gumphi. 

No. 15-Cave near Gupta Gal\ga. 

53 

These caves do not bear any authentic names on their bodies, but the local people 
have given them some fanciful names. They have little historical significance. Some of 
them have been named after their general shapes, some after specific sculptures or 
motifs on the facades and others after the names of medieval mendicants who occasion
ally made these caves their abodes. A few of them also bear names on them. To avoid 
confusion we have adopted the number and the traditional names adopted by the 
Archaeological Survey of India for our purpose. An account of these caves is given 
below. 

Udayagiri 

Cave No. 1 -Rar,t-Gumpha. (Fig. 3) 

Ril}I-Gumphi consists of a two storeyed monastery covering three sides of a 
quadrangle, the fourth or south-eastern side being open. It is formed of the original 
rock, cut smooth with a gentle slope towards the open side. The cave deserves a unique 
place among the contemporary rock-cut caves by virtue of its lavishly sculptured friezes, 
commodious wings, large number of cells and the spacious quadrangle in front. It is 
now shorn of its pristine grandeur due to the fall of the verandah of lower storey of the 
main wing exposing the sculptured facade to the inclemencies of weather. 

lower storey-Right wing 

Facing south-west, this wing consists of a large single cell with three entrances and 
• a pillared verandah with bench in front. The roof of the cell is designed flat contrary to 

the floor which has been raised at the back. The three entrance doors of the cell are 
flanked by pilasters. The size of the door-ways compel a man to crawl to enter inside. 
The pilasters are crowned by bulls and winged lions on corbelled abacus. The tympana 
within arch-bands are all without decoration. But the arches over the door-ways are 
relieved wiih de~rJltiv~ motifs the J9wer parts Qf which are CQQPected by railinp, 
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The arched band over the Jeft doorway i, ~cd with fruita :like mangoes and 
pJantations attached to creepers issued from the mouths, of two animals at the base. 
N andipada is the crowning element of this arch. The arched band over the central door
way is relieved with honey-suckles and a full b1own lotus at the centre issued from the 
mouths of two couchant elephants. Srivatsa is the crowning object at the pointed top of 
this arch. The arch over the right door-way, as indicated from the available ponions, is 
decorated with lotus bunds and their stems with N andipada as the crowning element. 

The two full and half spandrils are relieved with a series of human figures in 
various acts of devotion. The first scene from the left is a couple standing with folded 
hands flanked by a dwarf under a tree on the left and a casket liko object in her right 
hand. The next compartment has one male and two females with folded hands, seated 
on a bench and flanked on the right by a woman holdjng a tray and on the left by 
another holding a vase(?). The third compartment shows a . foJDale dancing under a 
pavilion supported by decorated posts, and four seated accompanists playing on musical 
instruments like mridanga, drum, flute and harp. The fourth scene begins with a female 
holding forth a tray fo]lowed by a man advancing with folded hands and a · woman 
carrying a tray and an um. The last figure of the panel is a boy. On the walls flanking 
the terminal piers of the verandah are two sentries. 

The ce11 · including the verandah has a raised plinth. The verandah was once 
supported by a range of pillars which have disappeared leaving remnants of their stepped 
bases and crowning animals. The six animals on each capital consists of bulls on the 
left and lions on the right two seated back to back on the front and the rear and one 
each on the other faces. The capital of the side pilasters consist of three animals, 
horses in the left and elephants in the right resting on a corbelled abacus above a bell 
shaped lotus. The pilasters also placed over stepped bases, are divided into five sections 
of which the basal, central and terminal ones are square and the intermediate ones are 
rendered octagonal by chamfering the corners of the square. The verandah has a shelf 
on each side. 

Left wing 

The Jeft-wing after a turn inwards, extends in an oblique direction outwards much 
beyond the limit of the right-wing. It has the usual composition of pillared verandah, 
raised plinth and stalwart guards like its counterpart in the right. The three cells of this 
wing are distributed on the three sides of the benched verandah. The pillars supporting 
the verandah roof are fallen, but from the marks on the floor and the side pilasters, it 
would seem that they were counterparts of what exists on the right wing. Traces of 
lions and bulls forming the capital of these pillars are visible near the verandah ceiling. 
Four modern masonry pillars have been provided to support the verandah ceiling . 
Lintels dug in the solid rock connect the pillars at the top. 

Floors and ceilings of the three cells are similar to the right wing. A window 
is provided to the left cell. The room behind the verandah bas three door-ways. On 
the east a similar chamber is accessible by a door placed a little close to one ~ide. Th~ 
~~Jltries ~ardin~ this win~ on either sid~ are mu~~ gefaced., 
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At the angles, where the right and left wing meet main wing, are two small rooms. 
The room attached to the right wing has door-ways, one opening towards the east and 
the other towards the south, both set flush with the level of the courtyard. The room 
close to left wing has one door opening facing the east. The outer faces of these rooms 
are decorated with hills, springs, trees, wild animals, rock-shelters, birds~ monkeys, a:1:1 
lotus pools with elephants. The pilasters flanking the doors have ghats bases placed on 
stepped pedestals and are crowned by winged addorsed animals from which spring the 
arches relieved with floral motifs with a nandipada finial. 

Main wing 

The lower main wing consists of four cells, three on the rear of the benched 
and the fourth on the right. The pillared verandah infront has already collapsed. 
The pillars were originally six in . number. The side pilasters of the verandah are 
designed square below and octagonal at the top and placed on stepped pedestals. 
The only shelf is visible to the left of the verandah. The verandah having collapsed, the 
access to the rooms now is directly maintained through the open courtyard. The side 
rooms have each two doors, the central one three and the one on the right of the 
verandah has only one door opening. The ceilings of these cells are flat but the floors 
in each case are raised near the back wall. The doorways are designed with pilasters 
and arches, the arches being connected with by railings supported on bracket figures. 1·he 
door pilasters are square at the base and top and octagonal in the middle. Except their 
much damaged crowning animals on stepped abacus they are devoid of any decoration 
on their shafts. The arches over the doorways are em beJlished with decorative designs 
but the tympana are all left plain. Due to continuous exposure to the vagaries of nature, 
the arched bands, rails, bracket figures, crowr.ing animals of the door pilasters and 
friezes on its facade are all much obliterated. 

Extending over the whole length of the facade there were reliefs in nine separate 
compartments. The scenes of these reliefs from second to seventh are badly mutilated. 
from the remnants, whatever can be recognised are given below. 

. Starting from the left, the first compartment represents ij tree and a 
double storeyed structure with barrel vaulted roof crowned by a row of finials. The 
second compartment is almost entirely affected, only the outlines of three figures ·riding 
on an animal and another figure, with a sword can with much difficulty be made out. 
In the third compartment busts and heads of several figures may be discerned. The 
figures over which the umbrella is visible appears to be seated on an aninial duly 
accompanied by attendants. One of these attendants holds an object suspended from a· 
stick and a horseman in his front. The fourth scene too, is mutilated, but ·several figures 
are traceable, one carrying a sword and two riding on an elephant. In the fifth relief, 
seven figures · can with difficulty be· made out of whom a royal figure with two followers 
behind, one holding an umbrella and another a sword on the left and four figures on the 
right, can be · made out. Two of the figures depicted to the right are bowing to him with 
folded hands. The central one stands-with his left hand · hanging and the right placed- on 
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his chest. In the sixth reiief onty two figures can be traced, one holding an umbrella 
over the other in the centre. In the seventh, five figures are traceable of whom one 
stands with folded hands and the other holds a sword. 

The eighth compartment at its extreme left end depicts a royal figure with two 
followers. One of these followers is holding the umbrella and the other seen with folded 
hands. A little further are two standing women bringing offerings, one carrying a tray 
and another a flower (?) and two kneeling figures, one of them with flowing fillets round 
the head. Of the latter group, the front one is holding the feet as a token of 
submission of a person who seems to be snatching at the head dress of the former and 
the rear one has his hands folded. Both of them seem to have alighted from a capari
soncd hone standing to the extreme right. 

The last of the series depicts a reception offered to the royal figure apparently on 
his return to the capital after victorious campaigns. 

Upper storey : Main wing 

The upper storey is not placed above the lower, but to some extent behind it. 
The roof of the cells of the lower storey forms an open terrace in front of the upper 
storey. 

The roof of the verandah is supported by nine massive pillars, seven entirely 
modern on the old stepped pedestals and two repaired in the middle. The original 
pillars were once fixed with brackets as evident from their remnants. A continuous bench 
is running through the entire length of the verandah at the back and near side walls, 
cup-boards arc noticed on two sides of the verandah wall. The ceiling of the verandah 
in front is designed flat. Grooves and deep channels have been cut in the living rock 
to drain out rain water leaking through the verandah roof. The main wing consists of 
four cells having door-ways flanked by side pilasters, the capitals of which are crowned 
by winged addorscd animals. The arches springing from the top of the pilasters are 
relieved ~ith various floral devices, honey-suckles, creepers and animals chased by boys. 
Symbols of Sri,atsa, nandipada, snake and lotus form the finials of these arches. A two
barred railing, supported by dwarfish figures, is running between the doors with breaks. 
The spaces in between the arches are relieved with various scenes, a few of which from 
the left arc in good state of preservation. 

In the beginning, a flying Vidyddhara dressed in a plain dhoti and a scarf (Chatlar) 
and holding a tray of flowers, a roll of garland and few lotus buds is depicted. 

The second compartment represents a duel between a herd of elephants and a 
large crowd consisting of one man and ten women. The third compartment depicts a 
duel between a man and a woman in front of a rock shelter and the carrying away of 
the woman by the man. The fourth scene represents a royal hunting scene. The 
figures in the fifth are much defaced but as far as they can be made out the panel 
centres round performance of a dance accompanied by music in front of a seated couple. 
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The sixth scene of the series has completely been destroyed. The seventh much 
mutilated, seems to represent amorous scenes between a male and female repeated three 
times. The eighth panel, now much damaged shows the outlines of an elephant on the 
right and feet of two men on the left. Tl1e ninth compartment repeats the flying figure 
of the first. 

The verandah is guarded by men mounted on animals. 

Right wing 

The right wing is formed of a narrow Vcrandal1 and a con1partment with two 
door openings devoid of side pilasters and semicircular top n1ouldings. A continuous 
bench is running on the three sides of the verandah. Tl1e verandah roof is supported by 
a massive pillar of modern restoration v.-ith a bracket depicting a female figure. The 
guards against the side pilasters of the verandah rcpresertt a kilted man Ylith boots on the 
left and a pot-bellied person dressed in d/1oti and heavy turban on tl1c right. Tl1e roof of 
the cell is flat and floor raised at the back. 

Left wing 

The left wing has two rooms, one opening into the other. The one directly 
accessible from the terrace has a raised bench on its three sides. Tl1e former has one 
door opening and is devoid of any guardian figure. The narrow verandah had two 
pilasters but no pillars. The cell is lighted by a small windov., in the wall of the inner 
chamber. 

Cave No.2. Bajaghara-Gumpha 

Bajaghara-Gurnpha consists of two independent cells with a flat roofed verandah 
in front. The left cell, the front wall of which is damaged has the pilaster relieved with 
a pair of animals standing back to back with head of birds. The pillar has on its top 
pairs of winged animals. The ceiling of this cell is carved and floor raised at the back. 

The right cell whose front wall and pillar are gone still preserves the side pilasters. 
Floor of the cell is of modern restoration and roof curved like tl1e left cell. The 
architrave is now supported by two modern masonry pillars. 

Cave No.3 ChhoJa-HathI-Gumpha 

The cave is represented by a low roofed cell and the carvings of a series of six 
elephants on its facade. A boulder on the top provides natural protection to the 
carvings on the f acade. 

The ceiling of the cell is flat and the floor raised at the back. The pointed arch 
band over the door-way is supported by two pilasters, the capitals of which are crowned 
by winged animals. The arched band damaged at the left is depicted with full blown 
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lotuses and plants. The tyinpanuin contains letters of a dedicatory inscription. Below 
the sculptured facade is a three-barred railing, the up rights of which are relieved with 
half lotus medallions. 

Cave No.4-Alakapurt-Gumphi 

The Alakapuri-Gumpha comprises of two spacious cells in two storeys. As a 
result of ruthless quarrying, the lower cell has been rendered destitute of its front wall 
and verandah and presents a bare appearance. The only pilaster of the verandah 
contains a much damaged bracket and a pair of winged horses. 

The upper storey of this cave is entered through a series of steps in front of cave 
No.5. Like the lower storey the roof of the upper cell is convex in shape. This cell 
is entered by three door ways. The wall between the first two door-ways has fallen 
down. The floor of the cell was originally raised at the back but later on the raised 
portion has been removed. 

Most parts of the pillars and the floor of the verandah have been renovated. 
Two shelves are noticed on the side walls of the verandah. The verandah roof is flat in 
shape. 

The brackets of the upper storey are relieved with animal figures like lions and 
elephants some of which with wings and others with human and bird heads. One of 
the inner brackets contain the figure of four-tusked elephant flanked by two she-elephants. 
The other bracket is carved with a lion holding its prey in mouth. The left pilaster 
depicts a man carrying a woman in his left arm and pressing the trunk of the elephant 
in the right. In the same place of the right pilaster is an elephant entwined by a snake 
near a tree. 

To the right of this cave is a small cell with a closed verandah entered from the 
side. Its floor has been raised at the back but the ceiling of the verandah and the 
cell are all flat. It has only one door opening on one side of the verandah is a bench. 
The end of the verandah ceiling is lowered at the end to prevent rain water· entering 
into the cell. 

Cave No. 5-Jaya-Vijaya-Gumpha 

Ja:ya-Vijaya-Gumphi is a two celled cave excavated in a higher ledge near 
Alakapurt·Gumpha. The lower part of this cave, an austerely plain cell with a spacious 
entrance and a fairly high arched ceiling. 

The upper storey contains two cells having flat roofs, raised floors and separate 
door openings. The flat roofed benched verandah is supported by a massive pillar of 
modem restoration. The lintel designed in living rock extends on either sides of the 
pi)Jar. The over hanging portions of the verandah roof prevents rain water entering 
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inside. Cup-boards are noticed on the side walls of the verandah. The two pilasters 
at either end of the verandah bear on its body two standing sentinels to guard the 
entrance, one male and the other a female. 

The door-ways of the cells are flanked by side pillars, the capitals of which are 
crowned by addorsed winged animals on stepped abacus. Connected by a three-barred 
railing the arches over the door-ways are relieved one with lotus medallions alternating 
with honey-suckles and the other with creepers issuing from the mouths of makaras. 
The tympana are without any carving but the space between the arches depicts a 
sacred tree within railing being worshipped by two couples with folded hands, flanked 
by flying figures holding trays full of flower garlands. 

Above this cave are two badly damaged cells, the roof of the front verandah of 
which was once supported by a laterite pillar. 

Cave No. 6-Pai:ida-Gumpha 

Immediately after a small scooping beyond cave No. 5 is Pa1_1a§a-Gumphi now 
open in the front. Large scale quarrying has brought the original floor down to a deeper 
depth. 

Cave No. 7. Thakura9i-Gumpha 
• 

The Thakura1_1i-Gumpha consists of two cells, one above the other. The lower 
cell is comparatively spacious and high with a convex roof. The benched verandah has 
a pillar of the usual type on a stepped base. The inner bracket has a pair of winged 

animals. Figures of makaras and winged animals, some with the head of birds are 
found on the pillar and pilaster tops. 

The upper cell, is a smaller one, preceded by a closed benched verandah with a 
semi-circular opening. Its floor has the usual pillow like inclination. The verandah 
has no pillar. 

Cave No. 8-Patilapuri-Gum·pha 

It consists off our dwelling cells, two at the back and one on either side of the 
benched verandah. Ceiling of the cells is arched and the floor raised at the back. With 
the fall of the partition wall the back cells now formed one room. The facade of the 
cells is devoid of workmanship. The walls between the door openings are of modem 
restoration. Of the two pilasters and three pillars, the central pillar has ceased to exist. 
The top portions of pillars and the only bracket are relieved with crude representations 
of winged animals and a man fighting with a lion. The '!Va!l~ Qf ~h~ \)a~k ~,,~ ll~ve b9l~t 
~t re"1lar inte~va,s ~~~r ~he ceilin~. 
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Cave No. 9. Manchapurt-Svargapurt-Gumpha 

Further south-west we come across this two storeyed range of caves designed 
somewhat in the style of the queen's palace (Ra~t-Gumpha) but on a reduced scale. 
The upper part of this two storeyed cave is known as Svargapurt-Gumpha whereas the 
lower part including the cell at its side is known as Manchapurt-Gumpha. 

Mafichapurt-(Lower storey) 

The lower storey along with the wing consists of four cells. The main wing 
comprises of a suite of three cells, two in a line facing the west and one on the &outh. 
The whole range is fronted by a benched verandah. The ceiling of the back cells is 
slightly curved and the floor raised behind as usual. Major portions of the four pillars 
are of modern restorations. The brackets on the pillars are provided with figures of 
women and pairs of cavaliers. The five door-ways are flanked by side pilasters on gha!a 
bases and crowning elements containing addorsed animals. The sami-circular bands 
relieved with floral devices, creepers and animals chased by boys. They are crowned by 
either Srivatsa or nandipada. Both the wings are guarded by armed Dvarapti/as. 

The most important aspect of this cave is the badly damaged relief, the subject 
of which is no doubt the worship of some religious symbol carved on the space between 
the second-third door-ways of tl1e main wing. The remaining space between the arches 
is relieved with three barred railings are supported by dwarfish figures. Between the 
third and the fourth arcl1es occurs the inscription recording the dedication of this cave 
by Kiidepasiri or Kadampasiri, king of the Mal1ii1n£"gl1a_rdl1a11a dynasty of Kalinga. 

A similar dedicatory inscription of Prince (k111111ira) named Vadukha occurs on 
tJ-.e facade of the s ide cell. To the west of this cell tl1ere is a sn1all room running east 
and west with tv.-o doors and a verandah divided into t\vo inter columinations by a 
heavy pillar. At the corner there is one guardian figt1re . 

In front of the courtyard, tl1e ground plan of a ru incd cave is recently exposed. 

Svargapuri (Upp•~r storey) 

The upper storey consists of a long low roofed hack cell with three doors and 
a side cell ¥: ith one cntra11cc. The benched verandal1 in front is exposed due to ·the 
collapse of tl1c vcraricfah roof and its supporting pillars. The side room has in the 
middle of tl;e \\estcrn \\ all, a \\1i nclow. The heavily rc11a ircJ s i(ic pilasters are crowned 
,vith wi nged .:n in1a ls and the arches springing over th~n1 arc relieved witf1 floral devices 
and crcc11crs cc1n1 n1cncing fron1 the mouths of n1al-:.(1r(1S. 1·11c arches arc connected by 
the rcprcsrritati0n of barrel-vaulted roof, with bracket fi ~•urcs l1c low and finials above. 
The rcc,,:-o ur ttlc eh icf qt1ecn of K h:i ravela is engraved in the s11acc between the second 
and third arches <.ic(i ic~itcs this cave to the monks of Ka linga. Tl:c ceiling of the main 
cell is designed flat C()lltrary to tJ1c si<.!e cell ,vJ~ich is in curvc(l sh ~11c. The floors have 
been raiscct at the back as usual . · 
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The outer face of the terrace in front is relieved with a three barred railing the 
uprights of \\'hich are shown with lotus medallions. The base of the railing is carved 
with a procession of elephants and other animals. 

Cave No. 10. Gar:iesa-Gumpha (Fig.4) 

Located a little distance away from Rar:it-Gumphi this cave consists of two 
dwelling cells with a benched verandah in front. The verandah is reached from the 
courtyard by a flight of four steps. The ceiling of the cell is somewhat low and flat 
but the floor raised at the back. In the partition wall between cells is a small window 

• opening. 

The left cell has a Tlrthankara image carved in relief on its back wall. Seated in 
yogamudrd, the figure is devoid of any /aiichana. It was once plastered with shell lime. 
Similarly on the back wall of the right cell, a Gar:iesa image is carved. The date of carv
ing of the Gar:ieja image can be inferred approximately from an inscription in five lines 
to the right of the figure which reveals tl1at it was incised by a physician named Bhimmata, 
son of NannaJa during the reign of the Bhauma king Santikara, who according to the 
Dbauli cave inscription of the same Bhimmata was ruling in Bhauma year 93 i.e. 
A.O. 829. 

Each room has two door openings flanked by side pilasters. Over the door-ways 
are tympana capped by arch bancls. l'he arches are relieved with floral devices and 
creepers issuing forth from the mouths of 1nakaras and topped by 11a11dipada and Srivatsa 
symbols. Spaces between the first and the second door-ways on the one hand and the 
third and fourth on the other are relieved with two scenes, each above a railing suppor
ted by three squattish pot-bellied male and female figures. 

The two cells are opened to a common benched verandah in front whose flat 
roof is supported by a series of massive pillars. Small brackets protruding from the 
pillars and side pilasters are relieved with human figures displaying stalks of flowers, 
spouted vessels, trays, etc. Lintels designed in original rock connect the pillars. The 
cup-board and the lower part of the front wall are provided with railings. Infront of 
the left pilaster is carved a standing guard. Above its head on the outer face of the 
bracket is a couching humped bull. 

The flight of steps leading to tl1c vcrandJh is flanked by a pair of elephants 
displaying f!o\\ers in their trunks. 

The first frieze on the facadc of Gar,esa-Gumpha is almost tl1e repetition of the 
one carved in the second full spandril of the upper main wing of Rir:it-Gumphi. The 
second scene of the ~ame facadc is often linked with the Uaayana-Vasavadatti episode. 

Three more scoopings arc noticed to the left of Gar:icsa-Gumpha. two of·whi~h 
. . 

are in one block of stone. 
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Cave No. 11. Jambesvara-Gumpha 

The cave is a low-roofed cell with two plain door openings preceded by a benched 
verandah. The roof of the verandah is supported on a pillar and two pilasters. The 
brackets projecting from their top are plain. The inscription on its right door records 
the cave was of Mahamada Nakiya and Bariya. 

To the north-west of the cave at a lower level is a small cave open in front. 

Cave No. 12. Bagha-Gumpha (Fig. 5) 

Located to the west of Hatht-Gumpha this cave consists of a cell and the verandah 
in front. The roof of the front verandah is formed by the expanded upper jaw armed 
with formidable teeth, eyes and nose capriciously shaped into the semblance of the head 
of tiger. The entrance to the cell is placed where the gullet in a living animal would be. 
The door-way is flanked by side pilasters with pairs of elephants as crowning elements 
on stepped abacus. Over the door is a plain arch, pointed at the top of the outer edge 
with a railing supported by beams on both sides. The two lined inscription on the outer 
wall in its right reveals that the cave is associated with the town Judge Bhuti. The 
inscription is flanked by a triangle headed symbol and the svastika. 

Cave No. 13. Sarpa-Gumpha (Fig. 6) 

To the west of Hathl-Gumpha again is a detached boulder in which are excava
ted two tiny cells, the uprer one facing east called Sarpa-Gumpha. It is remarkable for 
having the rude carving of the hood of a three hooded snake at the top of the entrance 
door. The facade of the cave has a very narrow verandah without any approach. It 
contains two short inscriptions, one above the door-way declaring it to be the abode 
of Chulakamma and the other on the left jamb stating the cave was the gift of Kamma 
and Khif.la. Tl1e door entrance is large enough to admit a man crawling in. The floor 
has been raised at the back. 

Cave No. 14. Hatl1t-Gumpha 

This large cave in irregular shape is located at the end of the laterite path leading 
to Udayagiri caves. Adjoining this cave at different heights are a number of oblong 
excavations mostly open in front. 

Tl1c n1asonry shed in front of it was built in 1902 to protect the inscription from 
damage. The side walls of this cave contain a number of later inscriptions of different 
periods many of which are proper names. It is a natural cavern o! considerable extent 
but appears to have been enlarged in subsequent date. There is no architectural 
moulding or form to show that it was ever occupied by man. The inscription of 
JQ:iaravela is e11~raved on its frontal 1;>9ulder but c9ntinued up to a place -w~er~ the ~ion\' 
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has become actually the roof of the cave. The inscription covers an area of about 
15'. l''x5'.6' (about 84' square) divided into 17 lines, each line containing 90 to 100 
letters and each letter carrying from 3l'' to 2¼'' in height.6 (Fig. 31). 

Cave No. 15. Dhanaghar-Gumpha 

Proceeding towards Gar:iesa-Gumpha from the right of HathI-Gumpha is Dhana
ghar-Gumpha containing a long cell of low roof, three door ways and a benched verandah, 
supported by two pillars and two pilasters. The door-ways are decorated with arches rest
ing on side pilasters and pointed at the top. The spaces between the arches are filled in 
with barrel-vaulted moulding supported by brackets and crowned by a two-barred 
railing. Near the left pilaster is found a guardian figure l1olding a long staff in both 
hands. The brackets are relieved with figures of elephant, lion, honey-suckles and 
lotuses. 

To the left of this cave is a small oblong excavation open in front and devoid 
of any architectural embellishments. 

Cave No. 16. Haridisa-Gumpha 

It is a spacious chamber with a slightly curved ceiling preceded by a benched 
verandah \\'ith two pilasters and door-ways. The entire structure is devoid of any 
sculptural representation. 

The inscription engraved on tl1e facade declares tl1c cave to be the gift of 
Chulakamma and Kothaji who are also mentioned in the ir1scription above the door
way of Sarpa-Gumpha. 

Cave No. 17. Jagannitha-Gumphi 

The Jagannitha-Gumpha cansists of a single chamber, tl1e longest among the 
Udayagiri caves, with four entrances and a benched verandah supported by three pillars. 
There are three niches for keeping lamps, two in the walls of the chamber and one in 
a verandah pillar. The three pillars and side pilasters are relieved with figures of deer, 
winged hybrid animals, fish, birds, flowers, and plants. The brackets also contain 
representations of Ga'}as supporting the superstructure, V id}•iid/1aras holding garlands, 
in trays, winged kinnara and peacock. 

Cave No. 18. Rasui-Gumpha 

It is a small dwelling cell with a narrow pillarless verandah devoid of any 
architectural features. Stones from its front are unevenly quarried out. 

6. K..P. Jayswal, JBORS. Vol. Ill, Pt IV, pp. 427-28 . 
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An apsidal structure (Fig. 32), perl1aps the first of its kind in Orissa, has been 
exposed by the excavation on the top of Udayagiri hill, just over the HathI-Gumphi 
containing the inscription of Kharavela. Arcl1aeological Survey of India under the 
stewardship of Debala Mitra took up the excavation of the site during the year 1958-59, 
a brief account of which is published in the ' ' Indian Archaeology-a review'', for the 
same year. 

The ruins consist of an apsidal hall built of laterite slabs, within which, towards 
the apse end is a circular wall, probably the base of a platform containing the object 
of worship. Below this are remnants of an earlier oblong structure. Large patches of 
laterite pavement exist within the structure. Post l1oles, circular or irregular occur in the 
bed rock and pavement, indicating that tl1e structure was originally covered by roof 
resting on posts. 

The complex of structure was no doubt a Jaina religious edifice and provided the 
monks residing in the caves with a place of worship. 

The excavation at Udayagiri further revealed an ancient ramp. It is three metres 
wide, rises from the foot of the hill and reaches the terrace in front of the Hathl-Gumphi 
and is supported on either side by retaining walls. 

At a certain distance from the bottom of the ramp there are two walls at right 
angles to support the filling below t~rracc in front of the Hathl-Gumpha in sandstone 
and laterites. 

Khandagiri 

Cave No. l Tatowa-Gumpha No. 1 (Fig. 7) 

This cave consists of a chamber and a benched verandah in front. The ceiling of 
the chamber is flat and floor raised at the back. Entry to the cell is maintained through 
two door openings flanked by side pilasters crowned by a pair of addorsed 
animals each. From the top of the pilasters spring semicircular arches relieved with 
lotuses alternating with honey-suckles and creepers with fruits from the mouths of 
makaras. The crowning elements of these arcl1es are triangular shaped objects flanked 
by parrots holding flowers in their bills. The spaces between the arches and side walls 
have patterns of barrel-vaulted roofs supported by brackets crowned by a row of finials 
against railings. 

The roof of the verandah is supported by a pillar and two side pilasters and the 
side walls have a shelf each. The brackets of the pillar~ and pilasters are relieved 
with lotuses, honey-suckles and rosettes. The front of the verandah is guarded by twc 
sentries against the pilasters. 
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Between the two arches of the door.ways is a short one line inscription indica
ting the cave to that of Kusuma, the Padamulika. A small scooping is noticed in the 
left. 

Cave No. 2 TaJowa-Gumpha No. 2. (Fig. 7) 

The Tafowa-Gumpha No. 2 located at a higher level is more spacious and its 
decoration more elaborate. It has only one cell formed by a benched verandah. The 
ceiling of the cell is convex in shape and floor raised at the back. The back wall of the 
cell contains random writing of some Brahmi letters and symbolical representation of 
the sun and the moon. Entry to the cl1amber is made through the provision of three 
doors flanked by side pilasters resting on gha!a bases. The crowning animals of these 
pillars consist of pairs of lions, bulls, and elephants. Each of the door way is surmo
unted by an arch connecting the side pilasters. The pointed portion of these arches 
contain the symbols of N andipada and ribs under side indicating rafters of wooden 
prototype. The tympana are filled with garlands of lotus flowers, buds and honey
suckles and flanked by pairs of deer, parrots and doves. The facade of the cell is 
relieved with barrel-shaped roof with pinacles at intervals and flanked, however, by a 
lion on the left and an elephant at the right. 

A bench covers the three sides of the verandah. A major portion of the two 
pillars in front and the verandah floor are of modern restoration. The inner brackets 
of the pillar carved with honey-suckles alternating with lotuses in the two outer most 
ones, a danseuse in the company of a musician and a female devotee holding tray of 
flowers in the two middle ones. 

Cave No. 3 Ananta-Gumphi 

The cave comprises of a narrow long room with four door-ways and a verandah 
in front. The verandah has its roof lower than the ceiling of the chamber. -A bench 
once ran round three sides of the verandah but now the floor has been raised to the 
level of the benches by cut stones laid on the original rock floor. The verandah roof 
is supported by three massive pillars and two side pilasters, the brackets of which 
contain a dwarf supporting an elephant on a full blown lotus, women with folded hands, 
honey-suckles, pot bellied Ga(Jas supporting the super structure and cavaliers on lotuses. 
The partition wall between the first and second door-way is destroyed along with a 
portion of the tympanum and its depiction. The ceiling of the room is slightly arched 
whereas that of the verandah is flat. The floor of the chamber is raised at the back. 

On the back wall of the chamber is carved a nandipada on a stepped pedestal 
flanked by a set of three symbols, a triangle headed and Srivat sa both on separate 
pedestals and a svastika. A standing Ttrthal\kara figure along with chauri bearers and 
flying Vidyildharas in an unfinished stage is also noticed near this group of symbols. 

But the most interesting aspect of the cave lies in the relief sculptures and 
decorative designs within the tympana, the arches over door-ways and the spaces 
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bet~ecn the arches. Aii the tour do0r-\\'ays were originally flanked by pilasten from 
the capitals of which spring the arches, the latter crowned by either a SriWJtsa or 
a nandipada symbol. The capitals of the pilasters consist of winged addorsed animals 
reclining on abaci above inverted bell-shaped lotuses. 

The two central arches depict running friezes with boys chasing animals including 
lions and bulls. The first arch contains rosettes within loops of garlands and the fourth 
a procession of twelve geese carrying lotus flowers in bills. The crown of the arch is 
formed by the intertwining of the tails of two serpents, whose bodies encircle the arch 
and whose triple-headed hoods form two prominent wings on its two sides. 

Over the arches and extending along the entire length of the verandah and 
continuing along the side walls runs a railing interrupted at those places where there 
are groups of stepped merlons alte1nating with blue lotuses. The remaining spaces in 
between the arches are filled with semidivine beings flying in haste with garlands and 
trays of flowers. 

The tympana from the left depict an elephant attended by two she elephants, 
a person driving a chariot drawn by four horses, Gajalakfml and worship of a tree 
within railings. 

The inscription of the outerside of the architrave between the left pilaster and 
the first pillar of the verandah calls the cave that of the monks of Dohada (?) 

Another short inscription which has been incised on the rock outside the verandah 
has been peeled of. 

Cave No. 4. Tentuli-Gumpha 

This cave consists of a small cell and a benched verandah in front. Its floor has 
been raised at the baclc and ceiling designed flat. Entry to the cave is made through 
two door openings duly flanked by side pilasters resting on ghala based on stepped 
pedestals. The pilasters are crowned by elephants over bell shaped inverted lot11ses on 
square abaci. The plain arched bands are pointed at the top. The facade is devoid of 
sculptural representations. 

A portion of the verandah is blocked by the living rock. The verandah ceiling 
is designed flat. The only pillar and the side pilasters are of the usual type. The brackets 
contain depiction of a lady displaying lotus buds and a trotting elephant. 

The roof of the ruined unnamed and unnumbered preceding cave is supported 
by a modem masonry pillar. The floor of this cave is raised at the back and roof 
slanting towards the front. The scooping in front of Tentuli-Gumphi bas a collapsed 
roof supported by a modern pillar. The floor of this cave is also raised at the back 
and the ceiling slanting towards the front. It too, has no number or name. 
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This is a plain cave of a two storeyed structure. Its left side is partially broken 
and so is the right and the roof along with the back wall are cracked. The lower cell 
has a slanting roof and a raised floor. It baa no verandah in front. 

The upper storey is reached with much difficulty. Unlike the lower storey it has 
a curved roof but a raised floor. 

To its right are two more dilapidated cells, one above the other, the fower one 
with a semicircular back wall and the upper one has a small window and a faint repre
sentation of a painted figure of Lord Jaganoitha on the back wall. Here also the floor 
is raised at the back and roof slanting towards the front. 

Cave No. 6 Dhyinaghar-Gumphi 

Originally this cave was consisted of a long cell with a verandah in front suppor
ted by two pillars but has now been turned into a spacious chamber with the front side 
open due to removal of the front wall and the supporting verandah pillars. As per the 
available indication the floor of cell was raised at the back. The ceiling of the cell and 
the verandah are designed flat. Lintels have been provided in the living rock. 

The so-called shell inscription, seven letters in number occur on the left side 
wall. The back wall also carry another inscription in a line and a single letter of early 
character. 

Cave No. 7 - Navamunl-Gumphi 

The cave was originally comprised of two spacious cells and a verandah in front. 
The partition wall and the. front wall including doors have since been destroyed. The 
ceilings of the cells are designed in convex shape. The original floors of both cells were 
raised at the back as indicated in the wall and renovated with masonry works. 

The verandah floor has also been similarly renovated. Unlike the ceilings of the 
cells the roof of the verandah is designed flat. Both the verandah walls have been 
removed. Lintels above pillars were cut in the living rock. 

The back wall of the right cell is carved with seven Tirtha6karas (Fig.3S) 
a.-bhanatha, Ajitanatha, Sambhabanitha, Abhinandananitha, Vasupujya, Piriva
nitha and Neminitha, all seated in yog'l1sana within niches rounded at the top. They ar<, 
identified with the representation of their lanchanas below pedestal and chaur1 bearers 
on sides in addition to the Keva/a tree and flying V idjlJdharas with garlands. Below the 
nrthankaras are their respective St1sanadevis Chakrdvarl, Rohir:it, Prajftyapti, Vajrdri
khali, GindhirJ, Padmivatl, and Amra along with attributes in hands and /llilchanaa 
\)elow pedesta~. A fiJure ~f Qane~ i'1 r,,ahlltlJialila pase i~ ?.rv~~ ip the beJinninf of 
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the Sasanadl1vi images. On the right wall are carved two figures, one of Pirsvanitha and 
the other of ~~abhanatha, both seated in yogasana. On the left wall is carved a small 
figure of Chandraprabha also in ·yogdsana pose. 

There are altogether five inscriptions·, one mentioning sra,akiru,i below the figure 
of Parsvanatha on the right wall of the right cell, three on the remnant of the partition 
wall and the fifth, the largest and in three lines, on the inner side of the architrave of 
the verandah. The last is the most important as it records the work of Subhacbandra, 
disciple of Kulachandra, who was the dcharya (teacher) of the Desinaga, derived from 
the Grahakula belonging to the Aryasamgha· in the eighteenth regnal year of Udyotake
•arl, who belonged to the SomavamM dynasty and ruled over Orissa in the eleventh cen
tury. Of three inscriptions on the partition wall, one again mentions the same 
Subhachandra and the other two, the names of two students (chatra) Vijo and Sridhara. 

Cave No. 8 - Birabhujl-Gumphi 

The general layout of this cave consists of a large chamber at the back and a 
pillared verandah in front. The cell had a pillow like floor and a convex ceiling. But 
the entire floor of the cell has been dug out and replaced with modem masonry works. 
With this, the front wall including door opening intervening walls and the verandah 
floor have also been destroyed deliberately. The two concrete piers and the flooring are 
modctn. New pillars have been provided against the missing ones. The left wall of 
the verandah has a cup-board. The verandah pillars have been connected by lintels exca
vated in solid rocks. 

Twenty-four Tlrtharikara figures of the Jaina pantheon are carved in twenty-five 
niches of the back and side walls of which Parivanatha has been repeated twice. The 
left wall contains five such images, the back wall eighteen and the right wall two. Of 
the two figures of Parsvanitha one is in its proper position with the series, the standing 
one, however, occupies the first place on the back wall. They are all in yogasana with 
their respective /anc/1anas and clzauri bearers, kevala tree, flying figures and heavenly 

• 
music. 

Below the Tlrthat\karas are carved the=:- Sa.: 1radevis in separate niches all seated 
in ardhaparya11kasana except Mahamanasi, the St1sa11adevi of Santinatha who is seated 
cross legged and Bahurupil_ll, the Sasanadevi associated with Munisuvrata who is lying. 
Twenty of these sit on legged seats and four, the fourth, sixteenth, twenty-second and 
twenty-third on lotus, below which are carved their animal mounts. The attributes of 
their hands in many cases are damaged. The left and the right walls of the verandah 
contain the figures of Chakresvarl and Rohii;il respectively. The details of Jaina. 
Tlrthatikara s and their Sasanadtvis will be discussed, in the chapter dealing with icono
graphy of Jaina images. In front of the Barabhuji-Gumpha we notice a miniature 
shrine of Pi~l/1a order devoid of any image within. It is · of n1odern construction. A 
standing figure of fv1ahivira (Hanuman) is carved on the living rock in the space bet
ween cave No.8 and No. 9. 
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Cave No.9 - Mahav1ra-Gumphi 

69 

In the · manner of the preceding caves this was also originally designed for the 
purpose of a dormitory with an inner chamber and a verandah in fomt. The roof of' the 
cell has been designed flat and floor raised at the back as evident from the markings on 
the side walls. The floor was dug up subsequently and replaced with I masonry· works. 
The original front wall along with the door openings were demolished and now replaced 
with concrete works. The pilasters are available in their original positions. A wire 
fencing prevents common visitors entering into the. caves. The ,two side walls of the 
verandah are provided with a shelf each. 

Ranged along the three sides of the chamber are the reliefs of twenty-four robe
Jess Tlrthankaras. Parivanatha instead of being placed· before Mahivlra occupies a 
rough central place on the back wall. Eight of the Tlrthankaras are carved in standing 
and the rest in sitting posture. Of the standing ones, ~abhanitha, the -first Tirtha61aara 

. is the largest. in the group. The masonry altar, near the· back wall of the cell contains 
three chlorite figures of F..$abhanitha in standing posture of much better workmanship. 
The head of the smallest of the three has now been mutilated. 

On the top of this cave is an oblong masonry structure of later date with its roof 
and crowning elements fashioned after a temple of the pidha order . 

• 
Cave No. 10 

Continuing to go round the slope of the hill are traces of several caves in a 
group which were destroyed in course of ruthless excavation, leaving the remnants visible 
at great heights. 

Three reliefs, two of ~~abhanatha and one of Amra, the ~lJsanadev'f of Neminatha 
are carved on the backwall of this cave at a higher level (Fig. 52). Except these car
vings and a portion of the partition wall nothing more is visible at present. The t-wo 
~$abhanitha figures are standing in klJyotsarga pose on double petalled lotus pedestals 
below which their /tiflchanas are visible. They are flanked by aslagrahas, chauri bearers, 
flying figures with garlands and invisible hands playing on cymbals and drums. The 
trilinear umbrella and the keva!a tree are also noticed above the matted locks of hair on 
their heads. They have eliptical haloes behind their heads. The figure of Amra, standing 
under the mango tree is partially available. Her Tirthankara, Neminatha is seen seated 
in yog'Dsana above the tree. Near her right pa1m stands a boy. 

Cave No.11-lalatendukelarl-Gumphi 

The two rooms and the common verandah in front of this cave are all destroyed, 
leaving portions of the walls above clinging to the rock. The pillars, partition walls 
and the floor together with the rock beneath have been qUJ.rried away. The ceiling of 
the two chambers are designed flat ; · · 

• 
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The back and the left wall of the left cell contain two images or ~tabhanitha 
and three of Parivanatha all in standing posture. Similarly, the right cell has three 
figures in all, two of Parivanatha and one of ~~abhanatha and an empty niche. 

On the back wall of the right cell and above the ~,abhanatba image ia a damaged 
inscription in five lines dated in the fifth regnal year of the Somavamjf king Udyotakdarl 
recording the restoration of a decayed vllpi (step-well) and decayed temples on the 
Kumara hill and also setting up of the images of twenty-four Tlrtbankara there. 

Cave No.12 

This cave was originally consisted of two small cells with a partition wall in the 
middle. The roof, side walls, front wall including door openings as well as the verandah 
are all damaged and gone. A portion of the partition wall separating the two cells now 
exists near the back wall. From the available evidences it is found that the ceiling was 
designed flat and the floor raised at the back as usual. 

Cave No.13 

The general layout of this cave consists of an inner chamber having two cells and 
a benched verandah in front. The two cells from their dimension are quite spacious. 
Their roof, partition wall, front openings including the intervening walls are now lost. 
Such is the case with the verandah in front. There were altogether four pillars and two 
side pilasters to support the verandah roof. Floor of the cells is raised at the back and 
ceiling designed flat. 

Cave No.14-Ekadasi-Gumpha 

It is a long dwelling cell, the front part of which including the pillar is lost except 
the projecting part of the ceiling. There is no trace of verandah in front. The only 
pillar supporting the roof is of modem masonry work. From available indications it is 
found that the ceiling was designed flat and floor raised at the back. 

Cave No.15 

Circling round the hill for some distance a small cave is available on the west side 
near the foot of the hill. This cave is open in front. The floor of the cell which faces 
west has the usual pillow like inclination at the back. The ceiling of this cave is desi
gned flat. This has now become an abode of wild animals. 

To the left of Gupta-Gailga are three low natural caverns improved by human 
hand. The walls of the central one, the best of the three have been made smooth by 
~hi~e)linB. It is open i~ frgpf an~ the floor alon~ with ifle tiQC wmJ, dama,~, 
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The Jaina Temple (Fig. 34). 

7i 

The crest of Khandagiri hill is crowned by a modern temple with a porch in front. 
An image of ~tabhanitha, carved in white marble is now under worship in the sanctum 
of the temple. Both the structures are built in pit/ha temple style and plastered with 
lime. The former (temple) is twenty-seven feet square and twenty-five feet high, the 
latter (Jagamoltana) six feet smaller in both \\·ays. the temple was built by Manju 
Chandhuri and his nephew Bhavani Dadu of Cuttack, Jaina merchants of Digambara 
scct.7 In the front of the temple there is a fine terrace, about fifty feet square. To the 
north of the te1race there is a small temple and on either side of the main temple there 
are also small buildinp with pyramidal roofs. 

In side the sanctum, on the altar are arranged on both sides of the main, marble 
image, sixteen small chlorite sculptures and one sand stone image of I.l,abhanitha, be
sides a damaged chaumukha, all much earlier in date than the present temple itself. The 
chlorite image comprise, three of a,abhanatha, two of Santinatha, one each of Sumati
nitha and Amra and three slabs containing groups of Tlrthankaras, all robeless. Most 
of the sculptures are executed with fine taste. 

The standing chlorite image of ~,abhanitha in the right niche is of comparatively 
large size. On its back slab, the whole range of twenty-four llrthankaras have been 
carved. In the left niche is a seated couple of Ambika and Gomedha under the mango 
tree above whom is their Jina with cognizance, the wheel. 

The four old images of Tirthankaras of which two are Parsvanatha and one of 
~abhanitha reported to have been kept in the Jagamohana are no more found. 8 

Five more miniature robeless DrthanJcaras, one of them in chlorite may be seen 
in a small temple within the premises. 

All the loose images in chlorite stones have been collected from the hill and its 
neighbourhood. 

The coloual image of Pirivanitha, in black marble, which is installed in the 
marble shrine located to the right of the temple is reported to have been of modern 
origin and installed in the year 1950. 

Devasabhi 

To the south-west of the temple there is a large, open, smooth piece of 
ground of terrace de\'oid of any vegetation, gently sloping towards the west which bears 
the name Dr,asabhl or the ''Assembly of the Gods''. On the surface of this terrace, a 

7. l\.L. Mitra, '11,e Antiquities o/Orlssa, Vol. n, p. 64. 
8. D. Mitra, Udaya,lrl tllld Khandaglrl, p. 64. 
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number of monolithic miniature shrines most of them having at one of their faces the 
figure of a Tlrthankara, are scattered. Like the votive st upas they were evidently dedica
ted by pious devotees near the main sanctum. They give a rough idea of the prevailing 
type of temples at this place. 

The areas of Prachi valley in Puri district also contain Jaina relics inside several 
Brahmanical monuments. A small votive image of l.l,abhanatha carved out in black 
chlorite stone is found in the Visvamitra matha near Kakatpur. The image is not built 
with artistic care and appears to be the work of a raw hand. Though not a piece of a1t 
it is of considerable importance to us as a piece of temple offering and it reveals the truth 
and belief in Ja in ism of sections of people in the Prachi valley. 

A slab containing the seated figures of Yak1a Gomedha and Yakti!Ji Ambika has 
been brought to the notice at a place called Lataharana in the Prachi valley. Both 
the figures are seated in lalitdsana pose on respective lotus pedestals below which a 
series of seven devotees also depicted in lalitasana. The figure of Ambika displays a 
bunch of mangoes in right hand and the left holds a baby. Similarly the image of 
Gomedha carry another bunch of mangoes in his right hand and rests the left on the 
thigh. They wore simple loin cloths in the same style and bear on them same types of 
ornaments, the only exception being in the conical head dress of the Y ak1a and the 
round hair knot of his consort. The mango tree is depicted in the background. From the 
trunk of the tree a baby is found swinging in between the Yak/a and Yakti'}I. At the 
top, (above their heads) Tlrthankara Neminatha is found seated in Yogasana on a lotus 
pedestal. On both sides of the Tlrthankara, the chauri bearers are also depicted with 
artistic care. The image on the whole reveals a success of the Jaina sculptors who have 
been able to combine here the decorative beauty with plastic quality. Prof. G.S. Das• 
terms this pair as Yakta Ku,minda and Yaktir_il Ku~mif)din1. The entire slab including 
the pedestal measures 0.47m x 0.23m. 

An exact prototype of this image has been found at the Antarvedi Matha, but 
this one has no great artistic merit and being of small size (18cm x 10cm) it was pro
bah ly intended for a votive offering by some J aina devotee. 

A similar type of Jaina Tlrthankara image as found in Vi§vamitra A•rama 
referred to above, is also lying near the Bharadvija AJrama of the Prachi valley.10 

A i~abhanatha image (Fig. 53) carved seated in YoglJsana pose on a lotus 
pedestal is preserved in the porch of the Gramesvar Siva temple of village Nibharana, 
some six k.m. on the canal road from Kakatpur. The local people worship this image 
as Kandarpa. The Prachi Valley11 report on the other hand wrongly identified this 
image as Pirsvanitha. The pedestal of the image is supported by -two spirited lions 
on the comers. Bull, his conventional /1Jffchana, is lying below the lotus ·pedestal. Hair 

9. G.S. Das, Prachi Valley report, Chapter Ill. 
10. P.IC. Ray, Prach/ Vall~y Report, {Ed.) p. S6. 
11. Ibid., p. 35. 
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on the head of the Tlrtharikara are arranged in ja/ll, a r ew strands of which also seen 
falling on the shoulders. The chaurl bearers are standing on both sides. The trilinear 
umbrella surn1ounted by Keva/a tree, flying figures with garlands in hands, cymbals and 
drum played by invisible heavenly figures, champaka marks and a series of devotees 
in kneeling position and folded hands with heaps of offerings in front are envisaged 
along with the figure . A trefoiled arch instead of the conventiopal prabhiiman4a!a is 
carved behind his head. The temple priests attribute miraculous phenomenon to this 
image. They demonstrate the accumulation of water at a place below the navel region 
of the figure and its even(ual leakage. They remove this water from time to time to 
convince the devotees of the supernatural element involved in it. The figure carved in 
hard granite is in perfect condition. It measures 1 m X 0 .50m X 0.20m including the 
pedestal. 

In the modem Nrusinghnatha temple of village Chadheibar near Balakati on the 
left bank of river Bhargavi, a figure of R..~abhanatha carved standing in kayotsarga pose 
is preserved in a niche of the inner partition wall. The double petalled lotus pedestal 
is supported by lions on either corners. Bull, as /iinchana of ~~abhanatha and a good 
n11rober of devotees in kneeling position and folded hands are noticed below the lotus 
throne. The two chauri bearers, eight planets in yogllsana, and attributes in hands, the 
KeWJJ tree, trilinear umbrella, trifoiled decorative arch and flying figures with 
garluds in hands are all envisaged along with the figure. The top corners of the slab 

. are covered with cement plaster for which we are unable to trace the representation of 
heavenly music played through hands. The entire figure is conceived in a miniature 
pit/ha temple. The image made of hard granite stone is found to be very ,veil polished. 

Two images, one of R.~abhanatha (Fig. 54) and another of Partvanatha are 
recently installed in an open ma11dapa at a place called Baudei located within a mango 
tope near village Turintira, a site more prominently known for its Ananta Visudeva 
figmes. Ruins of old structures, an abandoned well and heaps of large sized bricks are 
noticed at the place. One has to walk a little distance amidst paddy fields to reach the 
place. Both the figures are prepared in sand stone. 

The image of ~~abhanatha of this place is carved standing in Kayotsarga pose 
on a lotus pedestal supported by lions at each corner. Below the pedestal along with 
buU are also noticed a number of devotees in kneeling position and folded hands. 
Heaps of offerings are placed in front of the devotees. The lotus pedestal, on which the 
1lrthankara stands is designed at the centre of a plain base. The chauri bearers are 
standing on either sides. On tl1e top of the chauri bearers, figures of vi"/a/as are carved 
looking opposite directions. Tl1c circular halo behind head, cymbals played in l1ands, 
flying figures with garlands, keva/a tree and the trilinear umbrella are all conceived 
along with this image. H,1irs on the head of the Tlrthankara are arranged i,, jata a few 
strands of which seen falling on the broad shoulders. Lower parts of both the hands and 
face have been mutilated. It has been extensively covered with moss and lichen. Other 
decorative elements and smoothness of the figure are completely eroded. It measures. 

1.33m X 0.67m X 0.22m. 
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The Pirivanitha figure o( this place is carved seated in yogas'ilna on a lotus 
pedestal. A canopy of seven hooded snake is noticed above the head. Hairs on the 
head of the Drthankara are arranged in curled knots with a u.r11isa at the centre. The 
chauri bearers are standing on either sides. Due to continuous exposure to weathering 
conditions and soft quality of the stone the image seems to be badly affected. It is 
extensively covered with moss and lichen. Coils of the snake are gathered behind the 
figure. The elongated ears and trivd/i on the neck add royal grace and vigour to the 
Drthankara. It measures 1.30m x 0.70m x 0.27m in all. 

A small figure of a Jaina llrthankara was recovered from village Bhainchua of 
the Prachi Valley by K.N. Mol1apatra, former Superintendent of Archaeology, Orissa. 
Except the standing posture in Ka;:otsarga, we do not notice any other conventional 
attribute with this image. It was probably installed in the village in the past in a small 
temple, the foundation of which could also be noticed by him during the visit. 

Several Jaina metal sculptures have come from Kakatpur near Konark, in Puri 
District. Some of them have been acquired by the Indian Museum, Calcutta and a 
few by Asutosh Museum of Indian Art. Besides, two of them found their way to the 

-✓ 

Orissa State Museum and one is still available in the residence of late Narayana Tripathy 
of village Tulasipur near Chaurasi. The figures, the majority of which represent 
different Drthankaras, are of stereotyped order.12 Mention may be made here of the 
image of Chandraprabha now in the collection of Asutosh Museum. The Jina stands 
in K'llyotsarga pose on a lotus supported by a square pedestal which bears his emblem, 
the crescent moon. The inert modelling of the body and heavy drowsiness of the face 
are symptomatic of the ultimate desiccation of the plastic art. Hairs on the head of 
the Drthankara are arranged in curled knots with U1nifa at the centre. Both the hands 
touch the knee region. It is badly affected in the hands, legs, face and abdomen. 

The two metal idols of Tirthatikara R.~abhanatha and Pirivanitha of Kakatpur 
preserved in the Orissa State Museum were donated by one G.P. Ray, an Engineer 
attached to Puri district. The figure of R~abhanatha (Fig. 55) of this place (Acc. No. 
451) is carved standing in Kayotsarga pose on a double petalled lotus supported by a 
square pedestal with legs.· In front of the square pedestal is lying a bull, the /'llllchan1J. 
of the Drthankara. A kneeling devotee in folded hands is found carved in front of the 
bull. Hairs on the head of R~abhanatha are arranged in matted locks, a few rolls of 
which seen falling on both the shoulders. Triva/i is prominently noticed on the neck. 
Both the hands of the Tirtha11kara are stretched up to the knee. This image of 
~'8bhanatha is an example of fine workmanship, with a beautiful jatabhara, a serene 
expression of the face and graceful outline of the body. It bears an inscription, recording 
that it was the gift of one Srikara. The entire figure including the pedestal measures 
0.39mXO.llm. 

The Parivanatha image (Fig. 56) of Kakatapur in the Orissa State Museum 
(No. 508) is carved seated in yog'llsana on a double petalled lotus pedestal. A canopy of 

u. A. Ghosh, Jalna art and Architecture, (Ed.) Vol. II, Pl. 162B. 
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seven hooded snake is noticed over his head. Another small snake, as the mark of 
cognizance of the Tlrthankara is carved in front of the pedestal. Hairs over th~ bead 
of the nrthankara are arranged in dropping locks with a usnisa at the centre. The 
elongated ears and triviili on neck add graceful vigour to the figure. 

I have no occasion to examine the other metal idol of Kakatpur kept in village 
Tulasipur. But learnt that it is a figure of Tirthankara containing a line of inscription. 

Two Jaina relics are noticed in the ruined Baga Mahadeva temple premises of 
village Panchagaon some 15 kms. from Bhubaneswar on the Jatni road. River Gangua 
is originating from this place. Of the two relics, one is the figure of Tirthankara 
R..,abhanitha and other is a slab containing as many as 160 GaTJadhara and PfJrvadhara 
figures (Fig. 57) carved standing in nine rows. The top most row contains fourteen 
figures all in standing posture in the centre of whom ~,abhanatha as mulan'llyaka is 
seated in yoglJsana pose on a lotus pedestal. His hairs on the head are arranged in 
matted locks and /4ilchana, the bull is faintly carved below the pedestal. The lower 
row contains only ten Ga1'Qdhara figures. Both the slabs are annually worshipped 
as Savini and Satyavina by the local people. 

Other relic of the place is the image of ~~abhanatha (Fig. 57) carved standing 
on a double petalled lotus pedestal below which his /iifichana, the bull is lying. Two 
devotees, one male and other female, are carved in kneeling position and ailjalihasta 
behind the bull. The two chauri bearers are also seen standing on separate double 
petalled lotus pedestals on the sides of the Tirthankara above whom are the eight 
planets in Y ogasana pose with conventional attributes in hands, the flying figures 
with garlands and cymbals and drum played in hands are envisaged. The hairs on the 
head of the Ttrthankara are arranged in matted locks, few rolls of which seen falling 
on the shoulders. The Prabh'/Jman<!a!a behind head is designed in circular form and 
devoid of decorative art. The umbrella, surmounted by the keva!a tree is partially 
mutilated. 

In village lginia, near Khandagiri, two Jaina relics, one the figure of &tabhadeva 
and the other a head of a Tirthankara are kept near the Mangala shrine. They were 
very likely collected from the Udayagiri and Khandagiri hills. 

During 1971 a number of stolen sculptures were recovered by the Guards of 
the Archaeological Survey of India from the Chandaka Jungle. In the group, a seated 
figure of Jaina Tlrthankara was found. It measures 37cm x 19cm and depicts the 
conventional chourf 'bearers, trilinear umbrella and the Keva!a tree along side of the 
main figure. A group of six devotees in a row are carved below the pedestal. The 
recovered sculptures were kept in the Chaukidar's shade at U dayagiri and Khandagiri. 

A severely damaged but repaired Parsavanatha image (Fig. 58) was brought to the 
Orissa State Museum from Village Si,upa.Jgarah located in the close vicinity of 
J3hubane~war, It wa~ r~overed from the adjoining paddy fields some time durins 1975 
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and since then kept in the premises of the Dadhivamana temple of the village. The 
Ttrthankara carved standing in K4yotsarga pose on a double petalled lotus pedatal, 
supported by lions. The canopy of seven hooded snake is found above head. The coils 
of the snake are all gathered behind the figure. Among other notable features we find . 
the semi Naga devotees and devotees in kneeling posture below pedestal, C/1auri bearers 
on the pedestal and ke,a!a tree, trilinear umbrella, flying figures with garlands in hands 
and music played by hands at the top. The slab including the pedestal measureE IODIC 

0.87mX 0.47m X 0.20m and damaged at places like the keva!a tree, umbrella, legs, 
head, chaurl bearers and flying figures. But the damaged portions are crudely repaired 
through cement by the local people. 

The more Jaina relics were also brought to the Museum from Brahmesvarp,toa .. 
located very close to Si'upalgrah. Of the two. the figure of ~~abhanatba was colkdc:d 
through the efforts of N. Senpati, I.C.S. (Retd.) and the other, the figure of AmbikA 
was recovered from the bushes by the Museum staff. The Ambika image has for the 
time being shifted to the Dhenkanal branch Museum for display. It is carved standiGM 
on a lotus pedestal with a baby on the left lap and a bunch of mangoes in the right. 
Another baby is seen attempting to pluck the mangoes held in her right hand. The 
trunk of the tree (mango tree) is seen to her left, instead of conventional position at the 
back- Lion, the vehicle of deity is also carved near the tree. She is profusely decked 
with ornaments but they are all weathered due to the soft quality of the sand .stone in 
which it is excavated. Upper part of the image including its head is damaged and 
missing. The Ttrthankara Neminatha is also not available in the appropriate place as 
the portion already gone away with. The remaining part of the slab including the 
pedestal measure 0.60m X 0.35m. 

The other piece is the figure of ~abhanatha carved standing in kayotsar10 pose 
on a lotus pedestal below which his /o.iichana, the bull is lying. The pedestal allo 
oontains supported lions at corners and devotees in kneeling position and folded bands. 
Hairs on the head of the nrthar'lkara are arranged in matted Jocks, a few strands of 
which falling on the shoulders. Among other attributes ,ve notice the chauri bearer on 
either sides, the eight planets seated in yoglJsana pose, the ke,•a.la tree, trilinear umbrella, 
flying figures with garlands and cymbals and drum played in hands are all envisased 
along with the image. Lotus marks are also seen above his shoulders. 

The discovery of Jaina relics at Sisupalgarah and Brahmesvarapatna presupposes 
the election of a shrine in the ancient past in the neigl1bourl1ood. 

K.C. Panigrahi in his book '' Archaeological Re,nains at Bhubaneswar'' includes 
two figures from Muktesvar temple bearing Fig. 59 and Fig. 60 with captions like 
Dhyani Buddha and Jaina Tirthankara, respectively. But as it appears, both the figures 
may be assigned to Jaina pantheon. We usually notice Jaina Tirthankara images carved 
seated in yogasana pose and standing in K"ii)•otsarga po!:e. I·Icre Fig. 59 is carved seated 
cross-legged keeping the right palm over the Jeft in perfect n1editative attitude. The con
ventional keva!a tree spreads its branches on either side at the top. Their conventional 
attributes are however lacking. The hairs on his head are arranged . in curled knots. 
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Simtlarly the other image bearing Fig. 60 is carved standing in K4yotsarga pose. 
It has been envisaged within a shrine. Hairs of his head are also arranged in curled 
knots. His long ears hand up to the shoulders and hands stretch up to the thigh 
regions. The knala tree is depicted over the arcl1es of the shrine. Face of the 
T1rtttankara is badly mutilated. The representation of Jaina Tlrthankara figures on the 
walls ..or the Siva temples presupposes the patronisation it received even under the 
bands of fl!lers ha'Ving Saiva leanings. 

The Sculpture Gallery of the Orissa State Museum preserves three more Jaina 
'llrthailkara images, the find spots of which have not been properly recorded. The first 
one bearing No. Ay. 50 is carved seated in yog'llsana pose on a double petalled lotus 
pedestal supported by lions at the centre and carved pillars at comers. The 
place depicting the /llilchaN of the Tirthankara is damaged for which it is 
difficult to identify the image with any particular Drthankara. But for the presence 
or lions below pedestal (one available and other completely defaced) it has often been 
regarded as the figure of Mahavtra. One male and one female devotee with heaps of 
offerings are ah;o carved in the pedestal. The chauri bearers are standing on the 
sides above whom AR depicted seated geese almost near the base of the trefoiled 
arch. Pillars of the decorative tora,,a are also noticed at the back. Among other 
attributes we find the trilinear decorated umbrella surmounted by the keva!a tree and 
tanked by flying Gandhar,as with garlands in hands and playing on various musical 
instruments. Lotus and champak flower marks are also noticed on either sides. Made 
of sand stone, the figure including the pedestal meaures l.14mX0.61mX0.25m and 
damaged at the palms and face of the pedestal and flying heavenly figures. Musical 
inatruments played in hands of Gandhar,as and Kinnaras are noticed on the stele. 

The other two Ttrthankara images are kept inside the central show case of the 
aecond hall of the same gallery. The first one can be identified with ~,abhanitha 
(No. Ay. 165) in view of the fact of matted locks of hair on his head, a few rolls of which 
nm up to the shoulder. The Drhtankara is carved standing in K'ilyotsarga mllrg. His 
oon•cntional /Vlduula has not been depicted in the appropriate place. On the whole 
the image is left unfinished but spaces for depiction as.tagrahas, lotus and champak 
marks, umbrella, ke,a!a tree, flying figures and heavenly music, etc. have been 
identified. 

The second image is of Tlrthankara Mahavlra carved standing in yog"llsana pose 
on a plain pedestal below which his /anchana the lion is depicted flanked by devotees 
in kneeling position and folded bands. The Prb/zaman<!ala behind the figure left unfinished. 
AmMg other features of this image are noticed the keva!a tree, trilinear umbrella, music 
played in hands, flying figures with garlands, lotus and cl,ampaka flower marks and the 
'1hul,rf bearers. 

Like the above fig~, it too, is carved out of chlori te stone. 

Another fragmentary sculpture depicting the four gr ahas of the left side, the 
chaurl bearer, the flying figure with garland and the heavenly music is kept in the 
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verandah of the Museum. Its right side, pedestal and upper part including head are 
damaged and missing. 

Apart from the Banapur hoard of bronzes, in the Art section of the Orissa State 
Museum some six more metal Jaina icons brought from different part of Orissa are under 
display. Of the six, two are from Kakatpur of Puri District and one from Bayree of 
Cuttack district. The rest three have no provenance recorded in the Museum. We 
discuss the last three here. 

The first image of this group (No.452) can with much difficulty be identified 
with Parivanatha (Fig.59). It is designed standing in k'llyotsarga pose on a double 
petalled lotus pedestal supported by a plain circular base. Hands of the Tlrthankara 
touch the knee region. The canopy of seven hooded snake though not available yet 
the portion of it seen to the right indicate its link with the snake. Other pratiharyas are 
conspicuous in their absence. It measures 8 cm in height. 

The next figure of this group is of Tlrtbankara Santinitha (No.507) (Fig.60) carved 
standing in k1lyotsarga pose on a double petalled lotus pedestal supported by a square 
base. Deer, the conventional /ailchana of the Ttrthankara is depicted below the pedestal 
with a group of devotees seated all round. Hands of the Tlrthankara run up to the 
lower parts of the thigh. Hairs of the head are arranged in curled knots with u1niJa at 
the cer.tre. Other attributes are not traced along side of the figure. It measures 13.8 
c.m. in height. 

The third figure in the series is of Ambika (Fig.61) yak1inf (No.458) fashioned 
seated in /alita pose on a double petalled lotus pedestal supported by an eliptical base. 
Lion, her conventional vehicle, is not visible in the pedestal. She carries the baby on 
her left lap whereas her right hand displays a bunch of mangoes from which another 
standing to the right is attempting to pluck. The mango tree heavily laden with leaves 
is depicted at the back. Her ltrthankara, Neminatha is found seated in yog'llsana over 
head. She is profusely decorated with ornaments like crown, necklace, earrings girdles, 
bangles, armlets, and anklets. The image including the pedestal measures 9 c.m. in 
height. 

R.P. · Chanda has brought to our notice a remarkable group of Jaina sculptures 
preserved in the British Museum, London. His observation is quoted below.11 

Four remarkable Jaina statues of steatite, two standing images of the Jina Pariva
natha (No.95, 19X 8.7 inches and No. 96, 14.7X 7.5 inches), a standing woman with two 
children and a seated Jina on a tree above her bead (No.94, 16.5 X 9 inches) and a stele 
bearing standing images of the Jina ~~abha and Mahavtra (No.99, 26. 7 X 14.2 inches) pro-

. bably came from the collections of Jaina images deposited in the Jaina cave temples at 
Khandagiri near Bhubaneswar in Orissa. Some very similar Jaina images are still to be 

13. R.P. Chanda, M~dieva/ Indian sculptures in the British Museum, London, 1936. p. 71, 
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seen in one of the caves there. All the standing images of the j ainas are in the posture of 
yoga known as the k1Jyotsarga, standing quite erect with feet placed side by side on the 
same line and both the arms hanging down on sides and the fingers of the hands touching 
the lower part of the thighs. Rsabha, the first of the twenty-four Jainas, who is also recog
nised as an incarnation of Vitnu, is known by his crown made of matted locks of hair and 
his cognizance, a bull and Mahivtra, the twenty-fourth Jina is known by his congni:zance, 
a lion. The most remarkable thing about the images of Rsabha and Mahivtra on our 
stele (Pl.XXII) is the difference in the expression of their faces. The eyes of ~tabha are 
fixed on the tip of the nose and his face shows absorption in meditation. The eyes of 
Mahivtra look downward and show a mind worried by unpleasant thoughts. The 
nakedness of the pair is tiring to the eyes of the observer. 

The common slab depicting the figures of Mahivtra and ~,abha in standing pos
ture and the photograph of which R.P.Chanda published in his book depict, among 
other usual features, the keva!a tree, the trilinear umbrella, their respective /llnchanas, 
chauri bearers, devotees, flying figures with garlands, mounted elephants, Prabh"l!.man<!ala 

' 
and cymbals and drum played through hands. The hatoes behind head of both the 
nrthankara figures are circular in form and devoid of decorative designs. Both the 
figures are carved in excellent finish and in very good condition. 

In the year, 1963 while excavating the foundation for the Godavarisha Mahllvi
dya/aya at Achutarajapur .saJana near Banapur, a large hoard of bronze idols, among 
other articles, were recovered and brought to the Orissa State Museum for preservation 
and display. All the objects kept within large sized earthen pots were hurried under 
ground. They consisted of ninety five bronze idols, twenty metal stupas, a metal bell, 
a copper (or bronze) spouted vessel, twenty metal piece (including several fragment 
of a large ritualistic vessel (?), a Stupa-shaped finial, a Chhatra, pedestals of images, a 
halo and the limbs of a large image, an iron dagger and a conch-shell (Samkha) all found 
in one hoard on the 2nd July, 1963. Of the ninety five bronze idols only ten represent 
various Tlrthankaras and $asanadevfs of Jain pantheon. In addition a small chlorite 
seated image of · 2"'8bhanatha is now fixed to the exterior wall of Buddhima temple 
within the enclosure of the Dak'8prajipati temple of Panapur.1' 

The locality where the metal objects under report were discovered is known after 
the temple of Bilukdvara within the village Achutarajapur. It has a picturesque setting 
with the hill of Ghantasila about a kilometre north of the site. The rivulet Salia flows 
nearby. The entire area between this stream and the road to the south of the Banapur 
High School (Godavarish Yidy4pilha) was formerly in the form of a mound containing the 
ancient remains of religious structures, primarily Buddhist. The area witnessed the rule 
of the Sailodbhavas, the Bhaumakaras, the Somavam§1s and the Gangas as known from 
the rich archaeological treasures like copper plate inscriptions, standing monuments and 
finds of large number of stray sculptures affiliated to almost all the major religious tradi
tions of Orissa. The Jaina bronzes discovered in this area can be placed within the period 

14. D. Mitra, Bronz~s from AclllllaraJpur, pl. 10. 
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of 800 A.O. to i 100 A.b. We have ear1ier made reference to tile Baaapur e&ppei place, 
of Dharmaraja Manabhita (695-740 A.O.) of the &ilodbhaYa dynasty which reconll 
a grant of lands at the Madhuvataka village and at Suvarr;iaralondi situated witbia• 
the Yi1aya of Thorai:ia (which formed part of Kongada) to Probbudha Chudra, a 
disciple of the arhadhcharya Nasi-chandra for meeting the expenses of the ceremollial 
worship of an image, possibly of a Goddess16 (V ali-saira-Cluzf'll-Pravarttnoya). Accordinl 
to D.C. Sircar Praobhudha Chandra was possibly a Jaina nionk who was noted as elca
Jaja which has been interpreted by him as one who has taken a vc,w to wear only ou 
piece of cloth. 

The ten Jaina icons found in this collection are interesting on account of ~ 
artistic excellence displayed in them. No two images are alike which makes their local 
casting doubtful. To judge from their robeless feature the TJrthankaras it may be 
reasonably presumed that these icons were the donations of tbe votaries belonging lo 
the Digambara sect. Out of these ten as many as four represent Amra or Ambiti 
associated with Neminatha. 

Three of the images of Tirthankaras display fine artistic qualities. None of them 
is represented with the full panoply of prescribed pr11ti/1aryas. The heavenly tree, 
showers of celestial blossoms, heavenly music and drum are not represented in any of 
the images. An account of tl1ese icons is given below. 

t. i'8bhanatha 

i~bhanatha (No. 257) is carved seated on yogasana on a pedestal containing a 
single row of lotus petals. His hands are in yogamudrll, with his right palm placed on 
the left. The matted locks are arranged in a fairly high Ja!1l-Muku!a, some locks being 
allowed to fall on shoulders. The lotus rests on an oblong pedestal with ntouJdings at 
the base and at the top and the middle portion recessed. Against tht central part of the 
front side of the pedestal is a bull, the cognizance of ~tabhanatha looking up towards 
the Ttrthankara. Behind the image is a solid oval halo with a raised rim of three 
mouldings edged by closely knit tongues of flames. At its crown is a floral motif, 
above which chhatravali made of three gradually diminishing chhatras capped by a 
conical · finial. It measures 11.5 c.m. in height. 

2. Chandraprabha (No. 254) (Fig. 62) 

Measuring 7. 7 c. m. in height the first image is found carved in yogo,nud,I . oa 
the pedestal formed of a single row of lotus petals. His right palm is placed above the 
left against the abdomen. The hair is gatl1ered on the crown in a conical form. Crescent 
moon as the cognizance of the Tirthankara is depicted on the central petal of the front 
side of the lotus seat. The solid oval halo behind head is enclosed by a beaded herder 
edged by tongues of flames at long intervals. It was found inside a spouted metal jar 
which in its tum had been within one of the earthen pots containing the metal objectl. 

15. Ibid. 
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3. Chandraprabha (No. 327) (Fig. 63) 

The second figure of Chandraprabha of this hoard is carved standing in k4yot
sarga pose with long hanging arms and fingers lightly touching the lowest part of the 
thigh on a lotus with a single row of hanging petals. The hair has been coiled and 
gathered at the centre of the head. The lotus rests on a high, hollow pedestal with open 
sides. Posts, rising above the faceted base, support the upper piece of the pedestal. 
On the front side of the pedestal is the crescent moon, the cognizance of the Tirthankara 
is also kept on a stylised lotus. The icon 10.2 c.m. high is in the round. 

4. Visupiijya (?) (No. 265) (Fig. 64) 

This image of Visupiijya is carved seated in yogllmudra on the eliptical top of an 
otherwise oblong hollow pedestal with a khurll shaped moulding at the base where the 
two arn1ed Yakta and the SasanadevJ are seated side by side in maharlljali/d posture. 
The right hand of both rests on their respective right knee while the left palm of the 
Sasanade1,i is placed on her left knee, that of the Yakta touches the $t1sanadevf. No 
attributes in their hands could be identified. Both the figures are decked with rich 
apparels consisting of girdle, anklet, bangles, armlets, ear-studs, crowns, etc. The 
animal immediately below the legs of the Tlrthankara appears to be a mahi1a (buffalo). 
In the composition emphasis is given to the Yakta and the $asanadev1, whose figures 
are larger than that of the Tlrthankara. Against the front side of 'the pedestal are seen 
upper portions of seven male figures in a row seated in yogdsana. Another similar 
figure occurs below the animal in the space between the yak1a and the $asanadev1. They 
may be identified with the eight planets despite the absence of their typical attributes. 
The halo behind the three figures in the form of a beaded arch (open within) edged by 
leaf shaped flames or branches. · At its top is small Chhatra with a cylindrical shoft. It 
measures 13.3 c.m. in height. 

There are two other Tlrthankara images found in this hoard whose marks of 
cognizances are not represented in their pedestals. The absence of cloth precludes the 
possibility of the icons representing Buddha in the dhyana mudrll. 

The first Tlrthankara figure (No. 295) is considerably rubbed off and eroded. It 
is carved seated in yogan1udra on a throne. The oblong pedestal of the throne presents 
a khurll shaped base and a semi-circular moulding at the top. The two ends of the 
horizontal lintel of the solid backrest are in the form of makara heads and are supported 
by posts. A small oval halo with a raised rim of two plain mouldings is seen behind head. 
Above it are three projections the central one of which possibly held up an umbrella. 
The image measures 6.5 c.m. in height. The hairs on the head are arranged in tiny 
curled knots. 1·be legs arc not placed across the thigh nor are the soles displayed, a 
sitting posture (ParJ•ankasana) not commonly found in the icons of Tlrthankaras. 

The second Tlrthankara image of this group (No. 318) is carved seated in yogiZ
mudra on a lotus pedestal the right palm being placed on the left. The hair is arrang
ed in tiny curls. The utnifa is rendered by two superimposed rows of curled knots 
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crowne~ by a roundel. On either side of the seat of the DrthaAkara is a chau,1 bearer 
resting one of his hands on the thigh. Behind the head is a roundish halo with raised 
moulded border having a beaded line in the middle. Around it closely knitted tongues 
of flames above which is a floral finial. 

Triratlza in plan, the pedestal has a kltura shaped moulding at the base and a 
moulded top with a fairly high recess in between. While the pedestal has been left un
decorated, the horizontal lintel and the vertical jambs of ·the back rest of the throne arc 
elaborately ornamented with beaded lines and a row of flowers between the mouldings. 
At either end of tl1e Ii ntel is a lotus, while perched above it, are too elaborately con
ceived nzakaras. From the bottom side of the lintel hang down two beaded strings 
ending in a diamond-sl1aped floral arch. It measures 14.3. c.m. in height. 

As reported earlier the hoard contains four Amra or Ambiki figures. The one 
bearing No. 288 is the best and also tl1e most refreshing icon of the group. She is 
carved seated in lalitasana posture on a lotus pedestal displaying a bunch of mangoes in 
right hand and holdi11g the bltby seated on her left thigh. Close to her pendent right leg 
is a seated cl1ild witl1 locks of J1 ,1 ir f,11Jing on sides and l1olding a circular object in its 
rigl1t hand. The lotus rests on a footed tl1rone with a moulded base. Her mount, the 
lion is carved i11 tl1c cc11tr~tl projection of the pedestal. The edges of. the lintel and 
jambs of tl1e back rest are beaded. Near tl1e ends of the lintel is a somewhat 'llmalaka 
shaped member close to which is a beaded string ha11ging downwards. Above the lintel 
are mango t\vigs laden witl1 fruit s. Tl1e oval halo behind her head is prominently deco
rated with a beaded border eciged by leaf sl1aped flames. At the crown of the halo is an 
ornate floral motif l1iding the vic\v of tl1e thick shaft of the umbrella. The latter is a 
succession of three gradt1ally din1inishing c/1/zatras, the top most one being crowned by a 
conical finial. 1·11e figure of Nc111inatha is absent at the top of the image. The image is 
elegantly decorated with a11klcts, bracelets, bangles, necklaces, ear-studs and a crown. 
Her bun-shaped coiffure is very effectively rendered. Its religious use is noticed from the 
rubbed off face. 

The second figure of An1bika (No. 263) (Fig. 65) bearing almost an analogous 
treatment in respect of tl1e dress and ornaments with the first is carved seated in lalita
sana pose on a lotus arrayed on a narrow pedestal with a khur'll shaped base and two 
mangoes placed below \vith tl1e upper member. Against the middle of the front side is 
the mount lion. In l1er left hand sl1e holds a child seated in her left thigh and carries 
a mango witl1 1-.er right paln1 resting on the knee. The right palm of the child is placed 
against on the chest. To l1er rigl1t another grown up child is seated with a mango like 
fruit on his right palrn against tl1c cl1est. The solid oval halo with a raised border of 
three mot11dir.[ '.i edged by closely knit tongues of flames is fixed to the lotus seat. The 
mango tree laden with f1u its is depicted behind her head. Above the tree is the figure 
of Tlrthankara Ncn1i11fltl1a car,,cd seated in YO.f{amudr'll. His hair is gathered upon the 
crown in a cor =cal sl:n1~e. Behind him his hale, oval in shape and having a raised 
border of t\\O motilllings cclgcd by tongues of flame. At its crown is a floral motif, 
above which rears up an u111brclla with a prominent bud-shaped finial . It measures 
14.5 c.m. in height. 
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The third icon of Ambika (No. 289) (Fig. 66) differing from the second in some 
features is carved seated in lalit'lJs<ma posture on a lotus with a single row of petals. 
She is carrying on her left thigh a child st1pported by l1er left forearm and holds with 
her right palm a mango twig. Close to her rigl1t leg is a pot bellied body, seated in 
Mah'llriJjalil'll posture with his right hand extended up to tl1e knee. The object in his 
left hand is indistinct. The lotus is placed on a footed oblong pedestal with a moulded 
base and a high recessed middle part. In front of this recessed portion of the front side 
is the lion, the mount of Ambika. The branches of the mango tree are spreading over 
her head above which Neminatha found seated in }'o.r;amu<lril. A small defaced disc 
is seen against the feet. The hair is arranged in flatisl1 bun on the cro\vn of the head. 
They do not have separate haloes behind head. But the long halo provided for both, 
has a trefoil upper part. Its raised border of three mouldings is edged by a series of 
beads. At the crown of the halo is a half flower capped by an umbrella with a conical 
finial. The image measures 14.3. c.m. in height. Faces of both the Tlrthankara and the 
Sasanadevl are rubbed off. 

The fourth icon of Ambika (No. 279) (Fig. 67) of tl1e place broadly agrees with 
the second figure of the series. She is carved seated in Ma/1llrajalil'll posture on a 
lotus with a single row of petals. She carries the child against the hip at the left and 
displays a mango twig in the right hand. The representation of the child is not only 
flat but rather aude. Close to her leg is a boy seated on haunches. The lotus seat is 
aupported by a footed oblong pedestal on the moulded base of which is carved her 
vehicle, the lion. Around the back of the Sasa11<1<fcv1 is an oval halo with two over
hanging clusters of mangoes near the top. Except for tl1c rod Jikc outline of two 
mouldings the halo is open. At the top of the ha!o is found the seated figure of 
Neuiinitha in stylised chatr'llvali of three gradually receding umbrellas capped by a 
conical finial. The back portion of the S'llsanadevl is almost flat in shape. It measure" 
12.5 crn. in .height. She is profusely decorated with ornaments Jike anklets, bangles, 
armlets, necklace, ear-studs and a crown set with jewels. Tied by a string the hair is 
arranged in a bun at the crown. 

Sri Ramachandrapur of the Satyabadi P.S. of Puri district preserve a R5abha
nitha image near its Grarnadevati shrihe located on tl1c outskirts of the village. It is 
carved standing in klJyotsarga pose with bull as Ja11c/1a11a, c/1a1,ri bearers, Keva/a tree, 
trilinear umbrella, flying figures with garlands in hands and Ga,1d/1arvas playing on 
musical instruments. Four more Tlrtharikara figures flanked by their respective chauri 
bearers and Jaflchanas below their pedestals are carved along side the mulanayaka, 
~abhanatha. They are Parfvanatha and Ajitan~itha on the right and Santinatha and 
Mahivtra on the left. Hairs on the head of ~~abl1a11:1tl1a are arranged in ja!a a few 
strands of which run up to his broad shoulders. 

A Jaina Ttrthankara image is fixed to the left ,vall of tt1e door-way leading to the 
sanctum of the Jagannatha temple at Puri from its soutl1ern side. A glass cover is 
provided on the image for which it is not generally visible to tl1e common people. The 
Jainas usually pay respect to this image whenever they visit the temple. Jt is carved 
standing on a double petalled lotus pedestal, the lower portion of \\1hich including the 
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lailchana is not visible as covered with cement plaster. Two chauri bearers carved standing 
on separate lotus pedestals are found on either side of the Tlrthankara against miniature 
shrines. The halo behind him is designed in eliptical shape with radiating flames on its 
outer edges. The tora"a behind the Tlrthankara is supported by tapering pillars and a 
decorative horizontal bar.The hairs on the head of the Tlrtbaiikara are arranged in curled 
knots with utnila in the centre. The trilinear umbrella over head is surmounted by the 
branches of the keva!a tree. Flying figures with garlands in hands and invisible heavenly 
figures (Gandharwis) belting drum and cymbals flank the figure at the top. Cham.pale 
marks are noticed on either side of the umbrella. The image carved in chlorite stone is 

· very well polished. It roughly measures some 45 c.m. in height. As the /'lJnchanas is 
not traceable it is difficult to identify this figure with any particular Tlrthankara. Howe
ver, the Jainas regard this image as Mahavira as understood from the temple priests. 
Just opposite to it on the right wall is kept a figure of Hanumana (Maha vlra) called by 
the name ''flying Mahavlra'' and revered in great esteem by the devotees. 

CUTIACK DISTRICT 

Like Buddhism, Jaina religion has not established any strong base in Cuttack dist
rict for which we do not find concentration of Jaina relics at a particular place. The 
number of images reported from different parts of the district, however are in no way 
less than their findings else where. In the early medieval period Buddhist centres like 
Lalitagiri, Udayagiri and Ratanagiri, had dominated the scene and Jainism seems to have 
receded to the rural areas, a fact which can be evident from their findings in Baramba, 
Narasinghpur, Tigiria, Chauduar, Jajpur, Kendrapara, Jagatsinghpur, the Prichi Valley 
and Banki areas of the district. There are many Sardka villages in this district and the 
people living in them practice Jaina customs and traditions in their normal life. In recent 
years Cuttack town witnessed several Jaina shrines built by the Marwari communities. 
They preserve in them not only a series of marble and bronze idols of recent make but 
also several Tlrthankara images, chaumukhas, and slabs depicting Gat}adharas and Puna
dharas of the ancient period. They are all evidently collected from the places rich with 
Jaina antiquities in Orissa. The people of the Marwari community visit Udayagiri 
and Khandagiri caves on festive occasions and look after the management of the Jaina 
temple on the crest of Khandagiri hill. The Jaina establishments at Udayagiri and 
Khandagiri of Puri district and Padasingidi of Keonjhar district no doubt predominently 
influenced the Jaina adherents of Cuttack district. 

The Jaina temple of Chaudhuri Bazar of Cuttack (Fig. 68) town is built in the 
rekh'iJ style with a pi<!l,a Jaga111ohana in front by the Para war families of Cuttack who are 
responsible for the revival of Jaina religion in Orissa. Within niches of the Jagamohana 
and on the central pedestal of the main temple numerous stone images of ~~abhanatha, 
Santinitha, Padmaprabha, Ajitanatha, Mahavtra, Parivanatha along with Chaumukhas 
and slabs depicting Jaina adherents are kept. L.N. Sahu18 has reported some seven items 
from the entire collection. 

16. L.N. Sahu, Odisare Jainadharma (Oriya) pp. 1SS-S7 (with plates), 
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A brief account of the Jaina relics preserved in this temple is given below. 

l. l,l~abha and Mahivlra (Fig.69) 

• 

85 

The figures of Rsabha and Mahavlra are carved on a common slab with separate 
lotus pedestals representing bull and lion as their /ilncl1anas respectively. They are flanked 
by chauri bearers on the pedestals and flying figures with garlands on the top. Trilinear 
umbrellas, keva!a trees, circular haloes (prabhamat;tdalas) and cymbals played in hands are 
also carved along with the figures. The slab in all, measures 0.45m x 0.19m. Two 
devotees in kneeling pose and folded hands flank the /'lJilchanas of respective Tlrthan
karas. 

2. Pirivanitha (Fig. 70) 

It stands on a lotus pedestal in k'llyotsarga pose with a canopy of seven hooded 
snake above head. Coils of the snake are shown at the back. The pedestal containing 
the N4gakanylls in folded hands is supported by lions. Chaur1 bearers and four Tlrthan
kara images in seated position are represented on either sides. Flying Gandharvas with 
garlands in hands, palms beating cymbals and drum and lotus and champak flowers are 
noticed on either side at the top. The snake canopy is partially damaged. It measures 
0.48m X 0.1 cm. 

3. Padmaprabha (Fig.71) 

This figure is kept aJong with others in the central niche of the inner wall of tho 
Jagamohana. It has been carved standing on a lotus flanked by chaurf bearers display
ing chaurl in one of their hands and resting the other on the thighs. They are standing 
cross-legged over separate lotus pedestals and decked with rich costumes and ornaments. 
Upper part of the figure is flanked by representation of lotus flowers, flying figures with 
garlands cymbals played in hands. The sacred umbrella over head is surmounted by the 
keva!a tree. The figure, carved in a tapering piece of chlorite stone, remarkably match 
the artistic finish of the sculptures at Khiching. A faint trace of the decorative halo is 

, 

visible behind head. 

4. Pirivanatha-(kept in the central niche)-Fig. 72 

It is carved standing in kilyotsarga pose on a lotus pedestal flanked by chaurJ 
bearers and eight planets. A canopy of seven hooded snake is found above head. The 
trilinear umbrella and the keva!a tree are found above the snake hood flanked by cymbals 
and drum played in hands and flying Gandharvas carrying garlands in hands. N'il.ga 
devotees with offerings are seen below the pedestal. 

5. Par,vaoatha- (kept in the central niche) 

This figure is carved standing in Kayotsarga pose on a double petalled lotus 
pedestal with a canopy of seven hooded snake above head. Chauri bearers stand on 
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either side. The lotus pedestal supported by lions oonftli1"8 N'6ga: devo<ees in folded 
hands in its front parts. Keva/a tree, flying Gandharvas with garlands and cymbals 
played in hands are a11 envisaged at the top. 

The third figure of Parlvanatba is kept in the central niche of the Jagamohaea. 
It is carved standing on a lotus pedestal flanked by chaurl bearers and flying Vidy4 
dharas. His /anchana, bull is visible below pedestal. KevaJu tree and sacred umbrella 
are found behind head. J aina relics kept on the sanctum of the temple. 

1. Chaumukhas (Fig. 73) 

Two chaumukhas containing standing figures of ~fabha, Santin~tha, Mah'ivtta 
and Par,va within niches are kept on the · pedestal of the main temple along with a 
serits of brass and marble idols of the Jaina pantheon. These cflaukukhas arc designed 
m· the shape of kh"llkhar'll munl/is (miniature pitfha temples) of Orissan variety with 
crowriirig 1lmalaka !i/as at their top. The Tlrthattkaras are recognised from their 
1'411chanas carved below respective pedestals. 

8. Oa9adharas and Purvadharas 

A stone slab containing 153 standing Ga'}(Jdharas and Purvadharas in nine rows is 
kept near the chaumukhas noted above with the figure of seated ~fabhanatha at the top. 
This Tlrthankara is flanked by c/1aurl bearers on either sides. The bull, his Jaifchana 
is depicted below the pedestal. These Jaina figures are all in kllyotsarga pose. A similar 
slab is also reportt:d from village Panchagaon of Pmi district. 

An account of the Tlrthankara images kept on the same pedestal are given below 
commencing from the left side. 

9. ~tabhanatha 

It is carved standing on a lotus pedestal with chaur1 bearers and as!agrahas on 
either sides. The bull, as /a11c/1ana is found below the pedestal. Among other features 
we notice flying GancJ/1arvas with garlands, cymbals played in hands, trilinear umbrella, 
kevala tree and a circular halo depicted along with the Tlrthat\kara . 

• 

10. Slab containing Tirthankaras 

Two Tirthankara figures carved standing in a common slab is kept near the figure 
noted above. 

11. Santinatha 

A beautiful figure of Santinatha found its way to this Jaina temple. It too, is 
designed standing in Ka;:otsarga r,ose on a lotus pedestal below which its /aifchana, the 
deer is visible. The pedestal is supported by spiritod lions. A number of devotees in 
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kneeling posture and folded hands with offerings are seen depicted below the .pedestal. 
The cha.urf bearers .on.elephants and as/agrahas in sitting posture flank the Tlrthankara 
on either sides. L.N. Sahu17 wrongly identified this figure with that of T1rthankara 
Ajitanitha probably on the basis of elephants carved below the chai,ri bearers. 

The hairs on its .head are arranged in curled knots. The prablzaman</ala (halo) in 
circular form is lavishly decorated. The trilinear umbrella surmounted by the keva!a tree 
is seen behind the head. Flying Gandharvas with garlands and cymbals and drum played 
ip hands flank the figure -at the top. Front parts of a toraTJa project near its shoulders. 
Two lotus buds flank the lotus pedestal of the Tlrthankara. In addition, the chaUlif 
bearers are provid~d wiith separate lotus pedestals on which the elephants are standing. 
The chaurf • bearers are profusely decorated. 

12. Tlrthankara 

A figure of 1lrthankara is found carved standing on a lotus pedestal with kevaJa 
tree, umbrella, flying GandharYaS with garlands and cyn1bals played in hands. Ch4urf 

bearers and as!agrahas flank .the-figure on either sides. Its conventional /iific/1ana is not 
available in the pedestal. A series of devotees in folded hands are noticed in the 
pedestal. 

13. ~~abhanatha 

Found carved standing on a lotus pedestal with c/1a11ri bearers on either sides. 
Bull as its vehicle is found below the pedestal. In addition flying Gand/1arvas with 
garlands, cymbals played in hands, trjlinear umbrella and keva.la tree are envisaged in 
appropriate.places. Portions of the keva!a tree and the un1brella are damaged. 

14. ~abhanatha 

The next ~fabhanitha figure is also found carved standing on a lotus pedestal 
displaying flyiQg. GOfld/w'fas1 with garlands, cymbals played in hands, trilinear umbrella, 
lcevaJa tree, chawi bearers and claampak flowers. The hairs on its head are arranged in 
matted locks, a,few.&t(ands of which. fall on the shoulders. 

15. ~anatha 

The last -~~abhanatba figure of the series is also carved in kaJ•otsarga pose on a 
double petalled lotus pedestal below which his /aiicha11a, tl·:e bull is visible. A decorative 
oval halo is seen behind the. head. Chaurl bearers and as!agralzas flank the figure on 
either &ides. Amol)g other features keva!a tree, trilinear umbrella, cymbals played in 
hands and flying Gandh11rvas are available along with the figt1rc. 

17. L.N. Sahu, Odifare,J11lnlllDltwna (Oriya), p. 156: 
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16. Pirivani tha 

The last of the series of stone sculptures belonging to the Jaina pantheon is 
the standing Parlvanatha image on a lotus pedestal . . A canopy of seven hooded snake is 
envisaged over head. It is flanked by chauri bearers and as!agrahas on either sides. 
Music produced through cymbals played in hands flying figures with garlands, keva!a 
tree, trilinear umbrella and kneeling devotees with offerings are the other aspects of 
depiction along with the images. . 

The marble idols of the temple represent the figures of Santinitha, Pirsvanitha, 
Chandraprabha, etc. Similarly the brass icons consist of images of ~fabhanitha. 
Ajitanitha, Santinatha and Parivanatha. They are all of recent make and 
donated to the temple by the Jaina adherents of Cuttack town. The marble figures 
are mostly collected from Jaipur of Rajasthan province of the ancient Jaina 
relics preserved in the temple. But from reliable sources it is known that they were 
collected from different parts of Orissa especially from Udayagiri-Khandagiri and 

Podasingidi. A photograph of the figure of ~,abhanitha of Pratapanagari of Cuttack 
district is also displayed in the temple. This figure is no more found in the site. It is 
understood, that some miscreants have taken awa)' this image from ~he site. From the 
photograph it is evident that the figure was carved standing in kayotsarga pose on a 
lotus pedestal. Below the pedestal, its /aifchana, the bull is visible. Twenty-four other 
Urthankaras and the chaurJ bearers flank the image on either sides. Keva/a tree, trili
near umbrella, circular halo, cymbals played in hands and flying figures with garlands 
are the other features depicted in the same slab. 

The Jaina shrines at Jaunliapatti and Kajibazar of Cuttack town also preserve a 
series of marble and bronze idols of recent make. The Ttrthankera figures in either case 
are found standing or sitting displaying the significant attributes. Jaina adherents of the 
neighbourhood pay their homages to these shrines on sacred occasions. The most notable 
object of worship in the Jaunliapatti Jaina shrine is the figure of invisible ~,abhanatha 
carved in a marble slab. Actually no figure of F.-~abhanatha in round is available, but 
the impression of the 1lrthankara is fashioned in the slab in a concave pattern. 

The Jagannatha temple at Dolamundei of Cuttack town built on the efforts of 
one Baba Sagardasa preserves a beautiful ~~abhanatha figure (Fig. 74) in one of its 
niches. It was recovered from tank at the time of renovation some ten years back as 
known from the local people. It stands in Kayotsarga pose on a double petalled lotus 
pedestal, below which bull, as /affchana is visible. Bharata and Bahuvali stand on either 
sides with flywhisks in their hands. Devotees kneeling in reverence to the Tlrthankara 
are found below the pedestal. Hairs on the l1cad of the figure are arranged in matted 
locks, a few strands of which fall on tl1e shoulders. Four miniature figures in yogils~na 
pose are seen depicted on the sides of the Tirthatikara. The prabhamanr!~la ~h~lo) beh1n~ 
head is decorated with floral devices enclosed by beaded borders. An 1nd1st1nct auspi
cious mark is noticed on the chest of ~~abhanatha. Trilinear umbrella, keva!a tree, 
flying Gandharvas with garlands and music produced through beating of cymba~s and 
drum are all associated with the figure. In addition, two more Gandharvas holding fly-
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whisks in hands and on elephant back appear on the top of the slab. Head of one of 
the two Gandharvas are missing. It measures 0.65m X 0. 35m X 0.14m in all. 

At Chauduar, a small shrine built by the mother of late L.N. Sahu, the author 
of the book in Oriya ''09isare Jainadharma'' contained a number of Tirtharikara figures 
of which, ~~abhanatha appears to be prominent. She converted this figure to that of 
Siva by providing a tiger skin as under garment and a snake hood. She was an admirer 
of Siva worship and wherever she found naked Tlrthankara images she tried to collect 
for her worship. The figure of ~~abha in question stands on a lotus pedestal flanked by 
chaur1 bearers on either sides. His /aflchana, the bull is visible below the pedestal. 
His hairs on the head are arranged in jalii a few strands of which fall on the shoulders. 
Other attributes like keva!a tree, umbrella, flying figures and cymbals played in hands 
are depicted in proper places. 

One seated Ttrthankara figure is reported by Chakradhar Mohapatra to have been 
kept in the premises of the R upanatha temple near Banesvaranasi of Narasinghpur area 
of Cuttack district. Lower part of the figure is badly damaged. It displays as/agrahas, 
flying figures with garlands, keva!a tree, trilinear umbrella and a trefoiled decorative 
arch. Hairs on its heads are arranged in curled knots. The chaur1 bearers are conspi
cuous in their absence. L.N. Sahu18 considers it to be the figure of Padmaprabha proba
bly in view of the marking of a full lotus flower at the top left side of the Tirthankara. 

A small figure of Padmaprabha was recovered from the tank at village Hatamala 
in Tigiria block of Cuttack district, during the time of its renovation, some time in 1972. 
It was subsequently brought to the Orissa State Museum for preservation. The slab 
depicting the figure is damaged into two pieces. Though small in size it displays all the 
features of the Drthai\kara. It measures 18.5cm x 9.5cm x 5cm and shows excellent 
polish. This figure of Padmaprabha is carved standing in kll.yotsarga pose on a lotus 
pedestal supported by lions. Its /aiichana, the lotus is found depicted below the pedes
tal.' The two chaur1 bearers stand on the sides. Keva/a tree, trilinear umbrella, deco
rated halo, mark of champak flowers and drums played in hands are all envisaged in a 
reduced scale. A tor'iJTJa surmounted by lions is carved behind the figure. These dis
coveries of Jaina relics in Tigiria and Narasimhapur areas strongly support the religious 
affinity of the Sar'iJka settlers in the neighbourhood. 

I have noticed two Jaina Tlrthankara images kept in the Baramba palace some 
12 years back. One of them was a figure of ~~abhanitha seated in yogllsana pose with the 
conventional chauri bearers and the as!agrahas. These two figures are, however, could 
not be traced in my subsequent visit. It is understood from the palace authorities that 
they were taken away by an antique dealer of Benaras. The ex-ruler informed me that 
he had collected them from his own estate. 

K.C. Panigrahi19 reports three Jaina 11rthankara images, two of which are 
preserved in village N arasimhapur, near J ajpur and one kep~ in the premises of the 

18. L.N. Sahu, Ot/,/sare Ja/nodharma (Oriya), p. 222. 
19. IC.C. Paniarahi, ltlhasa O' KlinbadaMI, (Oriya), Plates 9, 10 and 11. 
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AkbandaJesvar tempte of iajpur. Of the two found in Narasimhapur, one is of 
Tirthankara Par'vanatha carved standing on a lotus pedestal in Kdyotsarga pose with a 
canopy of seven hooded snake over head. It is flanked by two chauri bearers standing 
on· separate lotus· pedestals. Two flying figures with garlands and cymbals played in 
hands are depicted on either side of the image at the top. The trilinear umbrella and the 
kevala tree appear above the Snake hood. The figure is partially damaged on the face 
snake hoods and ·fingers in hands. Coils of snake are gathered behind the figure. 

· The other figure of village Narasimhapur is of Chandraprabha the eighth Tlrthankara 
of the Jaina pantheon carved standing on a plain pedestal in Kayotsarga pose. The 
choarl bearers are conspicuous in their absence on either side of the figure. The crescent 
moon~,· as /IRchana of the Tlrthankara is found in front of the pedestal. Hairs on the 
head of the figure are arranged by curled knots. Umbrella, flanked by flying figures 
with garlands, is designed in three folds over head. This appears to be one of the early 
Jaina TlrtbaJ\karas in Orissa. 

The third figure of K.C. Panigrahi's finding is the standing figure of Neminatha on 
a lotus .pedestal supported by lions. A series of devotees with offerings are also noticed 
below .the pedestal along with his /ii,1clia11a. Two cl1ai,ri bearers and eight planets flank 
the figure on the sides. Kevala tree, sacred umbrella, flying figures with garlands and 
cymbals in hands are the other features depicted along wit . the Tlrthat\kara. The 
image is completely covered with moss and lichen and damaged at face, umbrella, 
hands; and the chest. Hairs on its head are arranged in curled knots with w,ni!a at the 
centre. 

In · the premises of the Ganesa temple of Dasvasamedha G/1t1I of Jajpur town a 
beautiful &ntinitha image (Fig. 75) is noticed. It is carved standing in kayotsarga pose 
on a double petalled lotus pedestal below which his /tiflchana, the deer is visible along with 
other devotees. Chauri bearers stand on either sides. The kel'a!a tree, trilinear umbrella, 
cymbals played in hands and flying figures with garlands are all envisaged at the top. 
The most noteworthy feature of this image is that it wears a beaded chain around the 
nec:k. The image found to be in good state of preservation. Hairs on its head are 
arranged in curled knots. The temple priest was in the first instance very much reluctant 
to allow examination of the image. He also did not provide any information regarding 
the provenance of the figure. It has a circular halo behind head. All the twenty four 
Tirthat\kara figures in standing pose are represented in its sides. The figure is partially 
damaged in its left hand. 

A Jaina chaumukha (Fig. 76) has recently been collected for the Orissa State 
Museum from the village Bada Charpoi, located near Mangarajapur of Jajpur Sub
Division of Cuttack district. This chaumukha contains in all its four niches figures of 
J aina nrthankaras whose identity is difficult to be ascertained as the /a,1clianas below 
them are not traceable. 1'he figure displaying jata, however, may be identified with 
~bhanitha. A line of inscription is noticed in the chau,nukha fashioned in the rekha 
temple design with square base and curvilinear upper parts surmounted by lmalaka li/4. 
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The Tlrthankara figures within niches are each flanked , by ·chavrl-.beuors. It -measures 
0.53m in height. 

One of the biggest Jaina images of Adinatha is available in village Hatadiha (Panchu
pur),(Fig. 77) near Kanta Bania of Jajpur Sub-division. It measures.2.0mX0.92mx0.46m 
and carved in chlorite stone. During my first visit to the place, it was kept restins e.n 
one banyan tree on the bank of the extinct Benga river. This river was . in earlier 
days known to be a tributary of river Vaitarani. The settlement records give it the 
name of ''Bodhi Maharaja''. It is ascertained from elderly local people that the river 
Benga was navigable some 200 years back. The image in question while .t,rau,ported in 
a boat dropped near the village Panchupur due to some accident and since then-it is 
available at the place. Local people also consider this image as that of, a God4-J 
surrounded by her children. They were very mucl1 afraid when I first approacbeid the doi\y 
after clearance of .debris around the figure. Th is image has been . declared protected :·by 
a notification of the Cultural Affairs Department. In my .sub$equent visit on 28.11. 75 
I could find the image shifted frrm its original site to a place on .the side of the road. 
The local people are eager to build a shrine for the deity. 

The image is carved standing in kayotsarga pose on a lotus pedestal. The lower 
parts of the pedestal including the /anchana and the devotees are left unfinished. Chaurl 
bearers, decked with rich costumes and ornaments, are standing on either si4es on 
separate lotus pedestals. An egg-shaped halo is noticed behind head. Its hairs on . tho 
head are arranged in curled knots with the uf11isa at the centre. All the other tw.enty
four Tlrthankara figures are carved standing on either sides displaying .the sac,~d 
umbrella on their heads. Triva/i on the neck are prominently observed. The kevala 
tree behind the head is studded with leaves. The umbrella in three folds attached:to a 
pole is also noticed above its head. Two Ga11d/1arvas with garlands in hands seen 
hovering in the sky. It is partially disfigured in the nose, lips, fingers a~d .aenital 
organs. 

There are also further evidences of the J ain a influence once prevalent in the village 
Jhadesvarpur in the paragana Kusham andala, 40 KM north-east of Cuttack. Local 
tradition has it that in the very ancient times a Raja of Jharakbanda founded. a Siva 
Linga named Jhadesvara and built a great temple over it. From the name of the idol, 
the place came to be known as Jhadesvarpur. The ancient temple of Jhadesvara is now 
in ruins but recently at the time of excavating the place some very important and valuable 
relics, evidently belonging to the glorious period of Jainism, were discovered in the locality. 
They excel all other works of Jaina art found else where. Figures of Tlrthankaras and 
those of many GatJadharas, purvadharas, Sravaka and Sravika have been discovered under 
the earth. Among these were found the figures of Jina either absorbed in meditation 
(dhy4na) in sitting posture or standing naked. The fine sculpturing of these figures pro
duce a striking impression. They are of beautiful chlorite stone. If this place ever 
systematically explored it is believed that many more figures and even ruins of ancient 
shrines might be recovered. 20 

20, N.N. Vasu, The Archaeological Surve1 of Mayurbhanja, Vo!. I~ Pl. 23,\, 
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Some years back three Jaina images reported to have been recovered from a place 
near the present Dhakulei Thakurar;a1 of village Pratapanagari on the Cuttack-Bkuba
neswar portion of the National Highway. For the present two of them, the figure of 
Parivanitha and ~~abhanatha (Fig. 78), are kept in a thatched shed of the Ramjimatha 
under the custody of one Midhavadasa. The third image of the place i.e. ~~abhanitha 
ia no more available in the site. A photograph of the image is under display in the Jaina 
temple of Cboudhuri Bazar of Cuttack town to which we have made references 
earlier. 

The image of Pirivanitha (Fig. 78) of the place is carved standing on a lotus 
pedestal in k'llyotsarga pose. The pedestal is supported by lions in its front side along 
with N4ga devotees in ailjali hasta and heaps of offerings. A canopy of seven hooded 
snake found above head. Coils of the snake are gathered behind the figure. The two 
chaurf bearers are standing on the sides of the Tlrthankara. The image is designed within 
a tora1'(J attached with makara heads from the mouths of which series of jewelled chains 
are falling. A circular halo (prabh'llmanr!ala) is seen behind the head. Trilinear umbrella, 
and the kevala tree over head are flanked by flying figures with garlands in hands and 
cymbals played in palms. It measures 0.78mX0.37m. 

The figure of ~~abhanatha (Fig. 78) of the place measuring 0.63m X 0.31 m is also 
carved standing in k'lJ.yotsarga pose on a double petalled lotus pedestal below which its 
/'lJ.flchana, the bull is visible in front of a kneeling devotee in anjali hasta. The chaurl 
bearers i.e. Bharata and Bahuvali are standing on eitl1er sides just above the pedestal 
over whom all the twenty-four Tirthankara figures are depicted in standing pose in pain. 
Hairs on the head of the figure are arranged in ja!'il, a few strands of which are seen 
falling on its broad shoulders, an evident characteristic of all the ~~abhanatha images. 
The trilinear umbrella surmounted by the kevala tree is depicted over-head. The 
Tirthankara is flanked by flying Gand/1arvas holding ga.rlands in hands and invisible 
Vidy'lJ.dharas playing cymbals in their palms on either sides at the top. These two figures 
are kept in a very neglected state in the ma#l1a. The smoke emerging from the burning 
charcoal gradually discolours the images. Prof. P . Pradh~1n once informed me that he too 
had collected a small Jaina Tlrthankara image fron1 the village. But it is not available 
with him at present for verification. 

The Dhakulei Thakurar:il shrine at Pratapanagari also preserves a few Jaina relics 
within its open Jagamohana and the sanctum of ,vl1ich the first is the figure of Ambiki. 
It is kept in the sanctum. Ambika is carved seated in lalita pose on a pedestal below 
the mango tree. She held the baby 011 the Jeft lap and displays a mango in the right. 
Her vehicle the lion is caved below the pedestal. 1-lcr Tirthankara Neminatha is found 
seated on the top of the tree. The second figure of this place is an image of ~l1abhanitha 
kept near the door jamb. It stands in kii.rotsarga pose on a plain pedestal and damaged 
into two pieces. The hairs on his head are arranged in _ia#<i, a few strands of which are 
falling on the shoulders. The two cl1iimara,l/1ar:s flnnk the figure on either sides. Other 
features including the kevala tree, /<iilc/1a11a, un1brcll<1 ~111d fl}·ing figures are not traceable. 
It Jneasures 40cm X 20cm. The third Jaina relic depict tl1e figures of Yak1a Gomedha and 
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Yak,i1,11. Am biki seated together on a common pedestal. The mango tree visibe at the 
back carries on its top the image of Neminitha. Attributes in hands of both the figures 
are mutilated. The entire slab measuring 33cm. x 16cm. is damaged into two pieces. 

Bhanpur, a place near Pratapnagari on the Cuttack Bhubaneswar road was once a 
centre of Jaina activity. Some ten to fifteen years back, a number of Jaina bronu 
figures were recovered from a place located on the left bank of river Kuakhai which 
flows close by the village at the time of excavation of a canal. One Sri Kangali Charan 
Bhatta collected them with great efforts and preserved in a newly built small shrine near 
bis rice mill on the road side of the same village. On the basis of a news item published 
in daily ''The Prajatantra'', a local newspaper, on 8.9.76 it is evident that some five 
TJrthal\kara images including four Mahavtra figures and one Anantavisudeva (Pariva
nitha) (Fig. 79) were under worship in the said shrine and all except the figure of Ananta 
Visudeva have been stolen in the night of 27.8. 76. A case has been lodged in the Sadar 
Thana of Cuttack on this issue. 

The available Pirivanitha image (locally called Ananta Visudeva) is carved 
standing in kllyotsarga pose on a circular pedestal formed by the lotus petals on a 
square base. The square base on the other hand is supported by four legs. It measures 
(including the pedestal) some 0.16 mX0.6mx0.6 m and is carved in round. The 
canopy of a seven hooded snake protects the head. An auspicious !r1vatsa mark, a rare 
occurrence in Orissan sculptures but popular elsewhere, is noticed on its chest. Male and 
female figures of N 4ga devotees with canopy of three snake hoods are depicted on the 
pedestal. The hairs on the head of the Tlrthankara are arranged in curled knots, with 
the u.tniJa at the centre. 

The discovery of so much stone and bronze Jaina idols at Bhanapur and Pratapna
gari indicates to the fact that there was a Jaina shrine once located somewhere close to 
these two villages in the past. 

The Khandesvar Mahideva temple built on the ruins of an earlier shrine of village 
Nasik (Kotian) in Jaga:singhpur P.S. preserves one excellently carved Santinatha image 
(Fig. 80) of the Jaina pantheon. Several Buddhist and Brahmanical sculptures also 
found their way to this temple. The images in question are kept in the thatched 
mandapa in front of the unfinished Siva temple of recent make. The distance of ten 
km. from Jagatsinghpur, the Sub-Divisional Headqaurters can be covered by walking 
or by some locally arranged transport through a narro\v road on the canal embankment 
via-Village Kanakapur. 

The image of Santin~tha, measuring 0.96m x 0.48m x 0.15m is carved standing 
on a double petalled lotus pedestal below which its /,iiicl1a11a the deer is visible in front 
of a kneeling devotee in anjali hasta. The two cl1aurJ bearers standing on elephant 
backs flank the Tlrthankara on the sit1es above whom are depicted the eight planets 
(four in each side) in yogllsana, displaying conventional attributes in their hands. The 
kevala tree and the sacred umbreJJa, at the top are flanked by flying figures with garlands 
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and invisible Gtlltliluzrvas playing cymbals and drum in their palms: Face of the 
Tlrthankara ·and heads of the two chawi bearers are,partially disfigured. The vacant 
space . below pedestal · is filled wjth lotus stalks. The image, no doubt was collected 
from a different place like that of the inscribed Buddhist figure found near it. Provision 
of vehicle to the chauri bearer is a rare phenomenon of Orissan sculptures of the Jaina 
pantheon. · 

A number of Jaina images are found at various places in the Prichi Valley. 
Images -of Jaina :rtrthankaras are found at Adasapur where Jainism appears to have 
flourished side by side with Saivism. A beautiful image of ~fabha (Fig. 81), artistically 
chiselled out of black chlorite schist, has been preserved in the Svapnesvar temple of 
this village-. This image 0.48m X 0.12m X 0.12m in . size, depicts ~~abhanatha as 
mulanlyaka, he being.surrounded by twenty-three Tlrthankaras, twelve on the left and 
eleven •on the .. right of him standing in jayotsarga pose. The representation of 
Stabhanatha as mu/an'lJyka indicates that Adinatha was the temple cult of this place 
and that a temple sanctified by his presence was situated in the locality. Unfortunately 
no Jaina temples can be traced at present at Adasapur. Its distinctive Jaflchana, the bull 
is depicted in the middle of the lotus pedestal supported by spirited lions. Two female 
devotees ·in afljali hasta are seen on both sides of the bull. Just above the lion throne 
have been placed three lotus pedestals in the middle, one of which, the figure of 
Adinitha stands in kayotsarga pose with solemn and sublime grandeurs. Although he is 
perfectly naked, his hairs on the head are arranged in jal1J set with jewels. A few 
strands of the ja#tl fall on the shoulders. The lotus petalled aura (prabhaman<!ala) round 
his head lends divine dignity to the expression of his face which with half closed eyes 
shows absorption in meditation. The trilinear umbrella is seen above his head and 
Ny1Jgrodha the keva!a tree, stretches its branches studded with leaves on the umbrella. 
On the two otber . .lotus pedestals on the throne are standing Bharata and Bahuvali with 
fly-whisk$ in the hands, busy in rendering services to the nrthankara. Divine musicians 
remaining invisible in the sky are playing with cymbals and drum. Gandharvas with 
garlands in hands, are also hovering in the sky. The eliptical halo, umbrella, and the 
genital organ of the Tlrthankara are partially damaged. 

Another Tlrthankara image of the size of 0.42m X 0.20m is kept inside the 
dilapidated sanctum of the Nilakanthesvara Siva temple, located behind the High 
School at Adasapur. Unfortunately this image is badly damaged and as the /<inchana is 
not at all visible in the pedestal it is difficult to identify it with any Tlrthankara of the 
Jaina pantheon. Of the two chauri bearers, the one to the right is missing along with 
the damaged pedestal and devotees. On both sides of it eight planets have been depic
ted in meditative posture seated on lotus pedestals but the Tlrthankara found standing 
in kdyotsarga pose and in complete nudity. 

An umbrella has been depicted just above his head with curled locks of hairs, 
while a makara torar,a as decorative design is visible at the back. The halo behind head 
is stylised in three bands of scroll work and is oblong in shape. Divine musicians 
remaining invisible are noticed at the top of the slab on ~oth sides playing with cymbals. 
Flying Gandharavas with garlands in hands appear on either comers of the slab, 
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Champak flower marks on either side of the aura seem to be an added feature of the 
image. The editor of the Prachi VaJley Report considers this image to be the representa
tion of the last Tlrthankara Mahavlra who with the first Ttrthankara, ~'8bha commonly 
appears in the Jaina sculptures of Orissa.21 Very probably these two images had adorned 
the same shrine built by the Jainas at Adasapur which appears to be one of the strong
holds of Jainism in Orissa during the post-Gupta period. 

Lower parts of the abdomen, fingers in both the hands, trilinear umbrella· and 
the face of the Tlrthankara are partially disfigured. 

The sculpture shed at Lalitagiri preserves a seated image of Adinitha bearing 
No. 28. Exact provenance of the figure is not readily available with the watcher of the 
Museum. The image is carved seated in yogasana pose placing its right palm over the 
left on lotus pedestal supported by lions in front. The mark of cognizance is not visible 
in the pedestal. Hairs on its head are arranged in matted locks and gathered by a 
chaplet or string. A few strands of the matted locks are seen dangling over the sho
ulders, a feature common to all ~,abhanitha images of Orissa. Flying Gandharvas 
holding garlands in hands are depicted on either sides of the slab. An eliptical halo is 
carved behind head. A few inscribed letters are also traceable on one side of the image. 
It measures including the slab lm x 0.50m. 

The Kanika house located in front of the Museum building at Bhubaneswar 
preserves a Jaina Tirthankara image. The owner of the image informs that it had. been 
collected from a place in the ex-Kanika estate of Cuttack district. The image in. chlorite 
stone measures 1.28m X 0.66m X 0.33m. 

This figure · is carved seated in yogasana pose on a lotus :pedestal ·supported by 
spirited lions at each comer-s of the front. The conventional l'llifchana of tho T.lnhaft
kara is not traced below the pedestal for which it becomes difficult to identify it with 
any amount of certainty. The two chauri bearers are noticed standing on both sides 
over which the eight planets in conventional yogllsana pose are carved. Hain on its 
head are arranged in curled knots with a bulging at the centre. Celestial music produced 
through beating cymbals by palms of invisible Gandhanas, and flying VidyadluuaJ 
holding garlands are seen depicted on either sides of the trilit1ear sacred umbrella 
surmounted by the branches of the keva!a tree. Its Sasanadevi depicted below pedestal 
is not clearly recognisable. Cut-marks as available with the Jaina Drthankara figares1 of 
Charampa of Balasore district are also noticed in this figure. Since the K.amka. area is 
close to Charampa it appears that sculptures of both the places f olJowed the same 
tradition. ·Face of the figure is badly disfigured. 

Jaina relics are reported to have been found at Baidesvara (Banki), Chatia and 
Chandol (Salepur area) of Cuttack District. 

21. O.S .Das, Pr«hl-Va/le>' Report, Ch. Ill. 
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A Jaina ~~abhanatha figure of bronze (No. 509) was presented to the Muse11m 

by R.K. Tripathy, Zamindar, Bayree being recovered from Village Barunia of Darpani 
estate of the same district. It is carved seated in yog'll.sana pose on a lotus pedestal 
supported by rectangular base with legs. Bull, the conventional /ilnchana of the TlrthaJ\
kara is carved belo,v the pedestal. Hairs on the head of the Tlrthankara are arranged 
in matted locks, a few rolls of which hang over the shoulders. A decorative oval halo, 
kevala tree and umbrella are all noticed at· the top forming parts of the pratiharyas. It 
measures including the pedestal 12.5 cm in height. 

Sri B.K. Ratha, Curator, Orissa State Archaeology has also brought to our 
notice the recovery of a Jaina chaumukha in village Lendra Bhagawanpur located to 
the south of river Chitrotpala near Kendupatna. He further informs that a stone slab 
measuring 0.12m X 0.12m containing figures of three Tlrthankaras is lying in the com
pound of the Kanakesvar Mahadeva temple of village Atuda located at the point from 
where the river Chitrotpala branches off from the Mahanadi. The figures are carved in 
relief and with difficulty Parsvanatha and ~~abhanatha can be identified from the three. 

KEONJHAR DISTRICT 

In the forest tracts of Keonjhar district, more specially its Anandapur Sub
Division, the ruins of n1any ancient architectural works are still to be found. They 
are located in such secluded and isolated places that it is hard to believe that these 
places had once been centres of learning and culture and there were prosperous habita
tion there. Places such as Podasingidi, Vaidakhia, Hatadiha, Anandapur, Banchua, 
Ana, Thunigaon, Sainkul, Panchupalli and Jambhira of Anandapur Sub-Division of the 
district abound with ruins of J aina antiquities. 

It is mentioned in Abhidh'O.na Rajendra that the people of Anandapur used to 
celebrate a great festival for eight days in the autumn on prl!.chi nabaha which meets the 
Sarasvati. 

Jn Ptolemy's map Tosali is marked on the river Vaitarani. From the copper 
plate grants of Bhauma kings it is learnt that Jajpur and its neighbouring areas formed 
a part of To~ali. Furthermore To~ala was sub-divided into northern To~ala and 
southern To~ala. So it is clear that ''Anandapur Tosali'' refers to Anandapur on the 
Vaitarani river in Keonjhar district. Anandapur is very near to Jajpur. The river 
Vaitarani also taken an easterly course near Anandapur. It joins the Brahmani. 
The Sarasvatl may be another name of the Brahma91. Sarasvatl is referred to as 
the daughter of Brahma in Purar:ias. So it is possible to identify the mention of 
Sarasvau in the Abhidhana Rajendra with the Brabma91 of the present day. This 
Anandapur may not be that of Vala bhi in which territory we find no such river as 
flowing towards the Sarasvati in an easterly direction. But with much plausibility this 
place may be identified with Anandapur in the district of Keonjhar which is situated on 
the bank of river Vaitarani. 22 

22. B. Acharya, ••Jaina ruins in Keonjhar state'', JKHRS. 1950, Vol. II, No. 4, p. 227. 
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In Jaina literature the words Anandapur and Chakratirtha find frequem 1111ention. 
J!..,ita/a i.e. Rifi Ta9aga may be the tank which is situated near Yogichata. The heaps of 
ashes may be remains of-the ashes deposited at .tile •time when great fatival •including 
feasts ·Samkhadi of the Jainas used to be annHlly held•tlaere. 

·Podeaingidi is a small village in A11andapur Sub-Di-vision. It is situated along.the 
road which runs -from Anandapur to Soso on the·bank of the S11landi via Dhenka. At a 
distat1ce of about ten miles from Anaodapur .there is a vilJllge.nemed Vaidakhia. A .high 
mound surrounded by Sala and other trees forms the boundary of the village at a 
distance of about a mile and a half to the south west of Vaidakhia. Close to this mound, 
at a short distance from each other, there are four silted tanks. B. Acharya11 informs 
us the ''remains of ruined temples and images of Jaina Tlrthankaras are to be found lying 
abo11t here and ,there. A few of the images are built of gravel stone while some of them 
are made of chlorite, some of sand stone and some others of soap-stone. Many of them 
are in a badly dan,aged condition. · Some of them are as high as five to six feet. A 
Q11mber of them are half buried in the ground. An image of Ttrthankara engraved on 
chlorite stone had ·been placed on the stump of a Koohila (Nux vomica) tree. The trunk 
having grown in size, the image has been so firmly fiHd that it would be difficult to 
remove it undamaged unless the greatest care is taken in cutting the bee.'' 

At a place called Ramachandi near village Podasingidi and at the foot of the hill 
ref erred to above, a good number of J aina Drthankara and S1Jsanadevi figures are either 
fixed to the outer walls or kept on the masonry ·pedestal inside of a modern shrine. Of 
the five Ttrtha6kara figures fixed to the outer walls three represent Pirivanitha, one 
~tabhanitha and the other possibly Padmaprabha, one ~abhanitha and the other 
possibly Padmaprabha. The details of these sculptures are giYen below. 

1. !Pi1'vanitha (Fig. 82) 

1lt ·is seated in yagasana pose with a seven hooded snake canopy over head. 1Hain 
on the head are arranged in curled locks with ,flPliJa at :die centre. It measures 
1.5mX0.65m. 

2. Padmaprabha 

It is standing in kayotsarga pose with hands stretched up·to the knees. A lotus 
mark found to the right of the figure. It DK&sures t.tSm~O.S7m. Hairs on the ·head 
are arranged as above. 

3. ~,abhanatha (Fig. 83) 

It stands in kayotsarga pose with .bull as the-oonventional ,/4ifcbana below pedestal. 
·IJmblclla, keva!a tree and the .flying figures with garlands are noticed at •the top. -It 
-IDC8SIU'es .0.91mX.0.39m and crudely finished. 

23. ./bld, .p. 224. 
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4. Pirivanitha (Fig. 84) 

The second figure of Par§avanatha of the group is carved standing on a lotus 
pedestal. A canopy of seven hooded snake covers the head and coils of the snake 
gathered behind the Tlrthankara. Kevala tree, umbrella, flying figures with garlands in 
hands represent the upper part of the slab. Chauri bearers are in standing posture on 
either sides. A number of female devotees seen below the pedestal with offerings. The 
figure is in good state of preservation and displays remarkable artistic designs. It 
measures 0.88m x 0.48m. 

S. Pirivanitha 

The third figure of Par§vanatha is found seated in yog4sana pose on a lotus 
pedestal. A canopy of seven hooded snake found above the head of the Tlrthal'lkara 
with coils gathered at the back. A tora,a attached with heads of makaras is seen 
behind the figure. Three figures of Amra (Ambika) are kept on a pedestal within the 
shrine and worshipped as Ramachandis. Local people considering them to be affiliated 
with Sakta cult offer animal sacrifices on Dasharll day (during Durgi Pujll festivals). 
They are: 

1. Ambiki 

The first figure of Ambiki of the series is seated in /alitllSana pose on a lotus 
pedestal below which her /anchana the lion is visible. She displays varada mudrll in her 
right hand and holds a baby on the left lap. Two female attendants are standing on her 
sides with flywhisk and noose in hands in addition to the devotees in kneeling posture. 
An eliptical halo is depicted bel1ind her bead. A mango tree studded with leaves seen 
providing shade to the deity. Above her head is found 1lrthankara Neminitha along 
with the chaurl bearers, /aiichana (wheel), oval halo, umbrella and keva!a tree. On the 
two top comers of the stone there are to be seen the palms of the hands playing on 
cymbals (karatll/a) and drum (marda!a). 

2. Ambiki (Fig. 85) 

The second figure of Ambika almost corresponds to the figure noted above with 
the exception that she displays a mango twig instead of the varada mudrll in her right 
hand and flying figures with garlands in hands on either sides at the top. 

3. Ambiki and Gomedha (Fig 86) 

The third sculpture of the group displays the figures of Gomedha Yak/a and 
Ambikl Yakfi'}l seated on a common pedestal with their 1lrthaAkara Neminatha. 
Ambika is seated in lalit'lJ.sana with right hand in varada mudr'iJ and left holding the baby 
on the lap. Similarly Gomedha Yak,Fa represent varada mudrll in his right hand and left 
placed over his folded thigh on the pedestal. The mango tree provides shade to both 
the figures being laden with leaves. A series of devotees in kneeling posture are found 
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depicted below the pedestal. Neminatha carved seated at the top is provided with the 
chaurJ bearers, flying ApsariJs with garlands in hands, umbrella, and heavenly music 
played through cymbals. 

Out side the premises of this shrine two more figures of Jaina DrthaAkaras are 
still lying within bushes. One of them is Santinatha whose /'ililchana, deer is visible 
below the broken pedestal. Two spirited lions support its lotus pedestal and chaurJ 
bearers and female figures in lalita pose are found along side the figure. Of the two 
female figures, one displays lotus in her left hand and the other behind the troc, holds a 
baby on the lap. 

The other piece is profusely damaged and headless. 

Two ~,abhanitha images, one in standing and the other in sitting pose, were 
brought to the Orissa State Museum earlier for preservation. They are now under 
display in the Archaeological Gallery of the Museum bearing No. Ay. 31 and No. Ay. 
33. The seated one on lotus pedestal in yoglJsana measures 0. 75m in height and 0.60m 
in breadth. Below the pedestal there arc figures of women engaged in worship and 
infront of them, bull, the lllflchana of the Ttrthankara is engraved. The composition of 
the matted locks of hairs with long ears and half closed eyes presents a beautiful medita
tive facial expression. Unfortunately the nose of the figure is damaged. The texture of 
the stone in which the figure is carved composed of white and black bands giving an 
impression ofa transparent upper garment. The stele has an oval halo (prabhllmandala) 
with two flying Gandharvas on either side holding garlands in hands. This image is very 
valuable from the point of epigraphy for near the right hand of the image an inscription 
containing fifteen letters in four lines is fou11d which reads as ''Ehasya pratibimbi ~abha 
Bhallllraka'' meaning there by the statue of ~~abha BJ1affaraka. The language of the 
inscription is in Sanskrit and script is in kuti/a type of the 8th century A.D. Hence 
palaeographically the image may be placed in the 8th century A.D.1' 

The other ~,abhanatha image (Fig. 87) designed in standing pose on a double 
petalled lotus pedestal measures 0.77m X0.46m. His /anchana, the bull is found carved 
below the lotus pedestal supported by spirited lions. The chaurf bearers, Bharata and 
Bahuvali are standing on either side. The locks of hair are arranged in jata, a few 
strands of which seen falling on his broad shoulders. The eliptical halo behind head is 
flanked by two flying figures, holding garlands in hands. The sacred umbrella is seen 
over head flanked by cymbals and drum played in hands to produce heavenly music. 
Due to stiffness of the stone, the image is in good state of preservation. 

The part of the Baula range of hills near which this temple and the images are 
situated is called Yogichata by the local people. There was a flight of stairs made of 
bricks and stone connecting the temple compound with the top of the mountain. The 
stairs are now badly damaged, still they are used by the local people to reach the top of 

----· 
~ i A,, Joshi~ ••A unique ~bh~ imaJe from Podasin~idi''~ OHRJ. Vol. X, No. 1, pp. 1+1~1 
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t&e=-mcmntain. At the:tt,p·just bek>w,a;huge~tone there is • an image·of itntnl,tk • ·ot 
11rthankara. Nearby, there ·is a tank which~ it is believed never rnns dry. throuSIIHt 
the year though it is hardly five or six feet deep. 25 

Here and there are found Jteaps .. of ashes. The villagers think them to be·tht ashes 
of Sita's, lying in room. The Baula!range, on which Yogithata is situated encloltsi&• 
area· on thm, · sides while on the remaining side there are the ruins of.a wall built,or. 
bricks: and ·stone. This .area: extend& about a · mile in length and an equal diltanoe-ia• 
breadth . . Oh · the side opposite· to Yogichata· and near a spring lies the : iaia,o-ot· 
Parivanatha. This place is called Dvllrchant!f or Gadachant/i. People intendina~to ,._.. 
the top most region of the mountain have to cover a short distance with the help of 
overhanging creepers. During tile No)., animal scriftoes are ·offered lwt:te. Ttiere is a 
reservoir of water named Chakrattrtha. Many pilgrims visit the place on Raja samkr4nti 
(Mithuna Sathkramsir,a) · every year. Near-ChakraUrtha there can be found many Jaina 
iin1lges lying bere. and thero. ••· 

The Pirivanitha · image. of. Gatlac"-'!1 · (Fig. 88) is arved standing on a ·Jot. 
pedestal. A canopy of seven hooded- snak-e found· above his· head . whosecoils.·aro 
gath«ed: at· the . back. Twenty_-three other Tirthankaras are depio&ed on ootli sides.of 
the slab. The.chaalrl bearers.are in the UNal : place engaged in the service of the nrth~ 
Jaara, Ke,ala tree umbre~ . flying fipres with garlands in hands and cymbals played 
in . palm& are envisaged in appropriate places. Kneeling figur~ in deep devotion are 
found below the pedestal. 

As regards the origin of the word ''Si6gidi'', B. Acharya considers that it might 
have been derived from ''Sankhat/i'' which meant a great festival including feasting. Tne 
J.aina Bhikhus oonsidered it improper to join this ''Sankhadi'' and it was prohibited by 
the order. When Jainism ceased to be a common religion of the people ''Sankhar!i" a~ 
ceased to be held. This place accordingly has earned th~ epithet '' PadasankJm,N'• 'i.c~ 
where ''Sankhat/i'' ceased to be held and ''Poda Singidi'' may be safely presumed t(i~ a 
corrupted form of Pada Ssnkat/i. The-prohimtion of the Jaina Bhikhus from joining a 
''Stmkhadi'' is referred to in . a pr4kriti Lexi, entitled Abhid/1an Rdjendra, and severe 
penances are enjoined on those -who violated -the practice. In the same Pr'iJkritl work·the 

following lines occur. 

'' Adeso Selapure Adlll'}Qtthahiyd hi'll ya mahirt(aye 
Tosali Visaye Vi~"}vanallhll taha hoti gamtmam va 
Selapure lsitalagammi hoti allh11.hiya mahlimahim'll 
Kon4alametta pavase abbuya p'ilfr,a V4hatn111i''. 

These lines mean that there is a holy tank named RiJi Ta(laga at Sailapur in Toshali 
province. A great ·annual festival is ~eld · here extendir.g over eight days. We haft 
already discussed the veracity of this tradition. 

2s. B. Acharya, ••Jaina Ruins in Keonjbar State", JKf/RS. Vol. II, No. 4, p. l27, 

26. Ibid, J), 226. 
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ltt ·ft'ollt· of-th~ Paneha:\Bliaw&'ll -at; Anandapur· a few Jaina relics originally, brought 
ftt>m · Podasingidi ;are kept~ two· etiterprisirig Sub-Division al officers of Anan'.diput ·wew,· 
respohsible for theit shiftitig to this place. They have been displayed overoemetit' 
pillars in front of the hall 'to remind the local people about the ancient heritage of theit 
distriet. A. Joshi17 had earlier reported these sculptures. But his identificatiOft of:tbe 
tW Maufavtta images appeats to be actually the figures of Rsabhana'tha, and his 
mta.tion or,econd Partvanitlia is-nm available at the place. Particulats of these·reli~ 
are"fml11shed betow. 

J. Farfvanatha 

The image of Pai-'vanitha measuring 0.75m X 0.50m X 0.21 m is carved seated in 
yog'ilsana pose on a double petalled lotus pedestal. A canopy of seven hooded snake 
~ alJevt-hil head. CnawJ·bearers are standing on either sides. The umbrella and 
the lying &gares~(lcft side filure available) with garlands in hands are-envis181(1 • at . the 
top,- To·thd -left of!the fieure--adevotee is standiag near a tree. 

&.labhawitha 

The first figure of ~,abhanitha is -carved standing on a pedestal flanked by two 
chauri bearers. His /4ilchana the bull is not visible below the pedestal. But from the 
matted:locla of tlie h'.ait·on the head and strands falling 011 his shoulders' it can well be 
identified -with 11tthallkar~·R,abbanitha. A circular halo is seen behind the head. The 
nmbmla ftatlked by flying fiiures with garlands noticed on the top of the slab. It 
measures 0.'37mx0.27m x 0:41tti. 

3.. 8$81,hanitha 
• 

The second figure of ~tabhana tha, too is carved standing on a pedestal duly 
1e1 ved 11y-the cbauri btacers on either sides. Like the above his /anchana, the bull is not 
avaihtl,le bdow the pedestal but it can well be ascertained from the matted locks of hair 
faltieg on ·ms stK,uklers that-the image be of Tlrthankara ~,abhanatha. An eliptical halo 
seen behind-th•· hcML The conventional umbrella over head is flanked by flying Vidyi
d,_.,s -witll garlands in hands. 1'he image measures 0.39m X 0.29m X 0.13m. 

4.-- Ambika 

The fourth figure of the series represents Arnbika seated in lalitasana pose under a 
-.~go u,~ :studded with'ftmt:s · and leaves. Her Tlrthankara, Neminatha with sacred 
udlbtelta~ kew,/a tret, -ffyi1tg·Gtll'klharvas, is observed at the top. She holds the baby· on 
thl left thigh. Htt right :hanc.t 1damaged. Her vehicle the lion seen depicted below the 
pldtttal ·.aJOffB witli -fetmlec devotees in folded ·hands. 

27. A.. Joshi, ••furth~r lisht on the remains at Podasingidi" OHRJ, Vol. X No. 4. pp. 30-32, 
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At J ambhira, some six km. from Hatadiha Block Headquarters one could find 
a figure of Ambiki (Fig. 89) fixed to a Tulasi pedestal in the centre of the village. In 
description this image tallies with the figure we find at Rimachan~l temple of Poda
singidi. It too, is carved in lalita pose on a double petalled lotus pedestal holding a baby 
on the left lap and the mango twig in the right. Her vehicle the lion seen below pedestal 
along with two devotees. She is crowned by her Tlrthankara Neminitha having usual 
attributes of the sacred umbrella, keva!a tree, chauri bearers, flying Gandhar,as with gar
lands, /ailchana flanked by lions and cymbals played by hands. He is seated on a double 
petalled lotus pedestal. 

The Chandi temple of the same village preserves an image of Mahi1amardinf Durgi 
on the sides of which figures of Parivanitha and a chaumulcha of the Jaina pantheon 
are found. 

At Ana, a village on the road leading to Anandapur, an image of Pirivanitha 
(Fig. 90) the twenty-third Tlrthai\kara of the Jainas is found in front of a thatched 
house. This was originally collected from Vaidak.hia as known from the local inhabitants. 
It measures 0.35m X 0.20m and carved standing on a lotus pedestal in Kayotsarga pose. 
A canopy of seven hooded snake found over head in addition to kevaJa tree, umbrella, 
flying Vidy'lldharas and cymbals and drum played in hands. The pedestal contain figures 
of Ndga kanyds in folded hands and other devotees. 

Near Thunigaon, under a tree two Jain a relics are found. One of them is the 
figure of 8.!Jabhanitha (Fig. 91) and the other of Yakta Gomedha and Yakli'}i Ambiki 
carved on a common slab. The figure of l.ltabhanitha measures 0.38m X 0.25m and 
carved standing on a lotus pedestal flanked by chauri bearers and eight planets. 

Bull, his conventional /'llilchana and devotees found below the pedestal. The 
prabh'llman4ala (halo) in oval shape behind head has been lavishly decorated. The sacred 

• 
umbrella flanked by flying Vidy'lldharas with garlands in hands is envisaged at the top. 

As indicated earlier the figures of Yakia Gomedha and Yakti'}f Ambika are 
designed on a common pedestal. Head of Ambika is detached from the body but found 
nearby. She is seated in lalitasana pose with a baby placed on her left thigh and a 
mango twig in right hand. Yak/a Gomedha displays varada mudr4 in his right hand 
while the attribute in his left hand appears to be indistinct. Both of them served by a 
series of six devotees carved below the pedestal in a row. As the place is very near to 
Podasingidi it is just possible that some local people brought them from there for 
worship. 

The village Banchua, located few miles from the main road preserves a large 
number of antiquities in.open mostly belonging to the Brahmanical and Sakta religion. I 
I have nc,·er seen a village witl1 so much of loose sculptures in the neighbouring areas. 
On close examination, I could trace a headless image of Pirivanitha carved on a lotus 
pedestal supported by lions and a canopy of seven hooded snake. Chaurf bearers are 
traced on either sides. Lotus and Champak flowers marked on the side,. The pedestal 
contaip numb~r of Nll$a kan)'iis in f ol~~d hapd~. 
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Prof. P. Mukherji supplied two pieces of Jaina relics to the Orissa State Museum 
of which one is the figure of Pirivanitha and the other the head of a Tirthankara. It is 
understood from him that a friend of his collected them from Vaidkhia of Anandapur 
Sub-Division of Keonjhar district during the construction of the Salandi darn project. 
Both of them are in chlorite stone . 

• 

This Pirivanitha image (Fig. 92) is carved standing in kayotsarga pose on a 
double petalled lotus pedestal with a canopy of seven hooded snake over head. Peculiarly 
enough this figure, in addition to the chauri bearers on separate pedestals, is flanked by 
standing figures of Sintinitha and Mahivlra on the left and l.l~abhanitha and Padma
prabha on the right side on lotus pedestals displaying their respective /aflchanas, chaur1 
bearers, trilinear umbrellas, and flying Vidy'iJdhar1s with garlands in hands, a feature 
very rarely to be found in Orissa. Of the main Parsvanatha figure, his kei,ala tree, 
trilinear umbrella, flying figures with garlands and music played by cymbals have all 
been envisaged in appropriate places. The slab containing the figures measures 0.56m X 
0.29m x 0.125m. 

The head of the 1·1rthankara displays the front part of the face with the long ear 
of its right side. Its hairs on the head are arranged in curled knots befitting the Jaina 
tradition and eyes half closed. Trivllli (foldings) on the neck are distinctly represented. 

Two Jaina images of Pirivanitha were recovered some 15 years back from a 
plot of land in village Sainkul of Anandapur area of Keonjhar district. They are kept 
fer . the present in a delapidated thatched shed of the village and worshipped as Ananta. 
Both the figures are seated in yogllsana posture and made of hard chlorite stone. The 
smaller of the two (Fig. 93) is carved seated on a crudely fashioned lotus pedestal 
displaying canopy of a seven hooded snake over head. The attendant to the right of 
the figure though in standing posture yet, the conventional chaurf in its hand is not 
found. But a faint trace of it appears to have been marked near the waist. This attendant 
is envisaged on a miniature lotus pedestal. The attendant to its left is carved seated 
in a most crude fashion with both hands clasped together. No other feature is available 
with this image. It measures including the pedestal some 0.82m X 0.56m. 

The other figure (Fig. 94) kept near it measures 0.94m x 0. 79m and also designed 
seated in yog'IJsana pose with a canopy of seven hooded snake over head. Instead 
of the usual lotus pedestal, a small decorated sheet of cloth appears to have been spread 
over the plain pedestal. Portions of its fingers in hands, the right leg, the eye lids, and 
front part of the snake hoods are mutilated. No other pratilfiJ.ryas of the Jainas seem to 
be envisaged i n this figure. 

Hairs on head of b~th the figures are arranged in several rows of spiral curls 
with bulging at the top. The rows of curled locks thus reduced the forehead to a narrow 
strip in front. Triv'IJ/i too is noticed in the neck of both the Tlrthankara images. Palms 
of right hand are kept on the left a usual feature with Jaina icons. Neither the /aflchana 
nor the suspicious mark are noticed with both the figures. Their youthful body, 
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upended chest and perfect concentration ot mind ai,pe1m·to :bave followed-the Jaina 
.tr-adition.of ~rving icons in stone at Mathura. ·Body modelling of these figures appear 
: to be. disproportionate. 

In addition to this, J aina relics are also noticed at village •Panchupalli and 
Kosalesvar of the same Anandapur Sub-Division of the Keonjhar district. Scholars 
also attribute the pair.tings at Rava1_1achaya of Sltibhinjhl -in Keonjkar district to have 
Jaina affiliation in view of the fact that Sariika villages are found in·the neighbouthood 
tu1d Bhaftja rulers patronised Jainism in the earlier phase of their rule~• 

BALASORF. .DISTRICT 

Places such as Charampa, Ayodhya; MartasQJ, Jaleswar, !ta.Jaso~ wwn, -Belighat, 
.Bhirnpur, ~ndal, Kupari in Balasore di5trict are .found with Jaina antiqlliti~s. ·ln 
i<St:Jition, it is also known that Jaina relics are available at Kaupur, &,Jl&i8adia Va.rdha
napur and Karatasala of the district. As the district of Balasore lay on the1m~ 1~ute 
linking Bihar, Bengal and Orissa in the ancient period it witnessed the activities of all 
reli&io;w. sects. The ancient sea port Tam{ alipti is very cl~, to thi.t, diltriQt. 

With the advent of Parivanatha in Mayurbhanja aU.d Nilgiri bQrder as iii.dicated 
earlier, some of his disciples known as Jaina Srdvakas came to this are3. 

One large image of Pariv~ natha has been found in the bed .of the river Sona .ne.er 
a ,place known as Pundal in the ex-Nilgiri State (at present forming a part of the Balasore 
<listrict).1' This image is a fine specimen of the ancient .sculptural art of th,: Ja.in11. 
This was probably thrown to the river by the priests to sav~ it fr:om the luutds of.f.he 
. icQnoclasts. This image is designed in kayotsarga pose on a double petalled! lQtus 
.pedestal flanked by chaur1 bearers. A snake whose coiled form visible behind is 
spteading its seven · hooded canopy over the head of the figw-e. Series. of de.Yot.Qes 
holding musical instruments and offerings in hands are ~een -below .the lotus pedestal. 
On the upper part of the figure close by the trilin.ear umbrella.aQd bra11~he.s.o/ tbe . . . 
Keva/a tree are ·fairies and below them Gan4harvas ,aud Kinnm:as. w.bile .bc!Qw ibe,e 
again are the figures of eight planets represented in the posture of meditation. The 
measurement of the complete figure is 1.37m x 0.6Sm. TbQpgh tne im.age has lost ita 
nose its artistic beauty has not altogether vanished. N.N. ·Vasu gives a·later da.te to the 
figure in comparison to the Par,vanatha image of Koisali. 

·The last nrtha.Jilcara Mahav1ra, otherwise called Yardham'llna Swll,nln, was onge 

held in great esteem in this area. At Bhimpur, a village situated at a distance of eigb,t 
miles to the south-east of the town of Balasore, many old -stone images have been 

discovered. 
While excavating a ta11k at Bhimpur, a very beautiful figure of Mahivlra was 

found only five cubits below the surface. This figure is 1.52m in ·height. On .each side 

28. Jhankar (Oriya), 23-9, p. 917. 
']S. ·N.N. YasJJ, The Archaeological Sur~ey of Ml-O·urbhanj, Vol. I pl. 21. 
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of the image may be observed dimunitive figures of 24 Tlrthankaraa arranged in two 
each in standing posture. Tl1e two chaurl bearers, a kneeling devotee in folded handsover 
the pedestal, heaps of offerings, the lliflchana, kevala tree, trilinear umbrella, 
flying figures with g,1rlands in hands and e)iptical decorative ha)o are the other items of 
depiction along with the figure. This has been kept by Raja V aikunthanatha De in his 
garden. But the image in question seems to be of the Drthankara ~tabhanatha in .wcw 
of the fact that the /aflchana bull, in stead of lion is visible below the pedestal.• 

There are many ancient tanks in various parts of the village-one of them wu 
very big; it is now dried up with a part of it under cultivation. Old residents recollea 
seeing in their youth tl1e remnants of stone walls on two sides of the tank. Theae are 
now buried underground. Apart from the statue taken by N.N. De there ja another 
beautiful image of Vardhamana Svamin in th.e middle of the village and by its sides there 
are other stone images and also a dh;·ani Jina. The figure of Vardbamina .n,i,nf is 0.76m 
x0.41 m. Strange to say that this naked Jina image is up to this day worshipped by 
the people of the village as Thakur'll.'}i. There is no lack of evidence to soow U..t 
Jainism was at one time predominant here and that its tutelary deity was V arrJJ,a,_,. 
swam1.11 The workmansl1ip of the image is very fine. At Bhimpur some more images 
of Jaina pantheon are found which are wrongly worshipped by local people as figures 
of Sakta deities i.e. Durga. Local people believe that there are still more auch Jaina 
figures lying under earth. 

Traces of Jaina influence are also to be found at Vardhanapur near-Bhimpur. 
The name Vardhanapur is perhaps a contraction of Vardhanmanp11r and. V ardlumal,s 
is another name of Mahavtra svlln,in after whom the village was named. At the· time of 
Jaina ascendancy the villages of Bhimpur and Vardhamanpur were known by the latter 
name. 

The newly established Balasore branch Museum preserves three Jaina TJrthankara 
images which can be identified with l.l,abhanatha. The sculptures of this Museum.were 
mostly collected from the place of Sri Nisith Nath Deb, Manikhantb, Balsore and 
from local temples. Of the three J aina Ttrthankara images two are in standing pose and 
one in sitting pose. The common attributes like /llRchana, the bull, the kevaJa tree, 
umbrella, devotees, heavenly music through cymbals and drum and flying figures with 
garlands in hands are depicted in all the three figures. One of the Tlrthankaras (SI. 
No. 11) does not represent chaurl bearers on its sides. It measures 0.90mX0.56mx. 
0:24m. Figures of eight planets are found on the two sides of the Rsabha image brought 
from Bate~vara. It measures 1.12m X 0.59m X 0.23m and damaged at the lower parts 
of the legs. 

The standing l.l~abha image brought from the collection of N.N. De is damaged 
in the upper right side. It measures Im X O.SOm x O.J7m. 

30. N.N. Vasu, Ibid, pl. 23. 
31. Ibid, i,p.· !03-04. 
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In the premises of kaii temple at Balighat on the bank of river Buddhabalanga 
at Balasore a figure of Ambika (Amra) the Sasanadevi Neminatha is found fixed to a 
pillar. The priests of the temple inform that it was originally collected from the paddy 
fields of Gadiamala village near Shergada in 1972 and is now worshipped as Pirvatl. 
Made of chlorite stone this two-handed image measures 0.85m x 0.35m. It is seated in 
lalita pose, holding a baby on the left lap while the right hand holds a twig (stalk) 
containing three mangoes. The original head of the baby is replaced by an elephant 
head giving appearance of Gapesa. On close scrutinisation it was found that the head 
is made of cement. Another naked child standing to the right is trying to pluck a 
mango from the stalk. The lotus pedestal has in it the lion as the vehicle of the deity, 
series of devotees in kneeling posture and heaps of offerings. The mango tree laden with 
leaves found behind the figure with Tlrthal\kara Neminatha at the top in yogasana 
pose flanked by chauri bearers. His /afichana (in lotus petalled form), kevala tree 
heavenly music, umbrella and flying figures with garlands in hands are all envisaged. 
The image of Ambika is decked with rich apparels like girdle, necklace, ear-studs, 
bracelets, anklets and head or11aments. Her hair-do is of typical variety displaying the 
bulge to the right. 

An image of Santinitha (Fig. 95) standing in k'i!.yotsarga pose has recently been 
collected for the Orissa State Museum from village Martasol in Jalesore area of Balasore 
district. It measures 0.52m X 0.27m X 0.9m. Designed on a double petalled lotus 
pedestal this figure displays all the main attributes of a Jaina TirthaAkara image like the 
kevala tree, the umbrella, the heavenly music, prabhaman<!ala, flyihg Gandharvas with 
garlands and a series of devotees with offerings and armed with weapons. His /ailchana, 
the deer is depicted below the pedestal. In addition, his Sasanadevi, MahiminasI is 
found depicted sitting in padmasana flanked by two elephar1ts at the top pouring sacred 
water. She displays Varada mudr'll in one hand and lotus on the other. 

A makara tora'}(l supported by Gajavief'IJ./as with chains of pearls falling from their 
mouths is adding beauty and grace to the whole composition. 

Two more Jaina relics have been collected by the Orissa State Museum from a 
place called Manikchauk of Balasore district. They are one, the figure of Santinatha 
(Fig. 96) and · the other a Chaumukha. The image of Santinitha is a peculiar one. 
Though it displays deer, the usual /'IJ.nchana of the Urthankara, it has a canopy of five 
hooded snake on the top of the head. This snake can.opy often confuses, this image with 
that of the figure of Pa~vanitha in which case we find the canopy consisting of seven 
hoods, or Supar§vanatha with five hoods of a snake. It stands in kayotsarga 
attitude on a lotus pedestal below which are heaps of offerings. Chaurl bearers are 
found on the sides in addition to the seated figures of eight planets displaying their 
conventional attributes. Heavenly music produced through cymbals and drum also 
noticed at the top of the figure. It measures 17cm x 10.5cm X 5cm.) 

The Chaumukha (Fig.97) measuring 40cm X 10cm X 10cm is designed in a 
miniature pit/ha deula style. It has five tiers in gradual receding pattern and supported 
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by lions on each corners. Its crowning element consists of 4malaka, k/,apurJ and the 
pinnacle, a lotus bud. On four directions, the chaumukha represents figures of ~tab ha, 
Mahivlra, Sintinitha and Chandraprabha, standing in kayotsarga pose within separate 
decorative niches. 

The villages of Martasol and Manikchauk are closely situated to the river Survar
narekha near Jalesore. On the bank of the river are noticed heaps of ancient ruins and 
brick structures. Along with the images noted above a basketful of potteries containing 
votive lamps of different shapes have also been collected by the Orissa State Muaeum. 
The site is first vanishing due to the proximity of river Suvamarekha. The people of the 
local villages confront with ancient remains at the time of cultivation and other digging 
operations. 

Extensive ruins of Buddhist and Jaina relics have been traced at Ayodhya, a place 
six miles from Nilgiri, the Sub-Divisional headquarters of Balasore district. The place ia 
surrounded in three sides by rivers like Ghagra, Sona and Sindhu and the remaining one 
by the Nilgiri range of hills. The ruins of the place were earlier e,:r.1mined by N. N. Vasu, 
P. Acharya, K.C. Panigrahi, N.K. Sahu and others, but all of them recorded the Buddhist 
heritage of the place ignoring the high watermark Jainism attained at this place. Ruins of 
a number of temples, earth mounds, abandoned walls, etc. are noticed all around the area 
and priceless archaeological objects are occasionally traced while ploughing the fielda 
for agricultural operations, renovation of silted up tanks and digging wells and trenches 
for house sites. The local people had a brisk trade on such antiquities in the past. 
Discovery of dilapidated wells and foundation of ancient temples seem to be a matter of 
frequent occurrence and the local people for fear of legal complicacies cover them again 
or destroy them completely for purpose of cultivation and construction of houses. Still 
a large number of stone slabs, decorative fragments, ama!akas, etc. are lying scattered in 
a place half a mile west of the village known as Khandavadi. It may be reasonably believ
ed that this place in the past had most of the ancient shrines. The present Khuntia temples 
of the village must have utilised the dressed stones of the earlier temples and the stupas. 
The sixteen sided monolithic d/1vajasta111bha installed in front of the Marichi temple was 
brought from this place. Peculiarly enough, this dhvajastanzbha is crowned by a lion, 
the vehicle of Mahavira and the Sasanadevi Ambiki of the Jaina pantheon. In the 
premises of the modern temples some loose sculptures of Buddhist and Jaina affiliation 
are kept. 

Inside the Maninagesvar temple two pieces of sculptures have been loosely kept 
near the Siva linga. One of them is the figure of R,abhanatha and the other of ya}qa 
Gomeda and Yok/i'Ji Ambika. A beautifully carved Par!vanatha image is resting on 
the outer wall of this temple. 

The two armed ~~abhanatha image (Fig. 98) is carved standing on a double 
petalled lotus pedestal in kayotsarga posture. His vehicle, the bull is found below the 
pedestal. Chaurl bearers, eight planets, umbrella, keva!a tree, flying figures with garlands 
in band, heavenly music as well as a decorative arch are all carved along with the irnage. 
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The Rgur\i'S of'Yalcta Gomedha and Yak1ir,i Ambika (Fig. 99) are carved in a single 
piece of stone.· They are seated on a double petalled lotus pedestal behind the mango tree. 
A ·number of kneeling devotees in aifjali mudra seen depicted in front of the pedestal. 
The female figure carries a baby on her left lap and Neminatha, the twenty-second 
Ttrtha6kara appears in the yog'lJsana pose on the top of the tree. 

The :Pirivanitha image (Fig. 100) kept outside is carved standing on a double 
putalled. iotua pedestal in k'/Jyotsarga pose. The canopy of a seven hooded snake covers 
the ·head of the Tlrthankara. Chaurl bearers and eight planets (asfagrahas) are carved 
el4Jllg ·its sides. The trilinear umbrella, keva!a tree, heavenly music played through 
o,mball by the GIIIUIJ,anas and flying figures are the other accessories of this deity. Front 
parts of snake hoods and face of the nrthankara are partially damaged. 

Jo -addition to the above, a few sculptures of tl1e J aina pantheon are still found in 
private possession of the local people. Sri Hadibandhu Raj preserves four sculptures in 
hia.residence from which two appear to have link with Jaina religion. The one identified 
81' Pirivanitha (Fig. 101) the 23rd Tlrthankara measures 0.70mx·o.40mX0.10m and 
cmved standing on a double petalled lotus pedestal in kayotsarga pose. Devotees with 
derings, .cha,uf bearers, 03/agraha.r, N'/Jga kanyas, flying V idyiidharis with garlands in 
Jra•wfa, umbrella, canopy of a seven hooded snake and cymbals played in hands are the 
other features carved along with the figure. 

The other statue in his possession may tentatively be identified with Ambiti in 
'View of the fact that it is sta11ding below a tree laden with leaves. It n1easures 0.60m X 
(),'30m X 0.10111 and is severely damaged in the left hand. Gand/1arras with musical instru-
11.ents in hands, attendant figures, devotees and makara tora'}a \\'ith ghala bases arc the 
other notable .aspects oarved along with the figure. 

Sri Bhagavata Behera, another villager, preserves in his residence an image of 
Mallivtra, the 24th Ttrthankara of the Jaina pantheon. He informs that the image was 
iecm-ered ·ftom a tank in village Nuagaon a few years br.ck and since then it is with him. 
lt-&tands OD a doable petalled lotus pedestal in kaJ'o tsar.~a 11osc. The pedestal is support
eel by two spirited lions. In addition, kneeling devotees ,vith offerings in hands, challt'i 
bewe1s, elephants, decorative arch, musicians with cymb,1ls and drttm in hand and trilinear 
umbrella are the other attributes carved along side the im~ge. 

In the premises of the Ayodhya High School, a nun1ber of fragmentary sculptures 
coDeotcd by the school children from time to time are he~1.pcd together. Among others 
they ·i1.cl11de the lower part of a Par!vanatha figure ar!d u1,pcr part of a Tirthankara. 

Charampa, a place, a few miles from Bl~~'.<.!rak i,1 u~.l~!St re ,!i \ trict, also yielded a 
Ii.flt· number of Jaina antiquities of which four have bec11 brct1.ght to the Orissa State 
Muaeum for preservation. The original site cf discc.:vcry of tl ·esc sculptures is located on 
the :eute•o bank of the Rahania tank also known as the Bn r<tla Pok/1ari. It is one of the 
biqest tanb of the area containing around twer1ty two acres of lartds. The tank is now 
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fuR or weeds. Few families of Sarll.kas still inhabit in the area. For the present only 
one Pirfvanltha image is found in the original site under a banyan tree. This imago 
has been severely affected by weathering conditions. Its execution is strikingly similar 
to the group of sculptures shifted to the Museum earlier. A peculiar feature of these 
images is that a number of cut-marks are found on the body. The&e cut-marks are 
certainly a deviation from the ·other school of Jaina art if these were purposely effected by 
the artists. The images remind the believer of the faith of the condition through 
which a Ttrthailkara passed to attain salvation and that affords him a strong inc.entivc to 
follow the noble examples of a Tlratbankara's life. All these pieces are carved in chlorite 
stone. 

The figure of Pirivanatha now available at the site is carved standing in 
klyotsarga pose on a lotus pedestal. A canopy of seven hooded snake is found over his 
head. Flying Gandharvas with garlands in hands, heavenly music played in hands, 
trilinear umbrella, keva!a tree, chaurf bearers are the other features available with the 
image. Its face, snake hood, genital organ, and lotus pedestal are partially damqed. 

From among the four Tirthankara images brought to the Museum, the figure of 
~~abhanatha (Ay. No. 20) measuring 1.52m x 0.68m is the finest one. It is standing in 
k'iJyotsarga pose on a lotus pedestal and flanked by Bharata and Bahuvali, the two chauri 
bearers. The stele has an oval halo with flying Gandharvas on either side holding 
garlands in hands. On the two vertical sides of the image eight planets have been 
carved in sitting posture with conventional attributes in hands. His mark of cognizance, 
the bull is carved below the. pedestal. His hairs on the head are arranged in jaliJ, few 
strands of which fall on the shoulders. The umbrella, the kevala tree and the heavenly 
m111ic are all envisaged in the proper places. A portion from its left top is detached 
but available. Besides, the hands from the wrist, lower parts of the legs, genital .organ 
and the iat•bhllra over head are. partially damaged. 

The figure of Ajitanatha (Ay. No. 21) (Fig.102) of the group is seated in yoglisana 
pose (meditative attitude) on a lotus pedestal prominently displaying the cut-marks on the 
body. His /'IJnchana the elephant is carved below the pedestal. The two chauri 
bearers are standing on either sides. Flying figures with garlands in hands, trilinear 
umbrella, the heavenly music and keva!a tree are all noticed on the top of the image. 
His hairs over head are arranged in curled knots with u1ni!a at the centre. Sitting images 
of Ajitanatha are very rarely found in other parts of the country. His face has severely 
been damaged. 

The third image of this collection (Ay. No. 19) is of Santinatha (Fig. 103) seated 
in yog'IJsana pose on a lotus pedestal supported by lions. Chauri bearers and flying 
Gandharvas with garlands in hands flank the figure at the bottom and top. His /aifchana 
the deer is found depicted below the pedestal along with other devotees and heaps of 
offerings. Like the above, his hairs on the head are also arranged in curled knots, with 
u,ni!a at the centre. Kevala tree, trilinear umbrella a11d heavenly music played through 
cymbals are also envisaged at the top of the figure. An eliptical halo is found behind his 

bead. 
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The last one of the series in the Orissa State Museum is the image of Mahavtra 
(Ay. No. 22) standing in kdyotsarga pose on a lotus pedestal. It is flanked by the chauri 
bearers standing above spirited lions near the pedestal and flying Candharvas with wreaths 
in hands on either side at the top. The face of the figure is badly damaged. The stele 
has an oval ha]o. The keva!a tree and the trilinear umbrella are visible above the head. 
As regards hairs on the head, there is close affinity with the figures of Ajitanatha and 
Santinatha referred to above. Unfortunately lion, the conventional /ailchona of Mahavlra 
is not traced in the appropriate place. Instead, two lions are seen flanking the image 
just above the lotus pedestal. For the double petalled lotus pedestal this image is often 
confused with Padmaprabha, the 6th nrthankara of the Jaina pantheon. Flying figures 
on either sides are seen offering flower garlands from baskets held in their hands. 

' 

In the absen.ce of epigraphical evidences, the sculptures of this group may be 
_plac.ed in the 8th-9th century A.O. in consideration of the iconographical features, artistic 
finish and display of eight planets. 81 

In addition to the above group of sculptures of Charampa a figure of Ambiki sitting 
under the mango tree with baby on her lap is still found under worship as Grllmadevatf 
in an open mandapa at the place. This was said to have been recovered from the same 
Rabania tank. 

MAYURBHANJA DISTRICT 

Mayurbhanja and the adjacent district of Balasore and Keonjhar in Orissa and 
Singbhum, Manbhum and Sareikela districts, etc. of Bihar and Medinapur of West 
Bengal are extremely rich in Jaina antiquities of the medieval period. We have not traced 
any Jaina Tlrtbankara image in the Mayurbhanja district so far having characteristics of 
the early period. Due to paucity of earlier remains it cannot be exactly ascertained as 
to when Jainism established its stronghlod in this region. But from the stray finds of scu
lptures at Badasai, R~"r.ibandha, Kois<lli, Khuntapala, Baripada and Khiching \\'e may 
reason.ably place its ascend~tncy duriPg the Bharja rule. As discussed earlier the Bhaftja 
kings of Mayurbhanja a;:d Keonjhar region had Jaina affinity and tr.ey patronised Jaina 
establisl1ments and their adl".eren.ts. Like tt1e districts of Bihar referred to above, the 
district of Mayurbha11ja h,ts several Sc1raka settlements. These Sarakas followed Jaina 
practices in their social customs and religious observances. 

The influence of tl1.e teaching of Jain a religion by Parivanatha, the 23rd Tlrthan
kara spre~td in Anga, Vatiga and Kaliriga. We le~1rn from Blzagavata Sutra, one of the 
earliest of Jaina v.'orks r.r.d also from the life of the 23rd Tlrthankara by Bhav,1deva Suri 
that after preaching his dcctri11es Parsva11atha went to a place of Nagas. On the way four 
Sariivakas viz. Siv,1, Sundara, Saumya and Jaya became his disciples. It is stated in theKfetra 
San1aso ,ind i11 varic,us ether such works that h,tving left Tamralipti, Parsvanatha came to 
a place called K,tpokata or Kapakataka " .. h.ere on the second day cf his initiation, he 
broke liis fast in the house of Dl1an)'a. From this incide11t Kopakata can1e to be called 

32. M.P. Dash ''Jaina Antiquities of Charampa", OHRJ, Vol. XI. No. 1 pp. 50-53. 
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Dhanyakata and regarded as one of the most sacred places of the Jainas. The Kopakataka 
or Kopakupari is known as Kupari in the district of Balasore and is situated near the 
border of Mayurbhanja district.83 But unfortunately we have no evidence of Jaina relics 
from Kupari in Balasore district. N.K. Sahu traces Buddhist heritage of the place. But 
the areas around Kupari like the Anandapur Sub-Division of Keonjhar district and the 
Bhadrak (Charampa) area of Balasore district are extremely rich in Jaina antiquities. 
However, the site of the ancient shrine at Kupci ri needs thorough excavation to provide 
a satisfactory explanation in the matter.3' 

Badasai, a village lccated scme thirty kilometres away from Baripada preserves a 
number of Jaina relics near its Managala shrine. The Mangala shrine on the other hand 
is situated in one corner of the Bodhipokhari of the village. The first Jaina relic encounte
red at this place is a chaumukha kept partially buried under earth in the midst of terra
cotta figurines of horses and elephants. This cl1aun1ukha contains within its four side 
niches tl1e figures of Chandraprabha ~~abhanatha, Ajitanatha and Pi~vanatha, all carved 
standing in kllyotsarga pose along with t)1eir respective /llfic/1anas and chaurl bearers. The 
c/1aumukha is designed in the shape of a n1iniature pi</ha temple of Orissan variety, the 
types of which are reckoned at several places of Orissa. It has the usual square base with 
pyramidal roof crowned by 'ii.ma/aka Ji/a. It measures 0.50m X 0.17m in height. 

This chaumukha is locally worshipped as ''Chandrasena'' on Udllparva day (BaiJd
kha pur'}ima) for which I could get no explanatio11 from . the villagers. N .N. Vasu16 wron
gly identified this Chaumukha (Chandrasena stone) with that of a miniature Buddhist 
stupa containing Boddhisai.tva figures of Aksobbya, Ratnasambhava, Amitibha and 
Amoghasidhi within niches and even contemplated to the existence of an ancient Buddhist 
stupa in greater magnitude in the close vicinity. 

The next Jaina relic of this place is a seated four armed image of Ambiki, the 
Siisanadevi of Neminatba. It is seated in lalita pose on a plain pedestal with lion as her 
vehicle carved below. A tree is depicted over her head spreading its branches 
on the sides. The pedestal is supported by a set of carved pillars. Of the attributes 
in her four hands one is shown in varda mudr'i!., one kept on the left thigh and 
the objects in two others are indistinct, of which one, with much difficulty can be 
associated with a bunch of mangoes. She is profusely decorated with ornaments and 
her hairs on the head are tied in a knot at tJ-,,e middle. It measures 0.30mx0.16m in 
length and breadth respectively. N.N. Vasu38 again wrongly identified this deity with 
Buddhist Goddess Dharma. 

The third Jain a relic of the place is a fragment containing a small Tirthankara 
figure carved seated in yog'i!.sana pose. It can also be related to a Gar,adhara or 
Purvadhara figure. 

---- - -
33. N .N. Vasu, Ibid Vol. I. p. XLII. 
34. N.K. Sahu, Buddhism In Orissa p. 87. 
35. N.N Vasu, The Archaeological Survey of Ma}·urbhanja, Vol. I, pp. 41-42 and pl. 53. 
36. N.N. Vasu, Ibid, (XCVI) 
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A beautifully carved chlorite image of Parivanatha is kept under a Hiiljala tree 
behind the residence of one Sri Kailas Chandra Jena of village Koisali located in the close 
neighbourhood of Badasai.87 It measures some 1.35m X 0.7Cm. The figure is carved 
standing in k"ilyotsarga pose on a double petalled lotus pedestal extending hands up to the 
knee region. A canopy of seven hooded snake i.e. found above its head. The coils of 
the snake originating from the bottom are gathered behind the figure. The decoration 
of the outer part of the coiled snake is extremely noteworthy. Chauri bearers flank the 
figure on either sides, standing on separate lotus pedestals. N"ilga devotees in folded hands 
are noticed on the lotus pedestal. Flying figures with garlands in hands cymbals and 
drum played in han.ds of invisible figures and branches of keva!a tree with fruits are also 
envisaged on eitr.er side of the Tlrthankara. Hairs on its head are arranged in curled 
knots with an utni!a in the centre. A portion of the stele of the right side along with the 
flying figure is damaged and kept near the image. The figure is mutilated at places like 
front parts of the snake hoods, upper parts of the chaurl bearers of the right side, repro
ductive organ and face of the Tlrthal\kara. The keva!a tree has not been envisaged in 
the usual place. 

A slab containing two small Gant/hara figures in kaJ•otsarga pose is also kept near 
this Parivanitha im3!C. 

About one hundred metres away from this place amidst paddy fields is the original 
site probably from which this Jaina image was excavated and brought to this place. This 
place is now locally known as the site of Andhari Kshetrapala. For the present it con
tains two fragmentary pieces of Jaina relics. They are half buried under ground. A few 
pieces of dressed stone slabs are lying in the close vicinity. The larger piece of the two 
is the torso of a Jaina Tlrthankara. It s head is gone so also the other distiaguishing 
features. It stands in k'iJyotsarga posture. The other fragment depicts two pairs of 
Ga'Y,ldltora and Pur,adhara figures also in standing posture. 

N.N. Vasu•• traced the foundation of an ancient Jain a shrine having the sanctum 
and its pordt at the site. 

At Barudi, a place located at about one kilometre away from Badasai, a figure, of 
Ambiki is worshipped in the name of Kutasu1,1i Thakuriql under a banyan tree amidlt 
paddy fields. A large number of terracotta figurines of horses and elephants are also lying 
acattered at this place. Local people offer vali (sacrifices) of goats, cocks and other birds 
at this place during festive occasions. This image of Amb1ka is carved seated in lalita 
pose on a plain pedestal like that of the figure we noticed at Badasai. Her mount, the 
lion is depicted below the pedestal. A mango tree is carved above her head spreading 
branches on two sides. Jn her four hands she displays a bunch of mangoes, varada mudra 
and conical objects whose identification is difficult at this stage. She is elaborately deco
rated with costumes and ornaments. The entire slab including the pedestal measures 
0.30m in length and O. 16 m in breadth. 

31. Ibid., pl . 20. 
38. Ibid., pp. 46-47. 
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The villages of Badasai, Koisali and Barudi located in close neighbourhood were 
onoe replete with Sarilka settlements for which we come across with largo -number of 
tanks in and around them. 

An image of Mahavlra is found under worship at a place called Rii:it Baodba, thNO; 
miles from Badasai.39 The National Museum New Delhi has recently acquired a beautiful· 
Tirthankara image (Fig.104) attributable to the IOth-llth century from Mayurbhaaja dil-i 
trict. The find sport of this image has not been given by the author.• 

The Bada Jagannatha temple built by one Vaidyanitha BhaAja in saka 1497 i.e. 
1575 A.D. preserves a few Jaina Tlrthankara images. Immediately aftu eataiog the 
i,Nmises one will notice two seated figures of Pirivanitha of the J aina pantboon worshi
pped as Ananta on either side of the main entrance. They have been kept within sepa
rate niches. One of them has earlier been reported in the Archaeological Survey of Mayur
bhanja, a pioneer study and investigation of archaeology of the ex-state of MayurbhaJ\ja 
by N.N. Vasu. These figures are in seated position and lack most of the prominent fea
tures of a Jaina Par,vanatha image (Fig. 105). Instead of the canopy of seven hooded 
Slaakes they contain nine and thirteen hooded snake canopies over their heads. They also 
contain symbols of snakes on their pedestals. One of them is inscribed, the readina of 
which is extremely defaced. On the inner wall of the Jagamohana are found fixed one 
image of Pirivanitha (Fig.105) and another of a rare variety of ~fabhanatha imqe. The 
itabhanatha figure (Fig. 106) depicts on its sides the images of all other twenty-three 
Jaina 11rthatikaras with their conventional /anchanas. Similar 8-tabhanitha figures 
are also noticed in one of the Jaina shrines of village Suai in Koraput district and in tho 
Baripada Museum. In other cases seated or standing J aina llrthankaras are n oticed in 
panels without their /aflchanas. This provides in brief,the clue to study the iconography 
of Jaina 11rthankaras. 

In Baripada branch Museum two other stone Jaina relics found their place. One 
of tkem is the figure of ~~abhanatha and the other one is of a chaumukha (chaltya). The 
i'8bhanatha figure was recovered from village Badasahi in 1924 and the Chaumukha 
breught from the collections of one Mr. Bose. The Chaumukha contains the figure of 
i,abhanatha, Sar,tinatha, Chandraprabl1a and Mahavlra as evident from the ldchtuuu 
carved below their pedestals. It has been partially dama~ed at the top and the remain
ing portion measures 0.30 m x 0.10m. The ~~abhanatha figure measuring 0.2SmX0.1Sm 
is in standing pose on a lotus pedestal with twenty-three other nrthankaras along with 

tlleir symbols arranged in its sides. His hairs arranged in jald and run up to the shoul
ders. Among other attributes we find cymbals and drum played in hands, trilincar umb
rella, keva!a tree, eliptical prabl1<in1a11,lala (halo) and lotus marks (the right hand side 
being damaged) are carved along with the image. His /Dflchana, the bull and heaps of 
offerings with devotees are depicted in the pedestal. Perforated jl/i design is seen behind 
the lower portion of the figure. 

39. R,ill., p. XllV. 
40. P. Banerji, Jalna Art and Achitecture, A Ghose, (Ed.) Vol. I, p. 163, pl. 88. 
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In addition to the above two stone relics there are nine copper Jaina icons preser
ved in the Baripada Museum. They were recovered in a hoard from village Khuntapal 
as recorded in the Accession Register some time during the year 1935. Most of them 
arc partially damaged but from the available portions they can be recognised to have con
tained three figures of t~abhanitha, three of Par~vanatha two of Sasanadevi Ambiki and 
one Tlrthankara whose identity is difficult to trace. Instead of carving in round, they 
have been fashioned in fiat sheets of copper with decorative arches and prabhllmanda/. 

An account of these figures is given below : 

(1) Jaina Tlrtha6kara-It stands in kiyotsarga pcse with a damaged pedestal and 
decorative arch. Hairr on the head of the Tlrthnkara are arranged in curled 
knots. It measures 13cmx6.5cm. 

(2) Pirivanitha-Jt stands in kilyotsarga pose on a square pedestal with a canopy of 
seven hooded snake overhead. Coils of the snake are arranged behind the figure. 
The base of its pedestal is partially damaged. It measures 13cm X 3.5cm. 

(3) Pirivanitha (Fig. 108)-It star.ds in ka}·otsarga pose on a rectangular pedestal 
with broken snake hood over head. Its hairs on the head are arranged in curled 
knots. The eliptical halo behind head and the fingers in hands are partially 
damaged. It measures 12.5cm X 5.7cm. 

(4) Pirivanitha-The third figure of Parivanitha is also in standing pose on a lotus 
pedestal. Its hairs on the head are arranged in curled knots with a top knot 
(Ulnila). The decorative arch in ribbed design is partially damaged. It meaures 
13cmX4cm. 

(S) ~~abhanitha (Fig. 109)-Sta11ding in kayotsarga attitude it displays the hairs of 
the head arranged in Ja/a and falling on the shoulders. This figure is badly 
mutilated in its fingers, left arm, face and legs. Portions from the body are 
peeled off and cracks are noticed in the forehead. It measures 14cm. x 5cm. 

(6) The second i~abhanatha figure is also in k'ilyotsarga pose displayingja/'il falling 
on both the shoulders. The decorative arch formed in beaded designs is partially 
visible on both sides. Fingers in the hands are partially damaged. Both of its 
legs are broken from the ankle and missing. It measures 10.5cm X 5cm. 

(7) The third figure of i,abhanitha aJ,nost displays the same features of the second 
figure with the absence of any decorative arch. It measures 15cmx 5.6cm. 

(8) Ambika-The first figure of Ambika or Amra, the $asanadev1 of the 22nd 
Tlrthankara Neminatha is carved standing with a baby in hand and the vehicle of 
lion to the left of the pedestal. It measures l 0.5cm x 4. 7cm. 
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(9) The second image of Ambika is in good condition and envisages the characteri
stics of the $t1sanadevf. Amra. It too, stands on a plain pedestal displaying a 
bunch of mangoes in right hand and the baby on the left lap. A branch of the 
mango tree is also held in her left hand. She is profusely decked with decorative 
ornaments and drapery up to the ankles. It measures 13.5cmx 5.2cm. 

The Sar'llkas settling in Mayurbhanja district are once proficient in smelting copper 
and the casting of these figures may be attributed to them. 

The areas around Khiching were also very rich in Jaina antiquities. The branch 
museum at Khiching preserves a large number of Jaina Tirthankara images collected from 
different sites in the past. Unfortunately we do not find their provenances in the records. 
They comprise figures of the ~,abhanatha, Santinatha Prsvanatha and few other nrthal\
karas whose lailchanas are not traceable on their pedestals. 

Benusagara, a village situated seven miles south of Majgaon in the extreme south 
east of the Kolhan on the the boundary of Simhabhum and Mayurbhanja (now fornain1 
parts of B1har province) was once a stronghold of Jaina activities. This place is quite 
near to K.hiching. The place is so called after a big tank to the north of the village 
which is now partially silted up and over grown with weeds. There is an island in th~ 
middle, which is covered with jungle, and mounds of bricks marking the ruins of several 
old temples and some well carved images half buried in the grot1nd. J.D. Beglar ascribes 
the temples to the seventh century A. D. and writes as follows about the sculptures. 
''The sculptures that exist are entirely Brahmanical with two exceptions. The exceptions 
are a small naked figure which form its evident resemblance to Jaina figures, I take to be 
a Jaina and a seated figure, witl1 the hands in the attitude of teaching resembling figures 
of Buddha and like many of them with his head covered with little curls. That this figure 
is Buddhist leads me to believe. Still there is nothing impossible in its being Jaina.'1 

From among the images preserved in the Khiching Museum the one bearing 
No. 54 and measuring 0.88m X 0.42m is the figure of Parsvanatha (Fig. 110). It stand.a 
in kiJyotsarga pose on a double petalled lotus pedestal with a canopy of seven hooded 
snake, six standing Tirthankara figures, music played through cymbals and drum, snake 
symbol and a number of N"i!.ga and Nagi devotees in folded hands. Front part of all the 
snake hoods are damaged so also the umbrella and the keva!a tree. We do not find the 
coiled snake behind the figure. The chanr"ilradlfiJrls or the chaurl bearers on either side 
are conspicuous in their absence. 

The figure ~~abhanatha No. 56 (Fig. 111), is also in standing pose on a double 
petalled lotus pedestal below which his /'ll.nchana, tl1e bull is distinctly visible. The entire 
composition of the attributes in this figure seem to have been crudely fashioned 
Ch'llmaradh'llris are seen on either sides and above them two Tirthankaras are standing 
in each side. The hairs on the head are arranged in Jata and falling on the broad 

41. Bcnpl District Ga,;etteer, Sin$hbhum Sar~ikala and l(harswan, (Ed). LSSO'Malley, pp. 207-0S. 
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moulders. Other convention al features like the halo, kevala tree, umbrella, flying 
figures ad heavenly music are all faintly traceable around the figure. It measures 
0. 76m x 0.37m x 0.16m. 

The second figure of~~abhanitha bearing No. 55 measures 0.79mX0.37mX0.17m. 
It also stands on a double petalled lotus pedestal flanked by the chauri bearers. The 
tt'IHnear embrella is visible at the top and /Mchana, bull below pedestal. The figure 
appears to be left unfinished. 

The image of Sintinatha in standing pose bears No. 57. It measures 0.82m x 0.41m x 
0.15111.'The llll.,lta,ra deer is seen below the pedestal in a mutilated condition. Among other 
ftm•tes the clttlurt bearers, two standirig nrthankaras on either side, flying apsar'ls with 
p•lands ;n hands, heavenly music played through drum and cymbals, keval tree, 
umbrella and the decorative eliptical halo are all found carved along with the figure. 
A portion of the slab containing the flying figure is damaged at the top but refixed. 
llead of the nrthankara, fingers in both his hands, head of the chauri bearer to the 
right, umbrella, tlce and the devotees below pedestal are severely damaged. 

The next figure in the series bearing No. 93 is perhaps a seated image of Adinitha 
tile !nt Jaina Tlrthankara. The throne, on which the figure is carved in yogasana, 
11 IUJ)l)orted by two spirited lions and the symbol of Dharmachakra (wheel) is distinc:tly 
earwd in the centre of the pedestal. Hairs on his head are arranged in jal1J, few strands 
or which faD on his long shoulders. The chaur1 bearer in case of the right side is found 
in conventional pose. A portion from its left side containing the chauri bearer and the 
diptical halo is damaged and missing. This appears to be an earlier image of the place. 
It ,.,.sures 0. 7Sm x 0.44m x 0.13m. 

The third image of P..,abhanatha bearing No. 155 of this museum measures 
0.52mX0.27mXO.llm and damaged in two parts. It is carved in kayotsarga pose with 
-a,1111,ol blill, devotees, chauri bearers, oval halso, musical instruments played in hands 
~and the umbrella. Its pedestal is designed in dot1ble petalled lotus form. 

1be IDOlt lavishly decorated Jaina figure of ~tabhanatl1a bearing No. 176 has 
·nceatly been acquired for the Khiching Museum from village Begunia Bindha, a 
·i,laee adjaceat to Khiching. It measures some 0.73m x 0.37m x 0.1 lm and carved in 
,ogll3ana pose on lotus pedestal supported by spirited lions. Cha1,ri bearers in conventio
nal pose are noticed on either sides. Flying figures with garlands in hands, umbrella 
decorated with series of beaded chains and the representation of kirttimukha on the top 

. of lhe umbrella, a rare feature in Jaina sculptures are all found depicted along with the 
ima(le. 

Another damaged bust of a Tlrthanakara bearing No. I 80 is found kept in the 
store of the Museum awa.itmg display in the gallery. This figure along side of it is carved 
with two other nrthankara figures and a flying damsel. The circu] ar halo behind head 
and the vmbrell• are the two other available features of this much damR.ged figure. 
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L.N. Sahuu noticed a slab containing the figures of ~~abha and Mahivlra in 
IChiching Museum. As the photographs published in his book do not provide the 
distinct identity it becomes difficult to describe them in detail. 

He also refers to a number of Tirthankara images like ~~abhanatha, Neminitha, 
Pirivanitha and Mahavtra in standing posture once fixed to the walls of the Jagannatha 
lemi>le at Baripada. But except the Par§vanitha and the ~~abhanitha figures as des
cribed earlier it becomes difficult to trace the identity of the Mahavtra and Neminitha 
filures of the place. 

KORAPUT DISTRICT 

The forest clad Koraput district of Orissa is extremely rich in Jaina antiquities 
and mo11uments. We notice Jaina temples of the medieval period in places like Suai, 
Kachela, B. Singhpur of the district. They adorn images of Jaina Tirthankaras, 
$asanadeYfs, Yak1a and }'"ak1i1Jls in both standing and seated positions. In several other 
Brahmanical temples, Jaina relics are fixed to the walls and in some cases they are wor
shipped as Hindu Gods and Goddesses. The aboriginal people inhabiting the area are 
not very much particular for their worship. It is difficult to ascertain exactly the period 
of Jaina ascendancy in the area. 

Prominent centres of Jaina relices in Koraput district are Nandapur, Suai, 
Kachela, Chatua, B. Singhpur, Borigumma, Yamuda, Kotapata, Charmula, Narigaon, 
K.amta, Mali Nuagaon, Devata Ganjar, Katharaguda, Pakhanguda, and Palba. Most 
of the Brahmanical temples at Jeypore are found preserving Jaina relics in their premises. 
The recently established District Museum at Jeypore also contain a good number of 
Jaina Tlrthankara and $aaanadevl figures collected from B. Singhpur, Charmula, Kamta, 
Yamunda, Kotapata and a few other sites by the efforts of S.C. Pani, I.A.S., former 
Sub=collector of Koraput. 

Referring to the Jaina antiquities of the district Kumar Vidhyadhara Singh Deoa 
informs that ''still the Jaina remains are visible in Jeypore and Nandapur and confirm 
c,ur idea that once it was a place of Jaina influence. The heaps of Jaina images and 
the vast ruins of the Jaina temples clearly indicate that in the days past Nandapur was 
a centre of Jaina religion. Some would make us understand that Kali11ga was Jaina as 
it was long under the anti-Brahmanical Nandas whose Jaina remains probably are 
found now in Jeypore and Asoka who was a devotee of Siva first and a descendant of 
one who extensively over threw the Nandas to protect the Brahman and the Veda fought 

. with Kalinga on religious ground. .. • 

G. Ramdas led him to inspect several Jaina images wl1ich were worshipped by 
the local people as Hindu Gods and Goddesses . 

• 
42. L.N. Sahu, Odiiire Jaina Dhqrma, (Oriya), p. 152. 
43. Ibid., p. 147, 
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He found a rude Jaina image in standing posture, which is believed by the 
villagers to be a niurty of Gangamai and goats and sheep are sacrificed to propitiate it. 
He felt that some day or other it will be proved that almost all the stone images in 
Jeypore once belonged to the J aina pantheon. The village, Jaina nagari, is still in 
existence near Jeypore. '' 

It is known from the Jaina scriptures of Aryanga and Achtfrai&ga Sutta that Jong 
before the commencement of the Christian era, the J aina preachers explored the unre
claimed forest tract that extends from the district of Man bhum in Bihar to the 
Vizagpatam Agency in order to spread their religion among the hill tribes. The J aina 
Srllvakas or laymen traversed the jungle mal,al or Jharakhand in pursuit of mineral 
wealth.'5 

It is also evident that Koraput district formed parts of the Kingdom of the 
Eastern Gangas, the Somava.mit•s and the Telugu Chodas some of whose rulers allowed 
Jainism to flourish along with other religions of the land. 

An image of Padmivatt, the S'llsanadevl of the twenty-third Tlrthankara of the 
Jainn pantheon, is kept in the open n1andapa in front of the Sarv~vara temple of 
Nandapur. It was originally brought from village Mali Nuagaon located S km. away 
from Nandapur a few years back as known from the local people. She is carved seated 
in /a/ita pose on a lotus pedestal below wl1ich her vehicle, elephant is visible. A canopy 
of five hcoded snake prc,tects her at the top. She is four handed of which one is 
damaged. The attributes in other three hands are a branch of a tree, varada mudr'lJ, 
and a paraJu. Her tutelary deity, Parsvanatha is found depicted in yog7Jsana pose 
at the top with the ca1~opy of a seven hooded snake over head. Chauri bearers and 
the flying figures with garlands flank the Tlrthaitkara near the pedestal and at the top 
respectively. The Sasanadevf is lavishly furnished with decorative ornaments like girdle, 
necklace, armlets, anklets, bangles and earrings. She has been given a coat of lime wash 
by the people attached to the temple. Loose figures of Padmivau are extremely rare in 
occurrence in Orissa. 

Standing in picturesque isolation in the midst of shrub forest (at the foot of 
Panagiri hill) in Koraput district is a Jaina monument near the village Suai (Fig. 112) 
within an oval enclosure with a low wall all around is a series, of some ten small 
shrines, but the entire site is much damaged and only two of the shrines are still stand
ing. It would appear that each was a triratha structure with a low tower topped with an 
4malaka. The shrines contain slabs carved with Jaina Tirtharikara and Sa.sanadevi 
figures with identifying marks immediately below their thrones. Unfortunately all the 
images are highly weath,r beaten and outlines are blurred. From the entire hoard two 
slabs depict the figures of Chakresvart and Rohini, the Sa.ranadevis of I.l~abhanatha and 

44. 0. Malley (Ed.), Bengal District Gazetteer, Singbhum Sareike/a and Kharsuan. 1910, p . 25. 

4S, O. Malley, Be"fal District Gazetteer, Singhbhum, Sareike/a antf J(harsuan, 1910, p. 25. 
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Ajitanatha respectively and one, the figure of Tlrthaiikara Mahavtra. Rest nine images 
belong to S.~abhanatha. From the predominance of ~~abha figures it can well be 
presumed that the site was dedicated to ~~abhanatha. This Jaina monument was con
structed before A.O. 750 as reported by V. Dahejia. ' 8 But from iconographic conside1'a
tions of the J aina Tlrthankara and Sasanadevi figures available at the site, a later date 
can be ascribed to these temples. An account of the figures is given below. 

1. Rsabhanatba • • 

The first figure we encounter at the place is of Tlrthaiikara B,abhanitha affixed 
to the outer wall near the entrance to the premises. It is carved seated in yogl!..sana pose 
with all the other twenty-three Tfrthankaras on the sides. A four handed image of 
Chakre,varl, the $dsanadevi and bull, the lanchana of ~~abhanatha are found below the 
pedestal. A devotee in aifjalihasta depicted to the left. Chaurf bearers are not traced 
near the pedestal. Two figures mounted on elephants, trilinear umbrella surmounted 
by the kevala tree and the oval halo are envisaged in the upper part of the slab. Hairs 
on the head of the Tlrthankara are arranged in matted Jocks, a few strands of which are 
falling on the shoulders. Gandharvas playir..g with musical instruments and auspicious 
mark on chest are not available. The slab is damaged into two pieces and extensively 
covered with moss and lichen. It measures 0.80m X 0.46m in all. 

2. R.~abhanatha 

The second ~~abhanatha image is kept to the left of the inner wall after we enter 
the premises. It is carved seated in yogasana pose on a lotus pedestal supported by 
lions in each corner. Bull, as the mark of cognizance, and Chakresvart as the Sasanadevf 
are carved below the lion throne. The four handed seated Chakresvart figure displays 
disc in upper and varada 111udra in the lower two hands. Yak1a Gomukha and a devotee 
in kneeling posture are also found depicted in the pedestal. The two chaurl bearers are 
noticed in standing posture over the pedestal of which the one on the right is damaged. 
The circular Prabhaman<!ala, behind the I:ead is finished with lotus petals enclosed by a 
beaded border. Hairs on the head are arranged in ja/'ll. The trilinear umbrella too is 
decoarted along with its staff and tcp knob. Branches of the keva!a tree are depicted 
<\hove the sacred umbrella. Flying Gandharvas with garlands are hovering in sky. The 
representation of elephants on the two top corners is a noteworthy feature of this image. 
Musical instruments played in palms are conspicuous in their absence, a portion of the 
slab from the top along with one elephant and one flying figure is damaged and missing. 
It measures 0.85m X 0.57m. 

The third figure of ~~abhanatha is kept in a separate broken shrine near the 
second. It too, is carved seated in yog'ilsana pose on a plain lion throne below which its 

46. V. Dahejia, Early stone T~mples of Orissa, p. 103. 
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/4ifchana the bull and an eight armed Chakre§varl seated on Garuda as $4sanadevf 
are depicted. A series of devotees in kneeling posture and aifjalihasta are also noticed 
in the pedestal. The two chaur1 bearers, standing over the throne are ready to serve the 
Tlrthankara. Representation of elephants and flying figures with garlands flank the 
image at the top. Heavenly music produced through beating drum or cymbals is not 
provided. Major parts of the trilinear umbrella surmounted by the kev!lla tree are 
damaged leaving a faint trace at the top. A portion of the slab from the top is 
also damaged and missing. The whole figure is profusely covered with moss and lichen 
being kept in the open. It measures 1.20m x 0.72m in all. The hairs on the head are 
arranged in jafil, a few strands of which are falling on the shoulders. 

4. l.l,abhanatha (Fig. 113) 

The fourth figure of ~,abhanatha is kept close to the third in an open shrine. 
The image carved seated in yogifsana pose on a plain lion throne below which bull as 
the l'llifchana is visible. A four armed Chakre,varI, seated on Garuda and displayioa 
discs in upper hands and varada in lower palms is envisaged for the llrthailkara in 
front of the bull along with Gomukha yak/a and kneeling devotees in aiijali hasta. The 
two chaurJ bearers are observed in the attitude of serving the Drthankara. The chauri 
bearer of the right side holds a champak flower. The halo behind head is decorated with 
lotus petals bordered by beaded chains. Triva/; on the neck is distinctly visible. Flyiq 
Gandharvas with garlands and elephants are represented on both sides of the figure at the 
top. The trilinear umbrella with a well decorated knob at the centre and branches of 
kevala tree spreading on the sides is depicted over head. A portion of the right knee of 
the Drthankara is damaged. It withstood the ravages of nature as it is fashioned in 
hard chlorite stone. It measures 0.97m x 58m in all. Music is produced through 
beating a drum above the umbrella. 

5. Mahivtra (Fig. 114) 

The fifth image of the series, is the figure of Mahivtra kept next to i,abhanatha 
referred under No. 4. It is carved seated in yogtJsana pose on a throne supported by 
lions. Below the lion throne are noticed the /1lifchana (lion), four handed S!sanade,f, 
Sidhayika and devotees in kneeling posture and afijali hasta. The Sasanadevi seated 
cross legged displays varada, a circular object, para!u (battle axe) aud shula (spear) in 
its four hands. Hairs on the head of the Ttrthaflkara are arranged in curled knots. 
Chaur1 bearers are in attendance on the two sides. An auspicious $,ivatsa mark is 
noticed on the chest of this figure. The circular halo behind head is very elegantly 
decorated with lotus petals enclosed in beaded borders. The sacred umbrella too, over 
head is shown, with its staff and ribbed top knob surmounted by the branches of the 
kevala tree. In addition, hands beating a drum, flying Gandharvas with garlands and 
representation of elephants are all envisaged at the top of the slab. It measures 
0.80m x 0.45m in all. 

6. Chakresvart 

The next figure of the series is Chakre'varl found half buried under earth inside 
a separate shrine. It is carved seated with sixteen hands displaying mace, sword, trident, 
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disc, bow, pot, etc. in the right and spear, shield, arrow, dagger a conical object, etc. 
in the left. Attributes in other hands are damaged and missing. The crown over head 
is fashioned in conical shape and the decorative PrabhiJmanr/ala behind designed in 
circular form. Tl1e figure of Tirthaflkara, l.l~abhanatha and the eight planets seated in 
yogasana pose in a row, are noticed above. The mark of cognizance could not be traced 
as the portion still remains under debris. 

7. Rsabhanatha • • 

The seventh figure of tJ1e group is again l.l~abhanatha seated in yogasana pose on 
a plain pedestal supported by lions. Below the pedestal are found bull, the l4llchana of 
the Tlrthankara and a four handed figure of Chakrasvari as its $asanadevi. Seated on 
Garu<.la She displays l\VO discs and varada mudra in her hands. Yak1a Gomukha is 
seated close to the Siisa11adcvi in tl1e right and a female devotee in kneeling position and 
aRjali hasta to the left. Ch(1uri bearers are standing on the two sides. The figure to the 
left holds a champak flower in its left hand. Hairs on the head of the Tlrtha.6kara are 
arranged in ja/a a few stra11ds of \Vhich are running up to the shoulders. The auspicious 
Srivatsa mark is noticed on the chest. The circular halo behind head is fashioned in 
lotus petals. The trilinear umbrella attached to the pole is visible above the head with 
a ribbed knob at the centre. The drum kept above the keva!a tree is played in hands of 
the invisible Gandl1arvas. Representation of elephants and flying Vidy4dharas with 
garlands are noticed on both sides of the slab at the top. The front part of the ,arnbrella 
is broken. The image measures 0. 74m X 0.45m. 

8. 2-~abhanatha (Fig. 115) 

The eighth image of tl1e hoard is also of Tlrthankara ~~abhanitha seated in yog'IJ
sana pose on a pedestal supported by lions. A figure of six armed Chakresvarl on Garu~a 
is seen near the bull below peclcstal. In addition, Yakta Gornukha and a female devotee 
in kneeling posture and a11j,1/i11111dra ,tre carved in the pedestal. Chauri bearers appear 
to be in readiness to serve tl1c Tirtl1ank,tra. Of the six hands of ChakrejvarJ, two arc 
shown with discs, and the rest four witl1 varada, abhaya, shield and sword. The Prabha
manr!ala behind head of the Tlrthankara is decorated with lotus petals and diamond shap
ed designs. Hairs on the he,td are arranged in ja#il, a few strands of which fall on the 
shoulders. Trilincar umbrella a.tt,tcl1ed to a staff with ribbed knob at top is surmounted 
by the branches of tl1e kevala tree. Flying Vidyiidharas with garlands and elephant, are 
noticed on tl1e top corners. The drum placed above the kevala tree is played by hands of 
invisible Gandliarvas. This image f<lT tl1e present is kept inside the temple available in 
good condition at the site. It measures 0. 98m x 0.62m in all and is in good state of 
preservation. 

9. Rsabhanatha • • 

The next ~~abhanitha image of the group is carved seated in meditative pose on a 
pedesta, supported by lions. Its /aiic/1ana, the bull is carved along with the four armed 
Chakresvart, the Sasana,l£'vi of tl1e Ttrt ha1ikar,1 below the pedestal. A set of four devo-
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tees in kr.crling pose ,'ntl ,.,iic.li l1c1stc1 fl::nk 1: c l·,ull in tl;c r -::dc-st:J. ·,t·c Saso,1,:dcvi is 
c,tr,·c(I sc:1ti.:<l on G:i.rt1~L •. l·,:r ,ch it.·lr. Sl :.t.· disr•l: y·s (ii ~cs in t\': l) ( f ! er 1~:t11<is. rc1rt1<la i11 
one and in the last ,tn cl,jcct \\l icl1 is l i t ,t C'i.t '.:ily rte( !.'.nis:; l'le. 1·i;c (/1a1tr'i bc~trl:rS are - ... 
standirg str,iie-1·.t instl'i. :l1 ( r l··(·1 l;i, ~ t l°) <)re ~idc t)r i11 c1·1 ~,s lr!:)~·:.·J 1,csitit,11. C/1a11ris i11 

~ - ~-
their h<tncis arc ni ,t tr;.c(";~l)lc. 'i li1.•y r~l1t 1i.l ir ri~·.ht L: n .. '.; ; crc:-.s their waist regions ant.\ 
allow the left b:1r.c'.s to rl.° ::it t·n r'-~rccti,c tli::< s. i iyin~! (i( .11,lharl'as witl1 garlar.ds, 
c!cpl:;.nts, k(rt,(c1 tree, trili· e:•r un,1·,r, II; ; :~! ·•J triv;ili i;. 1:,, n~ck :ire sho,vn as in other 
R~:tl)L..111,·,111a f:gurcs l)r the r,L:cc. Its :·: i;-s i.lrc ~1rr: :nt!t·d in 111,tll..::-i locks. Lotus petals 
prcjcct ar<.>und the circl·l~1r Ii .. !,· . It 1iic,::-.L: i·1.·s l:. 1Jln1 X() .2~:111 in ;.di and parli,1lly eroded 
(luc to l:c .. l vy ~I 0\\ 1)1 ur 11 1(.>SS ; 110 Iichi:: .. 

"I i:c 111..:xt figL:ri: ;11 tl 1c series is l>f I~~;.!t)l1~1n::11:a c;.:1, t.ll ~·~~!l(J i11 ; ·<1;.;n.,,111a rose on 

a ll)tllS l't.'<.lc:-.tal Slll) r'(>I'll.'ll lly lil)llS in 11,~ li"<.)111. I is ,,iii: l1~:n,:, t li;.; bull, anJ c·11aJ...resv .. Lrl 

, 1s Sas,:11<1,r ri arc fvui:J b,..:il)\V [)1.\.lcst;.il ;.,_lt>r.:; \\ itll 1.lt. Vt.>t1.·1_.·s. ~.l.-.: is seated on GaruJa. 
Her four 11a11Js Jisr,I:~y <.liscs i11 Lit-.: u, )J)·.:r :111J v,,r.:,l:1 i11 t:,-..: it> \\..-.:r. ·i he tv,o c.I1,1t1ri bearers 
and t\Ylnt)-thrcc c)t Lt.·r ·i 11tha1·1kara Jil:ur(s ,:r~ c~:r\ -:cl sc,:t-:tl alo11g sit.ics of l~~abha. 
TI1c t\\l.'lltv-1i)rcc ·rirt ii:.i,"ikar~:s surroui;u:;:,:; 1!, '._i:ii.i:1:'.11-,th:i :,re 1)rO\ icJcJ \\ itli their conven--tio11at /,1,1l/1,.11l:s tL:c,v rc~.,:cct!vc r·ctiL.-.t::l s. 1·hc ~:t:~r ;c;t)t::i n,::i L('.' i is n,arkc<l o,·cr chest. 
}-fc is provi<.:l.'.J v,ii.11 tl1c Llif,tic;_1l lit.·cc•r: ti\c lia!o, /{< l'i./(.' tree, tril incar t1n1brclla, drun1 
play<.tl i11 1~:!1,Js, l'yir.g iigtir\.s \\itli t;.i1 l:·.! l;s ,1.11<.i rl"j'r( :, c1 ,1at i<)n of cl :..·r1 ha11ts like otl1cr 
~~abl1a i111ag(s of the r~lacc. ·1 Le f!yir,g f:gurcs v. i1h r ;irl:!!·:ds, ir!st,: ,itl of depicted in tl1c 
top ro,v, arc 11ot icc<l at Ji is sl:cu!t.:cr ,L \cl. TI: is in1::r,..: 111(;_sL!ring l 111 x 0.55n1 is kept 
for the 1in1c being i11 a11otlicr h;df l)toL-.-:11 si·,r inc. I airs (111 his hc;:li ;:re arr::ngcd in Ja!ii, 
a few locks of ,vhicl1 arc obscrv(<.l falling 011 his brt>,!J sLouldcrs. 

As noted earlier, th~ st:C():t•.l .~1is(111{11l-.- 1•1. of tl1L' 111,tcc is t ile liL!Ure of J~ohir_1i carved 
seated in JJa<l11:li.st1r1,; (cr0~s lcggcJ) 011 a lot us r•c<.lcst,:I SUJ'Pl>rlcd!..>:· lio11s. She is associated 
with Ajitar.:11ha,tbc scc0r1ll 1 irtLa1·1kar, of ihc J,tina ra t l. (Ci,~. ~.i11~ilar Rl)hir:ii in1ages ,vitl1 
differing attriblitcs arc 11oticccl i11 the c~:vc l'-lu.ti ()f i~l~::1; J;1giri l;:11 cf Ori~sa. J-{cr t\\1clve 
hands display vajra. S\\Oru , <.lisc, arrt)\V ir, tLc ri rh t ,:nJ Vt."s~-:1 1 ~l1iclci, bell, tri<lt11u/l, bo,v 
in tl1e left, one oi her right Lar,ds is t,·ukc1: a i:cl t he r~'.)t l\\t., k, r-t r~1ln1 over 11al111, a feature 
associated \\·itl1 lu.:r ~itting po~lurc. I 11_.·r ·11r l l ;;.11·1"a1~:, r',j :t;u; :: 1li,1 in ;:o,!;<1sa11a po~c ,,..itl1 
elcpl1a11t as iii11c ha1;u and ci,,,uri l)c;,rl.'rs , is Jcri~lCt: on 1:.c tt.ip. ·; he ri1r1I:a1\kara i111agc is 
also providtd V-.'itl1 a tril i11c.:ar u1r1l)rclla O\'(r l.(;.d f,; ·r.Lcl: 1,y 1lyir.g figures witl1 garlar1ds. 
The /.:£ ·ra(,, tree srrc,idS its lt·a, LS <"'Ii 1,c,th ~i( .l:, (.)f tl. c u111l)rclla. RohipI is profusely 
decked v-.·ith rich or11a111cnts ;111J cc ~-tt?n·1c like: Cl\•\\ Pir,~ 111 ,:!,itfc1 ( i1, conical sl1a11c) set witl1 
jev-.·els, n1ulti-strar.('. cd nL<.:kl:·.ce f ilt.u v.ith lcckLt. ;u n Ill:,. l)~tnfl(s, (1e/1ic/111(li), earrings, 
girulc v.iti, t:L11tral lt~c"-t t ~1 ~I s:.crlt: tl-.1(·;,t; (1)1{:ri , ,·:l. ~ !:L· i~ ; '. :•,<> rrovidcd with circular 
t1alo l,1\ isl.ly dest:llr;:lcd v, itl1 lt,iu~ l'Lt,ds cnc!t"-:,l u I~) bL•;it11. Li t~. rt:crs. A series of devo
tees in knccliHg })O:,L: a11u a11j,1 ii l:u.)t,, ar..: Sl!t11 belt)\\ her l)LJ1. :,l,d. 1 J1c slab i11cluding 
pedestal 01\!asurt:s 0.92111 X U.52111. 
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12. Rsa.bl'anil tha . . 

123 

The l:1 st i111:1t ·c ll r till: s ite :, lsl> l"L'l' l' t::•v11t s tl 1L· ·1 irtl 1a i1 kara J~":1l)ha11;·11ha seated in 
mt'dit ativc J"'l>sc en a 1'l:ii11 1'12·1 ' t:-.'.:: I su r1'cirtcd hy li()J1S. Its i111,l h£111a, the !)u ll depicted 

, 

nea r the foc r ::rn1rll c ·1:,1l,r•:sv;·;· i., 1-.c ,)·,,_, (1,1c-11, rl 0r I~ :- :1l)!1 .. r: ;1 t l:a. ~)he <lis i-- lays i11 her 
four hands contr::ry to r:tliLt\ < f 11,e ,,1~ cc :1 l:i-.c, ~1 IY;:.c,:. rur.l .. a11d a f1 ('.lt.•~;hc sits on J1er 
vehicle, the Garu <la ~1,~u rrc,fus·. ly licckcd \\i :h <)r11 :.11~c1:ts. ·; l'.c circular halo behind head 
of the Tirth ai1kar,:1 is <lccor::tcd \\ ith IG ttiS P·-ttdS :1nLI l)cadcJ l1orL!crs. Tl·.c c/1c111ri bearers, 
triline;-;r t1n1hrcll,:, /,err(~ . tr,:c. L:r: ·n1 r·l,:) e<.i in Jia r. c1::. <;c\·c,tLL'S i11 kne~!:: ·. ; J)osi tion, fly
ing Ga11<!l1,,rrt1s \\ itl 1. r~: r l:ir:ds ,l: c.: l.'!:. i Ii: 1~ts : r(' ~1 II rrrrcst' lltt·<l in th is image as they are 
available \vith tl~c o:l:cr It~:tl) . ar,;-t1La lifurcs (1f :he t' l?LC. !ts hai rs a rc ~;rr:1ngcd inja!a 
a few str:111LI~ of wh ich n c.)t iccJ o., t he s><.)i.tldcr~. ·r :: is l1f!ur.: is kept in the open and 

dama ged in t l1c rJcc. It 111 : asurc~ !). '.~S n1 x 0.5.:111 i!1 an :u1(! c., tc;isi v-:lv C()Ycred wi th moss 
~ . 

ancl lichen . 

At a sl1o rt <.l ist:tncc fr <',n) ' his rl:~cc is t r: ,cc<.'. ;!fl<)thcr B ~:1 l)h:1 nr1tha in1:1ge in a badly 
ruined shri ne, the st<111cs of \,hic i1 ur, to the f(,u P<.la:it) tl are rc1110Ycd. One has to walk 
do\vn the distance t hroug l1 p:~<;dy f:cllls a11d l): :rrcn 1:•nrl t <) rc:1cl1 t)1e place. Shrubs 
h~tve grov.n round the f<) UOLl:~tion. 7 l:c cnl)· in1 :.gc of the Site is kcr t in t)1c centre of the 
brL1ken shrine. Fr<Jm th is st,ay fin<! it is rrcsu111cc.l t hat sc\·cral sucl1 sl1rincs were located 
in the .1rc ,1 in the past and t l: ci r cstablishn1cnt \Vit: ·.in the c:~cll\surc of tl1c Suai temple 
may be due to tl·.c;r cr:cu ;- :·,~;·cc i;· the r: c:2.:·.hour··o. L!. It n1 .1)· j ust can l)C inferred that 
tl1c t \VO tc 111 l);rs f uu r. ll in L: ; ::<·· ;,: ;: c1.I c· ·: L' it :, )JI 111:1y ha Vl: bc.:n C(): strt:ct ..:d originally in 
th ,!t p l:1cc a: c.l tl: ~ <.):l1-.';· 111:r1:, :1~1r _, •;1•r:r:t:s :·:·c:--:rvi ; ;_:, J::i i,a r r l :c.; i11 tl1c san1c premises 

. "' . , ~ .. . , :• .. . , . .. .. . , . .: ·.·, . •,· , . ,, · ,, . . . . .. ~ \ . '"\" I d ... I. ,. . . . · 1 ' d I' J \\ere .i t L1 , : l.1t1 , 1. . . . , ,n,. 1L .. L:.. l1L . . •.l, .-. 1. ._ •. t)l>t11 .• o,. \\. , Jl,; co , .... L: . <..: .inJ prts<..:rved 
in th (:SC shrint'S in :t ~- L.~c11;_1c:· t L': •tc. 

The B,~,ll)h;;1::-1t!! :~ iJ11: ·~• .. : 11 c1tctl :d, -,.·e is c :: rvcL1 "·:•.teti i,~ _\'o.'-:::S(:11t1 J1()SC 011 ,l plain 
rc<lcst :,I surr\ rtCll l\y a lil'-11 in c: C: : C( ,i"!~( r. The .<(/s{l /1(.(/( ri, Cl·,akrcsvari S( a tcd on 
G:,rt1da and h~: 11 ;,s i • 111 I.· ::c:· :ci c : t): icc,i l) i()\\' I' •_·, :csl: ·l 11 .. nkcd b)' dcvL·t ccs in a1ijali 

lzC!sla ,•nll } ' tik-~(1 C.<.)1.-:1'1, i :·. ~-i-.e <.: i,:~-;;,y:,; i!' h( r ft 1 ur i1 : :. L0 S <.-i~.cs, r:1rt1,ll1 :'. nd :1 vessel. One 
or the t,·:<) chctitri r. c;·rcrs <; n 1!:c !''•.',\ .::,: I 11,,1 !:; :~ ! /1 iiif1:1/i fl \V,· r ii~ !l~c l(: f, 11:trcl. Tlie 
dect, r~l1ivc circul :Lr 1 ::It). k 1. 1·: (,., ; 1-,_ L', 1rili1'.t':: r u111l·•rL·II:. drun1 J'l.t)'l'<i i;1 J,_arc.ls, elcpl1ants 
and fl yir.g f:g: rcs \,i . J·. g rl:1 rL·s :i re- ihc ctl·.,: r re:: 1:rcs :1v:1il:·.l1lc ,,·i1 l1 the Tirthai1kara. 
I-la irs c11 t!·c I·.e;,(~ :. re :irr;•r~ct; i! '. _jt!_'a , n fl'\'.' I, cks < f ,vl :ic i1 are seen falling on the 
sho ulLlrrs. The !'rure is J,::1.:!~· (::: 1:·.:!1' ·t! ;1t the f: cc. It n 1e: '.-ll:\:S () .~7 n1 x ('.5 .: 111 in all. 

Knchcla, a v:'1:::•c <,f iLc T):i! t :11'gi 'f;1lt1k. 0 . tl :c sot!thcrn !);: nk o f the ri\1cr Kol,tb 
was once a strc-r; r.-J . c, 1<. l er Jair':1 ;1ct ;, ity. ! ( is 1 •• l-:.111. f r<1111 T~har-hara \vatcr falls and 

son1e 15 k .n: . frcn~ 1-:.,·,::·rl1t . tl ' t' ! t' :•t!c11•;!rt, 1·:- r,i' t l1c <!i , trict 0fthc s:1 111c name. About a 
furlor:g t() the sr,t,i h of t'. ,c Vii: ::1 ,, l' 1'(lcr tl:c fc,c,1 <'f t li r.' l)co D<111 gcr h il l arc noticed the 
ru ins of a st ( ,T'C 1cn~11 lc C<) J' l~·ir i 1 't' ~:ix r:,1r·.' 1111~l)' l)•~:' u~ifu l .T:1 i1~:.1 re lics \vithin its premises 
(<is1/(1,11t1 111l· 1·, !, 11<: 1• 'J'h1: 11.'111 ,,lc \', Lile st:111c:ir:~ ,~1c:!surcd s0n1c ~('1'X 10' as reported by 
G .Rani<.'.,!s. 47 In his :irticlc <'n 11:c K::chcla c r1"1•?r rl c1tc grant of Krishn a<lcva he makes 
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a brief reference to the Jaina temple and the images. But his indentifications are doubt
ful especially in cases of the figures of Gomedl1a Yak.fa and Ambika carved in a common 
slab and that of Ambika in an independent stone piece. 

The Paraja tribe of people who reside in tl1e village vis it tl1e place on festive occa
sions and even offer animal s~crifices. Broken parts (,f terracotta lamps and plates are lying 
scattered near the shrine. The four Tirthankara images are kept i11 open amidst growth 
of bushes. But the slabs containing Yakfa-Yakfi~1i and Ambika are found within the dila
pidated sanctum of the temple. The temple walls up to a height of five to six feet are 
noticed on three sides only. A huge tree emerged in the middle of the temple and it is 
understood from the villagers that they recovered the An1bika image of the place with great 
difficulty from the trunk of that tree. Dressed stones and sculptured fragments are found 
scattered here and there. The area is likely to be submerged in tl1e proposed Kolab Dam 
project. The villagers further informed that stones for the temple \\'ere originally bought 
from a place located some two k.m. away from this place where also some dressed stones 
arc still lying. 

This group of sculptures has artistic and iconographic affinity with the sculptures 
of Suai, discussed earlier. An account of these sculptures is given below. 

1. i'8bhanitha 

The fint sculpture encountered at this place is the figure of I.l~abhanatha carved 
seated in yoglsana pose on a lotus pedestal supported by rampant lions facing opposite 
directions. The four armed Chakrejvarl is found carved along with bull, devotees and 
Gomukha in the pedestal. She displays in her four hands two discs, a vessel and varada 
mudrl. The trilinear umbrella above head projects forward with beaded borders in 
front of the tiers. ChaurJ bearers are standing on tl1e sides. The thick border of the 
circular halo is marked with diamond sl1aped desig11s witl1 intervening lotus medallions. 
Flying figures with garlands, representations of elephants and the keva!a tree are all 
envisaged at the top. The slab containing the figure measures 1.10mX0.56m in all. 
The chaurl bearers and the figure of Chakresvarl are decked with rich apparels. Hairs 
on the head of the Tlrthankara are arranged in j c,!ii as usual. 

2. St1ntinltha (Fig.117) 

The second figure of the site is of Santin:itha, carved standing in kilyotsarga pose 
with hands kept apart from the tl1ighs instead of toucl1ing thcn1 through figures. Deer, as 
symbol of the Tlrthankara, is traced with great d itliculty as the pedestal with the figures 
in its lower part is embedded in earth. Tl1e t,vo c/1,,z,ri bearers arc in tl1c service of 
the Tirthankara. Eight planets are four.d seated on scrar~1te lotus pedestals displaying 
pot of nectar and rosary in hands except Surya wl10 d isplays lotus in both hands. Flying 
figures with garlands. elephants, circular l1 alo dcsigi~ eJ in lotus petals and enclosed by 
beaded borders, trilinear umbrella fronted by lc~tt1s petals a11d the Ker,,(a tree spreading 
its branches are all envisaged with tl1e Tlrtl1a1ikara . I fai rs on its he~d are arranged in 
curled knots, with u1nifa in the centre. 1·he slab incluci ing the firure of Tlrtl1a11kara above 
sround level ineas-µres lm x 0.52m in all. 
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3. Mahivtra 

125 

The third image appears to be of Maha vlra seated in yogasa11a pose on a Jot us 
pedestal supported by rampart lions facing opposite directions. Sidhayika, the Sasanadevf 
and lion, the vehicle of the Tlrthankara a re all carved below pedestal along with devotees 
and the figures of Yak1a on elephant back. Sidhayika displays in l1er four hands, varada 
in lower two and noose and sword in the upper two as attributes. She is decked with 
rich costumes and ornaments like those of the figures of the chauri bearers engaged in the 
service of the T1rthankara above pedestal. The circular halo behind head is formed by 
lotus petals enclosed within beaded borders. Triva/i (flodings) on the neck are distinctly 
visible decorative umbrella, in three tiers, flying Gand/1arvas with garlands, kevala tree 
and elephants are noticed above corresponding to the style of other Tirthankaras of the 
place. Hairs on the head are arranged in curled knots with urnisa in the centre. The 
slab including the pedestal measures 0.90 m x 0.45 m. and partially covered with moss 
and lichen. 

4. Ajitanitha and Mahivlra (Fig.118) 

The next slab of the place contains the twin standing figures of Ajitanatha and 
Mahivtra on individual lotus pedestals displaying their respective /aflchanas of elephant 
and lion, only two chaurf bearers serve both the nrthankaras. Jn the space between them 
is carved with a devotee in kneeling position and anjali hasta. The circular haloes 
behind the head are identically formed of lotus petals enclosed by beaded borders. Tri li
near umbrella in both cases are decorated with lotus petal design and ribbed knobs. 
Keva/a trees of the respective Tlrthankaras surmount their umbrellas. Flying figures with 
garlands are hovering in the sky. Hairs on the head of both the Tirthankaras are 
arranged in curled knots. The slab containing both the figures measure 0.62m X 0.40m. 

5. Ambiki (Fig. 119) 

The most neteworthy figure of the place is Ambika, the Sasa11a,levi of Neminatha, 
carved standing on an inverted lotus pedestal displaying a bunch of mangoes in right 
hand and holding a baby on the Jeft. Another baby standing to the right is anxiously 
looking to the mangoes. Lion, the vehicle of the deity and a devotee in afljali has ta 
are carved in front of the female attendands standing over the pedestal on the Jeft and 
right sides of Ambika respectively. The tree lavishly studded with mangoes is depicted 
behind her figure. The circular halo behind head is formed of lotus petals. Pillars of 
a decorative tora,µi with crowning elements seen on her sides. Her nrthankara, 
Neminatha is found seated at the top in yogasana pose on a Jot us pedestal attached with 
wheels on either sides. He displays kt•1•ala tree, umbrella and prab/1iin1a,,,_lala behind the 
head, and is flanked by flying Gandharvas with garlands and chaur1 bearers. 

Her decorative costumes and ornaments are very artistically finished. The 
drapery in folds run up to the ankles. It is tied with girdle, the )oops of which 
are dangling in front. The multistranded necklace, bangles, the circular ear studs, 
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anklets and head ornan1cnts arc the otl1cr iten1s to decorate her body. The flying 
Ga11,ll1arvas, c/1,,1,ri bcarL·rs. and the n1alc and fc111 :tlc ..i1tcnJarts tee) , arc r,roviJcd ,vith 
decorative ornan1\.'lllS. l ' l:c sl;1l) Cl)lltaining I lie li.::•urcs a ;1 tl tJ 1e l)\.'d\.·~tdl llll'asurcs 
lmX0.53111 anl.l 1~rcscrvc<.l in ~()t)1I conditit)Jl. Ci. l{a111;:tl.is illt· i.tilic.:; this in1:1t!C ,vith 
Hariti of BuJJhist 1)a11tl :con .. 

6. Gon1edha a n.d An1bil-.a (Fig. 120) 

The last Jaina relic 0f the place is a stone sl;1l) c.!crictir~g seated figures of }'c1!,fa 

Gomedha ,:1nd }'t1kfi'!-i An1l)ikJi under a tree 0:1 ~• con1n1on U( C{)r;1tive pcdc:,tal. Both of thcn1 
are provided with trick cush:t)r.s. An~bi ka di '.,pl:1ys a fruit (1r,:'.n20) in her right liat1(l Jnd 
left holds a baby. Gon1e<..li;a, O f' th~ other h:incl rcstir.g his left hanc.i 01. tl:L' left thi~h, 
holds an indistinct o!)j,'.·ct i,·1 his rig:it h:L11J. Both c)f th cn1 arc (lcckcd \vitl1 rich costumes 
and ornaments. 1·11c decorative l1alo bcl1ind A111bik{i is in circular f()rn1 ,vl1ile tl1at of 
Gomcdha in cliptical design . /\ hal))' is nl)ticcd S\vinfing in bet,veen the t\vo figures. 
Above the tree tJ1cir 1·1rthankara is carved in .r<>,r;as,111(1 11osc ,,·ith usual attributes of 
chaur1 bearers, un1brella, kfvt1(t1 tree and flying f1gurcs \\•ith garlar:c.ls. Below the con1mon 
pedestal is seen a tvvo l1anded female figure i:1 lf1/it1is{111c1 J)OSC on a peJcstal flanked by 
a series of eight devotees ,vith oflcrings. 'I'l1e fc n1ale firurcs in the centre m3y be the 
Sasanadevi of Ncn,in;-:tha. A sin1ilar Ja ina rcl1c is also av;:ilal)ic in the tc1n1Jlc, on the 
crest of Kl1ancl;1 giri h1ll. 1·he ~lii l) dcp:ctir.g the f r.11rcs n1ca,ur( , O.S>n1X0.2~1n and 
preserved i11 Good co11dition. 

An i111agc of J\lah ?i \ira is f()\11~(! rn~bcd<..:(u to tl~e \\:ill C)f thc l~h.iira,a tcn1plc 
located at tl1c fcot of Bhairava l1ill P.car v·ill~:gL Bl)r igun1a c)f Kc,r~r,ut J istrict. 1·11is is a 
stray find at the place. [xt1:i:sive ruins of l)r ick strt:ctt:i'CS til, 1..i a series of silted ancient 
tanks are founu in the ncighb(1urhoc:<l . 1-1ic in1~?C i11 qu cstic)n n1casurcs (1.6::-:1nx0.4lm 
and is in sand stone of )·tlll)\Visl1 C()lo t1r. It is ~rated in _ro.~1is{111,1 pose on a lotus 
pedestal supported by ran1part lions. Li <..)n, the /,~:1l ·..'1t"111c1 of the ·1 irtha1·1kara is traced 
below the pcdc~t..il al<)ng \\ith de, cltccs :n kn( clinf.! pc)si ticin ,:nd c,,,i, :ii l1r1sra. The 
asta,f!,r<1l;t1s arc carved ir1 a ro\v in fr(11:t c.., f tl.c 1(>1tc, 11cLlcstal, a rare style. under ,vl10111 -SiLlhayika, tl1e .')usai ti <I( 1•i ( 1f !\:ah ., 1r:t is sitt i; 1g ,, itl1 l<)tus in 01:c h,iii (I and \.',1ra,la 

n1u,lrii on the other. Of the t\\O c/;t:,,r l L)carcrs, tht: 011c st::nl.!ing to the right displays 
c/1a111p(lk 110\\Cr in its left han(I . ·r1:c f .. ... r,·/(1 tree, s,;crcJ t1n1l)rcila in f<..ilds, circular 
decorative hale), fl: ' !!'L'- c;,!l ifl /1,:rr<:s ,,·ith r-~1rl,·nt!~. clcJ)h:;nt':> a111 <lrun1 playc<..I thrc.)ugl1 
)1ancls ar.:: the other 11.c~.t I1l>t:1 t, 1t~ fL·;:tur~s <,f tli,:: ·, irth~,1·11-~ .. :r..1. 1·i,iirs 011 the l1cad arc 
arranged in curlccl k ,,~.,ts. Left ar111 c,f ti ·, c ir, .:1 ~c ;s r1arti:1lly d::n. :tf.L'tl. 

Another frag1r.c1.1;!ry '.-t()l1e p iece (~1.:r,ic. :i1:g tl: l' ur,;,_ r J):11 .. i;; or G<.., :1~.::-.lha >·,,.k .~c1 and 
An1bi1'a } 'ok.yi~1 i is nl'. () fcu11<l t c) ha'.'C l)ccn !(,,·'.;\. :y kc11'. :n 0:~c or the nic!1cs ()f the 
southcrr1 ,,:111 of tl :c ~.L;ir:c. , I c (v ich.:r rc (\!. the 1rL'C is f<; 1 ,n1.l c)n the '.J;1lJ. 

As rc1,0rtcJ earlier, th~ 11r ~tl1i11an ;c:il ~;1rir.('S at !c~·J)t~rc prc~crvc ir1 tLt:111 relics 
of the Jai11a 11a11t !icc,n. 1·1ie El1,,~;: \·;1 ti tc111rlle built in the early 11art of tl;c present 
ccntt1ry has tatc11 tl.c lea<.! in this a:-:rcct. .It i~ a n1o(!crn shri11c l)t:ilt of n1aso11r)' works 
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with ti11ncd roof. Jn tbc sanctu111 o f the tL11 11)h.:, a beautiful sixtcc11 ar111cd Chakresvarl 
image (fig. 121 ) is \\Or:;bir,11cJ as I~l:;11;av;iti l)y the lt)cal peorilc ignora11t of its Jaina 
affinity. f:v~n ;1ninial ~.icri1,cl:,; arc n·adl'. to 1lii..., (!(·it}'· A l),·,1ss 111;1Jc lion, as vehicle of 
BhngnvatT. is J)laccLI in fr c,r,t t)f a J):ll,1r. /\ series of 1irili,11·1kara in1agcs also preserved 
witl1i11 niches of the l:a!I in i':·l,nt (,f t L--: snr,i.:tun1 of 1:,c Dhara,·ati temple. Tl1e local 
people rcgarcl thc111 as r:a hl'd frurcs of l\tahft J~,a. B.K. Rath.is iLltntificd some of them 
as S 1ntin t1 tl~a, ,\jitanatha , \ 1 in~al;1;1 :1 1l:a . the ' 1 irth,11·1karas t,f Ja ina pn11thco11. 

'J he figt1rc of c·1:~1 kr(S'. ari i~ C.11"\'(:U !)Catcu in ,,,:<IJ:ill.\(ll i (I on a n1ultipetalled 
invcrtctl lotus 1,cdc~tal. ~ur•pt>1tcJ by tv,o ran11)art liL111s in two cor11crs. Her vehicle, 
GaruJ~t seen bclo\,. l'CUl.'.stal fl~1nkcJ l1y Jcvotcl.?s, 0 1.c cif \\ hich is } ,,/\~,, Go111ukl1a. She 
displays in h ... r sixteen han,..1-.;. s,vo1"t.ls, d~1 n1aru . <lisc rosary, c1..>11cl1, tJaggcr, crescent moon 
and var,l1: 11:utlra in the riri1t ~1 cu a Ct>nical f;bjcct (sula'!), ::,hi,.:ltl, n1..:ce, disc, trident, 
nt>()SC, J' ,1jr<l and ,cs:-,;cJ in t l:c !1..!i. ~•1c h~1s s1..·L:11 pruviJLJ \viih a prab/1d111a1;c/ala 
circt1lar i11 f<.>rn1 h<)r1..IL·rc<l l)y !)1..·;11..!c<.l "l1..·::;igns. 'i lie in1~l'.r scctit>11 of the sa111c l1alo close 
to her heat! is ht>v,cvcr cncl<.1sL·LI l)y chu1111}(1k n1,irh:;. J !er ·11rtha1·1 kara, l~ ~a l)l1a11:1tha is 
fl)Und scatctl 011 111cdi t~iti\c ;:t1i t lil\c e n a lotus J)l'.~lcstal ,v:th ct1nvcntional attributes of 
bull c/,(111ri l)cartrs. pairs of fly ing c ·,1i; ,!f,1?rr,:s ;!r.ll Kinnaras \vith gdrlan<ls, clcph,1nts, 
rriusic nl,\ ve<l through l1lo,, i11g <)r C<.> :· cli alici t,cating of cyn1! 1als, circul:1r l1alo, keval tree . . , 

and the tril incar un1hrc lla i:t t li•..: l<)J) t1f tl 1e s·,,.\,1110,!( v:. }-lairs <>n the l1cad of Tirthan-
k<.1r,t arc .irr,:t1f(·cl in 11,.~tt-:L; lvL·ks, a fc\,. ::,ti"~ilitls oi' \\ hich f,tll on l1is sht)uldl'rs. She l1ad 
J1cr 11a ir rath--:rcJ a1 tLc 1<.~J). 7 he r ich costun!c a11<l or1~:1111cnts aJd bc,1ut_y and grace to 
the f: ~urc. 'I i:L' ctin1!1risc t):·1:;,1r,cnts cr1 ti1e forl'head, r i1i1ic/11;1_!is on cacl1 of her 

~ 

1,antls, ncckl,!ccs arnil(ts, girJl•~ an 1.I 111,[1,·it ~i . Si.\tCl;Jl ar111c<l Chakrcsvarl figures 
aic c:.;.trcn ;cly ra:-c cl:ic \, hc1·c. \ \'1..·, 110,vc,;vcr, nt.riicc<l ,i11othcr sucl1 figure in the 
ruincc1 J~:ina site of Suai of the ::,~111·.c :~t)rar,ut Ll::-itrict. ·1 he.:: c ·1•akre~, ari in1age of twelve 
arnls fc,ui:d in tlic u:lr.tb huji -G un1pii-l lCa, c No. b) of Kl~a11Jagiri is ,vorshipped as 
Durg.;1 by the lc.<:al people. B.K. l'\_._,th consiJL·rir:~ tltc artistic finish and iconographic 
fcattircs plac1..cl th is in·.,itc in tl1c clcvcnti1 century J\.O. \vhcn the assirnilation of 
Era11n,j1 ic:11. J;1ina and 11uc:Jl·ist icor1s took place. 

At1,c)n g the ·rirt l1a1·1k,:ra i111~1~cs J)i·csc:::Ycu in t l·1e 11icl1cs of the tc1111)le, S:t11ti1~at}1a 
(Fig. 122) attr~1cts the in1111cuia1i:: attci,tic,n. It is carvcJ stai;<ling in kci_rotsar,r:a pose on 
a lotus pedestal 1la11ked l,y tl11.: ciil111ri b1..arcrs. Occr, his /1;11c/,£1na is found lying below the 
pedestal. A rai~ of sc:\t('<l de, utc(s \\ itl_1 ?Jrcri :. gs . ,lrc tlcpictc<l 011 citl1er sides of the 
pe<.lcs1.it. ·1 lit:_ c1rcld:.r. 11,dt~ l)~ !i111<l h1..·;1_t\ 1s ior111cJ ci l~tt;s p~tal~ enclosed l)y a beaded 
cl'. a in. ·r \\'O 1~:11rs c.1f ity 1. g r.1,1•1,!!1.1, 1·,1s \\·1t ,1 garL,nJs .ire ,11.>vcr111g 111 the sk)'. Rer>rcsenta
til)n of cl(J1h~11ts at co,nL'rs anJ un1l1rci!a surn1ou 11 tcJ l)y kl·ru/£1 tree o,·cr head arc tl1c 

othcr fc.!turt·s of ihc in':::;c. 

The nc::--.t 1,gurc <.)f the 111;:cc is a ·1 i 1 l: .:•!·,k~1ra \\ Lc.isc i1.lcntircatil1t1 is tlitl,cult at 
tliis st~igc ns the 111:~rk of Ct•g1:i1a ncc is not tracc:abie in t '.: c pcdcstal. 1·1:e J)Cdestal is 
suprortccl l)y l \\"() i:piritc(I li<)ll~ in ''Ci\\l', '11 \\ l, ich, tl ,c s·::---:111:idc,·I (.)f the Tirtha1'1kara is 
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found in seated position. Two devotees in anjali hasta are also depicted in the pedestal. 
Of the two c/1auri bearers, the one standing to the left of the figure is badly mutilated. 
A pair of Tirthankara images in meditative attitude seat on either side of the Tlrthankara. 
Among other attributes, the circular halo, keva!a tree, trilinear umbrella, representation 
of elephants and flying Gandharvas with garlands are all envisaged at the upper portion of 
the slab. The figure is damaged partially on the left thigh and in the fingers of both the 
hands. 

The other seated figure of the place can be identified with Mahiv1ra with great 
difficulty. He is carved seated in meditative attitude on a pedestal below which the 
figure of Sidl1ayika as Sasanadev1 of the Tlrthankara is carved in padmdsana displaying 
lotus flower and varada rr,udra in her hands. A pair of devotees also in seated position 
flank the Sasa11adevi below the pedestal. Among other attributes, the chaurl bearers, the 
circular lotus petalled halo, keva!a tree, umbrella, flying figures with garlands and 
elephants are all represented along with the figure. His hairs on the head are arranged 
in curled knots. The /iinchana, carved below him found to be indistinct. 

The last J aina relic of the place is a pair of standing Tlrthankara figures on a 
common slab displaying oval haloes and trilinear umbrellas over head. Their /aifchanas 
are not visible in the pedestal . 

The Kali temple of Jeypore also preserves one of the very beautifully carved 
~~abhanatha images (Fig. 123) in its front apartment among other Brahmanical figures. 
Rsabha image in question is carved seated in meditative pose on a well decorated pedestal 
supported by rampart lions in two of its corners. His SiZsanadevf, Chakrdvarl displaying 
discs and varada mudra is found seated on Garuda in between the lions. Yak1a 
Oomukha is standing to the right of the pedestal. A pair of devotees in kneeling 
position and Afljali hasta are also depicted to the left. Bull, as /dnchana of the 
Tlrthankara is placed just above the pedestal. Another set of female devotees in 
sitting· posture and folded hands also seen near the two chauri bearers of the respective 
sides. Auspicious srivatsa mark is noticed on the centre of the broad chest of this 
Rsabhanatha image. His hair on the head are arranged in matted locks, a few strands of 

• • 

which are falling on his shoulders. The circular halo behind head is having remarkable 
artistic fi11ish . The inner part of this halo is formed of lotus petals, with beaded border. 
The outer framework is however decorated with diamond shaped decorative medallions 
(auspicious srivatsa mark ?) with intervening champak buds. The trilinear umbrella, 
attached to a staff over head, too is lavishly decorated with lotus petals. The top knob of 
the umbrella is designed in the shape of a temple amalaka. Pairs of Gandharvas and 
Apsaras with garlands, elephants and heavenly figures blowing conch are all envisaged 
along with tl1e kevala tree on the upper portion of the slab. The tora'}Q designed near 
his sl1oulders is attached with elephant heads. The chauri bearers are lavishly decorated. 
It measures i11cluding the pedestal 0.90m X 0.50m X 0.25m. 

One more standing Tlrthankara image is kept in a thatched shed amidst a group 
of fragmentary sculptures. This shrine is locally known as Oangadevt temple located 
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.f~ yards south of the Kali temple referred to above at Jeypore. The identifying mark 
Qf t,be image could not be traced as the lower portion of the figure is embedded in ea~. 

Among other objects, three Jaina relics have been collected from the Jeypo.re 
pa1,-ce in the past for the Orissa State Museum. Two of these relics represent Mal,lvtra 
and one Ambiki. 1be Mahavira image is carved seated in meditative pose on a pedestal 
.svpported by lions. The cognizance mark is badly eroded but in difficulty it can be 
identified as a lion. The two armed Sasanadevi of the Tlrthankara is depicted below t~e 
pedestal in padmasana. The attributes in her hands are not visible distinctly but they 
~~ar like lotus and a vessel. The pedestal is flanked on either sides by devotees in 
kn,;eling position and folded hands. The chauri bearers are noticed on the sides of the 
'.flrthankara as usual. Among other attributes, the circular lotus petalled halo, ttjlinear 
umbrella, surmounted by kevala tree, flying Gandharvas and Apsatds with garlands, 

' elephants are all depicted along with the figure. Hairs on the head of the Tlrthankara 
arc arrao.ged i.n curled kn.ot.s. It measu,res including the pedestal some 0.4611) x 0.24m 

, . 

x0.13m .. 

The second Tlrthankara image of the place oan with difficulty· be idontifted 
as Mahivlra. It measures 0.37m X 0.24m x 0.9m and is carved seated in the Rame 
yoglsana pose on a plain pedestal supported by lions on the corners. Eight planets 
in a row like that of Mahavlra image of Borigumma are found depicted in froBt of 
the pedestal. Hairs on the head of the Tlrthankara are arranged in curled knots. 
Lion, the llfflchana of the Tlrthankara is badly eroded. His Samnadevt found depicted in 
the centre of the pedestal along with devotees on either corners. One of the two cltaurl 
bearers displays champak flower in hand in addition, contrary to the usual fashion of 
resting on the thigh. The 11rthankara is represented with a circular lot111 peialled halo, 
trilinear umbrella, surmounted by kevala tree, flying figures with garlaeds and elephants 
as the other customary attributes. A portion of the decorative umbrella in front is 
damaged and missing. 

. 

The third figure ~f the series represents Goddess Ambiki, the S.,~t of 
Neminleha. It is carved seated in lalitasana on a pedestal auppo11ted by ha- llift:b«ra, 
tile ·bull. Sae displays in her right hand a bunch of mangoes and h<lldil\l a baby QJ the 
left. The tree behind her is studded with mangoes. Her Tlrthankara is foulld stef,ed 
at the top flanked by flying Gandharvas with garlands in hands. Another male baby 
it 1tandiaig to the risht of Ambika near the pedestal is covetously looking towards the 
1,unch of mangoes held in her hand. The figure of Ambika is badly damage~ at ~ 1',ce. 

As reported earlier, the district Museum at Jeypore preserves some thirty-f()ur 
pwee'i of J aina sculptures. They include, twenty-one from B. Singpur, two from 
C~aanula, two from Korapat, seven from Jamunda and two from Kamta. 

The author of the Orissa District Gazetteer, Koraput gives the following observa
tiQn QD the Jaina relics of B~ Singpur and its neighbouring sites.'" 

49. ll.C.S. Bell, 1945, p. 120. 
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The village (B. Singpur) appears to have been once a centre of Jainism. Numerous 
J aina Tlrthankara images ranging from a foot to five feet in height have been found in its 
neishbourhood. One such image of a seated &~abhanatha, which is made of steatitc 
slab, is now worshipped in a thatched temple and is in a well preserved state. Another, 
which is kept in the Jagannatha temple is used by the villagers for sharpening their axes. 
A J\l1mber of Jaina images have been built into the walls of the Siva temple which stan<ls 
at the foot of the hills. Similar images are to be found in the villages of Charmula and 
Narigaon within a distance of four or five miles of Singpur. 

It is also reported in a news item published in daily ''The Hindustan Standard'' 
regarding the J aina sculptures of Koraput district that the Sarpanch of J amunda village 
has kept another five images in an improvised temple with a thatched roof built by local 
Adiv asis. 60 

Ruins of temples have also been discovered at Pakniguda and Katharapda 
villages in the interior of Boriguma Block. ''Pakni'' in the local language stands for 
atone and ''Guc;li'' means village. 

The local Adivasis offer sacrifices before these images and hold a special ceremony 
once a year on a Friday. Goats are sc.rificed at the ceremony. 

According to the Sarapanch of the Jam11nda village there are a number of caves in 
the nearby hill ranges where much bigger stone images are hidden. 

Scholars and archaeologists are intrigued alike about these discoveries as this part 
of Orissa which was not known to be a seat of Jainism. 

Now coming to the Jaina relics of B. Singpur, in the District Museum at Jeypore 
we notice from among the twenty-one sculptures, six are of ~abanitha, one each of 
Plr'vanitha, Ajitanitha and Mahiv1ra, five of Tlrthankara figures whose indentification 

. is difficult and seven belong to the class of Y akla and Y akfi'}'ls especially of Gomedha and 
Ambikl carved either jointly seated on a common pedestal or alone standing or seated 
on a lotus pedestal. 

The first figure of i,abhanitha (Fig. 124) from B. Singpur (D.M. 9) is seated in 
Yogdsana pose on a pedestal supported by lions in the centre of which his SlJ.fanadevf 
Chakrdvarl with four hands is found seated on Garuda, her vehicle. The attributes in 
her bands are indistinct. Bull, a /lJ.Rchana of the Tlrthankara is found depicted on the 
pedestal. Ysk~a Gomukha to the right of the figure and female devotees to the left are 
also found on the pedestal. The chaurl bearers are engaged in the service of the nrthan
kara. His hairs over head are arranged in Jalils, a few strands of which seen falling on 
his broad shoulders. The oval shaped multipetalled halo, keva!a tree, flying figures with 
garlands and umbrella in three folds are all envisaged at the top. Various decorative 

5(). ••The Hindustan Standard'', dated 26.6.76, Dak Edition. 
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motifs fill up the vacant space along side the Tlrthankara. The chaur1 bearers are 
damaged in their hands. A portion from the right of the slab containing the flying 
figure and front part of the umbrella are damaged and missing, legs including the fingers 
of the 1lrthankara image appears to be disproportionate in representation of anatomical 
features. Including the pedestal, it measures 0.60m x 0.32m x 0.15m. 

The second image of ~tabhanitha (D.M. 14) (Fig. 125) from this place seated 
in yoglsana pose broadly displays the features of the first described above except, 
however, in the representation of elephants, music produced through instruments, 
decorative ornaments on the body of the chaurl ~arers, flying figures, and attributes in 
hands of the Sllsanadevf, Chakre'wart seated on Garuda. Yaksha Gomukha and devotees 
are carved in the pedestal along with his /dilchana the bull. The figure is damaged at the 
face and measures including the pedestal 0.58m X 0.28m X 0.1 Om. The kevala tree, 
trilinear umbrella, oval halo behind head, lion throne, hairs over head in Jal4 are all 
available along with the image. 

The third figure of lttabhanitha of B. Singpur (D.M. 25) is also found seated in 
yog4sana pose on a throne supported by spirited lions, the heads of whom are severely 
damaged. His Sasanadev1, Chalcrdvart in four hands found below the lion throne. Bull, 
as Jllilchana of the Tlrthankara is not traceable in the pedestal nor the figure of 
Gomukha. Hairs on the head of the Tirthankara are arranged in jaP, of which few 
rolls seen over the shoulders. The halo decorated in a series of lotus flowers ia carved 
in circular form. Flying figures with trilinear umbrella, chauri bearers and devotees in 
folded hands arc all envisaged along with the Tlrthankara. It measures 0.40m x 0.50m 
X 0.10m and damaged in the face. 

· The fourth lttabhanitha image (D.M. 36) carved standing in klyotsarga pose on 
a lotus pedestal flanked by chaurl bearers. His /'IJifchana, bull is not visible in the 
pedestal but the matted locks of hair running over the shoulders, the other mark of 
cognizance of all i'8bhanatha figures are distinctly visible. On the two sides of the 
pedestal are depicted male and female devotees. The circular halo behind head of 
Tirthankara is decorated with lotus petals. The kevala tree, trilinear umbrella, and flying 
Gandharvos with garlands in hand are badly disfigured. This piece measures 
0.57m X 0.30m x 0.9m. 

The fifth itabhanitha image from B. Singpur (D.M.64) (Fig. 126) is crudely 
finished and devoid of the significant features of a Jaina Tlrthankara. It is carved seated 
in meditative pose on a pedestal. Bull, its /difchana, is depicted in the pedestal. Hairs 
on the head of the Tlrthankara are arranged in matted locks, a few strands of which 
seen falling on the shoulders. The chauri bearers, keva!a tree, umbrella, flying figures, 
devotees, $11sanadevl, etc. are not envisaged in this figure. Face of the image is partially 
damaged. It measures 0.72m X 0.44m X 0.20m and shows disproportionate anato
mical features. 

The last one, of the group of six ~~abhanitha figures, (D.M. 12/47) is available 
jp its upper parts only. The IQwer part frpJD ttl~ kp" includinf the pedestal iJ damased 
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and missing. But the halo in circular form, the keva/a tree and the sacred umbrella are 
all visible along side the figure at the top. The hairs on his head are arranged in ja/a of 
wh;ich a few strands seen rolling on the shoulders . . 

The image of Mahavlra (Fig. 127) from B. Singpur is carved seated in yog'llsana 
pose on a throne supported by lions below which Sidhiyiki, the $t1sanadevi seated on 
lotus pedestal is depicted holding para!u and khadga in her upper and displayilag 
varailamudrd in the lower two hands. Lion, the /<inchana of Mahivlra is carved in the 
pe<!estal. The Yak1a to the right is shown with Dharma chakra whereas the f ernale 
devotee to the left is kneeling with folded haads. The two chaurl bearer& ·are .-noticed 
on the sides of the Tirthankara. Keva/a tree surmounting the tinlinear umbrella, halo 
profusely decorated with lotus petals and beaded borders, flying figures with garlanda 
and elephants -are all carved in the upper part of the figure. Hairs OIi bis .bead are 
arranged in curled locks. The makara tora~a motif is faintly traced above the c..,, 
bearers. Face and right hand of the Tlrthankara are damaged. A portion from the 
top :ceatainjftl the 1epresen1ation of elephant and ftying Aiure of the right ,ltde is also 
da-,o4 .and missing. It Jt1eas11res ·0.54m x 0.32•m x 0.12m. 

De k>1rer part of the image of Ajitanitha (D.M. 6) carved Rate4 on a ,pedellll 
suNtftted ~ lioD'B is loimd along t!te hoard of Jaina acllpturos fron1 a. Smarur. Bllow 
the f)04ata1 is 1tcn his S!sanadnl displaying attributes in six of her hands atld -~ 
by • teries of devetecs seated in cross legs and kneeling peeit;ion. Ch11uri bdannaa 
eitber ·aides ·of lht Tlrthankara are partially visible. The fragaacot i,,oasurea «>* G..3Sm 
·x 0.3Sm x 0.16m. 

Ta image of Parivanitha ·(Fig. 128) of the Serie& (D.:M. tO) •i• 'cal~- Mllttd in 
meeJDetive attitude~a:a :plain pc,dosta1. A canopy of seven hooded -.ale ft;-f~cMti f#f1f 
his t•d. Tht otbei- eo1111m·on attributes cf a 'llt'thankara ,art lbtt 'enviSBged in lllll 
figmt,. Face of the •fiP,e is ])811ialty damaged. It measmes 0.2S m X 0.1 Sm x 1tl0M. 

~ five figures from the boar<! are namea 1 bthankaras in view of the ftiJc\, •• 
the -lltifeJ,a,ras bel<X\' e11 above dreir pedestals ate either damaged or not tarwd at all. la 
some cases they are found in fragments only . 

. 
The ~ntt df the set is stattding on a lot'Us pedestal with mirtilattd h'ands, legs and 

face. The CO'nventienal 14lic1tano of the Trrth·a:tikara is missing. DeVotees ift· lcnteting 
pose -awid folded hattds are found ttl the pedesta1. The chaurf t>earers, 1'hree tiered· 
umbrefla, -loe,ola ttee, fl}'!ng Gandllarvas with garlaYtds in b'ands, elepbaots and a dec<,i
rative OYal ba'k> are -an envisaged along with the Ttrtbankara. The other ft'O't~mthy 
feature CJf 1!hlis i-mage is the depiction df Gajasilhha tn'dtifs below which alS'o seated 
devotbeS -at't fonfld at fhe back. It -measures 1.38m x 0.6<rm x 0 .25m. 

The next fragment (D. M. 15) of a J aina image is found depicted the head of the 
flyiftt fi.'tate and an ·elephant with its rider eviden'tly f ormillg the upper ·part of Tltthan
kara. '"'1e piece n1easures 0.17m x 0.12m x 0.IOm. 
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The other -one of the serie$ (D.M. 2'7) is a headless nrthal'llata -seated in•medita-
tive pose on a pedestal supported by liotis. In the centre of the pedeftal i~ ·caMd 111& 

Sdsanadevi figure seated in padmasana. Other elements at the top along with the clraur£ 
bearer of the left side are damaged and missing. Ltfflchana of the Ttrtha'l'lkanr is 'net 
traced in the pedestal. It measures in the available portion some O .32m x 0.24m 
x·o.1·om. 

The fourth fragment depicts the uppe·r part of a Ttrlha--.kara. Tts- rower pwrt 
below tbe chest is damaged and missing. The circular halo ·'behind head is extetttt'd tn 
lotus petals and beaded borders. The umbrella surmounted by kevala tree aod ·flatlhd 
by flying figures with garJan·ds is depicted at the top. The ehaurf bear~ df the left mde 
th·o·ugb bad'ry affected is traced only in O'ut line. The -decota'tlve statl'·M the mnlbrdia is 
visible behind head. The available part of this figure measuring 0.34m x 0•~3,m X4f).lt>llr 
appears to be disproportionate in anatomical details. 

The last relic of the place (D.M. Ss)· whose identification sotntwhiat tfiffltalt is a 
sea.led nnh~kara image with a circular halo behind head. The kevola tree -and M 
umbrella are envisaged at the top. A crack has developed in the ha1o. In vic-w ·df the 
faint trace of matted locks of hair o·n the head it can be tentatively identified with 
~fabhan•afha. 

The other seven sculptures t'rom !. Singptrr al'e of Ya/qtn and Yllkt~'& lftdie 
possible of Anibik'l and Gotnedha, the two reverently associated With ?i-1~. 
Ambiki is either carved independently or in common with Gomedha. Ba't ift ,eftha 
case the figure of Neminitha is distinctly visible at the top. 

'nt iitA ·sctttpfttre 'df trus group (D.M. S) is i&titified With Ambibi (Fig.- 121). 
S~ ii! 'C'a'tved sta-n<fi'n'g ('jft a Jotm pedestal to the left of which her moom, the lion m· 
foand ulm,g with nvo· other attendant figures. In her two ha'nds she holds ihe h~ • 
the tclft and ~Tays a bunch of '!Wff.goes ·on her -right to which two ltlore W>ies ·on file 
riglttt are -a~O\l~ toolcing for. T~ mango tree seen behind her ii laden with lenes. 
AbMe the ttee, N~.tWi1niflta, her nrthmk-ara, is found depicted in meditativt pose wiflr 
cl,tJfllf r ltJearers, 'ffyin~ fignres 'With garla11ds. She =is lavishly decot'ated with 1KtWacfe, 
ginYlt, 'ea~ing~ bangles, bracelefs and her htrirs mt anged in plmts. 'f.he figure dldllage4 
at the hip, legs and fingers, is measured l.5mx0.52mx0.25m. 

"hle ac()na piece (D. M. 7) depicts the figures of Y a/qa Gomedha and Y tdc1/1Jl 
Adll,ik'· •(f'it. 130) seated on a common slab below 1Vhich, lion-, her 14ilchlma -and twe 
sealed 'deYOtees are fov,id. She holds the baby on her left lap whereas abe -ctitplaya 
mas() ~n the right. A decorative circolar halo is found behind her head. T-he m•ao 
tree laden with leaves· and fruits is providing shade 'to bot·h the Yak,a and Ya/qi,p_ 
Nc:brittatha, tireir tutelary Drdra'l\1ca~a, is seated in yogas-ana -pose on a pedeatai above 
the treie flantect by chiltlrf bearers and flying ·Gandh~as with g-Mlands. A portion of the 
sla~ inotadirrg 1kt ngcrre of Y'a/cfa GomecJ:ha is dam~ged and missiftg. The ontire pieoe 
mietcN•,es 6;47m x-o .. t7m x 0.6an .. 
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The third piece (D.M.16) again depicts the upper parts of the figures of Yak1a 
Gomedha and Y ak-titJi Ambika seated on a common pedestal below a mango tree. Their 
Ttrthankara is found depicted in yogiisana above the tree flanked by flying figures witli-
1arlands. This broken piece measures 0.14mx0.18mX0.8m. 

The foumth slab (D.M. 20) of this group top, depicts images of Yak1a Gomedha 
and Yak-ti1}1 Ambiki (Fig.131) seated on a common pedestal below which a series of 
devotees in kneeling pose and anja/i hasta are found along with offerings. She displays a 
bunch of mangoes in her right hand and holds the baby on the left lap. Neminitha, 
their revered Tlrthankara is found seated in yagasana pose above the mango tree. He 
is flanked by flying Gandharvas with garlands in hands. Lion, the vehicle of Ambiki, is 
missing in the damaged part of the pedestal. A circular decorative halo is seen behind 
h~ _ . of eac~ thes~ figures. The entire slab including the pedestal measures 
0.32'mx 0.21mX 0.7m. · 

·The fifth piece of sculpture (D.M.21) of this series is another individual figure of 
AJDbiki (Fig.132) carved standing on a pedestal behind a mango tree laden with fruits 
and leaves. She displays a bunch of mangoes in her right hand and holds the baby on 
her left. Her /anchana, the lion is found depicted below the pedestal. Two babies stand
ing to the right of Ambika are seen plucking mangoes and a lady on her left looks 
prominently. Her nrthankara, Neminitha is seen above with chauri bearers and flying 
figures_ with garlands in their hands. She is profusely decorated with ornaments, like neck
la~ ear-studs, bangles and armlets and damaged near the chest, the baby on the lap and 
fingers of :the legs. 

The sixth slab (D.M.22) depicts again the figures of Yak1a Gomedha and Ya/c-ti1}1 
Ambiki on a common pedestal behind the mango tree. Ambika is holding the baby on 
her left lap whereas her right hand is damaged. Both the images are badly damaged at 
their faces. Right hand of Gomedha is also damaged and missing. A series of devotees 
are depicted below the pedestal from which the male figure is seated in mal,irlljali/11 in 
the centre and the six ladies in kneeling pose, and anjali hasta. Drthankara Neminitha 
is visible, seated in yogasana pose above the tree. He is flanked by flying figures with gar
lands in hands. A female figure standing at the left looks passionately towards the figures. 
The entire slab including the pedestal and the figure of Neminitha measures 
0.30m X 0.20m X 0.1 Om. 

The description of last pair (D.M.23) of Yak1a and Yakti'}l figures agree almost 
with the one noted above except that is Ambika seated to the right holding the baby in 
her right and an indistinct object in her left hand (very likely mangoes). Left legs of 
both the figures are raised while right ones are stretched on the pedestal. Gomedha is also 
found holding a similar object in his left hand. Both the figures arc provided with deco
rative prabhaman<!alas (haloes) behind their heads. Tlrthailkara, Neminitha is found 
seated above the tree planted behind the figures of Yak1a and Y ak1i,µ. He is flanked by 
the conventional chauri bearers and flying figures with garlands. Seven devotees includ
ing a male are found depicted below the pedestal, the ladies being in kneeling pose and 
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aRjali mudr4. · The slab containing the above figt.Jtes tneasutes 0.21mX0.14inX0.4:m 
and is in comparatively good state of preservation. 

The two Jaina relics brought from Charamula consists of the images of Pirivanitha 
and l.tabhanitha. The figure of Pirivanitha (D.M.1) is carved standing on a lotus 
pedestal in kayotsarga pose. A canopy of seven hoods snake found above head. The coils 
of the snake are gathered behind the Tlrthankara. A series of devotees in aifjali mudr4 
are seen below pedestal. The two chauri bearers and a few other devotees are also carved 
above the pedestal. The keva!a tree, trilinear umbrella and flying Gandhar11as with gar
lands in hands are all envisaged in the upper part of the slab. The figure is partially 

• 

damaged in its face, legs and hands. The decorative elements and devotees also mutilated 
to a greater extent. It measures 1.43m x 0.60m x 0.20m. 

The figure of ~tabhanitha of Charmula (D.M.54) (Fig.133) is lavishly decorated 
with various iconographic features of a Jaina Ttrthaiikara. It is carvad seated in Yog~ana 
pose on a plain pedestal supported by lions mounted on elephants. Chakre'varl is carved 
below the pedestal mounted on Garuda her conventional vehicle. A series of eight 
devotees including Yakta Gomukha are noticed on the pedestal. The two chaurf bearers 
though badly damaged are standing on both sides of the nrthankara. Vacant space arouqd 
the image is filled with Gandharvas and Kinnaras playing with musical instruments. Bull, 
u l'IJilchana of the Ttrthankara is visible in the pedestal. Hairs on his bead are arranged 
in Jata, a few strands of which seen falling on the shoulders. An eliptical halo formed 
of lotus petals and encircled by beaded borders is provided as prabhllmant/ala· of 
itabbanatha. The keva!a tree, trilinear umbrella, Gandharvas and Apsarils with garlands 
and heavenly figures mounted on elephants are all envisaged at the top of the nrthankara. 
The figure is damaged on various parts of the body including the face. It measures 
including the pedestal some 0.90m x 0.44m X 0.19m. 

Two J aina relics of Tlrthankara ~,abhanitha were brought from a place Kotapat 
and preserved in this museum. The first ~~abhanatha in1age (D.M.24) of this place ·, is 
carved seated in meditative attitude on a pedestal supported by rampart lions. The figure 
of Cbakrdvarl is noticed in between the lions supporting the throne. Lanchana, bull is 
carved over pedestal surrounded by a series of devotees seated in aifjali hasta with offer
ings. Chaurf bearers are found in attendance of the Tlrthaiikara. The circular halo 
behind bead is formed of lotus petals and encircled with beaded borders. The keYala tree, 
umbrella in three folds and flying figures with garlands are all carved above the Tlrthan
kara. Hands, legs and face of the TirthaAkara and the keva!a tree, flying figures and 
chaurf bearers are partially mutilated . The entire piece of sculpture measures 0. 7Sm X 

• 
0.40mX0.18m. . 

The second ~~abhanitha image from Kot pat (D.M.41) (Fig.134) too is richly carved. 
It is found carved in yogasana pose on a pedestal supported by lions at each corner. 
A four handed Chakrejvarl mounted on Garuda is placed below the pedestal flanked· by 
devotees. The two chauri bearers standing on the sides are provided with eliptical haloes 
behind their heads. Elephant motifs are carved on either sides near which devotees in 
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uatliAI poaiUOiR and folded hands are seen offerin& ovation to tile deity. Hah'.s .en ~s 
head are arranged in matted locks, a few rolls of whlch run up to the sho.ulders. l{is 
llJilchana, the bull is carved on the pedestal. The umbrella, surmounted by the kewz!a tree 
and fiaalced bf flying figures with ga,.-lands and elephants are the other essential atwbutes 
.Q( this Tlrthankara figure. The halo behind the head is decorated with lotus peta4 and 
b•IUW boc4crs. A series of heavenly figures playins w.ith musical instrument are hovering 
·•-~ ,~y. The image is damaged in the legs and hands and measures in~luding .the 
.-atal 0.9&m X 0.51m x 0. 16m. 

Fwm. Jamunda seven Jaina sculptures have been <;ollected for the preseot and it .is 
-~~ earlier that a few are still available in the site. From the seven three are ~~bba
nitha, two of Pirivanitha, one of MabavJra and rest one is the figure of a Tlrthankara 
whose identification becomes difficult at this stage. 

The first ~'8bhanatha figure of this place (D.M.8) is conceived seated in meditative 
· IU;itqdo gn a plain pedestal with bull as /anchana, Mir arranged in Ja!I, kevafa tree, triti
aw umbtella, chaurl bearers, flying figures and the twenty-three otherl,rthankaras in 
1,og,~a e,arved around it. The figure of seated Pirivan~tha is shown w:ith a three 
hQQd,ed snake instead of the conventional seven hooded snake. llte S4s4nadevf of the 
tt.thankua is uoticed below the pedestal. Matted locks of his hair ~e falling on 
\be shoulders. Three of the seated TlrthaAkara figures from the top are badly 
IXUltilated SQ also the {ace of ~,abhanitha, the mulanllyaka. The entire piece meas11res 
0,4.281 X 0.27m x 0.12m. 

The second i~abhanatha image. is also conceived seated in .vog'ilsana pose on a 
pedestal supported by lions below whlch Chakresvarl, his Sasanadevi is found depi<cted. dis
playing attributes in her four hands of which two discs are only recognizable. $he is 
seated cross legged on [a double petalled lotus pedestal with both male and female devo
tees. AmQng other features, bull as Janchana, chauri bearers, decorative circular halo, 
flying figure with garlands, kevala tree, elephants, sacred umbrella and music played by 
GODd/uuvas and Kinnaras are all envisaged along with the image. Face and both the legs 
Q/ tbc Tirthankara and upper part of the chauri bearer standing to its right are ~dly 
mutilated. The halo is decorated with lotus petals and borders by a series of beads. The 
slab depicting the above aspects measures 0.56mX 0.32mx 0.10m. 

The third ifabhanitha figure of Jamunda (D.M.35) is designed in meditative pose 
on. a plain pedestal supported by two spirited lions looking to opposite directions. Betow 
tilt pedestal is carved Chakre,varl, the Sasanadevi of ~~abhanatha seated on a lotus pede
stal in lalitasana pose. She displays vara,la 111udr'ii in both of her hands. Yakta Gomutha 
and a female devotee in folded hands are standing to her right and left respectively. Bull, 
lho ~oav~ntk>nal lanchana of the Tlrtharikara is visible on the pedestal. In addition, the 
kevala tree, chaurl bearers, trilinear umbrella, flying figures with garlands jn hands, 
tora'}Q itted with elephant heads jaltl-b/1iira over head and circular halo behind head are 
.the otber notable features Qf this image. the halo is decorated with lotus ~ls 411d 
llu.4ed c;baim. Scvc;ral strands of j4Jll are falling on the showders. The lioqs be.k,w 
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pedestal prominently display their manes. A portion of the slab from the top containing 
the flying figure with garlands is damaged and missing. It measures 0.48m x 0.30m x 0.9m. 

The first image of Pirivanatha from Jamuda (D.M.l I) (Fig.135) though damaged 
severely in various parts, displays the usual features of the Tlrthankara. It is conceived 
in meditative attitude on a pedestal supported by two lions in fornt. A canopy of seven 
hooded snake is found above head. Padmavatl, his Sasanadevi is depicted below pedestal 
in padmasana pose on a separate double petalled lotus pedestal. She has four hands but 
the attributes displayed in her hands are indistinct. A canopy of three hooded snake is 
found over her head. Among other features we notice a circular halo behind head, keva!a 
tree, trilinear umbrella, elephants, flying figures with garlands, chauri bearers and devo
tees in folded hands are all carved around the nrthankara. A portion from the right 
containing the leg, the halo and the flying figure is damaged. The entire slab measures 
0.60m X 0.32m x 0.15m. 

The second Parivanitha image from this place is carved standing in kllyotsarga 
pose on a plain pedestal. A canopy of seven hooded snake is found over head, the coils 
of which are gathered behind the Tlrthankara. Among other items we notice the conven
tional chaurl bearers, kevala tree, umbrella, flying figures with garlands and devotees in 
kneeling position and folded hands are all depicted along with the Tlrtha4kara. Face of 
the figure is ,_damaged partially. It measures including the pedestal some 0.32m X 
0.20m x 0.8m. 

The lone figure of Mahavlra from Jamunda (Fig.136) is conceived seated in yog4-
sana pose on a pedestal supported by two spirited lions in front. His /ailchana lion, is 
depicted in the pedestal below which Sidhaytka, the S4sanadevi of Mahavlra is found 
depicted in four bands displaying in her upper two hands the attributes of parafu and a 
mace like object and varada mudrlJ in the lower ones. She is flanked by a male and a 
female devotee in the right and left sides respectively. The other features of this MahiVlra 
image consist of a halo formed of multipetalled lotus designs enclosed by beaded 
borders, chaurl bearers, trefoiled umbrella, keva/a tree, tora'}Q, attached with elephant 
heads, flying, figures with garlands and elephants, at top comers. The entire slab measures 
0.80mX 0.38mX 0.14m. 

Thet last figure of the series is attributed to a Jaina nrthankara whose identifica
tion is difficult at this stage. It is displayed under the caption as Padmaprabha. The 
Tlrthankara is designed seated in meditative attitude on a pedestal supported by two 
lions below which his Sasanadevi with four hands is depicted in Padmasana. A human 
figure carved lying at the place where the conventional /Mchana is normally to be found, 
a rare occurrence. The other features available with this image consist of the circular halo 
formed of lotus petals and beaded chains, keva!a tree, chaurf bearers, and flying figures 
with garlands in hands. A series of beads also depicted in a row in front of the lion 
throne. The slab along with pedestal measures 0.33m X 0.20m X 0.9m. 

Two Jaina Tlrthankara images, apart from the upper parts of two pillan 
containing standing human figures with swords raised in their hands, were collected from 
Kamta, a place rich in Jaina antiquities of Koraput district. 
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The first piece of sculpture from Kamata is the bust of Tirthankara. The lower 
part of this figure is damaged and missing. Among other features it displays the circular 
halo, lotus petals enclosed by beaded borders, chaurf bearers, keva!a tree, umbrella, 
elephant and flying figures with garlands. Flying figures and elephant of the left side 
are damaged and missing. The available portion of the image measures 0.32mx 
0.34m x 0.8m. 

The other sculpture of Kamta is identified with ~~abhanitha (Fig.137). The 
Tlrthankara is conceived seated in yogasana pose on a plain pedestal supported by Gajo
simhas in fornt corner. His /afichana, bull, is visible over the pedestal and just below the 
bull, a series of six devotees are seated in a row. Below the pedestal, Chakrdvarl, mount
ed on Garuda and displaying various attributes in her ten hands is found depicted. The 
attributes are, however not very much distinct. Ya/qa Gomukha and a group of other 
devotees in kneeling posture and folded hands are found depicted around the pedestal. 
The eliptical halo behind head is profusely decorated with beads, lotus petals and other 
floral designs. Decorative trilinear umbrella, kevala tree, .flying figures with garlands and 
mcunted elephants are all envisaged at the top. A tora'}Q fitted with makara heads, series 
of Ganaharvas and Kinnaras playing with musical instruments and devotees in folded hands 
are carved in the vacant space over the two chaurf bearers. The face of the Tlrthankara 
is partially damaged. Including the pedestal it measures 0.90m x O.SOm x 0.23m . 

• 
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Jaina Architecture of Orissa 

Architecture of Jaina monuments of Orissa is represented through the rock-cut 
caves and structural edifices. The rock-cut caves having Jaina affinity are mainly avail
able in the twin hills of Udayagiri and Khandagiri of Puri district though the tradition 
of cave dwelling has been reported from elsewhere in Orissa. As regards structural 
edifices of comparable date we get ample references to them in the Hithl-Gumpha 
inscription of Kharavela. But unfortunately except the ground plan of the apsidal 
structure on the crest of U dayagiri hill and a relief sculpture on the opening frieze of the 
facade of the lower storey of Rar:i1-Gumpha of the same hill, we do not find their existence 
in the entire length and breadth of Orissa. In the first instance we should take up the 
architectural features of the large number of caves excavated on the Udayagiri and 
Khandagiri hills under the patronage of Kharavela, his chief queen, sons, successors and 
administrative associates and then proceed on the basis of available evidences to the 
description of structural shrines in different localities of Orissa attributed to various 
periods of her history. Apart from these, we also find Jaina relics preserved in a large 
number of shrines dedicated to other religious cults. They have nothing special to be 
regarded as Jaina monuments. In the recent years Jaina relics have also been und• 
worship in separate rooms of demestic buildings like the one noticed at Jaunliapapati 
of Cuttack town and other, located in a building in the heart of Jeypore town in Koraput 
district. They have not been included in our study of Jaina architecture in Orissa. 

CA VE ARCHITECTURE 

Cave architecture in India dates back to the period of the Maurya rule when an 
advanced technique was patronised by the Mauyra court. Lomasha ~,i Cave in the 
Garabara hill, caused to be excavated by A§oka and the Nagarjuni hill caves attributed 
to king oa,aratha, the grandson of Asoka inaugurated a new practice in the stone 
cutting art in India. The cave dwellings eminently served the purpose of monastic 
abodes for the Ajivikas and not only that artificial caves were excavated but also the 
mountain hollows which were the dewellings of the wild animals, were dressed and 
polished to make tJiem suitabl~ residence& for the monks. Th~ Mauryan caves were no 
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doubt crudely designed without the verandahs and with no remarkable workmanship 
inside the chamber, the arched entrance being somewhat clumsy. But this was an 
admirable and deciding advance of the tradition of Indian cave architecture which deve
loped to a great extent both in artistic and masonry workmanship in the later rock-cut 
monasteries at Bhaja, Bedesa, Kondane, Kirle, Kinheri, Ellori, Ajanti, etc. 
The cave excavations at Udayagiri and Khandagiri hills under the patronage of the 
Chedi rule marked an important stage of development in between Maurya caves and 
the later caves belonging to the early centuries of Christian era. The caves of Udayagiri 
and Khandagiri hills are however, not so elaborate althouh with their pillared verandahs 
and elegant carvings they mark a definite advancement upon their Mauryan counter
parts.1 

The large number of caves that have survived in the course of centuries in the 
Udayagiri and Khandagiri hills no doubt convey us a fairly good idea about their 
architectural peculiarities, but we get few references to their structural details from the 
inscriptions carved on their bodies. The representation of a variety of dwellings ranging 
from royal palaces to humble huts and religious establishments as are found on the 
monuments at Sanchi are mostly wanting at this place. In spite of this handicap, the 
existing caves, even in their ruined state, provide enough details with regard to their 
various component parts, the technipue of their excavation and the manner of their 
disposition. 

The Hithl-Gumphi inscription or the other inscriptions on the walls of different 
caves do not provide sufficient knowledge to study various technical terminologies 
associated with cave architecture at this place. However, a term /erJam has been used 
frequently in those inscriptions to devote the Gumphis or caves. 

As to the technical significance of the term 'leTJa' we are aware that each of the 
cave dwellings on the Udayagiri hill which is designated 'le1J,a' in the old Brihmi 
inscriptions is known as 'Gumphll', a term equivalent to the prakriti Gumphll, the Aiokan 
kubha and the Sanskrit and Pali Gu/1a. These ancient cave dwellings with their arch 
entrances represent the ruder form wherefrom the later Buddhist cave temples, with 
their infinitely superior workmanship and ornamentation in the interior may be said to 
have developed. And with these, ancient Maurya cave dwellings may be sharply con
trasted with the caves excavated on the Kumart hill by king Kharavela and his co
adjutors for the accommodation of the resident Jaina recluses and saints as representing 
altogether a different architectural design and artmanship. 

It is evident that each of the caves on the Kumarl hill was so designed as to make 
it appear like a regular cottage or residential building with an open or pillared verandah 
(paslJda) in front of one or more chambers dug out in the interior in the shape of rooms, 
the verandah being provided, in some examples, with a pent-roof. These cottage like 

J. N. K. Sahu, History of Orissa, Vol. I, P. 377, 
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or palace like cave-dwellings of the Jaina saints and recluses may be judged with their 
peculiar roofs as Orissan patterns of the Buddhist monasteries at Saranatha and other 
places.2 

As regards to the term 'le'!a' Barua3 takes it to be a natural cave, cavity or cavern 
improved by human hand. There can be no objection to apply to it '/e'}a' as a designa
tion or to applying the designation G11mbhii or gulza to le'}a in the sense of such cave. 
At any rate no other reference can be drawn from Buddhaghosa's definition of a /e,µJ as 
a habitation with an opportunity for sitting and lying made either by excavating house 
in a mountain or raising a wall there, a pabhiira is suft1cient (to serve as a dwelling)''. 

Regarding the technique of the excavation of caves it appears that the excavaton 
followed the same pattern as adopted by present day masons for such works. Some 
ground plan with specific design and details must have been prepared by the master 
architects with necessary instructions from their patrons. In order to reproduce the 
same in stone they were - to trace out suitable sites after clearing the debris and 
examining various technical aspects such as quality of the stone, its compactness, size of 
the plan, etc., before actual commencement of the work. But such matters were given 
little consideration at the time of excavating open caves or scoopings which were 
probably executed on trial basis or left to the amateurs. Iron hammers with wooden or 
bamboo adjuncts and chisels entirely of iron were possibly used in the preliminary stage 
to clear away large chunks of stone. The technique is normally to cut grooves around 
and then strike out the stone from the centre. A clue to this device is still to be noticed on 
the ruined caves where stones have been removed subsequently or have been abandoned 
before completion. After this, they are made plain by chiselling out the uneven surface 
through chisels and hammers of lesser gradation. Then their surface was made smooth by 
rubbing or polishing the inner parts with stones of much harder variety. This process 
was probably carried out in hand with occasional addition of water. The sculptures and 
other decorative motifs on the f acades or pillars are then suitably worked out. In any 
case, human labour backed by adequate royal patronage and knowledge of the craftsman
ship played the major role in designing such caves. 

As the stone at Udayagiri and Khandagiri is of coarse grained sand stone of soft. 
porous and irlcoherating nature, the excavators after tracing suitable sites designed the 
caves at edges of the hills in different directions and l1cights. The excavators thus saved 
both labour and expense by following tl1e co11figuration of the rock and connecting 
different caves, wl1erever necessary, by rock-cut steps, scme of which exist even now. 
There is a predilection towards excavation near tl1e top of the ledge or boulder, probably 
to lessen tlie load over tl1e caves, the rock being of a brittle variety . 

• 

In later peric.1ds, some of the dwelling cells at this place were converted into shrines 
with minor alterations, s~ch as increasing tJi.e heigl1t of the chamber by the excavation of 

2. B. M. Barua, Old Brah,ni Inscriptions, p. 299, 
3. O,id, p. 300. 
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the floor to a deeper depth and providing greater space by the removal of not only the 
partition walls between contiguous cells but those dividing the verandah. 

Now coming to the architectural details we notice the caves at Udayagiri and 
Khandagiri are designed with one or more cells either on the main wing or along their 
sides in addition. Some of them are considered double-storeyed. A number of small 
scoopings without any structural embellishment are attempted near leading caves of which 
some are large enough to accommodate human beings in lying condition, but others are 
mere hollows excavated at random, either to retain items of daily use or provide sitting 
accommodation to wandering mendicants. The cells are invariably oblong in plan, as 
their corresponding walls are not of the same length. The front walls containing door 
openings are usually larger than the back walls. 

Meant for Jaina recluses who are noted for the rigour of their ascetccism and 
extreme self mortification, the caves provide little amenities. The height of the cells 
including even the exceptionally large ones like Rar:i1-Gumphi does not allow a man to 
stand erect, the remaining ones are only slightly more than man high. The cells which 
have curved roof normally provide more standing space than the ones designed in flat 
or standing roofs. The inner walls of all the caves were originally left plain but in the 
medieval period inner walls of a few caves of the place were carved with Jaina symbols 
and divinities. In rare cases small holes or niches have been fashioned on these walls to 
keep lamps and other articles of daily use. A thin coat of lime has been applied to these 
walls in most cases. 

The floors of all the cells and even the minor scoopings near them were raised at 
the back. But in some cases they have been destroyed in subsequent periods and in 
their place fresh masonry works taken up leaving however the mark of their original 
design on the side walls. This inclination of tl-.e floor extends from one end of the back 
wall to the other evidently to be shared by a number of Jaina recluses at one time. This 
sloping rise served as pillows for them. 

Ceilings of the cells arc both designed in curved and flat shape but in respect of the 
verandah they are entirely flat . Those which are shown in flat are slightly slanting 
towards the opening. But the arched roofs are normally elevated in the middle. The 
object of this arching wr.s to prevent leakage in the middle. The whole surface is cut 
smooth, ar.d there is nothing like ribs, beams and rafters to be anywhere seen. They 
appear to serve as supports to the projecting arch over tl1em, and can be taken to be 
copies of wooden models. Here they have been used as ornaments for the situation in 
which they occur, carved in solid rock, they can contribute very little to the mechanical 
strength of the super structure. 

The relative number of door openings in both Udayagiri and Khandagiri caves 
varies from one to four, according to the size of the caves. They are in most cases found 
in tl1e front wall, and access through the front verandah to the cells is the system, irres
pective of the fact that caves are looking to different directions. The door ways are 
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invariably small. Even in cells high enough for a man to stand erect one has to crawl to 
enter. The size of the doors remain within a limited variation in almost all the caves of 
the place, the height being between 0.91m to 1.40m. In several cases, the front walls 
have been knocked down and in its place artificial partition walls have been 
constructed in subsequent dates. One should not confuse with the door openings 
of those repaired caves. On the other hand in a number of caves partition walls have 
not been constructed after the demolition of the original ones for which there are wide 
openings in front. They also should not be taken as the usual pattern of the original 
door openings. The Jambs, in some cases, slope inwards, causing the opening slightly 
wider at the base than at the top, a feature common in many caves of the earlier date 
including the one at Barabara. The doors have grooves, cut all around their outer 
frames, probably to receive movable wooden or bamboo shutters. Additional holes for 
hinges at the threshold and a lintel in a few cases suggest single doors. Unlike most 
Buddhist caves, the cells of Udayagiri and Khandagiri are adequately lighted which is 
due not only to their general layout but also to the profusion of door openings. 

Windows are noticed in Khandagiri-Gumpha, Gai:iesa-Gumpha and upper storey 
left wing Rai:i1-Gumpha. Such openings for the admission of light and air are rarely 
met within cave architecture, though they are not absolutely wanting. 

The fact is that the mendicants for whom they were excavated passed their time in 
open travelling from place to place and the caves were occupied only at night, in foul 
weather and during the rainy season when the ceremony of 'wassa' had to be celebrated 
by them in their monastery and possibly also in the depth of winter as also by the old and 
decrepit, who could no longer pass a life of itinerancy and for them and at such times 
windows were scarcely needed.' 

The verandahs are all opened i11 front. The passage to them is maintained on 
either side of the pillars as well as the space between the side pilaster and the nearest 
pillar. The side walls are measured as per the width of the verandah in front of the cells. 
These walls except in rare cases are devoid of sculptural representations. But the outer 
face of the backwall of the verandah (to which we also call the front wall of the cell) 
contain a number of relief panels within the semi-circular arch-bands, tympana pilasters, 
railings, animals, birds and human figurines. 

In some caves long shelves have been fashioned on the side walls of the verandah. 
They are occasionally fronted with railings. They have been designed in living rock to 
provide accommodation for scriptures or articles of daily use of the Jaina mendicants. 
Their presence at this place as an architectural embellishment appears to be an advance in 
cave architecture. 

The verandah ceiling in all cases has been designed flat. They have never been 
finished smooth like those of the cells. No lime wash has also been given to them. The 
roofs of the verandah project outward in the form of caves, the inner sides of the latter 

4. R.. L. Mitra, TM Antiquities of Or Issa, Vol. 11, P. 13. 
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being curved as in a thatched or tiled hut to break the flow of rain water. In case of the 
double storeyed caves, the roof of the lower wing usually forms a terrace to the upper 

• wing. 

Leaving aside a limited few, like Bagha-Gumpha and Sarpa-Gumpha all other 
caves of this place have benches in front of the cells as well as on the two sides of the 
verandah. These elevated p0rtions served the purpose of sitting of the resident monks. 
R.L. Mitra5 while discussing the Rai:it-Gumpha considered them as ''raised seat or 
Plinth.'' But in either case the purpose remains the same. The benches of all important 
caves of Khandagiri except cave No. 1, 2, 4 and 13 have been completely destroyed. Jn 
some cases, the floor of the verandah is m,tde plai11 with additio11al masonry works and 
aJl traces of this elevated seat have been removed. The floor of the verandah which was 
originally lower in Ananta-Gumphi has been raised to the top level of the bench by 
masonry. The maximum length of the bench in front of the upper main wing of 
Ripl-Gumphi records 19.20m with 0.39m. as height and 0.71m as its breadth. In the 
scoopings where no such verandahs have been designed we do not find the benches. 

The side benches are designed in accordance with the breJ.dth of the verandah. The 
side benches commencing from each end of the back bench exte11d up to the base of the 
side pilasters instead of the edge of the verandah floor. To this aspect Percy Brown• 
observes ''Another feature in some of the Orissan viharas is a ledge or podium carved 
like a continuous bench around certain of the compartments. Here is seen an early 
appearance of ''Asana'' a stone seat with a sloping back-rest which in more developed 
and highly decorated form became prominent in the temples of central and western 
India in the early medieval period.'' 

The roof of the verandahs wherever available are supported by heavily designed 
pillars in front and pilasters attached to the side walls. They are of one and the ~ame 
pattern in a particular cave. Passage to the verandah is maintained through the space 
between the pillars as well as the pilaster and the nearest pillar. Their number increases 
with the size of the cave complex. In smaller caves like Jaya-Vijaya-Gumphi and 
Titowi-Gumphi No. 1 only one pillar in tl1e centre and two side pilasters serve the 
purpose. Except the side pilasters and a few pillars in perfect condition most of the 
pillars in these caves are gone leaving indications to their location on the floors, above 
which new masonry pillars are provided to protect the roof from further damage. In the 
absence of those pillars, the side pilasters guide us to their probable design and shape. 
Stepped pedestal is common to all the pillars. Though three distinct varieties of pillars 
are available at this place, the one divided into three sections, the central part octagonal 
and the lower and upper square, appears to be more profusely used. They have no 
captial and the upper part of tl1c sl1nft toucl1cs the verandah ceiling. The brackets 
usually project inward and outward from the top of these pillars. The second 
variety of pillars are divided into five sections of wl1icl1 the basal, cental and terminal 

S. R. L. Mitra. The Anriquities of Orissa, Vol. II, p. 13. 
6. Percy Brown. Indian Archirecrure (Hindu and Buddhist), p. 36. 
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ones are square and the intermediate ones are rendered octagonal by chamfering the 
corners of tl1e squares. The pillars and pilasters alike of this group are having capitals 
representing different animal figures resting on corbelled abacus above inverted lotus 
flower. The third variety is represented through the central pillar of the Jagannitha
Gumpha which passes througch four, eight, sixteen, eight and four sides with the arrises 
chamfered so as to achieve the effect of half-medallions. The upper part of most of the 
pillars and pilasters belonging to tl1e three groups are relieved with enigmatic and winged 
animal and bird figures seated back to back and a few decorative motifs . 

. 
A part from the heavily designed verandah pillars and pilasters, the door-ways of 

the facade are each flanked by side pilasters on gha!a bases above stepped pedestals as 
a common feature. The gha/a bases are either plain or decorated. The shafts of these 
pilasters are plain or flat, fluted or dec(>rated. Abacus is both in stepped or square 
shape. But the crowning elements in each case are addorsed animals over plain or bell
shaped lotuess. In rare case, however, neckings and cables are noticed. 

Brackets seemingly to support the superstructure are noticed on the inner and 
outer sides of the verandah pillars, and in exceptional cases with the side pilasters. 
They are designed in the solid rock and have little functional value. Their curved outer 
faces are filled with decorative motifs, animal and human figures in various poses. In 
one instance of Rai;il-Gumphi, it is evident that the bracket is detachable as the sockets 
exist on the pillar and the roof. 

Lintels, which usually connect the gap between the door jan1bs, windows and other 
openings of a superstructure now-a-days are also appeared in some caves of Khandagiri 
hill. The verandah pillars and pilasters are connected through these lintels. But as they 
have been designed in the living rock they may be considered as structural embellishments 
rather than mechanical devices. Where the lintels have not been fashioned, the pillars 
directly support the verandah roof. 

A distinctive element, in all early rock-cut viharas, is the arcading, which decorates 
the walls and which in the Orissan examples, is of an exclusive kind. Instead of being of 
the horse-shoe variety, the arches of the arcades are almost invariably semi-circular and 
their lower ends corresponding to the springer of a true arch are expanded to enable them 
to be supported on pilasters. These pilasters have capitals formed of pairs of recumbent 
animals. These outer edges of these arches are surrounded by s•1astikas, vadhamanga/as 
or by a triangular pointed crest or finial enclosing a floral ornament or a figure. The 
style of ornamenting the door frame is common to most of tl1e c,1ves of Udayagiri and 
Khandagiri witl1 a few exceptions. 1·hese decorations being repeated throughout are 
greatly di,,ersific:d and scrolls, single flowers, figures of men and animals have been carved 
at option without any reference to uniformity. Each frame is complete by itself and 
except in o\1t]ine and general character bears no relation to the neighbour. The arched 
bands over the door-ways of Bagha-Gumpha, Dhanaghara-Gumpha and Tentuli-Gumpha 
are, however, left undecorated. In case of Tatowa-Gumpha No. 2, the ends of supporting 
rafters are distinctly. visible in the inner parts of these arched band. 
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The semi-circuiar space (tyinpana) created by the arched bands over the door-ways 
or· Ananta-Gumpha and 1·aJowa-Gumpha No. 2 are relieved with floral devices and 
religious activities. In other cases they arc, however left plain. Where the front wall of 
the cells are destroyed or damaged and new masonry work done in their places we do not 
trace this arcading system. 

Raili11gs which popularly k11ow11 as Buddhist rails are extensively used at Sanchi
stupa and Bharhut (now in Calcutta Museum) where they have been lavishly embellished 
with c~1rvings presented hy rich devotees. In earlier times these rails were employed 
round the sacred trees and stupas. The simplest form of rail consisting of square 
pillars set at a little n1ore tha11 their own breadth apart and joined by tl)ree broad bars 
rounded on the sides a11d placed 11ear to one another and to the head rail which joins 
the top of the pillars. So faithfully have the stupas been copied in the form of DlJ.gobas, 
that in nearly every case the rail pattern is one of the features on these altars as well as 
the umbrella which decorated the st upa. 

These railings appear prominently running in continuation with the parapet on the 
verandah and round the trees worshipped in Ananta-Gumpha and Jaya-Vijaya-Gumphi 
and below the sculptured friezes of Rar,it-Gumpha, Gapesa-Gumpha and the Mafichapurl
Gumpha. Except Rar:i1-Gumpl1a where they are in three barred pattern in other places 
they represent significantly two long bars. Thus it is evident that railings have nothing 
special with Buddhist relics. They too, appear in J aina monuments. The most obvious 
and simple mode of fencing is to have uprights at short intervals with connecting bars 
whose number is regulated by the peculiar exigency of each individual case. These 
railings have never been designed free standing at this place. Above the tympana 
arches and extending along with the entire length of the verandah and continuing along 
the side walls of Ananta-Gumpha, runs a set of railings interrupted only at places by 
groups of stepped merlons (pyramidal battlements) each alternating with a blue-lotus, a 
pattern often repeated on the railings of Bharhut. 

Two small rooms which often regarded as guard rooms are met with the lower 
storey of Rai:i1-G11mpha, adjacent to its left and right wings. The roof of those two 
rooms are seen much below the verandah roof of the respective wings but the door-ways 
are of the usual size. 

Provision of standing armed guards in front of the terminal piers of Ri1.11-
Gumpha, Gai:iesh-Gun1pba, Maftcbapurl-Gumpha, Jaya-Vijaya-Gumphi and TaJowa
Gumpha No. 2 yet form another early feature of cave architecture in Orissa. In .addition 
to the armed guard figure against tl1e right pilaster of Jaya-Vijaya-Gumphi, a lady 
heavily wedded with decorative costumes is sta11ding in front of its left pier. Similarly, 
though the guards of the lower wir1gs of Ral'li-Gumpha are of the usual type, the two 
on either side of the main wing of the upper storey of this cave are fashioned mounting 
on animals. Tl1e sta11ding ones are invari,tbly seen each with long spear and sheathed 
sword suspended from the shoulders. In rare cases, however, only a sword is held and 
the other hand rests on the body. 
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As indicated earlier the roof of the lower storey of some ambitious caves were 
designed in the pattern off orming open terraces of the upper storeys of those caves. 
The upper storeys in such caves are excavated much behind the lower ones and the area 
cut smooth for free movement. We find best examples of this pattern with the Rii:tl
Gumphi and the Maftchapurl-Gumpha. The terrace in front of the upper storey of 
Rit:il-Gumpha as evident from the damaged condition was extended up to the edge of 
the verandah roof like that of the Mafichapurt cave. A three barred railing along the 
whole length forming the projecting fence for the terrace of Maftchapurl cave is still 
available with intervening uprights. R.L. Mitra7 conjectures a similar railing in front of 
the terrace of the Rar:it-Gumpha. Percy Brown8 on the other hand infers from the open 
terrace, sculptured friezes and the courtyard in front of Rai:ii-Gumphi, that a regular 
drama was performed at this place for the entertainment of cave dwellers on important 

• occasions. 

Most of the caves of Udayagiri and Khandagiri were excavated on the ledge or 
the sloping edges of the hills for which the ground in front of them is made plain for the 
purpose of open courtyards. The cells of less ambitious caves are directly open to the 
courtyards but in case of full-fledged caves they are open through their pillared 
verandahs. In case of Maftchapurl-Gumpha, the right wing has been extended corres
ponding to the left battered wall to give it a look of perfect courtyard. At Rai:il
Gumphi, the two side wings have been extended to a considerable length to form a 
partially enclosed courtyard. Cave Nos. 6, 7, 8 and 9 of Khandagiri hill have a common 
courtyard for them. J.D. Beglar9 is of opinion that ''The arrangement of this excavation 
shov.·s that from the earliest times Indian civil architecture has adhered to the same broad 
feature in plan, the merits of the plan have not been properly brought forward, it is 
evident that the larger the scale on which the work is executed the greater will be the 
effect viewed from the courtyard, not in the simple proportion of size, but in duplicate 
proportion due, first, to actual increase of size, and second to the increased power of 
receiving a larger portion of the whole at any instant on the retina, more especially as 
regards the vertical dimensions in a narrow courtyard, the head has to be tilted up to an 
inconvenient extent to see the entire height of the inner facade whereas the same height 
of facade, if seen at a greater distance i.e. with a larger courtyard, would be taken in at 
one view. Unfortunately few Indian palaces or other buildings having courtyards have 
been built of such dimensions as to enable the spectator to receive in its entirely a view 
of any side of the interior facade from any point with the court and as it is the inner 
facade of such buildings which experience teaches me is more highly ornamented than 
the exterior, the chief beauty in this arrangement is lost from inability of the spectator 
to receive an image of the whole as a whole on the retina of his eye.'' 

Leakage of rain water from the top of the caves often causes enormous prob .. 
to the dwellers. But while designing the cells the architects took special care for i\. 
eradication. Here, the caves have usually been excavated with a gentle slope away from 

7. R L. Mitra, TM Antiquities of Orissa, Vol. n, p. 8. 
8. Percy Brown, Indian Architecture (Hindu and Buddhist). p. 36. 
9. 1~ D, BcJlar, ASI &port, Vol. Xlll, Cunnin$ham (Ed.), p. 91 , 
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the main rock, thereby ensuring drainage. Weep-holes have been provided in cases 
where there is a chance of landslip in consequence of the rain \\'atcr percolating through 
the surface and collecting in the soil below. Prinsep10 who was much impressed with 
the drainage system at this place wrote ''The ingenious method which had been adopted 
to drain the chamber, which forn1 the porous nature of the stone, would otherwise have 
dripped in wet weather, small grooves are cut along the ceiling all verging to one point 
at the lower comer where a perforation is made to conduct the water ,vithout''. In 
cases where the mass of rock above the caves is enormous this system was not adopted 
but it gave satisfactory result in case of single storeyed verandahs. As indicated earlier 
the front of the verandah roofs have been rounded off and regular grooves undercut to 
throw rain water at a distance from the caves. 

As most of the caves are designed on the uneven surface · of solid rock access to 
them, is maintained through rock-cut steps. Large num her of those steps have gone 
away with and in their places modern masonry steps have come up. Those which have 
enough space in front, these steps are cut across the entire length in one or more courses. 
Through these steps one can conveniently enter to the verandah of a cave. Access to the 
upper storeys is maintained through uneven surface with occasional narrow rock-cut 
steps. The minor scoopings excavated at different hieghts have not steps at all. A 
number of caves of both U dayagiri and Khandagiri have also been deprived off these 
steps in subsequent periods when massive quarrying operation took place at the site. 
The upper cells of Sarpa-Gumpha and Khandagirl-Gumpha are difficult to be approached 
as their front portions do not carry any a~"- )ach. 

MaflchapurI-Gumpha, Alakapurl-Gumpha and Rar:il-Gumphi are often regarded 
as two-storeyed caves. Jn Alakapurt-Gumpha the upper cell is somewhat above the 
heavily damaged lower cell. Bt1t in case of Mafichapurl-Gumpha and Rar:il-Gumpha, the 
upper storeys are designed much behind the cells of the loVr·er wing. The upper part of 
MaftchapurI-Gumpha is known as SvargapurJ-Gumpha whereas the different wings of 
the lower and upper storeys of Ral)I-Gumpl1a comes under one and the same name. 
R.L. Mitra,11 while discussing the Ra1_11-Gumpha, observes, ''; he caves on the three sides 
are apparently two storeyed but in reality they are not so as the upper storey is so placed 
as not be right above the lower, but some v.,ay behind it. This arrangement obtains in , 

most of the other two storcyed caves and its object evidently is to secure the greatest 
strength and stability by placing the caves always on solid rock, instead of perforated 
hollows. The soft, fragile, incohering texture of tl1e stone rendered this precaution 
necessary, and we find that wl1atever it \\'·as neglected, the caves have suffered serious 
injury." Jn addition tl1is practice of setting back the u11pcr storey may have been 
introduced here for the very nature of the rock, ,vl1ich did not allow enough space for 
the upper storey to be built d irectly over the lo,\'er. 1·11e pattern of setting back the 
upper storey, much be-hind tl1c lower ones does not however indicate the ignorance of 
designing mu1tistoreyed buildings by the architects. The representation of such a double 

10. Prinsep, JAS. Vol. XII, p. 1079. 
tt. R. L. Mitra, The Antiquities ofOrissa, Vol. II, pp. 8-9, 
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storeyed building in sculpture in the beginning of the friezes of lower storey of Rit_1I
Gumpha gives sufficient knowledge of tl1c fact . 

To approach the caves in botl1 Udayagir i a11d Khan<lagiri l1ills several routes have 
to be followed on the living-rock. Tho~c whicl1 are on the livi11g rock are cut in steps 
at times very steep and inconven icnt to pass through. The main route to Udayagiri 
which was originally in stepped pattern was entirely renovated recently by the Archaeo
logical Survey of India and in its place a continuc)US pavement with raised sides has been 
constructed by laterite blocks. This pavement leads to the open space in front of the 
famous HathI-Gumpha from which it turns both to tl1e right and left for other caves. 
Cave Nos. 2 to 9 of Udayagiri are situated on ti1e right of this laterite path. 

Similarly another laterite stepped path originating from the main road connects 
the Khandagiri-Gumpha from which it turns to right and left for other caves of Khanda
giri hill. A narrow route commencing from the open space in front of Tafowa-Gumpha 
No. 1 leads the visitors to Ananta-Gumpha and the Jaina temple at the crest of Khanda
giri hil). Quite opposite to it another stepped path leads to the Haridasa group of caves of 
Udayagiri hill. This group can al so be contacted by descending few steps near the 
Sarpa-Gumpha. Rai:iI-Gumpha the most ambitious excavation of Udayagiri hill remain
ing slightly away from the main route can be touched upon through the path in front of 
the Bajaghara-Gumpha. 

As there is no major river in the neigl1bourhood, the cave dwellers depended 
mainly on a series of rock-cut wells in both Udayagiri and Khandagiri hills. They are, 
two each in Khandagiri and Udayagiri in adctition to tl1e two minor ones, the Syamakunc;la 
and Gupta-Ganga in Kl1andagiri. These wells are n()rmally filled with rain water, except 
the minor ones which have probably perennial springs inside to provide facilities for 
drinking water. 

The two \\'ells noticed in Udayagiri arc kno\\n as Lalita Kunc;Ja and Hatht-Nisur:it 
located respectively to the north-east an<l cast of G a1_1c~a-Gumpha. 

Hatht-Nisur:iI has been aband0ned c0mplctcly. Local people believe that the 
royal elephant of Lalatendu KesarI was usl1ally stayed l1ere. There are a series of rock
cut steps frc,m t~e surface till tl1e bottorn of this well. It is nothing but a stepped well 
for storage of rain water. Lalita Kur:ida docs not appear to be very deeply cut. The top 
edges of its four sides are cut unevenly anti irrcgt1lar steps have been provided on the 
Jiving rock along the entire Jcngtl1 of its ne.11 th t!n,1 eastern sides for the convenience of 
the users. 

The Vapl or well referred to in tl1c dan1agcd inscri l)tion in five lines of Somavam,1 
king UdyotakcsarI is probably tl1c Akasa G a t"•g~L situated close to Lalatendu Keiart
Gumpha which was connected \\'ith it by a f1igl1t of st~ps. Seven of these steps have 
escaped the hands of stone cutters. Due to quarryir1g 0pcrations the pool is now 
situat~d at a much higher level than the fl~Ot patl1 and is only approachable from the 
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top. It is oblong in plan, cut into tl1e solid rock and said to be fed by a natural spring at 
the bottom. 

Following the main route for a short distance one will encounter, the other rock
cut pool of this hill known as Radha-Kun<;la situated close to Cave No. 12. It too 
contains rain water which has turned greenish in colour. A flight of steps from the left 
of Ridha-KunQa leads up to a barren ledge and about fifty metres from this place is 
located a natural cavern locally known as Syimi Kun<;la. It has a depression in the 
centre of the floor containing water. Its front portion is built with masonry works. 
The water inside appears perfectly clean and can be used for drinking purposes. Behind 
Deva Sabha at a lower level is situated Gupta-Gal'iga a long natural tunnel. At its rear 
end is a small pool of water. The front of this tunnel is widely open but gradually becomes 
narrower towards the end. One has to struggle a great deal to reach the water source. 

Notwithstanding their being the work of rock-cutters and sculptors and not of 
masons and engineers required in a true piece of architecture, these rock-cut caves by 
their emulating structures of timber, bamboo and thatch, have important place in the 
history of Jaina architecture. Their importance is further increased by the paucity of 
extant Jaina buildings of this period. The excavators attempted to copy in live rock 
structural houses with the result that the features peculiar to wooden, tiled and thatched 
houses were reproduced even if they are irrational and unnecessary for stability. Thus 
the ceilings of the cells are in some cases arched and convex like that of a hut, the 
ceilings of the verandahs supported on brackets and architraves perched on pillars, as in 
a hut with bamboo and wooden posts are mostly lower than those of the cells, the floors 
of the verandahs are at a level lower than those of the cells; the roof of the verandahs 
project outward in the form of caves the inner sides of the latter being carved as in 
thatched or wooden huts to break the flow of rain water, the door-jambs incline inwards 
making the opening slightly wider at the base than at the top, which is inappropriate in 
masonry or rock.11 

N.K. Sahu11 considers the caves of Khandagiri hill except Tafowa-Gumphi No. I, 
TiJowa Gumphi No. 2 and Ananta-Gumpha as belonging to the medieval period as 
they do not bear Brahmt inscriptions but on the other hand depict sculptures and inscrip
tions of the medieval period. But all these reliefs and inscriptions are of later additions 
on the faces of the already existing caves, which to judge from the architectural features, 
originated simultaneously with their corrrcsponding ones in the Udayagiri hill. All tl1at 
is indicated is that they continued to be in use till later times unlike the Udayagiri caves. 

STRUCTURAL ARCHITECTURE 

Sashikanta1• assumes that Khiravela convened a council of Jaina monks on the 
Kumari hill (Udayagiri) which had already attained the status of a famous place of 

12. D. Mitra, Jaina Art and Architecture, A. Ghosh (Ed.), Vol. I, p. 77. 
13. N.K. Sahu, History of Orissa, Vol. II, p. 376. 
14. Sashikanta, Hathi-Gun1pha Inscription of Khara~•e/a and the IJhabru f..<lict af A!oka-~ Critif pf 

Studf, p, 62, 
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piJgrimage of the Jaina retinues. It appears to have been a well attended assembly in 
which 3,500 monks from al) directions· joined. The site of the assembly was the quad
rangle near the shrine of the Arhamta on the top of the hill more particularly on the 
roof of the Hithl-Gumpha on the face of which is the record inscribed. The quad
rangle consisted of a stone platform. 

He16 further assumes that ''in front of the Assembly hall was set up a pale red and 
quadrilateral pillar inlaid with beryl apparently to serve as a replica of the M dlJaStambha 
in accord with the traditional description of Samavasara1Ja (the preaching hall of the 
Tlrthankara). 

To substantiate this view an apsidal structure (Fig. 32) perhaps the first of its 
kind in Orissa, has been exposed by the excavation on the top of the Udayagiri hill, just 
over the Hitht-Gumphi containing the inscription of Khiravela. The Archaeological 
survey of India under the leadership of D. Mitra took up the excavation of the site 
during the years 1958-59 and a brief account of the said excavation has been published 
in the Indian Archaeology-A review for the same year. To facilitate exact information 
I reproduce the said account extenso. 

''The ruins consisted of an apsidal structure with an axial length of 78' 1 '' and 
basal Jength of 46'. Its outer wall constructed of large laterite blocks, followed the 
north-west to south-west slope of the hill top, the maximum number of extant courses 
being eight. Within the structure, towards its apse end, was a circular wall with only 
one surviving course of laterite slabs. Between the outer edge and the inner edge of the 
former was a minimum gap of 6'. The space within the apsidal structure save that enclosed 
by the circular wall was passed with laterite, but towards the northern end, where the 
sand stone bed-rock was the highest the rock itself was used as the floor after a rough 
dressing. Post holes, circular or irregular occurred in the rock and in the pavement. 
From the facts that such post holes existed in the rock around the outer wall at fairly 
regular intervals and that a few pottery tiles were found in the northern comer of the 
building, the existence of a tiled roof resting on posts and having projecting caves might 
be conjectured. 

In the northern comer of the a psidal structure was a drain fashioned by cutting a 
channel into the rock and covered .by laterite slabs flush with the floor. It was evidently 
designed to take off water from the circular structure. 

At a later stage the cir:cular wall was converted into an apsidal structure by the 
addition of an oblong wall towards its north-east, running rougt1ly parallel to and within 
the framework of the original apsidal wall. The circular wall was however kept undis
turbed. The oblong part of the new structure and a wide opening in each of its north
westem, south-western and north-eastern walls. 

JS. /bid. 
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An enigmatic feature, related with tl1c con1plex, but somewhat later in construc
tion, was a semicircular wall its ends meeting tl1e inner faces of the outer apsidal structure 
near its base. It was built of three ro,vs of laterite blocks placed on edge and supporting 
one another, the inner most blocks beings laid obliquely on the old floor. 

An earlier oblong structure evidently unconnected with the complex and partly 
overlaid by the circular walls seemed to have been tl1c first structure on the site. Its wall 
had been reduced to or.e course of lateritc wl1e11 the circular wall was raised. 

Belonging to the last phase of the occupation on the site and of a date when the 
complex described above had fallen into disuse was a square platform with recessed 
corners shabbily built of laterite and sand stone blocks on the debris over the south
eastern face to serve as a step. Inside, was a smaller square, also built of sand stone 
and laterite blocks the intervening space between it a11d outer wall being filled with earth. 

The pottery found in tl1e filling of the floor was red and ill-baked and rubbed off 
easily. 

• 

There was no other small find except a dolerite neolithic cell with an oblong 
section. It \\'as found amidst the laterite soil forming the filling of the floor''. 

The complex structure \\·as no doubt a Jaina religious edifice as the Udayagiri and 
the adjacent Khandagiri hills contain monuments of no other faith. Further as the twin 
hills of Udayagiri and Khandagiri have till now been known to represent only cave 
dwellings of the Jainas, tl1e present structt1rc may be regarded as having provided the 
resident monks with a place cf ,vorsh ip in perfect accordance with what the Hathl
Gumpha inscription says about tl1c Rc1ic Memorial (KaJ·a11isidiJ•fi) excavated by 
Kharavela. 

The date of the aJ)sida] structure though appears uncertain it can reasonably be 
guessed from circumstantial evidences and attributed to Kharavela who brought back 
from Magadha the Jina of Kali11ga that had been taken away by the Nandas and built 
some structures of stone on the K umari hi11 (U dayagiri) where he also excavated a 
number of cave-dwellings for the Jaina heretics. 

The excavation at Udayagiri furtl1cr rc,·ealed an ancient ramp built of Jaterite 
blocks. It is three metres wide, rises fr()m the ft1ot of the hill and reaches the terrace in 
front of the Hatht-Gumpha and is supported on either side by retaining ,valls. It is 
wedge-shaped in plan sl1c,,~ ing greater ,vi(lth near the l1ca<.l, tl1an at the 1<til. Sashikant18 

takes this ramp to represe11t the q11adril:i1 1·ra l pillar 111L'nl il)ncd in tl1e inscription. 

At a certain distance fr ,,m the l1ott<1n1 of the ra1np there are two walls at right 
angles to support the filli11g t--,cl(lW terrace in fr c> nt of J1at11I-Gu1nph;J. in sand stone and 

------
16. Ibid, p. 63. 
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laterite. The dexter wall is of sand stone and is prominently battered; it is discernible :up 
to the original steps leading to the cave which contains the inscription of the chief queen 
or Khiravela. Carved stone railings and upper part of a female statue in sand stone 
have ·been found near the steps. The railings might have embellished Sindhula's shrine. 

The archaeological evidence put together sugge~ts that the shrine over the Hitht
Gtt~J1ha, the ramp in front of it and cave to which the dexter wall leads, were the 
ptbduct of a single building activity. It thus confirms the epigraphic evidence about the 
k,cirtion .of.;tb'e shrines of Kharavela and Sindhula as well as the site for the assembly · of1 

the monks. 

In fact, the apsidal structure practically covers tl1e entire top of this particular 
portion of the hill, the vacant space not being extensive enougl1 to accom·n1odate any. 
assemblage. To make necessary accomn1odation for tl1e occasional gathering this artificial 
terrace was raised in front of the Hathi-Gumpha wit11 necessary filling retained by walls 
rttnning towards cave 9 and 17 of Udayagiri hill . 

All instance of a double storeyed building is available in tl1e opening pannel of th~ 
lower main win•g of Rai:it-Gumpha. It represents a barrel-vaulted roof crowned by a row 
of· finials. The upper storey has only one entrance, through which a person is looJcing· 
out, there is a balustrated open balcony round it, on which a woman is standing. T·he 
lower storey has two doors each with a female figure. To the left side of this structure 
is a· thickly grown mango tree. This gives an indirect reference to the structural habita
tion of the people as well as confirm to the mention of the M ahiivijaya palace in the Hathl
GumphA inscription. But whether this particular building represents the palace of 
king K.haravela or just a building, out of the many available in the capital is difficult to 
tie ascertained at this stage. To this representation Charles Fabri17 considers-''What 

. may seem at first sight to be a house of two storeys, is actually a representation of two 
mud huts, one behind the other, lack of knowledge about perspective made the artist 
carve them one over the other. But there are two mud huts, both with thatched roofs, 
with doors and windows made of bamboo, and the upper or further one has a delightful 
indication of a l1edge running round of it.'' . 

But the subsequent pannels of the same wing represent military exploits of a royal 
person who may tentatively be identified with Kharavela. On tl1e basis of this analogy, , 
the double storeyed building represented in the opening panel may be identified with the 
palace of Kharavela from which his campaigns actually con1mcnced. This building gives 
us a fair idea on the state of civil architecture prevalent during the period. 

From the end of the Chedi rule we do not find any arcl1itectural complex till the 
advent of the early medieval period which can be specifically·relaled to the Jaina pantheon 
though Yuan-Chwang indirectly supports their prevalence in the area. The numeroug 
remains of chaumukhas designed in the shape of miniature rek/10. or pi</lza style of-temples 

17. Charles Fabri, Histo ry of the Art o/Orissa, p. 21 . 
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containing Jaina Tlrthankara figures within their niches give us enough idea to the fact 
that even Jaina temples or religious shrines were built in subsequent periods taking into 
consideration of the broad features of Hindu monuments. No 1emains of stupa, con
nected with any Jaina establishment like those of the Buddhists, are however, reported 
in the entire length and breadth of Orissa so far . 

• 

N.N. Vasu reported two ruined Jaina sites containing ancient temples of which 
one was located at Koisali, close to village Badasai in Mayurbhanja district. His report 
on the dilapidated temple at Koisali from where a Parsvanatha image was recovered is 
given below. 

''The place where the Parlvanatha image was set up in ancient times was excavat
ed in April 1907. The western side of this place is 90ft. in le11gth, the eastern side being 
102 ft. the northern SS ft. arid the southern 86ft. respectively. The portion already 
excavated has revealed the existence of an entire foundation and a portion of the ground 
floor of an ancient Jaina temple. The temple appears to l1ave had a sanctum (garbha 
grha) and a Jagamohana. It faces north. There is no means of ascertaining how long it 
baa been in ruins. People say that earth had accumulated over the ruins of the temple 
S to 6 ft. deep. But it was afterwards removed and the ground levelled for the purposes 
of cultivation. We have been able to discover stone foundations here two to three feet 
below the ground. During excavation a large 'iimalaka was discovered amidst the ruins. 
The style of sculpture seems to be ancient and very fine. The ceiling of the rooms within 
the temple has iron work attached. This iron work found during the excavation proves 
that from very early times the people of Mayurbhanj know hov.- to use that metal for 
building purposes. Specimens of pottery used in ancient times have also been found''. 11 

The other place Pundal, is located at a distance of two miles to the north east of 
Ayodhya in Balasore district. Here once the image of a Jaina Tlrthankara was recovered 
from the bed of river Sona. Formerly, a temple stood on what is now the river-bed. The · 
stones which once belonged to that temple are occasionally found in the sands of the 

• river. 

At Ayodhya we found extensive ruins of temples at a place near the High School. 
Dressed stones, dmalaka Ji/as and other fragments of temples are found scattered around. 
But it is difficult to assign the ruins to either Buddhism or Jainism as the place appears to 
be extremely rich in antiquities of both these cults. 

As indicated earlier, Koraput district of Orissa once dominated the scene of Jaina 
· activity. A group of ruined Jaina shrines are noticed with in a rectangular enclosure at 

a place called Suai close to the metal road leading to Nandapur. Of the entire series of 
temples only two are still standing. Others are damaged completely leaving traces of 
their location only through overcrowding of dressed stones. E~1ch cell bas figure of Jaina 
divinity at its sanctum. They are all constructed of stones of local variety. On close 
examination of the available two shrines (Fig.112) it would be evident that each was a 

JS. N.N. Vasu, '11w Archaeological S11r-Hy of Mayurbhanj, pp. 46-47. 
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trlratha structure with a low tower topped by an 'llmalaka. Their base mouldings indicate 
to an earlier date. Along the door jambs is evidence of square and circular rosettes 
enclosed within dotted squares. There is no niche in the central r4has for the P'llrJvade. 
WIiis nor their outer walls are decorated with motifs. In plan, the other ruined temples 
appear to have smaller dimensions. No trace of the porch or Jagamoha11a is visible in 
front of these extant temples. 

At a little distance to this place is another much ruined basement of a shrine con
taining the figure of a Tirthailkara. From its present condition nothing can be made out 
as regards to its ground plan. 

At Kachela, the Jaina temple originally some thirty feet high and ten feet broad 
as reported by G. Ramdas19 is now only available to an extent of some seven or eight feet 
high with two Jaina relics within the sanctum. There is no trace of the porch in its front. 
The lower part of this shrine do not show any projection in the outer \\'alls. In and 
around the open space in front one can find large number of dressed stones and parts of 
the amalaka Ji/a lying scattered. The sanctum of the dilapidated temple is locally known 
as asthllna mant!apa. The whole complex is picturesquely located at the foot of a hillock 
known as Deo Donger. The temple was built in stone. 

The village B. Singpur appears to have been a major centre of Jaina religion. 
Numerous Jaina images are under worship inside thatched houses and the Jagannitha 
and Siva temples of the place. The site is located exactly in the type of its counterparts 
at places like Kachela and Suai of the same district. It can well be presumed that many 
of the earlier shrines built for the Jaina divinities were subsequently converted to 
Brahmanical temples. 

In Orissa there are several instances of Jaina chaumukhas available, containing 
within their niches figures of standing Jaina Tlrtbankaras. The one available at Badasai is 
having a square base. Its bli</a (lower part of this miniature shrine) is also shaped in 
square from. Its superstructure is designed in several tiers as in the pit/ha temples or 
khakhard mun<!is of Orissan temple design. The crowning elements above bekl consist of 
the usual a.ma/aka, khapur1 and the ka/a!a. The two chaumukhas (Fig. 73) found preserv
ed in the Jaina temple at Cuttack also envisage the same style. Two more chaumulchas 
were also brought to the Orissa State Museum, one from a place known as Manikchak 
near Jaleswara (Fig. 97) of Bala sore district and the other from Badacharpoi (Fig. 76) of 
Jajpur area of Cuttack district. The one, brought from Manikchak is designed in the 
shape of a pit/ha temple. It has five tiers and the base has two mouldings. Dopichl,a 
lions seen, supporting the crowning elements being placed on the vitama of the super
structure at each corner. The individual niches meant for the Tirthankaras arc in oval 
shapes with pinnacles at their tops. The mastaka consists of the 'llmalaka, khapurl and 
the pinnacle in the pattern of a lotus bud. The chaumukha collected from Badacharpoi 
is a departure from the conventional pit/ha order. The superstructure of this chaumukhQ 

19.. JAHRAS, Vol~ VI, pp. 8-14, 
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is in.rekhlJ temple style 011 a square base. The outer faces have their central r"iihil JJOIOS 
flanked b:y the kanikas. Two miniature temples also in •rek/1a order are relieved oae 
above the other at the top of each Tlrtl1a1ikara in fornt of the ral,a paga. The mastaka 
is consisted of the usual bcki, a111c1/aka, k/1apuri and tl1e pinnacle, also a lotus bud. ,But 
the gha11ta or Srl as available in pi<!l1a temples of Orissa are not envisaged . in these 
miniature chau,11i1k/1as. These c/1au111z1k/1as indirectly ltelp us to know tl1c pattern adqpted 
by the Jainas in designing tl1eir religious edifices. They are all made in solid blocks of 
stones and from their design they appear to have been once fixed to some structures or 
on pillars within tl1e precincts of Jaina shrines. 

To the south-west of the Jaina temple on the crest of Khandagiri hill there is a 
large, open smooth piece of ground of terrace devoid of any vegetation, gently sloping 
towards tl1e •;vest, which bears the name De1,asah/t'lJ. or the assembly of Gods. It roughly 
measures one hundred and fifty feet across and is located within a thin sheet of turf.• 
On the surface of this terrace, a number of monolithic miniature shrines most of them 
having at one of tl1eir faces the figure of Tirthatikara are scattered. Like the votive 
st'iipas they were evidently dedicated by pious devotees near the main sanctum. A good 
number of them at present have been stored in one corner of the temple compound 
located near it. Their importance lies in their furnishing a rough idea about the general 
appearance of the extinct temples of tl1e place wl1icl1 must have been of the rekh'iJ type. 
Ster1ing!1 who reported on this aspect observes '' At the back of these temples a highly 
remarkable terrace is shown, called Devasabha er assembly of Gods, which is covered with 
numberless antique looking stone pillars or temples in miniature, some standing, others 
lying on the ground, about two or three feet long, having on each of the four sides a 
figure of the naked Jain deity rudely sculptured. The place is still frequented by the 
Jaina of Parwar merchants of Cuttack who assemble on festival of their religion.'' 

R.L. Mitra22 who wrongly described them as the models of chaitJ1as containing 
Buddha figure. indicated that ''on the centre of this area is built a small square pillar having 
on ea.eh .side figure . of Buddha in bas relief and round it are placed a number of model 
ch/Jityas a,rranged in four rows making four complete circles. The cl,aityas are two and 
a half to three feet in height with a cubic bases and a pyramidal spire having on each side 
of the base an image of Buddha. The style of these cl,aityas is similar to that of such 
structures found in Buddhagaya, but the images are standing and nude and not seated and 
droped, as is usual in the last na mcd place. Altogether there are between eighty and 
ninety of these n1odels, some of wl1icl1 are broken and otl1ers lying prostrate. Probably 
there were a hundred of them wl1en originally set tip. 

All of these miniature shrines arc made of sand stone of the variety available 
in the .place and fashioned in rck/,a temple sl1ape instead of having a pyramidal spire as 
noted above by R.L. Mitra. Being situated at the top of the hill and overcrowded with 

20. R.L. Mitra, The Antiquities of Orissa, Vol.11, p. 15. 
21. JASB, Vol. VI, p. 1076. 
22. Ibid, Vol. ll, p. 65. 
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s,Jd, :votiive •temples containing Jaina divinities, people of all religious order are tempted 
. to assign it the name of Devasab/,a where according to mytl1ology tl1c Gods asscmbJe to 

have their own deliberations. It is difficult to ascribe any date to the De,•asab/1d in the 
present state of our knowledge but on the basis of tl1e features 0f the Jaina Tirthankara 
images in some of the caves of Kl1andagiri a11d ,vitl1in . tl1e miniature shrines themselves, 
we can roughly take its origin back to the medieval period, prior to it this place might 
have been used by the Jaina ascetics for their open discussions or occas ional get 
together. 

The crest of K handagiri hill is crowned by a temple dedicated to ~ ~abhanatha 
(Fig. 34). The figure of E-~abhanatha made of white marble is of recent installation. 
R:L. Mitra11 has given an account of its picturesque set up thus '' Ascending now the top 
of the hill we come to a Jain a temple which forms the most picturesque feature of the 
place. In itself a structure of the recent date being only about eighty years old, in style 
having nothing to commend it to particular attention being small, insignificant and 
totally devoid of ornament it is nevertheless the most prominent and attractive object on 
these hills, perched on the very crest of the hill and commanding a wide view as far as 
the eye can reach with the low hills of Dimapara on the one side and the great tower of 
Bhubaneswar on the other and an open country all round, whose sterile ungrateful 
lateritc soil is relieved here and there by topes of mango and bamboo and tolerably large 
patches of cultivation, the temple enjoys one of the finest and most romantic sites which 
could be selected.in this part of the country for raising the mind of man from its mundane 
surroundings to an undisturbed contemplation of the author of creation. The Jainas 
have been particularly fortunate in this respect, and all their more important temples 
have been placed on especially picturesque sites''. Like the generality of Brahmanical 
temples in Orissa, this temple comprises two parts, a temple proper and the Jagamohana 
both built in the pyramidal style and plastered over lime. The temple was most prob
ably built on the site of an earlier shrine a presumption, substantiated not only by 
Kittoes notice in 1837, of the vestiges of earlier structures at the site, but also by 
the pistence on the terrace near the temple of more than a hundred monolithic miniature 
shrines, most of them having- at one of their faces the figure of a Jaina Tlrthankara. 
Sterling too, reported to this construction and the large quantities of images of the 
Nirv'IJTJOS or naked figures executed in grey chlorite slate rock for w0rship of the Jainas 
found all around. 

Now coming to the architectural details ,vc fi11d tl1c main tl.!n1ple is built on a 
high!plinth with square ba<!a and pyramidal superstructure. The tiers seven in number 
are gradually diminishing towards tl1e top. From the f1 ont edges of t)1c third and fifth 
tiers of each side we find lions projecting forward almost in the centre of tl1e tiers. The 
niches meant for the P'iJ.r!vadevat"ils like that of the Hindu tcn1ples arc kept empty on the 
rah6pagas of there sides. The ba~la has five projections and each projection is set with 
khlk.baramunt/is in regular intervals. The padi,kiina/a attached witl1 n1akara head is 
noticed on the base of the northern wall. The crowning elements of the temple consist 

23. D,ld, Vol. U, p. 64, 
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of the ghanla or $,,, 'llmalaka khapurf and ka/asa. The bek1 is envisaged above the 
pyramidal roof. The temple facing east is opened through the eastern wall to the 
Jagamohana. No trace of graha panel and the conventional door Jambs containing 
attendant figures are available at the entrance of the temple. The simhllsana in the centre 
of the garbhagrha preserves the recently installed marble I.l'8bhanitha figure surrounded 
by a series of Jaina images of earlier period. 

The Jagamohana in front, on the other hand having the same plinth is built with 
a rectangular bat/a and pyramidal roof. The roof consists of five tiers, lions are projecting 
(like the temple) from the centre of the edges of the third tier of each side. Two lions 
flank the crowning elements at the top of the eastern tier. They are facing to the 
northe111 and southern directions. The crowning elements as usual consist of the 
ghanla, Ima/aka, khapuri and kalasa. The main entrance to the temple complex through 
the Jagamoha11a is on the east. However two side entrances are noticed on the northern 
and southe1n walls of the Jagamohana. The inner walls of both the Jagamohana and the 
temple arc not decorated with any carvings. The sifnhiisana, floors of both the shrines 
and the outside steps, are all covered with white marble slabs. The Jagamohana also do 
not contain any attendant vehicle of the divinity. 

This temple complex was built by Manju Choudhury and his nephew Bbavani 
Dadu of Cuttack, Jaina merchants of the Digambari sect.1' In front of the temple 
there is a fine te1 race, about fifty feet square with a raised masonry seat all round. 
The Jains are very particular about this terrace as an appurtenance to their temples and 
invariably have it in front of all their places of worship. Their temples being with some 
notable exceptions small and not fit to accommodate any large number of persons at the 
same time, these terraces are very useful for the congregation to assemble on. On either 
sides of the temple are also miniature shrines also in pyramidal design. The one fowid 
on the northern side has a pillared man<!ap added in front in recent date. 

The colossal image of Par~vanatha in black marble which is installed in a marble 
shrine to the right of the temple and within the same courtyard is commissioned in 
the year 195(\. The basement, comer pillars and crowning sikharas at top are all 
fashioned in marble. The crowning elr.ment above the roof of the shrine is formed of a 
series of angalikharas. 

On the top of the Mahavlra-Gumpha is noticed an oblong masonry structure with 
its roof and crowning elements fashioned after a temple of the pit/ha order. It was 
probably built recently when the three images of ~~abhanatha were installed inside the 
Mahivtra-Gumphi by the Jainas wh.o added a structural pillared verandah to the cave, 
removed in the first decade of the· present century. 

Another small shrine having opening on all the four side walls and a pyramidal 
roof is available in front of the Barabhujt-Gumpha. It too, is crowned with an,alaka ~i/ll 
and the kalasa. 
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Cuttack town has the distinction of three Jaina shrines of modem origin. They 
are locattd in Chaudhury Bazar, Jaunliapati and Alamchand Bazar. The one in Jaunlia
pati is nothing but a part of the residential building. Architecturally the Jain temple of 
Chaudhury Bazar (Fig. 68) leaving aside the recent one of Alamchanda Bazar, is best 
preserved. It displays all the major features of an Orissan temple style. Situated within 
a spacious compound it has the main temple in rekha order and Jagamol,ana in pir/ha 
design, a feature common in all the later Orissan temples. A small chamber between the 
temple and the Jagamohana is serving the purpose of antara/a. It rather links both 
structures, and the space created thereby helps the pious devotees to pay respectful 
homage to the deities from a close distance. 

The main temple in rekha order is facing east. It has a raised plinth, square bat/a 
slightly curvilinear tower and the crowning elements. The outer walls have five pro
jections each which are designed with anga!ikharas up to the end of the bat!a. The 
recesses in between the pagas are filled with female figures, musicians, couples, lions, 
peacocks, etc. and the pagas have projecting lions at regular intervals. The tower near 
the vi/ama shows five mouldings and above the vi-~ama are placed at each comer crowning 
elements of a temple consisting of the beki, ghan!a, 'llmtJlaka, khapurl and kalasa. Tho 
crowning element which is otherwise known a mastaka of the Orissan temple is repre
sented here by ghonla, llmalaka, khapuri and kalasa, with beki (neck) as the connecting 
link between the body (tower) and the mastaka (head). To the side of the kalasa is the 
dh,aja to a pole. The top most ka/asa is conical in shape. 

The temple has no separate shrines for the pdr!vadevatlJs nor there are niches 
within the central projections of the outer walls. But the northern and southern wall~ 
have just above the base and at the centre of the ba<!a spaces for windows fitted with j4/is 
(screens). 1·hrough these windows air and light enter to the sanctum. 

The Jagamohana on the other hand though built on the same base is having a square 
b1Jda and a pyramidal superstructure. The tiers on the superstructure are seven in 
number and each tier from its outer edge displays projecting lions. The b'Dda has five 
vcttical divisions and mastaka above bekl represen.ts the same elements like that of the 
main shrine. The Jagamohana had originally four openings but the one to the south is 
closed for preservation of a few Jaina relics. The western opening leads to the sanctum. 
The other two on the east and north are used for the entry and exist of the devotees. 
The inner areas of the Jagamohana ceiling are painted with various floral and linear 
designs. The niches within its inner walls are filled with ancient Jaina relics but no 
carvings are noticed anywhere in the inner walls of the Jagamohana and the main shrine. 
The lintel over the door jambs displays the figure of a seated Parsvanitha flanked by two 
female attendants instead of the usual 11avagra/1a slab and the Gajalak1ml of the 
Hindu pantheon. The si1i1hasana (covered with marble) in the centre of the sanctum 
preserves a large number of Jaina divinities in stone, marble and brass of different dates. 
The whole complex is plastered and given a coat of lime mixed with red-ochre. 

The Jaina temple at Alamachand Bazar was completed during the year 1974. It 
followed the general feature of the Jaina temples of Rajasthan, situated within a narrow 
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courtyard the temple has a very high plinth almost sharing with the front apattment. 
The lower parts of the main shrine are vertically divided into five projections, the centta1: 
ones of which contain seated Jaina Tlrthankara figures within niches. The supe1st1ucture 
above the bof/a is formed of miniature towers and the crowning part above the belt-is, 
supported by heads of squattish human figures placed on the Yitama on each di1Cdi011. 
The top most parts of tl1e temple consist of the llmalaka, khopurf and kalasa. The: 
dmajastambl1a is fixed near by the post meant for the lightening conductor. 

The porch in front is having a square bdda and don1e shaped roof. It ha5:door· 
. openings on a)l directions and except the one leading to the sanctum others are ftanbdl 

by windows. The doors in their front have sun-breakers designed in pyramidal roof on 
well polished n1arblc pillars. The entire courtyard is paved with glazed tiles amt mosaic. 
The inner chamber on a high pedestal preserves the images of Neminatha, Mahiv1ta and 
Mtinisuvrata all in yogasana pose. No trace of Navagraha slab is available ·on the·litttef•. 
and in its place ·a seated figure of a Ttrthankara is depicted. 

The small Jaina shrine built by the mother of the late L. N. Sahu at Ch'audwat' 
is hardly fifty years old. It preserves a number of Jaina Tlrthankara images. The i~abba· 
image of this place is disfigured through paintings. The shrine constructed at the site· is 
a miniature temple of pi<!ha order on a square base and plastered all over. 

The other Jaina shrine at village Bhanapur on the Bhubaneswar-Cuttack setttfon· 
of National Highway for preservation of the brass idols of Jaina divinities recovered in 
the close vicinity was built in the last decade by one Kangali Bhatta. This temple facing 
west is constructed with a pyramidal roof supported on a square base. The crownina 
elements do not show any special feature. It too is plastered all over. 

A modem shed is con!)tructed at Podasingidi, at the foot of the mountain contain
ing Yogichata in Kconjhar district for enshrining of Jaina Sasanadevi and Tltthat'lkara 
figures. This shrine is dedicated to Ramachandi in view of the fact that it contains 
some Ambika figures ,vl1i.;h are locally called Cl,andi T/1<ikur'a1J•. It is a square. structure 
with a flat roof and an entrance in front. The stone pedestal near the back wall of·the 
chamber is set with tl1ree Ambika figures. The front wall in its outer face also has ,a 

stone pedestal intervened by the door steps for installa:ion of Tlrthankara imagea· fouad 
nearby.. This structure has been recently built by the local people. This has been 
completely plastered and given a thick coat of lime. 
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Jaina art in. Orrissa is· represented through the relief sculptores of Udaygi_ri. and 
Khaodagiri · cave., -and the . large number of figurines in broor.e and stone. The early 
phase of· this art in , Orissa is concentrated .on the caves of Udayagiri and K.handagiri 
hilla, These. caves as indicated earlier were commissioned during the period of the 
Chedi rule in the first century B.C. They broadly-represent two categories of sculptural 
representations. The first categary relates to the narrative panels on the facades of 
Rir,J-Gumpha, Ga,;ida-Gumphi, Maftchapurl-Gumpha, Jaya-Vijaya-Gumphi of Udaya
giri -and Ananta .. Qumpbi of Khandagiri: by . depicting various.aspects of dancing per
formances, military conquests, popular legends· anc.t religiom>observances. Tho oth« 
category comprised of, individual figurines · in relief such as. guards, bracket figur.es, 
Vldy4l/harls; crowaing animals and a series of decorative motifs of both ftoral , and linear 
within the arch-bands, -pilasters, brackets~ railings,- etc. in almost ;all the I caves .of .the 
place. 

The narrative panels ·of Rai:il-Gumpha are represented in the facades of-its lower 
main wing, upper main wing, lower right wing and outer walls of the guard rooms 
en'l'isapd· ;OD . the two comers of the lower main wing. . They arc in ,fact the most 
eaensiYct series of sculptured .scenes .to be found jn •n1 rock-cut examples -of their. age 
and even in their ruined state, are .full of interest to .the history of cave art. 

There are nine- sculptured friezes extending over the: f acade of the lower main wing 
and,its immediate tum in the eastern end. Except ·three, all others are defaced aad•call 
be,seen in outline only. The opening frieze depiats a tree and a double storeycd -building 
with barrel-vaulted roof crowned by a row of finials. The -lower storey has two doors 
each with a straight hypertherion having an arched moulding over it. The upper storey 
ha5-a door similar in character to the lower one. There is a female figure looking out 
from each door and one also -from -the balustrated balcony which is protected by rail of 
four bars, a similar bar runs in front of-the lower storey. 

Th• scenes from second to seventh are -badly -mutilated. However · with 1difficuky 
they can be attributed . to varioue • -aspects of royal • ;conquests·• or military . activities .. 
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The eighth frieze depicts a royal personage with two followers at the extreme left. 
One of these followers is holding umbrella, the royal insignia, and other is in folded 
hands. Beyond the last one, two women, one carrying a tray and the other in the 
posture of offering flower from her raised hands and two kneeling figures one of 
which with flowing fillet~ round the head, a Greek feature. Of the later group, the front 
one as a mark of submission to the king is seen approaching the feet of a person who 
appears to be removing his dress at the command of the authority and the rear one has 
his hands folded. Both the kneeling figures seem to have alighted from the caparisoned 
horse standing on the extreme right. By the side of the horse are three more figures 
with folded hands. Like the two kneeling figures they too do not wear turbans and 
appear to be the followers of the latter. One more horse with three other figures occupies 
a portion of the facade of the side cell, but the continuity is well marked through the rope 
to which the horse is tied. 

The last frieze depicts one event in which a victorious king is accorded with a 
ceremonial welcome at the very return to the capital. On the left the king is standing 
below an umbrella held aslant, by an attendant. Two of his warrior followers carry 
Jong swords over their shoulders. To the right, on the wall adjoining the pilaster are 
six figures, four women and two turbaned men, the latter with outstretched welcoming 
hands. Three of the women carry pitchers on their heads, the fourth in kneeling posture 
being in the attitude of pouring out the contents of her pitcher. 

The two full and two half spandrils on the f acade of the lower right wing depict 
four scenes. Starting from the left, the first half spandril is carved with a dwarfish figure 
standing under tree, evidently making the beginning of the panel, then comes a lady clad 
in outstretched undergarment with folded hands wearing heavy earrings, necklaces, anklets 
and by her side is a female boldly carved also in folded hands wea1 ing dhoti tied on the 
waist and having earrings and a light turban. The fourth figure, a female (shown in the 
upper parts only) is carrying offerings, a tray in the left hand and a casket like object on 
the right and dressed in her upper parts like the first lady of the scene. 

The next compartment (Fig. 8.) has three figures, one male and two females with 
folded hands seated on a bench or cushion and flanked on the right by a lady holding a 
tray and on the left by another holding a vase like object. 

An umbrella is shown over the male figure who is provided with a well designed 
turban, a set of dangling earrings and three rows of bangles in each hand. The decorative 
ornaments of the two women consist of equally heavy circular ear-studs, several rows of 
bangles, in each hand, anklets and necklaces. 

The third compartment (Fig. 9) exhibits a girl dancing gracefully under a pillared 
pavilion and four seated female companions forming the orchestra, the nearest playing 
on a mrdanga, the second on a dhakkii, and the third on a harp and the fourth blowing 
flute. The dancing girl with outstretched hands has her hairs arranged in double plaits 
(one having a flower) partly covered with a flowing veil. The roof of the pavilion is 
relieved with stepped merlons and its supporting pillars fittingly carved. 
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The fourth scene begins with a female holding a tray, followed by a man in heavy 
turban advancing with folded hands and a woman carrying a tray and a vase like object. 
The scene ends with a boyish figure under a tree with his hands crossed over his chest. 

The little pavilion behind the danseuse is in every essential respect identical with 
the nepathya-grha shown in an Ajanta mural painting with surprisingly similar pillars 
supporting the superstructure being imported from Mesopotamia.1 As regards to the 
dancing performance Charles Fabri observes ''The movement of the danseuse is well 
caught, however primitive the work and must be looked upon as the earliest extant 
representation of Orissi dancing. Clumsy as most of the other figures are there is a 
certain amount of liveliness attempted once again reminding us much more of the art 
of Amaravatt than of Bharhut, the scene is live, crowded and there is a distinct element 
of nobility in the erect dancing pose of the nartakl. It I am not mistaken, the right hand 
is in the patak4-hasta, a well known hand gesture of Orissi. She wears enormous 
earrings, not unlike some of the figures in the earliest murals in Ajanta and in order te 
suggest a vigorous movement, the ribbon end of her head dress flows in a lively manner 
behind her ear. Her hair is let down in two thick and separate plaits-a form I have 
proved many years ago to be the earliest hair style of India. ''1 

In view of the inscriptional evidences of Hatht-Gumphi, the elaborate display of 
military exploits depicted in the narrative panels of lower main wing of Ri91-Gnrnphi 
and umbrellas held over the head we may identify the male figure accompanied by two 
ladies in folded hands of the first f ull-spandril of the right wing with Khiravela and 
his two queens. The dancing scene presents a feeling of exhilarating grace and vigour 
and bespeaks the spirit of Hatht-Gumpha inscription where Kharavela has been repre
sented as a great lover of dance and music. 

The upper storey facade of Rai:it-Gumpha is having seven full and two half 
spandrils with sculptured bands, but the piers between the doorways being wider, a 
greater length of the rail has been shown on each pier and its lower edge diversified by 
braclcets formed of crouching Yak fa figures. The two half-spandrils indicating the 
beginning and end of the entire facade contain figures of Vidy'iJdharas (Fig. 10) hovering 
in the sky with trays of offerings and lotus stalks. The subject matter of the first three 
full spandrils are in somewhat preserved, fifth is entirely obliterated and fourth, sixth and 
seventh partially inferred. 

The reliefs apparently depict some legends, the satisfactory explanations of which 
have been suggested. From the Vidydd/1aras flying in haste, with offerings of garlands, 
and flowers, which mark, the beginning and end of the frieze, it appears that they may 
represent some episodes from Jaina mythology, though there is hardly any thing which 
savours of the Jaina faith, its mundane character being indeed too pronounced. The 
scenes seem to be independent of one another. 1 

------
1. Charles Fabri, History of the Art of Orlssa, p. 20. 
2. Ibid, pp. 20-21. 
3, O. Mitra, Udaya1irl and Kha ndaglrl, p. 24, 
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The first ,full ~ndril .represents· a , duel between a herd of elephants-and. a large 
crowd consisting of one stout man . and ten women (Fig. 11 ). The scene is laid in a 
forest as is suggested by the natural cave containing a lion and an elephant a rare 
combination, a tree having drooping pennate leaves and tufts of flowers somewhat 
resembling bunches of grapes and the lotus pool in which the three elephants are being 
attacked. As it appears the three elephants were sporting in the pond and when the group 
of men and women had arrived at the spot, they were disturbad and apprehending 
counter attack by the herd of elephants . the group became panic and made efforts to 
dislodge the elephants, from the pond with whatever objects they could procure readjly. 
In the encounter that took place, one of the women showed great cour~ge in taking her 
~and too .resolutely even in front of the man with dishevelled hair and aiming against 
the elephants a ring like object .(anklet). Two such ring like objects (anklets) are seen 
already sticking on the· body of the front elephant. The stout man fighting bravely with 
a big staff (raised over his head in both hands) but the other women in the group being 
nervous drag one another and create a great confusion. One of the women is helping 
another who had dropped down. Three other females in the farthest background are 
crowdi.-g. tosether in fear or sustaining their courage by holding each other by their 
hands. The whole scene is a representation of certain elephants having. taken possession 
of a sacred cave, the dwelling of some simple people, who with a party of their neigh
bours . are. trying :. their. utmost -with the v«y insignificant means at thoir disposal to 
di11odgo ,thom.' 

. The second full spandril represents • a richly decorated -woman seated .cross-legged 
in front of an artificial cave·with a man -resting his head on her thigh (Fig. 12). Beyond 
this. a lady holding the right hand of a warrier armed · with · sword and· shield is ,oen 
leading him to the couple in the cave. The lady appears to have disuaded the armed 
man from any drastic action. The centre of the panel shows the woman, armed with a 
large shield ,and .a ,broad sword bravely · standing iup and fighting a wanior-similarly 
aocoutrcd,and evidently the amazon was defeated in this combat, · for -we see-her beiq 
carried . away, foroibly, on 1he -right by the viotorious warrior in his arms. The scene 
was, laid -in forest as evident fron1 the representation of rock shelter, monkeys, snake, tr.ee, 
a ,frJgbtened animal, and lion cubs. 

The panel · has some delightful elements of realism, or rather observation, such as 
the stepping out of the warrior, his right arm raised, holding the sword, almost equally 
well done is the amazon, with slender legs seen from behind, in a forward bending move
ment. The compQsition is the typi~I ribbon composition, reading from• left to right 
like a boek; it is a -little muddled space is not handled with the sensitivity we find later, 
in classical · times, and it almost seem as if the .. sculptor · bad been anxious to .tell. all he 
knew, all -he -wanted to express. 6 

Like the previous two, the third fuJl--spandril (Fig. 13) is also laidtin-forest as 
evident from the two flowering trees, a series of running antelopes and the bushy tailed 

4. R.L. Mitra, 11,e Anllqultles o/Orlssa, Vol. II, p. 16. 
5. Charles Fabri, History oftM Art o/Orlssa, p. 22, 
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· animal. · The .. -panel ·opens with ·three 1t1ale attendants; ·one hblding an umb~lla and fan 
(chaurf ?), the second a staff like object (or sword), and the third, a water-pot suspended 
from a stick carried over his shoulder. The Jed horse is richly caparisoned with a thick 
pad,- a · many · strapped· bridle and a richly-plumed crest. A boy stands in front of the 
·horse. The royal person, as evident from ·the state umbrella and richly clad costumes 
and decorative ornaments like bejewelled head dress, ·necklace, · bangles, earrings, etc. 
·has a sword in scabbatd hanging by his left and aiming attow at an antelope and two 
fawns. He hblds 1he bow•in the true ancient Indian fashion. The scene ends with his 
bow at·rest•on the feft shoulder and right hartd in abhaya·in front of a woman, seated on 
a tree. : The·ladypoints · 1hrough her· finger the wounded antelope. · Near the crest of the 
arch is an animal with a long bushy tail trailing on the ground. The lady seated on the 
tree appears naked and her pundeda prominently emphasised. Her arms and legs are so 
entwined whh the branches and the trunk of the tree that she seems to be truly part of 
the tree hers·e1r, her enonnous hair· in a vast coil apparently forming 'shapes almost like 
the fruits of'the tree. 

The subject matter of the panel · has been variously identified by eminent scholars 
such as Fergusson• with Mrga Jlltaka or Deer Jlltaka, Moti Chandra7 with Sarabhamrga 
Jataka (No. 483), T.N. Ramachandran8 with the abduction of Sita and V.S. Asrawala• 
with Dushyanta-Sakuntala episode. But the identification of V.S. Agrawala appears to 
be nearer the truth. He is of the opinion that ''The whole make up, this very interesting 
seen,: unmistakably points to the story of kind Du,yanta visiting the hermitage of sage 
Kanva and falling · in · love at first sight with Sakuntali. The stages in the r.elief arc 
definite and clear. In the beginning, the king arrives with his soldiers, his own preseoc.e 
indicated by a horse with an empty back foil owed by an atteDdant holding fty"'whisk and 
an umbrella; the true signs of royalty. Jn the next scene the .. kind is hunting and shoots 
his arrows at a herd of frightened antelopes. Jn the third scene the leader of the herd 
is ushered the king into the presence of a beautiful woman. The king has withdrawn 
his bow and is in the act of looking at her pr conversing with her. The female .figure 
rests on the low<r branch of a tree and the antelope crouches at the foot of the tree." 

· In this scene there is- no place for the female friends of Sakuntali viz. Priyambadi 
and ·Anasuya whom Kalidasa introduces iri his drama for the first time and also nooe of 
the sophisticate overtures of lover from either side. In pictorial detail all the circum
stances which an historian finds it · his duty to record, the artist is obliged, from the 
nature of his art, to seize ·only the most salient and striking points of history those 
which are likely to produce the most effective representations and the omission of the 
attempt at resecure in one version and its insertion in the other according to the taste 
or fancy of the artist therefore cannot alter the subject. The romantic love story formed 
part of the common literary and art heritage of ancient India . and its reproduction ·in the 

6. James Fergusson, The Cave Temple of India, p. 83. 
7. V.S. Agrawala. JJSOA, Vol JCIV, p. 109, foot note·No. l. 
8. T.N. Ramchandran, Jalna Monuments of India, p. II, 
9, V.S, Agrawala, lnd/411 ,4rt, pp. 181-82, 
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repertoire of carving in the Jaina cave in the extreme east of India is prove of its uni
versal popularity. 

The figures in the next panel are much mutilated and it is difficult to describe 
them in detail. However from the available evidences it can be inferred that the panel 
centres round the performance of a dance sequence accompanied by rich display of an 
orchestra troupe in the presence of two important personalities. From the series of 
attendants, representation of umbrella, the insignia of royalty and lavish display of 
decorative costumes and ornaments on their persons, the two important personalities 
can be identified with a royal couple enjoining a dance sequence. The subject matter of 
the next three full spandrils are lost. 

M.M. Chakravarty10, on the basis of P4rJvan'1Jtha-Charita written by Bhavadeva 
Suri of the 13th century A.O. connects these representations of this story with Parivani
tha the twenty-third 1lrtbankara of the Jaina pantheon. He argues ''the elephant scene 
introduces Pitiva's future wife with her relatives and attendants, that in the next scene 
she is abducted by the Kalinga king, that in the fourth scene she is rescued by Piri
vanatha in a forest while hunting, that the following scene depicts the wedding feast, 
the seventh scene the consummation of marriage and the eighth scene a march with 
elephants. 

But there is no evidence to show that such traditions were prevailing in India 
during the period to inspire the poets and artists. In the Ka/pa Sutra attributed to the 
! th century A.O., the account of Pirsva's marriage is not represented as the result of 
such romantic adventures. Moreover the ParJvDn'i1tha Charita differs in various details 
from the story depicted by these relief sculptures. According to the former, the Yavana 
king invaded the town of KusasJhala and forcibly took away his beautiful princess 
Prabhibati, who was rescued by Pirivanitha whom she later on married. But the 
sculptures mentioned above narrate the story of abduction in a different manner making 
the question of identification of the two accounts inappropriate.11 

The two guard rooms in front of the lower main wing of Rar:i1-Gumpha contain 
relief sculptures in their outer faces. Ti'.e upper parts of both the outer walls represent 
hills with springs and trees laden with thick growth of leaves and mangoes, wild animals, 
some in natural rock shelters, birds, monkeys and other denizens of the forest. On 
t1'.eir lower portions, are depicted lotus pools in which elephants are merrily sporting. 
Stella Kramrisch11 who had made critical study of the Udayagiri and Khandagiri scul
ptures is of the opinion that they represent the ear]iest renderings of an extensive ''I 2nd
scape'' scene in Indian art in the following words. 

''This pattern effect of plastic forms, surging into light from the darkness of the 
baclc-ground is worked out in most intricate manner on the walls of projecting side cell. 

10. M.M. Chakravarty, Bengal District Gazeteer, Puri, LSS 'O Malley (Ed,) 1908, p. 256, 
11. N.K. Sahu, History o/Orlssa, Vol. I, pp. 367-68. 
12, Qtd. B.M. Barua, Old /Jra,nhl lnscrlptioM, p. 31l, 
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The forms are so densely set that the entire waii is dissoived into a deep and 
rough texture. Even the figure of a bird which by its smallness might become incons
picuous, is represented as a clearly visible entity by means of a receptacle, so to say 
carved around it of circular or squarish shape. These very elaborate devices make up 
one of the earliest pure ''landscape'' scenes of Indian sculpture. 

The forest here is rendered in the same way as the jungle grows. One forms 
next to the other, densely crowded not allowing any horizon to be seen, any path to be 
found, an intricate pattern in which the single forms arrange themselves by crowding 
into every nook and comer. The heavier and more voluminous fall to the ground, the 
smaller and more slender from rise up. The density of the pattern worked in high relief, 
pervaded by the contrast of light and shade scarcely gives room for any rhythms except a 
perchance the rigorous discipline of densely set figures in superimposed rows, it is of the 
same type as the method of crowding with figures, the reliefs of the Sanchi ·Gato-way. 

Charles Fabri13 associates these relief sculptures with that of Bhaja. ''The rest of 
the carving conjures up reminiscences of the rather involved relieve work at Bhiji, though 
this Rar:it-Gumpha work is even more complicated a fine mess of fantastic shapes, 
obviously redolent of the world of the jungle, rocks with caves and wild beasts, water 
falls and trees and spirits and godlings of the untamed primordial wood, elephants 
bathing in ponds, all conceived in an almost surrealistic juxtaposition. 

The long frieze on the facade of ChhoJa-Hitht-Gumphi attracts the instant atten
tion of the visitors to the caves of Udayagiri hill. Due to disappearance of the verandah, 
the frieze is now seen from a distance in its much ruined condition. 

This frieze depicts the masterly carving of six vigorous elephants there on either 
side of the arch, over its only door-way. From the entire group, the front ones are the 
cubs, the middle ones are the tuskers and the rear ones, the she-elephants. The cubs 
appear to have been engaged in depositing the bunches of flowers and leaves held in their 
trunks near the crest of the arch. The she elephant to the right is seen emerging from 
the mango tope. The two tuskers in the centre of the groups are more shown in vigorous 
and rhythmic positions. They have been symmetrically represented except the right one 
lowering its trunk near the arch and the left one placing the same over the arched band. 
Faint traces of flower are visible above the pinnacle which probably adorned the symboli
cal representation of the object of veneration. Elephants holding stalks of lotuses, fly
whisks and umbrellas also met elsewhere in the caves of Udayagiri and Khandagiri. 

The sacred tree within railing of the facade of Jaya-Vijaya-Gumphi is worshipped 
by a couple on each side (Fig. 14). The male figures are standing with folded hands 
and their consorts with scarves on, carrying trays of flowers and garlands. The religious 
sanction behind the tree is revealed fron1 tl1c umbrella placed over it. The details of 
costumes and decorative elements of the figures are badly eroded. Flying figures holding 
a tray of flowers and lotus buds are noticed on either side. 

13. Charles Fabri, History of the Art of Orlsso, p. 20. 
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This. panel .oecupying- greater· st)at".e ·: thaa its CQUDWpa&t-in~:AoaDt&1Gumphi is 
good in perspective but crudely finished. Stella1' Kramrisch ,wao considers- the ,roliei:on 
the Jay.a-Vijaya .Gumphi as: .a second rate side issue of·the wc,rk•ooithe 8-91-Gumplll, 
obsMYCS· that :''the workship of the.tree scene; however, deserves notice, in;as much •aajt 
contains the cJearest formulation: of the spatial ,conception~.of.early ·mdian~ 
wide]y made use of at the days of Bharhut, matured into completion in Mahibodhi and 
in this special example..'' 

The long dre.wn -panel in the-space between the -second and.third doorways .of·the 
main wing of Maftchapurl-Gumphi· is· often , ascribed . to the ranstalment,of the JC.a.I inp 
Jina by Khiravelau .. accompanied by-his-fami]y mw.lbcrl (Fig. 15) . . ln•the ,centrc~ on ·a 
higl\. pedestal ·rests· the objects of worship oblit~rated be,'ond-recogoitioa.. The .pedeatal .is 
duly flanked on either · side· · by a kneeling • figure ·also blurriod. Thi ,a11emblap ,on 1bo 
right is a group of four standing -votaries with folded haads;-wee evtdently aa91e thine 
on a majestic ele.phant carved on to the further right. Above the figures is suggested the 
aerial region. by the symbol of Sun, two flying Gandharvas are seen-eati:,!ng celestial 
musical instruments and flying Vidy'lldhara in the extreme right· comet'; hasteR8 towards 
the objects of worship in the attitude of scattering flowen from· a tray ·held in his left 
band. D. Mitra1• contemplates, that a similar assembla-ge must have existed on·the left 
side of the pedestal but it is now thoroughly obliterated, only the feet of the •flyins 
Y idyadhara being preserved. 

The second figure from the left of the existing panel. wears a 1ur1eted crown 
resembling a tidrti on Mauryan heads found at .Saranatha. The arrangement of his scarf 
in the fashion of 11.ttari ya passing across his left shoulder is distinct from that of other~. 
All ;are -in long dhoti, scarves and heavy ear-ornamenta. The ,represontatiou pf the king 
is . mor~- p1ominently carved. and his dignifyin1 presence is cobaoced by the crown .and 
beatiog of the drum just above his head symbolisiDg royalty. 

The opening · panel of Gape'8~Gumpha is precisely a :repetition of the second full 
spandril of· Ra91-Gumphi ·upper storey (Fig. 16) •. But -t~ ~orative 4:0llstumc:.s.and 
ornaments wom ··by the figures and the, f'epresontation 0f-trecs: and varioua. .deiuzen, Df 

forest the -Rii;i1-Gumphi panel appears to be-more·elaborate in 4epict.ion . .and.vigQIUS .. in 
action. The, person at the· very entrance of-the artificial ,cave ~houp .alJDOst.loa1ca lik• 
nodding his head on the-thigh of.the lady seated close , to . him in r !Ur:i~Oumpbj,_h, .is 
sleeping comfortably here on being carved in full with his, het\d restiq on his ri~t palm. 
The lady is seated towards his leg contrary to the one available in Ra1_1t-Gumphi. The 
figures engaged in batt]e in the next phase appear to be short and timid but the same 
figures in Rir:il-Gumpha are strong built, tall, -robust and full of vitality. Neither the 
frightened animals in the midst of battle nor the lady holding the shield in -her left.hand 
while taken away by t11e fighter are rendered effectively in this panel. Near·tho crest of 

14. Qtd. 8.M. Barua, Old Brahmi Inscriptions, p. 314. 
15. T.N. Ramachandra, /HO., Vol. XXVII. No. II, pp. 103-08. 
16. D. Mitra, Udayaglri and Khandagiri, p. 33. 
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the right arched band a BrahmaJ.JI goose mtstead of two lion cubs seen ileeing. The 
monkey and the snake running towards them are entirely omitted here. 

The last frieze of Gar.ida-Gumpha in the space between the third and fourth 
arches over door-ways depict a story entirely unrelated to any one of the friezes described 
above (Fig. 17). It opens with a body of three kilted soldiers in foot armed with swords 
and shields, pursuing an elepl1ant mounted by three persons. The woman sitting at the 
front is driving the elephant with the goad and holds a harp. The central figure who is 
also dressed in kilt is shooting arrows at the persons from the top of the elcpb.aot. 
Another person ~.t the back partially leaning, is distributing coins from a bag held in 
one of his hands. One of the kilted soldiers is seen collecting the coins fallen on the 
ground. Between the first episode and the second, which depicts the dism®Dting of 
the three persons from the kneeling elephant, is a tree, indicative of the woods ·where tbo 
scene took place. In the next phase the elephant is kneeling and the persons on its bac.k 
in the earlier part shown standing around it after being dismounted. Next the ardler llO 
longer in kilt, leads the other two, the woman carrying a bunch of mangoes in her right 
hand and with her left hand resting on the shoulders of the archer and the attendant with 
the money bag placed on his right shoulder. The last scene represents the woman in reo
lining posture on a bed in pensive mood. The man standing to her side is attcmptios io 
console her. The attendant holding the bow of her master and the money bag now 
shifted to the left shoulder is on the extreme end. 

The subject matter of this panel has been variously identified by acholara. 
Fergusson17 suggests, ''It may be a story from some Yavan conquest of Kalinp, or it 
may be a scene from · some popular legend connected with some of the earlier princes of 
the land or lastly, it may be a Jlltaka representing some action that took place in ooo of 
the earlier births of Sakya Munl." 

M. M. Chakravarty18 attempts to connect this panel like the panels of Rit1I• 
Gumpha with the activities of Parlvanatha on the basis of the medieval lcaeqd tba& 
Parivanitha rescued that princess from the hands of Y a,ana king of ·Kalinga. • 

But the identification of the subject matter of this panel by V.S. Agrawala with 
that of the legend Udayana Vasavadatta on the basis of terracotta plaques recovered 
from the ancient site of Kausambi, the capital of Vatsaraja Udayana· and now deposited 
in Bharatakala Bhavan appears reasonable. According to him ''Both in the stoae 

. ' . 
relief and the terracotta plaques the pursuers at the back of the elephant are the sold1en 
of the king of Ujjaini. They are divided from their main job by Vasantaka who from his 
seat on the back of the elephant is raining a shov,er of coins which the soldiers g,:ecclily 
begin to pick up. In the terracotta plaqt1e Udayana is seated on the elephant and holds 
the lute C/1os'il1•atl in his right hand. In the sculpture he is shown shooting at the 
soldiers. The pose of V.isavadatta is identical in both the terracotta and the stone 

17. James Fegusson, The Cave Temples of India, pp. 87-88. 
18. 0 . Mal!cy, Bengal District Gazetteer, Purl (Ed), p. 259. 
19. V.S. Agrawala, Indian Art, pp. 179-80. 
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relief. She is driving her owri eiephant with a goad in her right hand. Whereas the 
terracotta plaque depicts only the flight scene the stone relief supplements it by adding 
a couple of subsidiary related scenes enacted in Udayana's Capital at Kausambi. In the 
second part of the scene separated from the first by a tree which marks the end of the 
forest, Udayana and Visavadatta are out of danger and seem to have reached their 
capital. They are alighting from their elephant who is kneeling on the ground. In the 
third part Vasantaka is shown with a bag on his shoulder, evidently the bag of coins, and 
Udayana is leading Vasavadatti to his _palace. The fourth scene shows the disconsolate 
lady Visavadatta inside the harem and the king engaged in consoling her''. 

The story of Udayana as available in Buddhist, Jaina and Brahmanical literature, 
is essentially a love romance, and there are no differences based on religion in the main 
outline of the story. The scene relating to the flight of Udayana and Visavadatti on 
elephant from Uijaini form a common part of all the versions. 

The semi circular spaces formed by the arched bands of Ananta-Gumphi depict 
relief sculptures often having narrative character. The subject matter of the last two, 
though found intact, they are partially damaged in the earlier two. In the opening tympa
num from left it is seen that a four-tusked huge elephant occupies the centre of frieze 
(Fig. 18). The sculptor has set himself the task of representing in low relief ~very limb 
and feature of his great bulk enface. The left hand comer bears a floral representation 
and a well drawn female elephant in profile trailing a long lotus stalk whose flower she 
is holding up to the middle elephant. The only bud and the leaf attached to the stalk 
are rightly provided to fill up the gap. A lotus on the other side is held up similarly but 
the female elephant is wanting due to the collapse of the mass of rock in between the first 
and the second door-way. A similar panel with slight variations is also depicted in one 
of the pillar tops of the verandah of Alakipurt-Gumphi. In this panel the four-tusked 
elephant at the centre is flanked by the two she-elephants with fly whisk and parasol 
contrary to the lotus stalks in the Ananta-Gumphi relief. The repetition of the subject 
in at least two separate places indicate its popularity. Alexander E. Caddy• is inclined to 
connect this episode with Chadanta Jataka while N.K. Sahu21 with that of the white 
elephant of Ves"/Jntara Jdtaka who averted drought and famine in Kalinga. 

The second tympanum depicts the figure of a turbaned royal personage wearing 
heavy kun<!alas, a necklace and bangles under one umbrella, with a female figure 
holding a fly-whisk on either side and driving a chariot drawn by four spirited horses. 
Above them are the representation of the moon, surrounded by stars and the Sun which 
symbolises the stellar world. The left hand of the figure is placed on the waist and the 
right on the chest. The demonish pot bellied dwarf holding a spouted water vase in his 
left hand and a banner in his right hand, stands at the right of the relief near the wheel of 
the chariot. Due to damaging condition only faint traces of the hind parts of the 
horses harnessed to the chariot are found in the composition. 

20. A.B. Caddy, JASB, Vol. LXV, Part-Il, pp. 272-74. 
21. N.K. Sahu, History o/Orlssa, Vol. I, p. 385. 

' 
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Alexander E. Caddy, 11 D. Mitra, 11 and S. Srivastava" identify this relief panel 
with Sun God driving his chariot. But the four horses instead of the conventional 
seven ladies on either side l1olding ftywhisks instead of shooting arrows and symbolical 
representation of both sun and moon i11 the composition add to our confusion. N .K. 
Sahu15 on the other hand relates this event to a royal figure whose identity he is unable 
to provide at this stage. His contention based on the proto type avail a hie in the right 
top panel of the South gate of Bharhut where king Prasenjit, being accompanied by 
female attendants is found riding a chariot drawn by four horses. 

The composition of the third tympanum often goes for Goddess Lak1m1 (Fig. 
19) by most of the scholars. This tympanum depicts a lady standing in the centre of a 
lotus lake holding two full blown lotus flowers in her two hands which rests on her 
loins. She is flanked by two elephants who stand on lotuses by her sides and pour 
water for her ceremonial bath from pitchers held in their uplifted trunks. She is heavily 
decked with decorative costumes and ornaments. A pair of birds (parrots) are also 
seen behind the elephants of respective sides pecking at the seed vessels. Of the two 
other full blown lotuses one is partially shown. Stalks of lotuses and their buds in various 
shapes fill up the remaining space. 

• 

Gajalak1mf, symbolising prosperity, is as much as a Jaina motif as Buddhist and 
Brahmanical. It frequently occurs not only on the early reliefs of Bhirhut, Boddhagayi 
and Sif1chi, but also as a common symbol on early coins, seals and Jaina Palldvalis. 
It continued to be in use till later periods for it occurs at the centre of the lintel of the 
temples, specially in Orissa, irrespective of their cult affiliation. The Jainas regard this 
lotus lady as an auspicious one and among the fourteen most excellent, prosperity, 
foreboding, evil destroying, wealth conferring, fortunate delightsome dreams, which 
Trifali dreampt on the occasion of when Mahivlra was transferred to her womb from 
that of Devanandi; Mahd/ak1mf seated on a lotus with two elephants pouring water on 
her head, appears as the fourth. 

The object of depiction in the last tympanum is the worship of a tree within 
railing enclosure by a couple being attended by two others. An umbrella covers the tree 
at the top. The lady seen to the right is holding a heavy garland in her right hand while 
the other one rests on her thigh. Her undergarment runs parallel to that of the Gaja
lak1mf figure, but the hairdo differs widely in its setting. The man on the otherside is 
dressed in equally long scarve held across the shoulders. The superior disposition of 
their costumes indicate to their higher status. D. Mitra1• takes this tree to be the kevaJa 
tree of one of the Tlrthankaras. But the sculptors while depicting, were specially prone 
to adhere to the types sanctified by tradition and it is not surprising, therefore, that one 
finds so much conventionality than usual in identifying some of the species. But it can be 

- . 
22. A.E. Caddy, JASB, Vol. LXV, Pt. II, pp. 272-74. 
23. D. Mitra, Udayagirl and Khandaglrl, p. 48. 
24. S. Srivastava, Sun Worship In Ancient India, pp. 295-96. 
25 N.K.. Sahu, History of Orlssa, Vol. I, pp. 385-86. 
26, J). Mitra, UdafOflrl and ~handa1lrl, p. 49, 
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safely concJuded that ho-tree of the Buddhists and the KaJpavrk1ya of the Jainas attained 
a commanding position in their sacred religious performances. 

. . Representation of guard figures are noticed standing or mounted on animals in 
front of the terminal piers of Rai:i1-Gumphi, Gar:iesa-Gumpha, Dhinaghara-Gumpha, 
Jaya-Vijaya-Gumpha, Maftchapurl-Gumpha and Tatowi-Gumpha No. I. Guards 
moanted on animals are found on either corners of the upper main wing of Ra~•
Gumphi. Of them the one to the right is pot-bellied, wears a dhoti, bangles, necklace 
an(;I rides a lion. The other animal on the left resembles like a bull. The guard carved 
against the left plfaster of the upper right wing of the same cave is a kilted foreigner in 
boots, covering the leg up to the middle of the calf and fillet on the fore head (Fig. 26). 
His right ha~d rests on the thigh and a sheathed sword hangs by the left-side. The right 
pilaster of Jaya-Vijaya-Gumpha is occupied by a sparsely draped female (Fig. 24) tall 
and slender and wearing heavy ear ornaments, bangles and a garland. With her coiffure 
deco~ted with a flower and a leaf, she fondles a parrot perched on her fingers. Except 
tfle figures noted above others are generally clad in a long piece of cloth, scarves, heavy 
ear-ornaments and bangles. They hold a long spear in their right hands and sheathed 
sword suspended from their left shoulders through a strap. Upper parts of their bodies 
are mostly bare. Stel~a Kramrisch17 while discussing the _guard figures of Ra1,11-Gumphi 
observes. ~'The figures from the Rii,1-Gumphi represent most varied types in body and 
dress. The treatment, however remains one and the same. It is a modelling with 

( . 
naturalistic aim, elaborating the anatomy in a broadly summarising manner. The 
standing· posture, though generally easy except the one figure clad in dhQti only, occupy
ing the outer most panel of the upper storey, left wing, betrays determination (Fig. 2f). 
The faces are damaged beyond recognition but from the minutely variegated physique 

I , ~ • • 

and costume it appears as if those high reliefs were meant to be portraits'' . 

• 

the outer and inner brackets of the extant verandah pillars and pi(asters are 
often relieved with decorative motifs, human figures, animals, floral devices, winged and 
eni~ figures, squattish Ga'}a figures, cavaliers, scenes of lion hunt, elephant catching, 
•· (Figs. 27, 28 and 30). The squattish Ga'}a figures are invariably seen in the attitude 
of supporting the superstructure. Lotus and honey-suckles, the two most popular motifs 
on the. arched ban4s over door-ways of the place also adorn the inner and outer faces 
of the Qrackets with almost the same form and style. The worship of an elephant, the 
performance of a dance sequence to the tune of a stringed musical instrument under a 
tree. ladies holding trays filled with garlands, flowers and other offerings, boys playing 
before birds, huntin.g of lion through a long spear, " :inged and enigmatic figures sitting 
back to . back, V,idylldharas displaying floral buds and spouted vessels, wontea with 
folded hands and separated by floral band made up of stylised honey suckles and 
lotuses are very remarkably carved on both faces of these brackets. Since the brackets 
are all designed in curved fashion, the animals and human figurines on them are blended 
accordingly. The delineation of the trotting elephant on the outer face of the bracket 
of Tentuli-Gumphi is strikingly naturalistic. 

27. Qtd. B.M. Barua, Old Brhaml Inscriptions, pp. 312-13. 
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In addition to the bracket decorations the tops of the Verandah pillars as allo of 
a few pilaste·rs of Udayagiri caves are relieved with addorscd makaras, winged animaJs 
often with heads of birds and human figures seated back to back, fighting with lions, 
subduing elephants, etc. Their design and form though crude and in low relief yet 
indir.ate variety of subjects which not only throw light on their earlier representation in 
stone sculptures, but also their masterly execution in the hands of the artists. The 
various enigmatic figures and winged animals have their affinity with their West-Asian 
counterparts which dominated tne Maurayan· and Sunga period. 

The door pilasters and in a few caves the verandah pillars and side pilasters arc 
crowned with addorsed animal figures seated back to back. In case a Dhanaghara
Oumphi despite the fact that there are no pilaster~ flanking the doo.-..way. yet, the 
capitals in respective places are depicted with a pair of addorsed Jlnimals on a corbelled 
abacus above a bell-shaped lotus. The massive verandah pillars and side pilasters of the 
right wing of Ra-:i1-Gun1phi are depicted with six and three animals respectively. Of the 
six animals on each pillar, bulls on the left and lions on the right, two seated back to 
back on the front and the rear and one each on the other faces. The pilasters consist of 
horses in the left and· elephants in the right resting on a corbelled abacus above a 
be11-shaped lotus. The door pilasters in other cases are provided with winged figures of 
animals like bulls, deer, horses, liol\s, and elephants. They are carved in three qua1 ters 
and appear naturalistic from artistic point of view. The wings provided at places to 
these animal figures like their counterparts on the verandah pillar faces of the less 
evolved caves of Udayagiri are due to West-Asian influence. The adjustment of placing 
elephants having their broad anatomical features in so short a space and vigorous 
depiction of maned lions rani thetil with the finest speciMens of·early ·Jndian art. 

The flattened surfaces of the arch bands over the door-ways of some ambitious 
caves of both Udayagiri and Khandagiri are carved with scrolls, single flowers, fruits, 
ueepers animals, birds and stout human beings at option without any referellce to 
uniformity, these arc connected together by horizontal 'friezes starting from the springing 
points where one usually noticed• the figures of elephants, lions, deer, and makaras from 
the mouths of which issue the scroll work, etc. (Fig. 20 and 21). The outer edge of these 
arches are surmounted by Svastikas. V adhamangalas or by a triangular pointed crest, or 
finial enclosing a floral ornament or a figure. Honey-suckles, lotus, lotus-buds and other 
floral medallions occupy a major portion of the arch-bands with occasionaJ display of 
animals hotly chased by boys and birds carrying lotus buds in their beaks. These motifs 
though carved in low relief and adjusted to the limited space, yet, they show variety of 
animism and floral kingdom with their masterly and forceful execution in living stone. 
Each frame is complete by itself and except in outline and general character bears no 
relation to its neighbour. 

V ;dJ>iidharas or semi divine figures running in haste or hovering in the sky with 
offerings in hands are noticed on either ends of the facade of Jaya-Vijaya-Gump'ha, 
Rii:tl-Gumpha, over the sculptured panel in Maflchapurt-Gumphi and in close com
partments of Ananta-Gumphi. The petuliarity in having them at the beginning and 
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end of a sculptured frieze and over some object or panel having religious affinity and the 
manner of their disposition renders them as a subject of deep study in early Indian art 
and iconography. 

The frieze of the upper main wing of Rir;il-Gumphi commences with a flying 
Vidy'lldhara, wearing an elaborate head dress, a dhoti with plaits dangling in front, a 
floating scarf (chador), Kunr/alas, a necklace and bangles and holding in his outstretched 
left hand, a tray of flowers and a roll of garland and in the right stalks of a lotus and 
three buds interlaced with each other intended for offering. The modelling of the figure, 
specially in the lower portion, is supple, and the entire composition is clearly indicative 
of the warmth of fervour characterising a devotee. The artist's skill is displayed in the 
garland hanging from the tray, folds of scarf and cloth, the ir1ter-weaving of lotus 
stalks. The flying figure on the other end, holding a garland in his right hand and a 
tray of flowers in his left lacks in the lavish display of costumes, and decorative orna
ments as well as the modelling of limbs, spirit and vigour as that of its counterpart 
though visualised in the same fashion and style. The flying figures on either ends 
of the facade of J aya-Vijaya-Gumphi have not attained so much perfection as that of 
Ril}I-Gumphi. The Vidy'lldhara of Maflchapur1-Gumphi hastens towards the object of 
worship in the attitude of scattering flowers from a tray held in his left hand. The 
Ananta-Gumphi ones arc flying in haste from pillared halls having barrel-vaulted roofs, 
with garlands and trays of flowers towards arches containing objects of worship. The 
one on the extreme left almost snatches away in haste a garland from the tray borne on 
the head of a fierce looking dwarfish GaTJa with long ears. They too are dressed in dhoti 
and chadar, the ends of which are fluttering in tl:e air. Their heads are enveloped in 
large heavy turbans, on their wrists are bangles and massive rings are pendent from 
their ears. 

While discussing the relief sculptures of Ra111-Gumphi Stell-kramrisch observes.• 
''It begins with the frenzied on rush of a youthful male figure, carrying a tray with floral 
offerings in the left and full blown lotus in the right. Its impetuous movement is a 
direct descendant of that of the flying Gandharva of Maftchapurl-Gumpha. The hovering 
of the Ananta-Gumpha has sunk into oblivions. Moreover, the movement which in the 
first storey amounted to a gliding just above the surface of the earth, now seems to 
emerge from it, the left foot is still half covered by it, it is no longer a movement from 
above downward, nor a hovering in mid air, nor a gliding above the surface, but a 
frenzied gesture of freedom utterred with conviction of one who masters the decorative 
side of every excellence''. 

The display of linear design consist of mostly the bead, bead and reel, vertical 
and horizontal lines within sections, curved lines eaclosing half medallions or enclosing 
arch-bands and floral devices within them and circles within circles bordering the bracket 
figures. The shafts of Ananta-Gumpha door pilasters are decorated with vertical rows of 
the bead and reel, diamond shapedj22/i, spiral flutings, alternate with vertical Jine of bead 

28. Qtd. B.M. Barua, Old Br4hml /,ucriptlon1, p. 313, 
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and reel and flowers .between compartments. The abacus and neckings of the door 
pilasters of Tafowa-Gumphi No. 2 are relieved with one or more rows of beads (Fig. 22 
and 23). The brackets of Tentuli-Gumphi are bordered by horizontal and vertical lines 
in several sections. Zigzag or heavy lines are also shown at intervals along with these 
bands. The arch-bands of Maftchapurt and Svargapurl-Gumphi in several cases are 
provided with floral devices within interlaced and continuous circles and curved bands. 
Similarly the arch bands of Ga~e~a-Gumphi are all enclosed by a row of l?eads. 

Trees representing or symbolising forest are and as an object of worship are 
noticed on the facades of some of the caves at the place. The sacred representation of 
these trees are invariably found within railings having close affinity with their counter
parts in the sculptures of Sanchi, Bharhut, Mathuri and Amarivau. 

The trees which frequently occur within relief panels have usually been delineated 
as laden with fruits, but their branches are not so natural as the trunks. They are 
invariably depicted as knotty and shaky. The fruits of these trees are most unnaturally 
depicted and this defect is not only noticeable here but is flagrant in almost all early 
representations in stone. This has become rather conventional. The lone representation 
of these trees serve the purpose of separating one aspect of the story of a panel from 
the other, performance of dance and music and resting place to the cave dwellers. 

The creepers represented on the flattened surf ace of the arch-bands over some of 
the door heads are often laden with fruits and flowers as a decorative device rather 
than showing any connected link with them plantain and mango fruits as well as lotuses 
in multi petalled designs are most numerous in their representation. Creepers of graceful 
curves with buds or full-blown flowers have been largely shown in the arch-bands 
surmounting door heads. Jn the curves of continuous and contrary flextures the principle 
of gradation and contrast have been skillfully illustrated. In many instances, however, 
the creepers have conventional representation. 

Flowers of numerous varieties in the shape of decorative elements within arch
bands, space fillers in single patches, garlands in the hands of devotees and within trays, 
buds attached to stalks and held by bracket figures and birds, container of lotus lakes, 
adorning hair-dos of human and semi divine figures, trunks of elephants, fixed to tho 
creepers and decorating the outer framework of the gha!a bases, etc. are noticed at 
this place. Of the entire series, lotus attained the predominant position. This floral 
device of lotus in buds, full-blown, in garlands, rosettes and half discs are largely 
available with equally early sculptures of Safichi, Bharhut and Amaravatl. This pattern 
had been so abundantly worked out that it had already become conventional as the 
representation of rows of lotus stalks tern1inating in full-blown flowers sculptured in 
arch-bands indicates. Thus the stylised plants and flowers, the artist marvellously adopt 
could weave them into countless, lovely patterns and put them to almost any shape of 

• 
surface. 

The representation of a large variety of animals, birds and reptiles indicate to the 
knowledge of the sculptors about the physiognomy of these species. This knowledge was 

• 
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based partly on actuat and keen observation of nature and panly on ooavention. But 
the fabulous and enigmatic creatures must have derived their inspimion from outside 
the country. 

Elephants including she .. elephants and their cubs are depicted in couching 
' 

position, mounted by armed men, standing with ,uplifted trunks, b~thing_ in lotus pools, 
resting in caves, attacking a gathering of men and women, entwined by a snake, 
carrying lotuses, vessels, fly-whisks, branches of trees, \lDl~~llas and surmounting 
capitals of door pilasters in many of the caves of both Udayagiri ~d Khaeda,siri. )'he 
elephant figures carved in round with bunches of leaves and flowers .in their ti:unks in 
front of Ga1,1esa-Gumpha seem to have been copied from nature. The bas relief dep~ctiog 
Udayana-Vasavadatti episode of the same cave is represented with an elephant in various 
stages of activity. Elephants including female and their cubs are seel) proceeding tllajesti
cally from the nearby woods towards the crest of the arch in front of, the Chota-tlithl
Gumphi. In Ananta-Gumpha two elephants are en&•Fd in poµring SJl.cr:ed wa~er _from 
the pitchers held in their uplifted~trunks over the figure of Lllk1n1i. Similarly a four
tusked elephant being honoured by two others is rc~tedly depicted in Alakipu,1-
Gumphi and Ananta-Gumphi. The attendant elephants beld lotus flowers Jnd. fly
whisks in their trunks. The representation of elephants is not an isola\ed plt~nQ•=,ep9n 
in Orissa. They occur in the seals of Indus valley civilisation, in Buddhist and Jaina 
legends, they are associated with the birth of Buddha and Mahavira and represented 
profusely in the art of Saftchi, Bhirhut, Mathura and Amarivatl. 

Bull (humped) has been represented as cro~ning the door pilasters of Ananta
Gumphi, TaJowa-Gumpha No. 1 and No. 2, G~efa-Gumpha and the verandah pi~lar 
of the lower right wing of Rar.it .. Gumphi as well as · within the arch-~and of ·A~anta
Gumphi hotly chased by stout boys. It is not so numerous i1;1 representation as that 
of the elephants in these rock-shelters. Of all the domesticated animals, the bull was 
the most formidable, deadly with its horn l\nd quick ~d µn~\lDted in ilttack. Man's 
exciting conflicts with the bull turned it to a symbol of great courage, s~r.ength and 
fighting spirit. Its remarkable virility and intimate association with n;ie.n in agri<,µltutal 
operations made it a symbol of masculinity and fertility. Based on these virtues, the 

, . l ' 

bull might arise in many lands where it becomes a sacred animal. The bull also 
became the symbol of Jaina Tlrtbankara J.l~abhanitha. The .white bull appear_ed in 
the fourteen auspicious dreams of Devananda and queen Tri,ala before the coqception 
of Maha vtra. The Indus Valley seals and terracottas depict the bull in numerous designs 
and the bull also figured very prominently in vedic hymns. It too, appeared in the 
Maurya art (3rd century B.C.) as at Ramapurwa and Saranatha. Early Indian art is 
particularly noticeable for the wealth of fauna represented and fine studies of bulls appear 
at Bbarhut, Saficht, Mathura and AmaravatI in different contexts either as bulls _drawing 

. ' 

a cart, or simply at rest as illustration to some Jataka legend or as the capital on pillars 
and as decorative motifs on the roundels on the stupa railings and so on. Whatever the 
situation, there is scarcely an instance where the sculptor fails to evoke the form of this 
much loved animal. 
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Lions have been depicted as crowning e1e111ents of some verandah pillars and 
door pilasters, excitedly chased by athletes as noticed on the arch-bands and stray figures 
either holding prey in mouth or attacked by a man through long spear. On the 
pilasters they are designed seated back to back with prominent display of their manes. 
In Ananta-Gumpha the display of their spirit and vigour appear to be quite natura
listic. Here the hind-Jegs of the topmost two lions from the mouths of which floral 
devices coming out are tightly held by stout wrestlers. The lion near the man and 
opposite to the buJJ seems to be most vividly rendered taking into consideration the full 
physiognomy of the animal. 

The horse which already made its appearance in Mauryan sculpture is not 
omitted at this place. A well caprisoned horse provided with a saddle is noticed 
faithfu)Jy carved in the lower main wing of Rar:iI-Gumphi. This horse is without 
stirrup. But the horse depicted in the third full spandril of its upper main wing is richly 
caprisoned with a heavy pad, a many stirruped bridle and thickly plumed crest. Further 
representation of horses in these caves are available as driving a chariot, mounted by 
cavaliers and capitals of door and verandah pilasters. In early Buddhist art and Asokan 
pillars horse has been represented as a crowning partner and connected with various . 
episodes. It has also been associated with driving chariots of the Sun God or the royal 
personages in the art of Bha ji, Buddhagayi and Lila Bhagat. 

Apart from elephants, horses, )ions and bulls, a number of other animals like deer, 
monkey, fox, antelope, hare and dog, reptiles like snake, lizard and makara and birds 
like parrot, goose, crane and peacock are profusely illustrated in the relief sculptures of 
the place. The two monkeys near the crest of a door arch of the upper main wing of 
Rir.it-Gumpha appear to have been frightened by the hissing sour.d of the snake in 
front of the artificial cave. The monkey was a very favourite subject with the Buddhist 
sculptures of Bharhut. A group of antelopes are depicted in the third full spandril of 
the same wing. Deer are observed as forming capitals of door-pilasters of Gar.ida
Gumphi. A bushy tailed animal or fox is also noticed in one of the panels of Rir.it
Gumphi. lt turned the face backwards before finally disappearing in the thick forest 
apprehending probably the ensuing attack. Hares chased by boys are also noticed 
within the arch bands of this cave and seated back to back with a leaf motif on the top . 
of a pillar in Jagannatha-Gumpha, Makara, the mythological monster commonly noticed 
in the Buddhist stupas of Bharhut and Amaravatl is also noticed in the horizontal 
portion of the arch-bands of some caves. The only representation of lizard in a depleted 
condition is traced in Bagha-Gumpha. The snake depicted in front of the artificial 
cave of a Rar;il-Gumpha panel is very naturalistic. It moves towards the frightened 
monkeys. But the snakes with canopies of three hoods flanking door arches of Ananta
Gumpha are very elaborate. 1·hey have been provided with necklaces set with tubular 
beads. In anotl1er place (Alakapuri-Gumpl1a) a large snake ent\\'ins an elepl1ant i11 a tree 
and is about to strike on its head. This aspect brings us to the idea of ''11agapasa'', a 
popular pattern often referred to in puranic accounts. Among the birds, parrots are 
noticed near the pinnacle of arch-bands, pecking seed vessels in a lotus lake and fondled 
in the hands of lady attendants. Brahmani geese or ducks, decorate one of the arch-
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bands orA'.tiarit~-·Gumpbi with iotus buds held in their beaks. A number of other ·al\imals, 
bitds"a~d 'ttptiles including 1he ones referred to above are also· provided as /6flchanas of 
the enti~ series · of Tirtliankaras · and Sasanadevls of Jaina 'pantheon' of the 'tnedieval 
perioc'i: ·· . . 

A r.um~i' of winged ahd enigtnatic figures also form the subject -matter or 
decoratioti ·of btackets and pillar heads i'n some caves' df the place. A flying hum.an 
beint ~itb1H~'avy ' turban·;. earrings· and a · pair of 6utstretch~d· wings is depicted in a 
bracket of Jagannatha-Gumpha. A running domesticated dog of the same· cave is· also set · 
with two wings and a ftowry tail. A dog like animal is provided with a parrot's beak 
and 'a p~ir' rlf wings. · In other cases an animal ·set _with h_ead of a bird ·is · also n;oticed. 
Though ·a1r;oftli~m' are with 'wi.ngs ~nd ca~ed' in low ·relief, yet their for1n denotes 'some· ' 
fabu·lous'crtatutes entirely absent ·•in this part of the country . . They ct)mprise 'artimal's ·, 
which' we with·:m·uch' difficulty have taken· as horse~. bull or lion attached . with ram, goat, · 

. . ' . ' . 
bumatt',''j~atrot ot cock's head. These animals are all carved standing baclc to back'and 1 

cover:the entire' · space set apart' for the purpose. The tails of these anima1s'are eithet· 1 

lon.g \vitli hairi at the ~rt<l like the lions, short' ·containing bushy gtowth 'of hairs like that•· 1 

of h<>~scs and 'irregtilarly·shaped without· ahy irtdication of hairs in them. ' The whole 
gala.~y· of fabuitius' creatures on which the fish tailed· ·makaras, wing~d·: htima~ h'eaded I 
lions, griffins with parrot's beak and other'creatures of imagir,atioh · could be u&ed· at WJII , 
to decorate the brackets ar.d pillar tops had perhaps been derived from the western con
cep~· ;~rid;' f6~~« ' rttaibly' a decorative · ordet· without arty. religibus sighfficance' attached 
to t1\em. ' . 

The use bfWest-Asian mdtifs ·1ike honey-suckles, · merlons, and winged an'imals' · . . . . ' 
which· had ' an all India ·· distribution in this period: precludes the · possibility dr an 
inde~;etdertt ·develoj>ment of these caves. In the patterns 'there is hardly any thing which 
is specifically Jaira for the same . motifs are used . r.ot only by the early Buddhists, ·but 
also l'>y 't~e follower·s of Brahnianical faith .. At Sidchi, the winged lion is also shown ·· 
in a •flying attitude carrying a tidet on its back. 

Domestic life at.this 'place is depicted through male and fetnale costumes compris
ing· cl6thes,: decoriiuv~ body . ornaments and coiffures. Many objects· of indoor and 
ou~4~f>r '_~!e 

1
b·ave·· al~o been found ' like seats; caskets, trays, bowls, spouted jars; 

pitcn~is',
1 
m~n~y 

1
pu'rses, wicker stands, ftywhisks, umbrellas, flower garlands, musical 

' I • , • 

ins~f~men·ts of ' rnridanga, flute, harp, cymbal and weapons of war like bow, arrow, 
shields,' ~lubs, '.swords: spears, etc. have also been represented in . various places of the 
reli~t· panels. ' 

. Contem'porary dres·s and'' ornaments are faithfully portrayed through the male 
ar.d female figures ·carved i11 differer: t capacities. The main portion of tlic male dress 

• • I • I • 

is the dhoti ·or ~ sheet of cloth passed round.the waist and then gathered in front. 
Occafibn ally th·e ~ollected 'portions passed betwee11 the legs a11d tucked in behind. : 
Thi~ tradifionai·•· p'attetrt of wearing :r.ot Only gives effective protection to the loins but 
aJsoi;accotding·. t6 lts breadtb:"it covers the 111id; tlligh 'tegion or the knees and at 'times 
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. reaches. even, tb,e aµkles~ As, there, is . .nq,apgea.r~nce . of ~~Y.. orn~~~ti~~-~i~~ of 
.. flowers_ or, stripes ~;xcepf a few fol~s in exceptioo.a\,case.5:it,:is JllP~! pro~blq 1t\)~t .,th~ as 

now, the flhoti was a pla411 ~heet pf:cloth. Abov~ the w~ist, tµe bpdy _i.s .~sµally .r~p~~nted 
as q1,1ite nak~4 excep,ing only a tight scarf qr sheet of cloth_ ~hich. is g_l!per~ly th

1
rown. over 

. the shoulders:with the ends hanging ~own outside th.~ thigh~ .. I~. some. ~ases.· jt . JlP,pears 
. to have passed rotJnd .the body aQ~ tµe end thro~n oy~r the l~(t . s~9µlde~ •• . ;runi~ or 
.. mad~. dr:e&Ses in v_ery ~rude form were al~o OCC'5ionally. use4. ,. Ttie c~ief ~~~pe~.:P,~the 

ladies. ~onsists of a !llri. to co:ver the lower. part, of .th~ . . body . . : It Js, ~~p . b): .. wal~, .~nd 
witb fold$ of the ends dangling ~I\ .front: . IQ r~r~ ~~- th~y use .. -~Pf?.~ SA.{qtents :!P. .. ,~ape 
of a. .sCB!( a.nd .wbile d~ncipg cover _the fac~ . with,a veil. 

. Fo~ . .. var~.et~~ ,n .t~e ._~rr~s~ment ?f -C_Qjfl'ure, ,h~ ~~ lik~, t~.,?f. ~h~ .. ,-,~snen 
WQre .theµ- . h~,r. lo~g . and tie~ 1n_ knots . ~•W ~url~~ locks ~n front aq~: s1"~; fd~I~ ~air 

, dr~s. qoi:mally coqform~ on two top .kno~s. QQl,'der~.J by. 1_bar;i~ :o~ h~~l'. JQRks.~~ .,h~ ~ase, 
These two knots are either arranged vertically ,Jlbove .thq pe,fd .. or on~,in-t.li,e ·centr~ and 
the other slightly tilting to the side. In rare instances, however, we fina 'tbe Ii.airs aro 

. , tied in three knots over the hea_d . . I~ ca.sc; p( tw,o, knot~, the .~ai~ QD~. js )arger than 
: , the .. pther . and in . case . o( three t~~, ~eqtr~I .. kno~ i,) m~~e. d~ora~e~ · ~#. ,s,u~11!~~usly 

d~1gned than the SJde ones. · 

The band of locks. at the base. cqrerins ~h.e forehe.1¥1 . i~. • -~~;circ.ul~r fashlon is 
. ' .. ,l,'Tange~. with _a ser~es. of cu~led. locks. pc~a~ionaIIr th,e~ .. ~te1,114 .. 'up. ~9.,' th_e ears~ . -~ ajor 

part Q~ the hair at. tim~~ .ai:e, di:ag~e_d . t_o the left.) and ~l."p{J~d l,1lf.~, .l>alJ ~t :th,~ end;~ !op 
knots 1n mos_t cas~s ~r~._provided wJth, .. ch~p~et : l1k<; ._bapct's ~Q . :fet~1n , .fhe~. 11i1 ~equ1rcd 
fashion for a considerable time. These chaplets are usually plain and possibly made of 
a pjeq:,of cloth or rope ~J?.d ~ed, iJ? JD01.~ th~ o)ne .o~c.asi9n .in! a .P:art.icul.~ type of hair 
.decoration . 

. Most parts of the. hair of~ ~dies on. the_ head are gatb.erFd at the .~op a~~. tied 
in a piece of cloth or dragged to a side and f ashi.o~~4 .in,.se:veral desigJ\'· I~ ~se~ ~here 
they are gathered at the top a band of curled locks or ringlets of hair decorate ihe fore
.head. They often like their male couqte,p~rts run up to ~h~ ~op most.. P'l'ti of the ears. 
In . another variety the curled lock~ commencing . from the forehead f~ll on one si.de or 

•' . . , . ' . · ' ' ' 
brought tp the ba~k. In one case t.he ~ntife. c9ll~tion . of hai~ .at th~ _top is ti~ .~n p~eces 
of ropes and then sli~ly tilted to a side. In ~ome cas.es t}:\~ h.air, t~~ .r.ingl_~ts or' which 
were pinned to the head were. gat~er~d in. a .knot .. , So1,11etime~. ~h~' hair _is ent'ircly 

. . • • ' ! • • 

arranged in ringlets and held in a chaplet allowing to them fall on either sides. In 
simple and plain varieties, hairs are jus~ , combe4 .behi~d an~. ,he end ti~d ~n.a knot. In 
other cases they are just gathered.at ill~ top in .a bulging shape and a thin veil covers 
them. The hairs are also plaited ~n .a single pi~il and . allow~ to. fall at the back. The 

. I 

more elaborate ones fixed with flowers, feathers of col~urf~l birds, leaves are shown to 
' , . . 

a side only. 

The decorative . omamenta .on the body , of th~ me,n 8illd ~om,en :fi~es~~f the 
period appear to be more crude and .. µnsophisticated .. . rhef :ha".~ :f t~~chj <>ff~~: _style 
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in them. The male figures usually tie a piece of cloth round the waist. The girdles 
worn by the ladies comprise of a series of round beads arranged in separate strings and 
the number of strings range from one to three. At times they ate loosely attached to the 
waist like a necklace but in other examples they have been tightly fixed like a belt. 
Necklaces closely attached to the neck are designed in rectangular, circular or petalled 
beads of metal or precious stones. They are fixed close to each other and a line of border 
hold them on either sides. The longer ones often run up to the chest and suitably deco
rated with both flat bands of plain metal or strings set with jewels. They are often 
attached with lockets at the centre. Ornaments for the ears represented both in studs 
and round rings and either closely attached to the lower part of the ear or hanging 
from it by a hook. The simpler designs are circular or square studs with or without a 
hook attached to it. Ornament for the fore arm is generally a bald, a ring of metal or 
clay of cylindrical plate ordinarily plain and heavy and ranges in number from one to 
seven and in cases even up to nine. The ornaments for the legs are the circular anklets 
either one in each leg or a pair at times. 

Garlands within trays carried by the flying Vidylldharas and attendant figures as 
well as rolled ones are depicted in several places. The trays are usually held in one of 
the outstretched hands and the other, either holding stalks of lotus buds or loose flowers. 
It is not possible to identify always the flowers from the garlands or from the trays as 
they are crudely fashioned and closely knit together. In Tatowi-Gumphi No. 2, we 
find besides stray lotus flowers, examples of giant garlands decorating the tympana. 
These rolls frequently occur in the basreliefs of both Siftchi and Amaravatl, but made 
on a large scale, so as to require the services of many men to carry them. 

Thus in brief the figures of these caves are full of animation and liveliness and 
have been portrayed so as to indicate human activities either in the scene of abduction, 
elephant hunt, worshipping the sacred symbol or enjoying a dance sequence as repre
sented in the friezes. The female figures are equally muscular lacking in feminine 
grace as is noticed in later sculptur<"S. 

The attribution of almost human feelings to animals is a noteworthy feature of 
their representation. Rare nobility even in an animal is the trait on which emphasis is 
given in such panels depicting worship of elephants. Among the figures of animals and 
birds, elephants, lions, deer, bulls, are carved very carefully, monkeys, hares, antelopes, 
fox, geese, parrots, though occur are attended with reduced vitality. 

Single human figures accompany the curve of bracket capitals and of the bracket 
supports of the railings. Single and coupled animal figures form the capitals of the door 
pilasters. Isolated male and female figures, standing as a rule and riding occasionally 
rendered in a large scale and in a variety of types, guard the entrances. 

The trees are, somewhat stiff and so are the fruits and flowers with creepers and 
lotuses. But plant life on the whole appears to have been depicted with care. The lotus 
js formed ienerally of two cops~µtjv~ rows of petals with the disc in the centre and 
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double line border. The petals of the outer row are all well developed and laid side by 
side and not overlapping each other, as is natural. In some instances, however, the 
overlapping is well shown. In others the petals instead of issuing in straight lines from 
the centre, are whirled in a manner which is not natural. Between the points of outer 
row of petals are shown the tops of other and outer whirls. The petals of the inner 
row are also laid side by side but they are slender. The disc is distinct in some cases 
showing the seed-holes, in other it is covered by small petals. 

The \\'est-Asi~n motifs like honey-suckles, merlons, winged and enigmatic figures 
which had an all India distribution during this period indicates the cultural diffusion 
through art motifs. 

Domestic life is depicted through male and female constumes containing clothes, 
decorative ornaments, coiffures · with extremely varied pattern and distinctly ingeneous 
character. Many objects of indoor and outdoor life have been depicted whose design 
and decoration reflect the contemporary art tradition. A number of symbols pertaining 
to Jain a pantheon have also decorated the crest of the door arches. 

The individual sculptures, decorative bands and the broad friezes, that are met 
with here are not the results of first attempt at this remote place, but formed a 
part of a regular school of art, crude, though they be, envincing much technical 
knowledge and sufficient mastery to give shape to life and feeling. The faces are 
shown in bas relief in every position in full or in three-quarters and half profiles. 
The poses of the figures are easy and natural, their movement vivacious and elastic and 
emotions like agony, pleasure, fear, determination, mental tension, etc. tolerably well 
expressed. Vigorous action, delineated in every limb surpasses the lack of finish and the 
fineness in chiselling of the sculptures. The composition is fairly coherent and effective, 
the different figures bear relationship with one another. The reliefs have matured into 
depth displaying a considerable plasticity of form and naturalism of modelling. Slender 
figures of men, and women are marked by a suavity of outline. Long ages of neglect 
and decay have defaced the figures as we now see them but still it is not difficult to 
perceive tl-.at their conception and execution, their grouping and disposition, their 
drapery aJ1d ornaments were such as only men theoretically and practically familiar with 
sculptures for a long tiine could execute.29 

A flowing linear rhythm, although hesitating in some instances seem to actuate 
the majority of the figures at Udayagiri and Khandagiri hills. The lotus creeper meanders 
along the length in endless waves linking the figures in a continuous pattern within the ar
chbands. Each single figure and composition including the entire pattern became animated, 
thereby. A rhythmical movement, permeating all through integrates and balances every 
object and composition into one unified organism. The rectangular reliefs in outline, 
emphasises closely packed compositions with schematic rows of harsh figures parallel to 
the lines of the frame. The narrative reliefs, within rectangular friezes are also freed from 

29. I\.L. Mitra, The Antiquities of Orissa, Vol. II, p. 81, 
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. un~~s,ary: dctaila. aad,only ihe . iadispensable and essential elements. being retained to 
.• conMey.the fiUll import .of the legends depicted . . The abbreviated .form of narration at this 
. place results in less crowded con1positions .in. wbicl1 the figures. move more freely and .with 

greater CMe. and clarity. 

Jaina icons -in· bron2JC are fewer in number in comparison to· their fashioning in 
stone. We have earlier noted down their findings at places like Khuntapala in Mayur
bhanja district, Bayree and Bhanpur in Cuttack district and Achutarajapur and Kakatapur . . . 

, in.Puri district. Except the bronzes of Achutarajapur, others have not been dealt with 
satisfactorily. ~D . Mitra in her recent work on the ''Bronzes from _ Achutarajapur'' has 
elaborately discussed on as many as ten Drthankara and Sllsanade,1 figures that were 
found in the locality along with a large hoard of Buddhist icons. The other bronzes 

. . . 

found. their way to the Baripada branch Museum, Orissa State Museum and the 
. Ashutosh Museum. The lone figure ·of Par,vanatha is still available at Bhanapur. The 

. . . 
. brenzc,s of -recent make ·that are preserved in the Jaina shrines of Cuttack town arc 

' . 
. mostly brought from outside- the State. 

The casti_ng tec}:inique of these bronze icons as inform~d by D . . Mitra• in case 
of the Ac~utarajapur hoard is the usual cire perdue or lost 'Yax process. For r:eady 
reference it is _reproduced her~ e~tenso. ''Most of these images were first ~odelled in 
wax. The wax . ,model was next given a succession of coating of clay, the first coating, 
a thin one, being a smooth paste or fir.e clay and closely fol,owing the details o_f the 
wax.object ard _the later coatings bei~g thick and rather strong layer of clay mix~ with 
-other ingredients. The interior of the seat of the images were also filled with the . . . 
--mixture of clay and ingredients. A tube was provided through - the clay coatings to the 

. ' 
. . hue of the wax model, . usually at. the bottom of pedest~ls (in the cent~ of the rear 

side). -·The entire mass was then allowed to dry slowly in the shade. Next it was heated, 
so that ths wax would melt and entirely ooze out th.rough the tube. The empty space 

· . thus left . within · 1he -core of the clay coating (mould negative) was then fitted in with 
. . . JDolten metal poured through the tube. After the entire thing had cooled down, the 

earth coating was r.emoved to expose the metal object which had taken the form of the 
wax•mode). -In some cases a. portion of the clay and other filling within the interior of 
the seat of the images was allowed to remain. Tt-.e channel of the tube which got filled 
in with molten metal became solid with metal with the result that a rod like projection 
was left. In me st cases these projections had been filled, so that nothing was left of 
them.> However, in some cases no attention was paid for their complete removal with 

, the result that their remnants still linger in some of the images, particularly with 
footed .pedestals. M·any of the metal objects were also retouched, smoothened and 
finished .with fine instruments used by deft hands to bring out . subtler nuances. Attempts 
were also made to enhance the beauty of the images by fine inlay work . Eyes in many 
cases . and ornaments and delicate decorations of cloth in some cases were inlaid with 

. silver1 Some of the objects show traces of gilding. 

30, D. Mitra, Bronzes from Achutarajapur, p, 36, 
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. . . . . . . 
It appeari ' 1hat the haloes and paraso18' (chhairas) in mbst· tales-were· moulddd · · · 

separately. · In several specin1~ns, the haloes were found to be wielded· to the images. In 
a few cases there are sockets provided in the seats and pedestals of the images to receive · 
legs of the haloes. The stick of the parasols was normally soldered to the haloes. 
However in: some specimens it passed in tire ·· back side of the imago: ··! Where the haloes 
are · not solid, supporting .. rods· were used to· connect ·' them·with the back,side of the 
images''. 

Though the composition· of their alloys has · not been chemically-analysed which· 
is necessaty for satisfying them as true bronze (which is an alloy. of copper, .the ·basic · 
material ·and· tin to a proportion of about eight to· one) or- otherwise, these metal 
objects are being described as bronzes foil owing the common ·usqes . . 

As indicated ~rlier the icons in bronze (copPer) ·of Khuntapala-comprise of three 
of Pirsvanitha, three of J.l,abhanatha two · of Ambiki and •one Tlrthankara whose 
identity·is difficult at this stage. They are in badly ·daro•ging condition. In 1everal cases 
portions of these figures including the /iinchana, fingers in hands, pedestals and decora
tive arches· are mutilated and even missing. The Par'vanatha figllres-were provided with 
a canopy of snake hoods. SimilaTly the (l~abhan~tha figures· -a~ . identifia~le due 
to the prevalence of joldbh'/Jro, a few strands of which fall on the shoulders. The Ambiki 
figures are ~en holding baby on their laps,· lion · as llJilchana and ~unch of-mangoes in 
hands. The Tlrthankaras are fashioned both in standing and seated posture on plain 
pedestals but in so)Jle cases· lotus pedestals have been carved on plain footed seats. In 
standing figures the hands are stretched up to the knee and chest broadened to display 
youthful vigour. Hairs on the ·head of these Tlrthankaras . except ll,abhanitha are 
arra_nged • in curled knots with · occasional display of 11,f nila at the centre. In case of 
(l~abhanatha, they are designed in matted locks and . placed one strand above the other. 
Lower most · strands of these locks are . spreading over the shoulders, a feature also 
available with ail l.l~abhanatha figures fashioned in stone. Haloes in most cases are not 
visible but at least · in one Parivanatha figure it is in eliptical shape. Decorative ar~es 
originating from the pedestal are seen with a pointed top. Their -sides are fashioned 
with rows of beads, -petals · or radiating flames. In most cases, however, they are in 
broken condition. · The second Ambika figure of the place is profusely decked with 
drapery running up to her ankles. Her decorative body-ornaments consist of necklace, 
earrings, girdle, bangles and anklets. The smoothness of body and treatment of facial 
expression are unfortunately missing due to weathering condition. The Sarakas settling 
in Mayurbhanja · district were once proficient in smelting copper and th-e c.asting of these 
figures may be attributed to them in the early medieval period. 

, The Parivanitha image of Bhanpur (Fig. 79) worshipped at present· as Ananta 
Vasudeva is in g~od condition. It is designed standing in k'i1J•otsarga pose on a circular 
lotus pedestal supported by a square base with legs. A canopy of seven hooded snake is 
seen over his head. 1'he auspicious SrJvatsa mark, a rare occurrence in Orissa is noticed 
on its chest~ Hairs on the head are arranged _in spiral knots with u-tnifa at the centre. 
The Yak-ta figures in its sides are also shown with canopy of a three hooded snake. 
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Both the hands of this figure are stretched up to the knees in close parallel to the body. 
Its youthful appearance is supported by its expanded chest, perfect anatomical treatment, 
and deep concentration of mind. 

Of the three Jaina icons recovered from Kakatpur, t\\·o are preserved in the Orissa 
State Museum and one in Asutosh Museum of Calcutta. The image in Asutosb Museum 
is the figure of nrthankara Chandraprabha. It stands in kllyotsarga posture on a lotus 
supported by a square pedestal which bears the conventional emblem, the crescent moon. 
The inert mcdelling of the body and heavy drowsiness of the face are symptomatic of 
the ultimate desiccation of the plastic art, Hairs on the head of the Tirtha.nkara are 
arranged in curled knots with utnila at the centre. Both the hands are stretched up 
to the lower parts of the high region. The 8'8bhanatha figure from K.akatapur, 
(now in the Orissa State Museum) (Fig. 55) is also carved in standing posture on a 
double petalled lotus supported by a footed pedestal in front of which is bull, the 
/aflchana of the Tlrthankara. Hairs on his head are arranged in matted locks, a few 
rolls of which conventionally seen falling on the shoulders. Triv4/i is distinctly 
shown on the neck and hands run up to the knees exactly parallel to the body. This 
image of ~~abhanatha is an example of fine workmanship, with a beautiful jal4-bhtJra, 
a serene expression of the face and graceful outline of the body. 

The other image is of Par,vanitha (Fig. 56) carved seated in yogdsana in double 
petalled lotus displaying a canopy of seven hooded snake, trivllli in heck, snake as 
cognizance and dropping locks of hair on the head with Ulnila at the centre. 

Three Jaina icons in bronze, that are preserved in the Orissa State Museum have 
no find spots recorded. They include figures of Pirivanitha (Fig. 59), Santinitha 
(Fig. 60) and Ambika (Fig. 61). Both the Tlrthankara figures are fashioned standing 
on double petalled lotuses supported by square footed pedestals displaying their conven
tional iconc graphical features in a limited extent. Hairs in both cases are arranged in 
spiral locks with utniJa at the centre of Santinitha only. The Ambiki image of this 
group is designed seated on a double petalled lotus supported on eliptical base. She bad 
the usual feature of a baby held in the left lap, a baby plucking mangoes in the right 
and seated Neminatha, her Tlrthankara over head. She is profusely decked with a crown, 
necklace, earrings, girdle, a set of bangles, armlets and anklets. 

Of the ninety-five bronze idols from Achutarajapur, only ten represent various 
Tlrthankaras and Sasanadevls of Jaina pantheon. These ten Jaina icons are interesting 
on account of the artistic excellence displayed in them. No two images are 3.like which 
makes their local casting doubtful. To judge from their robeless features, the Tlrthanka
ras it may be reasonably presumed that these icons were the donations of the votaries 
belonging to the Diga111bara sect. From tl1is ten as many as four represent An1ra 
(Ambika) the Sllsanadcv1 of Neminatha. Three of the images of Tlrtha.Jikaras display 
fine artistic qualities. None of them is represented with the full panoply of prescribed 
pratih<1ryas. The heavenly tree, showers of celestial blossoms, heavenly music and drum 
are not represented in any of the images. 
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In the images of Ambika we generally found a small cluld in her lap and another 
but somewhat grown up child by her side and bunch of mangoes usually in her right 
hand, while above, branches. laden with mangoes. While discussing these figures 
D. Mitra, 11 considers the icon bearing Aa;. No. 288, is artistically the best and most 
refreshing of the group. The soft and tender oval face with more than half closed eyes, 
full lips and benignly calm and inward looking expression, the warm and mellowed body 
with softly gliding contours, the dignified pose and the sensitivity of the luminous texture 
of the surface of this image of compelling beauty are reminiscent of the classical legacy. 
Bearing the imprint of a master artist with a high aesthetic vision, the image does not 
appear to be later than the eig~th century A.O. 

Dressed in a diaphanous !ari held by a girdle with a flower shaped clasp and an 
uttariya partly covering the chest in an upavita fashion, the icon is elegantly bejewelled 
in anklets, valayas, a short beaded hara, armlets with a flower shaped central piece, 
large ear-studs and a short niukula. The cloth and simple ornaments are treated in 
such a way that the beauty of the body has been enhanced effectively. Equally effectively 
rendered is the artistic bun-shaped coiffure leaving the full view of the charming face. 

The lotus on which she is seated in lalitllsana pose rests on a footed throne with 
a moulded base. The edges of the lintel and jambs of the backrest are beaded. Near the 
ends of the lintel is a somewhat 'ilmalaka shaped member, close to which is a beaded 
string hanging down wards. Above the lintel are mango twigs laden with fruits. Around 
her shoulders and head is a solid oval halo. turncated at base with a prominently beaded 
border, it is edged by leaf shaped flames. At the crown of the halo is an ornate floral 
motif hiding the view of_ the thick shaft of the umbrella. The latter is a succ.ession of 
three gradually diminishing chatras the topmost one being crowned by a conical finial. 
Two streamers are seen floating below the lowest chhatra. 

The second figure of Amra bearing Ace No. 263 (Fig. 65) through soft and 
sensitive body modelling and having an analogous treatment in respect of -costumes 
with the earlier one, presents some subtle differences. We can fell in it the tenderness, 
almost melting texture of the body but despite its rounded plasticity and •comparable 
body features in the full bust, thin waist and gracefully feminine abdomen· and-thighs. 
The difference is more palpable in the face which is roundish and with pronouncedly 
e11rved eye-brows and open eyes. Though placid, the facial expression is not of intense 
inwardness. Her lotus seat is arrayed on a narrow hollowed pedestal with khurlJ shaped 
base. 

The third Amra figure (Aa;. No. 289) (Fig. 66) represents a narrow chin. The 
face with open eyes is lit by the touch of a smile. Her well modelled body is relatively 
lighter and more supple, wl1ich is l1eigl1tened by somewhat slim bodily features and the 
thin and high waist region and above all by the subtle ftexious with the head tll1'ned 
slightly to her right. The calm dignity of the earlier images has given way to a, lighter 

31. D. Mitra, Bronzes from Achutarajapur, p. 45. 
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and somewhat gay mood. there is a conscious attempt at the sophisticated refinement. 
Her lotus seat is placed on a footed oblong pedestal with a moulded base and a high 
recessed middle part which carry the lion, the mount of Amra. Mr11nt for Amra and her 
Tirthankara Neminatha, the common long halo has a trefoiled upper part. Its raised 
border of three mouldings is edged by a series of beads. At the crown of the halo is a 
half flower capped by an umbrella with a conical finial and fluttering sbeamers. 

The last of the series of Amra figures bearing Acc. No. 279 (Fig. 279) presents a 
folkish charm in the expression of the jocularly smiling face with wide open eyes and 
heavy lips. The same folkish element is particularly apparent in the .rendering of the child 
which is rudimentary and plaque like. The sitting posture is also not effectively 
rendered with the result that the legs appear shorter in proportion to the upper straight 
body. She is seated in mah'llr'iJjali/'IJ posture on a lotus with a single row of petals support
ed by an oblong pedestal open on three sides. Around the back of this Sdsanadevf 
is an oval halo with two overhanging clusters of mangoes near the top. Except for the 
rod like outline of two mouldings, the halo is open. The back side of the Sasanat1n1 is 
almost flat. 

The :tl,abhanatha image (Acc. No. 257) of Achutarajapur, observes D. Mitra11 is 
highly interesting in view of its fine artistic qualities which are rather rare in the heiratic 
icons of the J ainas believing in extreme ascetecism and physical discipline with the 
result that the icons were more often than not rigid and formal. The artist of this piece, 
while adhering closely to the canonical prescriptions, admirably succeeded in projecting 
beautifully the yoga ideology not only in the samaparyanklaana, yogamudr4 and motion
less pose (indicating the control of the body) but in the treatment of the serene and 
radiant face, with half closed eyes expressing detachment from worldly matters 
(vair4gya bh'IJva), concentration on supreme goal and complete absorption in meditation 
and high shoulders and somewhat inflated chest due to the controlling of the breath. 
The well built physiognomical features are disciplined, yet there is a touch of softness 
and sensitive grace in the youthful frarn,:. The dignity of the form bereft of cloth and 
omaments has been heightened by the effectively treated omarnental halo acting as the 
background. 

Displaying an oval face, full lower lip, elongated ear lobes, half closed eyes as if 
fixed on the tip of the nose and an expanding chest this imaae of :tltabhanitha is found 
seated in yogamudra on a lotus resting on an oblong pedestal. The matted locks are 
arranged in a fairly high Jal'lmukula, some locks being allowed to fall on shoulders. 

The icon of Chandraprabha (Ace No. 254) (Fia. 62) even in the absence of 
details reveal high quality of the soft plastic treatment of the proportionate and some
what fleshy physical frame and the articulation of the yoga ideology in the expressit>n 
of the calm ovoid face. The legs are beautifully modelled. The other figure Chandra• 
prabha, (Acc. No. 327) (Fig. 63) represents a thin aesthetic vision with the full roundish 

32. D. Mitra, D,ld., p. 48. 
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face, elongated ear lobes, short neck, broad shoulders and expanded chest sharply 
narrowing down to a relatively thin waist. The sturdy physical frame is presented in 
rigid frontality, care not being taken to fashion the knee in a naturalistic way. Despite 
the slightly open full lips intended for a smile, the expression of the face, with prominently 
arched eye-brows, wide open eyes and eyeballs indicated by circular depressions, 
is hard. 

The figure of Visapujya (?) bearing Acc. No. 26S (Fig. 64) like that of the 
$asanadn1 Amra (Acc. No. 279) have an unmistakable stamp of the folk, rather tribal 
art. The icon appears to be the handiwork of an unskilled novice or a simple craftsman 
engaged in the preparation of clay terracotta or wooden figurines to cater only to the 
demands of common people. In the facial and physiognomical forms, crude modelling 
and decorations, the figures in this icon are primitive, hard and rigid. This robeless 
nrthankara, with short protruding lips almost touching the stunted nose, bulging eyes 
and elongated ears displays the yogamudra. The nrthaAkara and the SlJsanadev1 
in the sarn~ piece wear anklets, a sirdle or waist band, bangles, up~1ta, a broad 
necklace with a disc shaped pendent, armlets, ear-studs and a mukula each. The halo 
behind these figures is in the form of a beaded arch edged by leaf shaped flames or 
branches. At its crown is s. small chhatra with a thick cylindrical shaft. 

The icon (Acc. No. 295) has the oblong pedestal of the throne on a /churl shaped 
base and a semi-circular mould at the top. The two ends of the horizontal lintel of the 
solid backrest are in the form of a makara heads supported by posts. Behind the head 
of the Tlrthankara (Acc. No. 318) is a roundish halo with a raised moulded border 
having a beaded line in the middle. Around it are closely knitted tongues of flames. 
At its crown is a floral finial. The plastic treatment of the disciplined body of this 
figure with the high shoulders and expanded chest slowly and steadily attenuating to 
a relatively narrow waist and placid full face with half closed eyes and meditative expres
sion is effective and appropriate for an icon of a Tlrtha\'\kara in meditation. 

Pieces of Jaina icons in stone belonging to different periods are scattered all over 
the state and such places with artistic J aina monuments, images etc. are the Jiving 
reminders of deities, personages, events and happenings held sacred and memorable. 
Images attached to a paticular sect normally follow the canonical injunctions. Specific 
rules are given in art manuals for making an image artistically perfect and the authors of 
those manuals are well versed in sculptural art. 

The distinguishing features of a Jaina Tlrthankara image arc its long hanging 
arms, the auspicious Jrf,atsa symbol, the mild form, youthful body and nudity. Other 
characteristics of such images seem to be the main figure being attended by Y ak1a and 
Yak11Jfs and the presence of the ke,aJa tree under which he attained the supreme know
ledge besides, one or more of the eight pratihlryas which consists of heavenly tree, a 
throne seat, trilinear umbrella, halo, drum, showers of celestial blossoms, chauries and 
heavenly music. In a complete image all the eight pratihlryas are noticeable. Sasana~,,s ~ tQ ~ n<>ti~ jn &.<>Pt of the ped~ bµt wb~n they appear in individual 
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sculpture, the keynote to·recognise, is the presence of a small Jtna figure on the top of 
the statue. Each Trrthankara (except their representation in Mathuri) is recognisable 
by cognizance or china usually placed below the image. The figures of J..lfabhanitha and 
Parivanitha have matted locks of hairs falling on the shoulders and canopy of a seven 
hooded snake overhead respectively. From the Gupta period onwards not only we find 
the chauri bearers on either sides but also the /aflchana conspicuously present along with 
the Jaina Ttrthankara figure. 

Archaeological remains ·are abundant to show the popularity of Jaina faith, art 
and culture in different parts of Orissa during the early and later medieval periods. 
Pddasingidi and Vaidakhia located in the Baula ·range,.hills of Keonjhar district yielded a 
number of Jaina icons in stone belonging to the early phase. The inscribed ~tabha 
figure of this place is seated in meditative pose on a lotus pedestal with a bull below. In 
front of the bull seems to be a lamp and two devotees kneeling with their hands joined 
in adoration. On the top are flying Gandharvas with garland in hadns and the oval halo 
behind head. The figure has a well proportioned body, with half closed eyes indicating 
meditation, curly hair, an 111niJa and elongated ears in Gupta tradition. The texture of • 
stone of this image is composed of white and black bands giving an impression of 
transparent upper garment. 

The second . l.l,abhanatha image from this place as finds place in the Orissa State 
Museum. (Fig. 87) is designed in k'llyotsarga pose on a lion throne with chaurl bearers, 
flying fi~res with garlands, heavenly music, trilinear umbrella, halo and /1lilchana, the 
bull. It too displays the characteristic features of Gupta tradition, half closed eyes, 
elongated ears and a beautiful ja!'llbhdra as head dress with some locks falling on the 
shoulders. The body is proportionate and graceful. Both the figures are given a date 
in the 8th century A.O. 

The nrthankara images of Charampa (Figs. 102 and· 103) are distinguished by 
deep1=ut. marks on the body. It is difficult to explain the significance of these marks which 
do not seem to be accidental. It is quite possible that through these marks the artist has 
tried to indicate the rigours of the austerities which the Tirthankara had to go through 
to attain knowledge and emancipation. 

On the inner walls of Navamunt-Gumpha of Khandagiri are carved in high relief 
the figures of a number of Tlrthadkaras and Siisanadevls (Fig. 35). These Tlrthai\karas 
have-their usual characteristics such as three tiered umbrellas flanked by a pair of -hands 
playing on . cymbals and attendants with fly-whisks . . But none of them has a halo at the 
back or the auspicious frivatsa mark on the chest. The treatment of the coiffure is 
varied. The Sasanodevis decked with elegant ornaments, wore dhotis and transparent. 
scarves cover their bodies and left shoulders. 

In the , Barabhujt-Gumpha we find altogether twenty-five figures of Ttrthankaras, 
Pij~vanatha being repeated. twice covering the three walls of the inner chamber. The 
Pir'vanatha figure standing at the commencement of the series is larger in size than the 
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rest and is stripped of all raiments. It evidently cccupies the position of mu/an"llyaka. 
The rest of the figures of Tlrthankaras are in yog'ilsana on double petalled lotus pedestals 
supported by lions beneath the trees under which they attained their keva/ajildna. Above 
their heads are three tiered umbrellas. They are flanked on either side by an attendant· 
holding a ftywhisk. All except Parsvanatha halces behind their heads. Celestial music 
is indicated by cymbals played by hands of invisible Gandhar11as and close to them are 
flying figures with garlands. The general appearance of all these figures is the same except 
for their distinctive /dilchanas carved below their lotus seats. 

Below the Tirthaiikaras, in separate compartments are their respective St1sanadev'fs 
all of whom excepting Mahamanasl, who is in yog'ilsana and Bahurupir:it who is reclining 
on a cot are seated in /alitasana. Twenty of them are on plain pedestals and f dur on lotus 
below which are their mounts. All, except Bahurupir:it and PadmivatI, the latter with a 
canopy of snake, have haloes behind their heads. The images of Chakrdvart and Rohi~t 
are also relieved on the inner verandah wall of the same cave. These figures appear to 
be slightly later than the ones relieved in the Navamunl Cave. The twenty-four figures 
of Tirtha6karas and Sasanadevfs in respect of this cave maintained a uniform size, body 
decoration and artistic finish though their coiffure and decorative ornaments greatly 
differ in variety and details. 

The nrthankara figures both in standing and seated position of Mahivlra-Gumphl 
represent crude workmanship (Fig. 38 to 48). Stylistically they are much later than their , 
counterparts found in other caves of the place. The figure of ~fabhanatha is the largest 
in the entire series. All of them have fly-whisk bearers, the standing ones further diffe
rentiated by the addition of nltga devotees. Over most of them ·trilinear umbrella is repre-

. sented in the shape of miniature pi<!hadeul surmounted by creepers, floral devices, inverted 
bird.a and semi-divine figures in various attitudes. 

Three reliefs, two of ~tabhanatha and one of Arora, are carved against the back 
w~II of cave No. 10 of Khandagiri (Fig. 52). Both the a,abhanatha figures are robeless 
and stand -in kdyotsarga pose on double petalled lotus pedestals supported by lions. On 
their sides are eight grahas and two fly-whisk bearers. At the top of their heads are 
three tiered umbrellas flanked by cymbals and drums played by hands, below which are 
ftyi11g:figures holding garlands. Amra, whose left half is partially destroyed, is standing in 
captivating tribhanga pose under a mango tree above which her Jina flanked by flying 
figures. H~r mount, the lion is carved below the double-petalled lotus pedestal on which 
she is standing. 

The three~chlorite images of ~~abhanatba (Figs. 49, 50 and 51) which are installed 
oo the masonry altar at the rear end of the chamber of Mahavira-Gumpha stand robeless 
in kdyotsarga pose on double petalled lotus below which are their lanchana, bull. On either 
side of their legs is a standing fly-whisk bearer drapped in a dhoti and decked in orna
ments and above, are flying figures holding garlands and hands playing on cymbals and 
drums. The back-slabs in case of two of them are djstinguished for the figures of eight 
planets having conventional attributes. The largest of the three has a trefoiled arch 
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behind its head. The facial expression of the figures is highly pleasing so also is the 
youthful modelling of the body, particularly noteworthy is their coiffure where the artist 
has lavished all his skill. The JrJvasta mark is absent in all cases. The figures to judge 
from the worktnanship are the work of the eleventh-twelfth century.11 

The Museum at Khiching has in its collection a number of Jaina icons in stone. 
They arc mostly in damaging condition. From the evidences they can be attributed to 
the lOth-1 lth century for they have retained local traits of sculptural details of the period 
of temple activity at the place. 

The village Jhadesvarpur in Cuttack district yielded a large number of relics 
evidently belonging to the glorious period of Jainism. They excel all other works of 
Jaina art found elsewhere in Orissa. Figures of Tirthankaras and those of many 
Ganadharas, Purvadharas, Sr4vakas, and Sr'/Jvikas have been recovered under the earth. 
Among these were found the figures of Jtna either absorbed in meditation in sitting 
posture or standing naked. The fine sculpturing of those figures produce a striking 
impression. They are of beautiful chlorite stone. 

The 2-tabhanitha image of Adasapur (Fig. 81) stands in k'/Jyotsarga pose with 
solemn and sublime grandeur. Although he is perfectly naked, his hairs on the head arc 
arranged in Jalll set with jewels. A few strands of the ja/d fall on the shoulders. The 
lotus petalled aura (prabh'/Jman<!ala) round his head lends divine dignity to the expression 
of his face which with haJf closed eyes shows absorption in meditation. 

The other Tirthankara image of the place is also carved standing in klJyotsarga 
pose and in complete nudity. On both sides of it eigtht planets have been depicted in 
meditative posture seated on lotus pedestals. An umbrella has been depicted just above 
his head which had curled locks of hairs. While a makara tora'}Q as decorative design 
is visible at the back. The halo behind head is stylised in three bands of scroll work and 
is oblong in shape. Divine musicians remaining invisible are noticed at the top of the 
slab on both sides playing with cymbals. Flying Gandharvas with garlands in hands 
appear on either corners of the slab. Champak flower marks on either side of the aura 
seem to be an added feature of the image. 

The figures of Yak1a Gomedha and Yak/i'}i Ambiki are carved seated in lalitlsana 
pose on respective lotus pedestals designed in a common slab containing a series of 
seven devotees. They wore simple loin cloths in the same style and bear on them same 
types of ornaments, the only exception being in the conical head dress of the Yak1a and 
the round hair knot of his consort. The mango tree is depicted in the background. 
From the trunk of the tree a baby is found swinging in between Yak1a and Y akli'}f. At 
the top, Ttrthankara Neminitha is found seated in yog'/Jsana, on a lotus pedestal. On 
both sides of the Drthankara, the chaurf bearers are also depicted with artistic care. 
The image on the whole reveals a success of the Jaina sculptor who bas been able to 
~mbine h~e the dCC<>rative beaut)' with plastic qualit)'. 
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On close examination of the Jaina icons m stone of difterent periods in Orissa it is 
evident that each of the twenty-four nrthankaras and $7Jsanadevls has traditionally a 
sign or mark known as Iiflchana specially attributed to him or her. Jaina TirthaJ\kara 
images being very similar to each other, it was perhaps thought necessary to assign 
marks to each of them for purposes of distinction. In the absence of /1Jifchanas, inscrip
tions, hair style and attendants are the only available means for identification of indivi
dual Tirtha6karas. These marks are usually carved at the centre of the pedestal just 
below the lotus seat or at times in front of the central lotus petal. These marks usually 
consist of animals, birds, reptiles, flowers and objects like pitchers, conch-shells, wijra, 
moon, svastika, nandy'ilvrata, etc. and convey artistic tradition of the period of their 

• execution. 

The nrthaJ\karas, S'llsanadevls and other Jaina divinities are each provided with some 
kind of seat whose material contents however cannot be determined in stone. Jn earlier 
varieties these seats are left plain. In its developed phase their upper parts were fashion
ed in one or two rows of petals of lotus flowers. In exceptional cases, decorative covering 
was spread over the lotus seat, a portion of which even seen falling in front. These lotus 
seats also on some cases were supported by lions either seated at ease facing to the front 
or rampart or seated back to back flanking the mark of cognizance carved in the centre 
of the pedestal. In cases of bronze icons the lotus seat is supported by an oval or 
rectangular hollowed base supported by legs at each comer. In rare instances instead of 
the lions we notice Gajasimha motifs or emblems of the TlrthaJ\kara like that of Neml• 
natha were also supporting the pedestal. 

Besides the mark of cognizance and the supporting animals the stem of the lotus 
flower at times seen originating from the bottom of the pedestals in highly finished icons. 
Devotees in kneeling position and folded hands, heaps of offerings at times on separate 
pedestals, figures of Y aktas and Y akti'}is displaying emblems in hands and mount are l 
also noticed in the lower parts of the pedestals. With all Parsvanatha figures N'ilga kany'IJ.s 
or Naga devotees are a normal feature of representation within the pedestal in addition 
to the coiled snake. 

Chaurf bearers are invariably represented in standing fashion with fly-whisks in 
hands across their shoulders. The chauri is held in one hand and the other rests on the 
hip. In some cases these figures flank the TirthaJ\karas standing on the same common 
pedestal, but in other cases separate lotus pedestals or elephants are provided to them. 
The chauri bearers of the first itabhanatha image of Cave No. 10 of Khandagiri are 
shown above the graha figures leaving the conventional place. In all cases they are pro
fusely decked with costumes and decorative ornaments, though the Tlrthalikaras to whom 
they attend are shown naked. These chauri bearers are not traced with the figure No. 11 
of Balasore Museum and Chandraprabha image of Narasimhapur temple in Jajpur area. 
At least two ~'8bhanitha figures from Suai and one Mahivlra figure in the reserve 
collection of Orissa State Museum represent their attending divinities with champak 
ftowera in hand instead of the conventional fly-whisk. 
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The Tlrthankara images in some cases are conceived within decorative torQ')lls, the 
ends of the horizontal bars of which fitted with makara or elephant heads. In exceptional 
cases chains of pearls are falling from the mouths of these figures. The horizontal bars 
on the other hand are relieved with floral medallions, beaded and wavy lines as well as 
various geometrical patterns. In case of the Chandraprabha image of Hatamala the 
horizontal bar is supported by tapering shafts with neckings and gha/a bases. The two 
ends of the bar are crowned by lion figures. The makara heads attached to the tora'JQ 
of the Tlrthankara image of Martasol display chains of pearls falling from their mouths 
(Fig. 95). The ~,abbanatha image of Chadheibar is envisaged within a Pit/ha shaped 
miniature deu/. Similarly a Ttrthankara image from B. Singpur displays Gajasimha 
motif and the figure of ~~bhanatha from Baudei (near Turintira) (Fig. 54) is flanked by 
a pair of vi<!1J/as looking opposite directions. Besides, the marks of lotus and champalc 
flowers, the Tlrthankara image bearing Acc. No. 50 of the Orissa State Museum represent 
a pair of geese at the base of the trefoiled arch over head. Mark of champak flowers has 
become a convention with the R.~abhanitha figures of Nibharana (Fig. 53), Panchaaaon 
(Fig. 57), J agannatha temple Suai and few other places of Koraput district. The 
Chakr~wari image of Suai also displays champak flower on either side of the stele. 

Aslag,ahas are generally figured vertically on both sides of some . nrthankaras in 
standing fashion. Jn the iconographic representation of the grahadevat'lls, the prevailing 
custom of the locality was followed. In rare cases they are however placed in a row in 
front of the lotus pedestal. Each Tlrthankara in1age is associated with a particular 
tree which normally found depicted symbolically surmounting the sacred umbrella. In 
case of Tlrthankara figures they are shown in the shape of a few leaves spreading on 
either side of the umbrella. But in case of Amra (Ambiki) this mango tree most lavishly 
displayed behind the seated or standing figures. The image of Neminatha is uniformly 
perched in the midst of mango leaves. In rare cases, however, a small child is seen 
swinging from the trunk of the tree from which place it branches to the sides. In well 
finished figures the leaves are carved in detail and supplemented with mango fruits. 
The representation of tree in case of the Ambika figure of Kach_cla (Fig.119) at1d that of 
the Navamun1 cave of Khandagiri (Fig.35) are quite noteworthy in view of their delicate 
carvings and lavish representations. In the Ambika figure preserved at Dhenkanal 
branch Museum, the mango tree appe3.rs to have been designed at the left side of··the 
figure, near which her mount, the lion is carved, passionately looking towards the deity. 
The representation of the trees with the Tirtha1\kara figures have become highly conven
tional and it is not posssible to identify them in stone sculptures even belonging to 
different periods. 

Both the seated and standing Parsvanatha figures in Orissa are provided -with a 
canopy of seven hooded snake. In case of the se.1ted figures the hoods just cover the 
head of the Tirthatikara. But in cuses of stancling images the coils of the snake originat
ing front the pedestal are gatl,ered at the back. The Parsv,inatl1a images kept in the -J aga
nnatha temple of B,tripada arc provided, or.e with a canopy of nine hoods and the other 
with thirteen hoods (Fig.105). The snake coils rolled behind the Parsvanatha figures of 
Koisali and that of Ayodhya are remarkably fashioned. The figure of Supirivanltha is 
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having a canopy of five hooded snake and the semi Naga and Nagi devotees below pede
stal are shown with canopies of three hooded snakes. In exceptional cases the pedestal 
of Pirivanitha figures contain · miniature representation of a coiled snake. 

Trilinear umbrella forms another significant item in the right pratihdryas of the 
Jainas. This umbrella in three folds is usually shown over the head of the Tlrthankaras. 
In some cases, they are very much decorated and in others they are shown in out line 
only. In most of the Tlrthankara figures of Mahavira-Gumpha at Khandagiri, the 
umbrella is designed in the pattern of pi4ha deu!. In earlier phases neither the staff to 
which the folds are attached nor the knob over it are traced. In most of the Tlrthankara 
figures of Kachela in Koraput district the staffs are decorated in ribbed designs and the 
conical knobs shown in sections. The outer face of the umbrella folds in some cases are 
arranged in lotus petals fronted by rows of beads, in its outer edges. The i~abhanitha 
image of Beguniabindha now kept in the Khiching Museum displays a series of beaded 
chains in looped design over the projected parts of the trilinear umbrella. In case of 
some bron7.e figures, streamers are attached to the edge of the lower fold of the trilinear 
umbrella. The umbrella over the head of Tlrthankara image of Beguniabindha refe11ed 
to above is supplemented by a Klrttimukha from the mouth of which several chains of 
pearls are falling. 

Flying Gant.'har,as holding garlands in hands, a feature not only envisaged on 
either top corners cf Jaina T1rthankaras but also forms a part of most of the sculptures 
in Buddhist and Brahmanic pantheon. In Jaina icons in stone they are depicted hover-

, ing in the sky either one or in pairs on each side. These figures are entirely absent with 
the Tlrthankara figures of Navamunl-Gumpha in Khandagiri hill (Fig.35). The garlands 
in their hands are mostly finished in a rolled fashion without any indication to the details 
of particular flowers tagged in to it. 

In addition to the floral ovation, hands of invisible Gandharvas and Kinnaras- also 
seen beating pairs of cymbals or a drum to produce heavenly music (divyadhuni) on 
either side of the sacred umbrella. In rare cases however full figures of these heavenly 
damsels and semi divine figures are depicted playing with various musical instruments 
including blowing of conch-shells. These Gandharvas are often represented on elephants 
displaying flywhisks in hands on either side of the nrthankara at the top. In several 
Tlrthankara image of Koraput district, a tubular drum ribbed in outer sides is usually 
kept at the centre of slab at the top. Occasionally figures of both the palms are shown 
distinctly attached to the cymbals or the drum. 

Halo or Prabhama11<!ala of beautiful radiance forming one of the items under the 
eight pratiharyas has also been depicted behind the head of most of the Tirthankaras. 
and Sasanadc,•i figures of Orissa except l1owever tl1e figures in the Navamunt-Gumphi of 
Khandagiri hill (Fig.35). They are normally attached to the Oods, Goddesses and those 

, 

attained the status of Godhood through their noble and benevolent deeds. In earlier 
form they were entirely plain and eliptical in shape. Occasionally these plain haloes 
were given a beaded border. In the next stage they appear to be circular in design either. 
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entirely plain or with simple decoration in lotus petals and beaded chains. In more 
elaborate ones the visible surface was very delicately designed with profuse representation
of lotus petals, floral medallions, auspicious marks, diamond shaped designs and 
various linear motifs. In complicated ones, they are designed in two sections, one inner 
and the other outer and both are equally decorated. The halo behind the figures of 
Koraput district are very richly decorated, the most noteworthy of the one being 
available with the ~,abhan~tha image of Kachela. Halo behind bead of divine figures in 
a later stage is replaced by trif oiled or pentaf olia arch as noticed with the Tlrthankara 
figures of Mahavtra-Gumpha of Khandagiri, the Ttrthankara image bearing Aa;. No. 50 
of Orissa State Museum and the l,l~abhanatha figure of Nibharana. The outer bands of 
these arches are decorated with beaded chains and floral medallions. In exceptional 
cases they are surmounted by creepers, patches of lotus and champak marks and inverted 
parrots. The top of these arches in some cases are crowned by kirtimukha or with a 
conical object. 

Triva/; of three folds in the neck of all Urthankara images are distinctly shown. 
The hairs in the head of nrthankaras except l,l~abhanatha are arranged in spiral curls 
with oa;asional evidence of U1ni!a at the centre. In case of ~abbanatha, the hairs arc 
arranged in matted locks and placed conically above the bead allowing a few strands 
falling en the shoulders. The Sasanadevfs have the hair-do modelled in the conventional 
fashion of the period. They are mostly combed towards the top and tied in a chaplet. 
In other case the collected hairs on the head are shown tied in a bulging knot tilting to 
one side. The head of these ladies are set with bejewelled crowns or at times with well 
decorated fore-head ornaments. They too are provided with cmameots for the neck, 
ears, waist, arms, wrists and ankles and draped in the lower parts. The Ambiki figures 
of Podasingidi (Figs. 85 & 86) and Kachela (Fig. 119) and the S'llsanadni figures of 
Barabhujt-Gumpha of Khandagiri are very elaborately decorated with costumes and 
ornaments. The neck.lace ranging from simple beaded chains to multi-stranded ones are 
mostly set with lockets. The girdles are fitted with floral medallions and tassels. Occasi
nally the folds of tl1e drapery are distinctly visible even up to the ankles as in case of the 
Ambika figure of Kachela. The Rohir;it image of Suai is provided with a conical shaped 
mukula, a multi-stranded necklace, girdle set with a central locket, upavita, earrings and 
a series of bangles in each hand. An auspicious mark on the chest of Jaina icons in 
Orissa is very rarely noticed. The bronze Parivanatha image of Bhanapur (Fig. 79), the 
i,abhanitha images ofDalamundai of Cuttack (Fig.74), Kachela and Jeypore (Fig.123), 
are however shown with such a mark on the chest. 

Among the great religions of India, certain symbolic postures in hands and legs 
play prominent parts in spiritual contemplation. They are believed to be aids to mental 
concentration. We find several such poses like k'llyotsarga, yogllsana, /alitdsana, mahiJrllja
lil'iJ and tribhanga associated with sitting or standing Ttrthankaras and Sasanadevls of 
Orissa. The S'llsanadevis display abhaya, varada, afljali, tarjani and vitarka mudrlls in their 
bands in addition to the numerous varieties of emblems ranging from deadly weapons of 
war to manuscripts, musical instruments, rosary, waterpot, crescent moon, baby on the lap, 
flowers, fruits and branches of trees. They have their designs corresponding to the type 
prevalent during the period or conventionalised by art treatises. 
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The history of Jainism in Orissa as revealed through sculptural art from early 
historical times to the late medieval period is fascinating. In the early medieval period 
one could say that stylistically Gupta idiom lingered and served as the basis for the 
Jaina sculptures, as for the sculptures of other denominations till the eight-ninth cen
tury. During the subsequent period local stylisation set in and this developed into 
stylistic degeneration after the thirteenth century. In the later phase there ensued brisk 
artistic activities under the patronage of Jaina migrants from western India. The Jaina 
communities of western India were and still are mostly of Svetllmbara persuation. The 
Svetllmbaras generally prefer to have images carved in white marble for installation in 
their temples. As marble is not available in this part of the country the Jaina patrons 
have to import polished images in marble chiefly from Rajasthan which was and is the 
most reputed centre of marble carving for consecration in the land of their adoption. 
Jaina sculptures in Orissa of this phase are mostly brought from Rajasthan. Instances 
can be given from the abundance of marble sculptures preserved in the Jaina temples on 
the crest of Khandagiri and the shrines located in Jaunliapatti and Alamchandabazar of 
Cuttack town. The colossal image of Parsvanatha in black marble, which is enshrined in 
the marble shrine close to the entrance of the Jaina temple of Khandagiri, is mode1n, 
being installed in 19S0. 

''The avowed aim of the Jaina religion is the perfection of man or the transforma
tion of the individual mundane soul (lltman) into the very state of Godhood (Paramllt
man). It exhorts and helps to bring out the divinity inherent in a person through the 
realisation of the spiritual self. The path generally is one of severe discipline, self control, 
renunciation and austerity. But art, too, may be said to be in a way one of the purest 
means to attain and become one with the Divine and it would perhaps not be an exaggera
tion to say that nothing more nearly approaches the spirit of true religion than the spirit 
of true art. It is probably why the Jainas have always patronised and cultivated the diffe
rent forms and styles of fine arts. They were no doubt to serve primarily as hand-maids to 
religion but they also helped to soften the rigorous austerity of the path. The emotional, 
devotional and popular aspects of the creed as well necessitated the creation of various 
works of art and architecture and in making them really beautiful no pains or money 
were spared. Nevertheless the spirit of Jaina religion is clearly reflected in its art which 
though very varied and luxuriant is characterised by a marked absence of the erotic 
vulgar or common. It is rather sober, sublime and uplifting, inspiring feelings of self 
abrogation, peace and equanimity, besides giving aesthetic pleasure. A son of unworld
liness that is attached to it is conducive to the attainment of spiritual contemplation 
and the upper reaches of self realisation''.18 

33. J.P. Jain, Jalna Art and Architecture, A, Ghosh, (Ed.), Vol. I, p. JS, 
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. 
Literary sources for a study of Jaina iconography, date from the earliest known 

Jaina texts, namely, the Jaina canonical literature of the Angas and Upangas. But no 
definite canon about the iconometry or iconography of Jaina images is found. Of course 
we have references to Jaina images and shrines in the stock descriptions of the Siddh4-
yatanas. These descriptions include other items of Jaina worship such as the st upas, the 
mat}a-stambha. etc. The torso and legs of a nrthankara sculpture, with Mauryan 
polish on it, obtained from Lohanipur near Pataliputra, shows that at least in the age of 
Samprati, the grandson of A•oka, worship of Tlrthankara in1ages had already come into 
vogue1. Jaina traditions, speak of Samprati being converted to Jainism by Arya Suhasti.1 

Epigraphic evidence also seems to prove that the practice of image worship was current 
among the Jainas in eastern India even in the pre-Mauryan times. There is a possible 
reference in the Hathl-Gumphi inscription to the removal of Kalinga Jina from Kalinga 
to Pataliputra by the Magadhan king Nanda at the time of his invasion of Kalinga and 
its subsequent recovery by the Chedi monarch Kharavela, who invaded Magadha in 
the first century B.C. That the practice was well established in the northern India in the 
centuries immediately preceding and following the Christian era is fully proved by a 
number of well carved Jaina images and several AJ1agapa/as (votive tablets) with Jaina 
figures in their centre and asfamangalas (eight auspicious marks) on their borders which 
have been profusely discovered in Mathura. 

But from the scanty evidences, it is clear that Jainism as practised in those days 
in Orissa did not involve the worship of images, for not a single Jaina TtrthaAkara 
appears in the original carvings of Udayagiri and Khandagiri caves, the known earliest 
Jaina site in Orissa. In the absence of any early Jaina image, it is difficult to identify 
the Jina of Kalinga mentioned in line thirteen of the Hatl11-Gumphi inscription of 
Khiravela with the image of a Ttrtha1'lkara. On tl1e other hand, it appears that the 
worship of symbols was in vogue at that time among the Jainas as among the Buddhists. 
Jaya-Vijaya-Gumphi (Fig. 14) and Ananta-Gumpha of Udayagiri and Khandagiri hills 

t. D. Mitra, Jaina Art & Architecture, Vol. I, A. Gho,h, (Ed.), p. 71. 
2. U.P. Shah, Jaina Art and Architecture, Vol. TII, A. Ghosh, (EJ.), p. 465-66. 
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respectively depict a tree being worshipped by ~votees. Again Maftchaput1-Gumphi 
of Udayagiri shows an unidentifiable symbol being honoured by a royal family (Fig. 15); 
On the back wall of Ananta-Gumpha at Khandagiri, appears a nandipada on a pedestal 
flanked on either side by a set of three symbols, a triangle headed one, Jrivatsa 
and svastika without forming part of a scene, all of which are also represented on the 
Jaina ayag'IJpalas of the Kushan period from Mathuri. The Hatht-Gumpha inscription 
of Khiravela is also enclosed between two pairs of such symbols, one to the left of 
line 1-2, the second to the left of line 3-5, the third at the end of line 3 and the fourth 
at the end of line 16-17. Besides, some of them are repeated over the pointed archbands 
of Rit;il-Gumphi, Gai;ida-Gumphi and Ananta-Gumpha. Carving of the triangle headed 
symbol as well as the svastika are also found in the Bagha-Gumpha. These symbols are 
regarded by the Jainas as good omen and form four of the eight auspicious objects 
(as,amaiagala). 

Three worship has been vividly depicted in the third tympanum of Ananta
Gumphi and in the back wall of J aya-Vijaya-Gumphi being honoured by devotees 
with floral offerings reverently held in their hands and carried by flying V idy4dharas. 
These panels are counterparts of the adoration of bo-tree of which so many representa
tions are available in the sculptures of the Buddhist shrines at Safichi and Amaravau. 

We have at both Maheftjodiro and Harappa two forms of tree worship repre
sented, one in which the tree itself is worshipped in its natural form, the other in which, 
the tree spirit is personified and endowed with human shape and human attributes. 
This is precisely what we find also in the sculptures of Bharhut and Saftcht and others 
of the early Indian school. In such cases as there, it is the tree itself that is personified 
as a deity and becomes an object of worship and there can be no doubt that such 
personification is illustrated on our Jndus seals. In later J aina sculptures this tree had 
to be introduced on sculpture of Ttrthankara by showing its foliage spread over his 
head, because of the great popular appeal the tree had in ancient India. Tne Sllsanadevl 
like Ambi or Ambiki is also represented in the canonical literature as seated or standing 
under mango tree. 

Along with the conception of trees may be noted the conceptions of the Tree of 
Life and the wish-fulfilling Tree (Ka!padrun,a) in Brahmanical and Buddhist texts. Jaina 
texts also speak of ten Kalpa-drumas. These arc described in detail in the Jamvudvipa
prajR'/Jpati. Hemachandra describes ten kinds of Ka/pa-tree in the Uttarakurus as 
follows. The ten kinds of wishing trees, madyangas, etc., always give to people whatever 
they desire without effort on their part. Among these. mad;•lJngas give wine, the brrngas 
dishes, the turyangas choice musical instruments. The dipa-!ikl1i1s and jyoti1kas give 
wonderful light, the Chitrdngas furnish ornaments, the chitrarasas, in tum, food. The 
many'/Jltgas furnish ornaments, the gehak<iras houses and the a11argas various kinds of 
divine apparel. 

The Jainas have assigned the spirits connected with the tree worship to the class 
of Yylntara Gods, The Vyllntaras are sub-divided into eight groups, pisdchas, bhu~as, 
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Ya/qas, Raklllsas, Klnnaras, Kimpura1as, Mahdrllgas (Nlgas) and Gandharvas. Each 
group has on its crest the symbol (of a tree) in the following order-the Kadarr.ba $u/asa, 
Vala, Khatvanga, AJoka, Chan,pak, Ndga and Tumbaru according to the $vct1lmbara 
tradition. The Digambara list substitutes the Badari-tree for the Khatvanga. Khatviiga 
alone does not seem to be a tree in the $vetl1mbara list. 

Belief in auspicious dreams is very ancient in India. When a would be 11rthankara 
descends from heaven into earth his mother sees certain dreams which are regarded as 
auspicious. Ac.cording to the $,etllmbara belief the mother sees fourteen different objects 
in the dream, while ac.cording to the Digambara sect the dreams are sixteen in number. 
The fourteen dreams seen by the mother of Mahiv1ra are described in detail in the 
Ka/pa Siltra. (1) a white elephant, large and beautiful witl1 four tusks, (2) a white bull 
surrounded by diffusion of light, with a charming hump and horns greased at lips, 
(3) a sportive lion, white and beautiful, with a flapping tail and protruding tongue, 
(4) the goddess $r1, four armed, adorned with ornaments, carrying the lotuses and 
lustrated by elephants, (5) a garland of various flowers, (6) the full moon, (7) the red 
sun, (8) a wondrous beautiful banner fastened to a golden staff, with a lion on top, 
(9) a full vase, filled with water and lotuses, the abode of fortune, (10) a large lake full 
of lotuses and acquatic animals, (11) the ocean of milk, with agitated water, full of 
acquatic animals, (12) the celestial palace (devavimt2na) of numerous columns with 
banging garlands, decorated with pictures of sculptures, (13) the jewel-heap (ratnarllJi) 
with all sorts of jewels, and (14) smokeless fire with flame in constant motion. 

Ka/pa Sutra miniatures show representations of these dreams either alone or in a 
group. Dreams are also represented in stone reliefs of the lives of different Jinas. 
Representation of sixteen dreams are popular amongst the Diganibara Jainas and are 
often carved on door lintels of shrines, an early specimen of these being available on the 
door frame of the Santinitha temple at Khajuraho. • 

K.S. Behera' finds traces of these dreams in the relief sculptures of Ananta
Gumphi of Khandagiri and Alakipurl-Gumphi of Udayagiri. 

The tympana of Ananta-Gumpha are specially noteworthy for their carvings. 
Beginning from the left, the first tympanum shows in low relief a four tusked elephant 
flanked by attending elephants of which the left one alone is preserved. The elephant 
which is shown in profile, carries a lotus stalk and buds for the noble elephant in the 
centre. A lotus is held up similarly on the right side but the attending elephant is 
missing. This suggested that the relief represents a scene from Chhadanta Jdtaka where 
the elephant king is shown with his two wives. N.K. Sahu1 refers to this suggestion but 
he is more inclined to identify the royal elephant of the first tympanum with the rain pro
ducing white elephant of-the Vess'lJntara Jataka which averted drought and famine in 

3. U.P. Shah, O,id, p. 489. 
4. Proceedings of tM lnlernational Seminar on Buddhism & Jainism, Cuttack, 1976, 
,. N.It. Sahu, Hfstor1 of Orlssa, Vol. I, p. 38S 
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Kalinga. But in view of the J aina affiliation of the carves it is to be identified with the 
elephant which -Trisala saw in her first dream. The high status and sanctity of the 
elephant are brought out by its central position and the lotus worship offered to it. The 
four tusks of the elephant leave no room for doubt that the artist had in the mind the 
first dream of Trisala since it was in this form that the elephant appeared in the dream. 
Again Alakipurt Gumphi, in its upper cell depicts a four tusked elephant in one of the 
inner brackets of the verandah. The high status of the elephant is evident from the fact 
that it is attended upon by two other elephants, one holding a chhatra (umbrella) and the 
other a cht1mara (fly-whisk). In this particular case also the elephant distinguished by 
its four tusks, could be taken for the noble elephant seen by Trisala in her first dream. 

The second tympanum of Ananta-Gumpha depicts a royal personage on a chariot 
drawn by four horses. In the back ground are shown the sun and the moon. Scholars 
generally identify the figure with the sun God but this interpretation is less certain since 
the sun God is show~ in the disc form in the relief. N.K. Sahu also doubts the identifica
tion. Therefore it does not seem justified to associate this royal figure with sun worship. 
It is possible that the main aim of the artist was to depict a V imtlna or an aerial chariot 
in the relief. The sun and the moon seem to indicate the stellar world. The Jainas use 
the Vimllna in the sense of celestial abode. However, the word ''Vimllna'' for chariot is 
commonly used in the Buddhist literature. In the inscriptions of A'oka, the same word 
occurs and it is generally translated as ''aerial chariot'', ''cars of the Gods.'' To take it as 
a celestial palace only is to limit its meaning. . 

Thus in the panel we get representations of the sun, the moon and the aerial 
chariot. In addition, the artist has shown a metal jar and a banner, for in the right hand 
comer, a pot bellied dwarf holds a spouted water jar in his left hand and seems to carry 
a banner in the right band. As already noted these are associated with the dreams of 
Trisala. 

' 

The subject matter of the third tympanum is the anointing of the Goddess. Sri 
and the lotus lake. In the relief Sri is shown standing on the lotus lake ''anointed with 
the water from the strong and large trunks of guardian elephants.'' The lotuses in the 
lake are licked by gay birds. 

The door-way arches of Ananta-Gumpha are relieved with lions and bulls and lions 
as capitals. Thus it is possible to identify some of the dreams of Trisala in the art of 
the caves. The simplicity and directness of expression lend further charm to the scenes. 

The asla-maiagalas, familiar to both the sects, are known to Jaina worship from 
ancient times. There are a few variations in the Svc1t1111bara and Digambara lists of these 
objects. According to the Svet1J1nbara canonical text Aupapatika Sutra, they are, svastika, 
$,ivatsa, nadyll.vrata, vandhamlJn/ca (powder flask), the full vase, darpana (mirror) and 
matsya (or matsya-yugma, a pair of fish). These are often referred to in Jaina texts includ-

. ing canonical works, as decorating tops of architraves or ramparts or placed on c/1aitya 
trees and platforms, or painted on walls and so on. The as!a-mangala symbols are 
interesting since they are supported by evidence on tlyag'ilpalas of the Kushana age. 
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The asta-manga/as are worshipped in Jaina rites. The Achara-dinakira,' a s,etlmbara 
· text of the fourteenth century, attempts to explain the conception behind each of these 
symbols. According to it, the kalasa is worshipped because the Jina is verily like a kalasa 
in his family. The mirror is for seeing one's true self. The bhadrasana is worshipped 
as it is sanctified by the feet of blessed Lord, the vardhamllnaka is suggestive of increase 
of wealth; fame, merit, etc. It is said that the highest knowledge has manifested itself 
from the heart of the Jir.a in the form of the $,1vatsa mark on his chest. Svastika, accor
ding to this text signifies Santi or peace. The nandylivrata diagram with its nine points 
stands for the nine nidhis (treasures). The pair of fish, the symbol of cupids banner, 
is said to come to worship, the Jina has defeated the god of love. Obviously the above .. 
explanations are to be regarded as the J aina conceptions behind the various symbols 
which seem to be of ancient Indian stock common to all sects.• 

The Digambara tradition gives the following set of as!amangalas: (1) bhrftgara, a 
type of vessel, {2) kalasa, the full vase, (3) darpaTJa, the mirror, (4) ch'llmara, the fly-whisk, 
(5) dhvaja the banner, (6) Vy'i1.jana, the fan, (7) chhatra, the parasol, and (8) suprastlslha, 
the asupicious seats. 

Jaina traditions of both sects refer to Siddha yatanas (shrines of Siddhas) contain
ing images of Tlrthankaras known as Sasvata Jinas. These images are of four nrthan
karas, namely, Chandranana, Virasena, ~~abha and Vardhamina. They are called $11nata 
Jinas because in every UtsarpiTJi or Avasarpif}l the names of these four Drthankaras are 
always repeated. At the back of these idols of the Jinas are figures of umbrella bearers, 
gracefully holding white umbrellas, wreaths and garlands of flowers, extremely white 
and lustrous, like silver, the moon, etc. On each side of the image of the 1tna are two 
figures of the fly-whisk bearers, in front of the Jina is a pair (one on each side) of N4ga 
figures of Yak.fas, Bhutas and of the Kunda-dhdras (same as mangala-kalasas or pots of 
sandal wood paste), bhrngaras (jars), mirrors, dishes, vessels, seats, boxes of jewels of 
variegated hues, necks of horses, elephants, men, Kinnaras Kimpurasas, Mahorllgas, 
Gandharvas, bulls caskets of flowers, · garlands, powders, mops of peacock feathers, 
baskets, ( p'iilalika) of flowers, lion thrones, umbrellas, fly-whisks, oil pots, pots contain
ing various cosmetics and eight . banners . . ;.. The above description possibly fits to the 
standing images. • ,, !:.-=•·:·.~ : · ·. • · -

. ' 

On comparison with available archaeological evidences, this account does not 
appear to reflect an age earlier than the early centuries of the Christian era. On the 
Jaina figures of this period obtained from Mathura, we do find on each side of a Jina an 
attendant chauri bearer or a Naga figure with folded hands, and occasionally a 
mll/ddhara (garland bearer) on each side at the top of the sculptures, an umbrella above 

. . the head of the Jina . 

• 

·• The above account n1akcs no reference to the /lJnchanas of Jinas nor of figures of 
Sasanadevatas which are also absent in Matl1ura during Kushana period. Marks on 

6. U.P. Shah, Jaina Art and Architectures, Vol . Ill, p . 492. 
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soles of feet and palms, hands and the $,1vatsa mark on chest, etc. taken from traditions 
of mahlpurata laktarJa came to be regarded as chief characteristics of a Tirthankara image. 
The texts do not refer to garments on the figure of the Jina. 

Jaina traditions maintained that the nrthankaras have certain extraordinary 
qualities (atisayas). But the group of eight mah'ilpratih4ryas, well known as the Parlkara 
of the Jina image, is not separated in tl1e list of the atisayas given in early texts like the 
Samavdyanga Sutra. The emphasis on, only eight, atisayas treated as mah4pratlh4ryas 
came with the emergence of the full-fledged parikara on images of both the sects. The 
process was gradual as can be seen by comparison of nrthankara sculptures of the 
Kushana and Gupta periods with those of the post-Gupta and medieval periods. 
The astamahllpratih'iJryas as per the text consists of (I) a heavenly tree, (2) a throne 
seat, (3) trilinear umbrella and lion throne, (4) aura or a beautiful radiance, (5) drum 
(dlvyadhuni), (6) showers of celestial blossoms, (7) two chauries, and (8) heavenly music. 

The different Tlrthankaras are identified with the help of /4ifchanas carved on or 
below their seats. Both the sects give lists of these recognising symbols. A comparison 
of the list of /d;Jchanas of both sects shows that the points of difference are with regard 
to the cognizance of ( 1) the fourteenth Jina A nan ta, who has the falcon symbol 
according to Hema Chandra but the bear according to the Digambaras, (2) of the tenth 
Jina Sitala, who has Srlvatsa (Hemachandra) but the Svastika (TIJoya pQ1J1}(Jnti), or 
the $,i-druma (Pratislh"llsarodhara) according to the Digambaras, and (3) of Aranitha, the 
eighteenth Jina who has the fish-symbol according to the Digambaras but the nandy4-
,arata according to the S~tambaras. 7 

The respective /anchanas of the Ttrthankara made very late appearance on the 
sculptural representations and the different cognizances, specially the different animal 
symbols signify the influence of a primitive religion and !_OCiety based on totemism upon 
Jainism. The Vrta /"llnchana pertaining to the first Jina Adinatha or ~,abhanatha speaks 
about the influence of the bull cult on Jainism and traces of which may be seen rraani
'fested on the Indus valley seals of the dim protohistoric past. In the pithikll of the early 
Jai'na sculptures we do not find such a varied form of /ailchana, instead we find below 
their seat the dharmachakra like the Budha image. 8 

A noteworthy feature in Jaina inconography is the complete agreement in both the 
sects about the names of all the twenty-four nrthankaras. 

Images of Tlrthankaras were made of costly gems, metals, stones, wood and clay. 
The Ac/1iiradinankara observes U.P. Shab lays down ~rtain injunctions on the selection 
of any of these materials. 9 

7 U.P. Shah, Ibid, p. 469. 
8. D.K. Cbakravarti, Chore/al Smritl Grantha, p. 47. 

9. U.P. Shah, Jalna Art and Architecture, Vol. Ill, A. Ghosh, (Bel.), p. 471. 
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According to this text, one catt prepare images of gold, silver or copper, but never 
of bronze, kdmsya, lead or tin. Sometimes brass (reti) is used in casting images, though as 
a general rule mixtures of metals are prohibited. When the material is wood, woor of $,i 
part}i Chandana, Bilva, Kadamba, Rakta-chandana, Piyala, Udumbara and occasionally 
$;Jima is allowed but never of any other tree. When the image is made of stone, the material 
should be free from various defects and it may be of white, greenish, red, black or green 
colour. In preparing a te1 racotta image, cow-dung should be collected without letting it fall 
on the ground and is to be mixed with clay obtained from pure soil. In the preparation 
of /epya (Stucco) images various colours are utilised. It is further enjoined that images of 
iron, stone, wood, clay, ivory or cow-dung or paintings not be worshipped in private 
homes by persons desirous of welfare. Defective images, images which are broken and 
repaired or those which have been highly worn out are not to be installed. Images cast 
in metal or stucco images deserve to be repaired and continued in worship, but those 
of wood or stone, once mutilated, should not be repaired for worship. But ifthey 
are more than hundred years old or if they are consecrated by the best of men they 
deserve worship even though mutilated. But they should be placed in public and not in 
grhachaityas. 

The Jai1tas put greater emphasis on the worship of mental attitude rather than 
physical worship or idol worship. Their worship is not confined to any God-head or 
a deity but of human being who has reached perfection of the soul freed from all 
bondage. Their idol the ref ore serves more the purpose of a symbol of the aggregate of 
certain quantities than of a mahapur14a. In worshipping the idol, the devotee remem
bers the qualities or virtues of the Jina and tries to imbibe them in one's own life and 

being. 

U .P. Shah on the basis of Brhat Samhita (58, 45) of Varihamihira and Mdnas'ilra 
(V. 71-95) gives the following account of the general character of Jaina Tlrthaukar• 
images10 

The earliest datable evidence laying down standards for a Tirthankara image, so 
far known, is supplied in the Brahat Samhita (58-45) of V arahamihira. The God of the · 
followers of the Arhats is to be represented as young and beautiful, having a peaceful 
countenance and the Srlvatsa mark on his chest. With arms reaching his knees (i.e. 
when standing in meditation) his body is covered by only the quarters of directions (i.e. 
he is to be shown naked, with no gal'ment on his person). 

Obviously this formula refers to Digambara Jaioa images. Either the worship of 
images with a dhoti had not been started by the age of V arihamihira, or at least 
it had not been very well-known (i.e. perhaps of a relatively recent origin) in that age. 
It is well known that none of the Ttrthankara images of the Kushana age from Mathura 
and Chausa show any garment on their persons. 

10. Ibid, pp. 466-67. 
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The M'llnaslra (V. 71-95), a text on architecture, assigned to circa sixth century 
A.D. supplies some more informations about Jaina iconography. It says about the 
Jaina image that it should have two arms, two eyes, and the bead should be clean 
shaven and there should be a top knot. And again there should be no ornaments and no 
clothes on any part of the body of the Jina figure which should be attractive (beautiful). 
The Srf-vatsa mark, should be set in gold over the chest. 

The M 4nas'l!.ra further says that the Jina figure should be into a straight, erect or 
sitting posture. The legs should be uniformly straight and the two long hands should be 
in the same posture. In the sitting posture, the two feet are placed on the lotus seat, the 
whole image being in a stiff attitude and bearing a meditative look on the supreme soul. 
The right and left hands should be placed with palm upwards. 

The image should be placed upon a throne in an erect or sitting posture. At its 
top (back ?) should be a pinnacle and a crocodile arch. Above that should be the Ka!pa 
tree together with the royal elephant and such other images. 

According to the same text, the image should further be accompanied by Narada 
and other sages as well as assembly of Gods and Goddesses in a praying attitude. The 
Yakfas and YidyiJ,dharas and other demi-Gods and kings except Chakra-vartini should also 
be carved in the same attitude. It should also be shown as being worshipped by 
Nagendra and the Lords of the quarters together with the Yaktas. The Yak1as and 
Yak1e!Wlra are placed on the side, serving with raised chauries. 

The M'iJnas'iJra refers to the Digambara image, but except the nakedness other 
characteristics are common to both Svet'lJmbara and the Digambara images. All the 
attendant Gods, Narada especially are not represented in the parik'iJra of any Jaina 
image known hitherto but chauri bearing Y a/qas, N'iJgas, elephant riders, drum
beaters, GandharWls or Y idyodhara pairs, etc. are well known in the advanced stage of 
Jtna image with a full pariktlra. The chief characteristics of a Jtna image are the same, 
namely, long arms, a beautiful young figure, eyes centred on nose tip in meditation 
and the !rfwitsa mark on the chest. 

Both the Digambara and Svet'lmbara sects note the complexions of the Tlrthan
karas in a similar pattern. Sixteen Tlrthankaras except the following were golden in 
complexion. Chandraprabha and Puspadanta were white, Supariva and Pariva were 
greenish (harita), Muni Suvrata and Neminitha were dark-blue and Padmaprabha and 
VifUpiijya were red like the coral or lotus. 

That four of the Tirtha6karas were held particularly sacred by the Jaina commu
nity of Mathuri is proved by the find of several quadruple images called Pratimll 
sarvatobhadrik6. (known as chaumukha-pratim6. in later periods) in the dedicatory inscri
ptions, one beinJ dat~~ iJt the year S, presumably of K~pi~k~. Th~~~ interestinJ type of 
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itnage& present the figure of a nrthankara on each of the four sides of a stone block. The 
figures on two fac:ti in most cases can easily be identified as ~'3bhanitha and PirSvanathi 
distinguished by locks and serpent hoods respectively. Of the remaining two, one is cer
tainly Mahivtra and the other might be Neminatha who being the cousin of Kr,na and 
Balarima, was greatly esteemed at Mathura. Capped by umbrellas, the sarvatobhadrikd 
pratimas were most probably installed in the open, within the sacred precincts of the 
main stupa.u The Grahas (eight in all cases of Jaina icons from Orissa) which decora
iod the Brahmanical Shrines came to be associated with the Jainas also and we find 
them generally figured vertically on the prabh"ilvalaya of the Jaina sculptures personify
ing the Tlrthankaras. In the iconographic representation of the Grahadevatas, the 
prevailing custom of the area was followed and there appears to be no deviation from 
their Hindu counterparts. In Orissa, they are found mostly associated with standing 
Jaina icons. 

The Adipurll}a of Jinasena indicates U.P. Shah11 describes a type of pillan 
known as the mIJnastambha in the first rampart of the samvas4ra'}Q. At the base of 
these pillars on four sides were placed four golden images of Jainas. Such pillars are 
also described in the Tiloyapa,,1JQti which says tJ- tit the Jina images were placed on the 
top of a pillar. The Kahaun pillar with an inscription of the Gupta age shows four 
Jainas on four sides at the top and one at its base. Such figures are usually enshrined in 
a square pavilion top, open on four sides. This practice remains even today amongst 
the Digambaras. At Deogarh are certain pillars which show variations in this ordet 
tradition of M1Jnastambha. Some times, besides the four Jina figures on the top, four 
figures of subordinate deities, Yaktis and KJetrapalas etc. were shown at the base while 
on the top some times a Ganadhara or an Acharya replaced one of the four Tuthankara 
images. An elaboration of the same conception is the famous Jaina stambha at Chitor 
in Rajasthan. 

There is a class of Jaina divinity styled as jyotili or jyotitka representing the 
stellar world. In the early Jaina art the stellar world was represented by the symbols 
as is the case in Maftchapurl cave of U dayagiri where a scene narrating the event of 
worship of some J aina religious symbol probably Kalinga Jina has been depicted. The 
symbol of twenty-four petalled lotus having five stellar symbols in the centre of it, si.ndl 
for the stellar world or the sun and this lotus symbol we fi11d invariably carved on the 
hands of the sun-God as his main emblem whenever we notice the sculptural representat
ion of this Brahmanical divinity .13 

Gandharvas, Kinnaras and the Vidyadharos styled as Vyantara Devota in the Jaina 
canonical literature are common heritage to all n1ajor religious sects of India. They are 

11. D. Mitra, Jalna Art & Architecture, A. GhClsh, (Ed.), Vol. I, p. 66. 

12. U.P. Shah, Jaina Art & Architecture, A. Ghosh, (Ed.), Vol . III, p. 484. 

J3. T,N. Rarnchandran~ ''Manchapuri cave'', THQ, Vol. XXVII~ No. 2. 
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m.ostly figured in the Prabh'IJbalayas of these images. In the friezes of Udayagiri and 
Khandagiri caves and the Jaina idols found in different places of the state we find their 
elaborate representation. Beautiful evidences of their representation flying in the mid
air in baste, some times carrying garlands or trays full of flowers and other offerings are 
noticed in the caves of Udayagiri and Khandagiri. 

The N'/Jga worship and the Naga emblem from time immemorial have been a 
popular form of worship among the primitive population, and the N"llgas have been con
sidered as super human in wisdom, yet so close to earthly beings and in course of times 
they made deep impression upon the ancient indigenous mythological and artistic 
tradition of our country. In the rock-cut caves at Udayagiri and Khandagiri repre
sentation of N'/Jga emblems are to be noticed. Head of a three-hooded snake has 
been carved on the facade of the narrow verandah of Sarpa-Gumphi while the figures of 
twin dpents on the door-arches of Ananta-Gumphi encircling a tympanum and depict
ing a scene ~f tree wonhip are perhaps to be associated with the serpent king 
Dharai,endra and his wife who jointly protected the life of the Jaina Tlrthankara P-. 
vanitha. In the later phase N4ga hoods in five or seven came to be associated with the 
images of Supirivanatba and Pirfvanatha respectively. Several N'll.ga devotees also 
appeared in folded hands on the pedestals of the Parivanatha images. 

In the Jaina canonical literature, the Y ak1as with their female counterparts styled 
as Yak1ir,1s or Sisanadevts figure as subsidiary deities and have found to be associated 
with the principal attendant of the Jtna. The N avamunl-Gumphi and Birabhltjl
Oumphl of Khandagiri hill represent separate niches after these S"llsanadn1 figures below 
their Ttrthal\karas. In cases of Jaina Tlrthankara images from Kachela, Suai, B. 
Singpur, etc. of Koraput district they are invariably represented in the centre of the 
pedestal of the Tlrtha'l\kara. In another stage separate figures of some prominent Sllsana
dnfs like Chakrdvar1, Ambiki, Rohir:it, etc. were carved and worshipped by the devo
tees. Representation of Yak1a Gomedha and Sasa,zadevi Ambiki sitting on a common 
pedestal under mango tree is a common feature. 

r The Jaina pantheon, so far as iconography and available remains are concerned 
observes U.P. Sbah1' grew considerably after the Gupta period. Tantric influences deve
loped in Buddhism and Hinduism from the early medieval period. Jainism could not 
escape this trend and we have texts like the Jva/"ilma/ini-Ka!pa of lndranandin, the 
Bhairava Padmavati-Ka!pa of Mallisena and the Ambikii-Kafpa of Subhachandra. The 
Jaina rituals are elaborated with strong influences of Hindu rites as is evident from the 
Pratis#h1J-Sarodhara of Asadhara (Digambara), the Nirv"ll'}a-K'll/ik'll. of Padalipta and the 
Ach6ra dlnakara of Vardhmana-Suri (Svet"limbara). The height of Tantric trends, with 
non-Jaina influences was reached in the work called V idy'll.nusasana of Matisagara (circa
sixteenth century). These works and numbe~ of Pratis!h<7. works of both the sects contain 
a mine of information on later Jaina iconography. · 

14, U .p. Shah, Jaf1'a Art and Architecture, A. Ghosh, (Ed.), Vol. 111, p. 476, 
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The Jaina Pur'llrJas, in Sanskrit, Prilkrit, Apabhramsa, etc. are another rich source 
for a study of Jaina iconography. Again Strota \\'Orks, and incidentally some story 
books also supply further information. Si/pa works like the Aparajita procha, the 
Devat4murti-Prakara1'Q, the Rupamandana and Vastu-slJra of Thakura peru, besides 
earlier works, like the M'llnasllra, are other very important sources for the study of Jaina 
iconography. 

In the light of the above background we now discuss the iconography of the 
T1rthankaras, $4sanadevis and other Jaina divinities as found in Orissa. 

TIRTHAl'IKARA 

1. ij.tabhanitha 

Of all the Tlrthankara images, R...,abhanitha appears to be widely popular in 
Orissa. Figures of ij.$abhanitha are represented with sculptures, found in the Baripada 
Museum, Khiching Museum, Jeypore Museum, Balasore Museum, Orissa State Museum 
and places like Bagalpur, Chadheibar, Khandagiri, Nibharana, Brabmesvar patna of Puri 
district, Suai, Jeypore and Kachela of Koraput district, Dolamundai and Jaina temple 
of Cuttack Town, Pratapanagari, Adasapur and Jajpur of Cuttack district, Podasingidi of 
Keonjhar district, and Charampa of Balasore district. The findings of Jaina Tlrthankara 
images of i$abhanitha in all these places are mostly represented either standing in 
kayotsarga pose or sitting in meditative attitude on single or double petalled lotus 
pedestals. The \t$abha figures of Suai, Kachela and few other places of Koraput district 
are, however, designed on plain pedestals. The pedestals in most cases are supported by 
spirited lions facing the front at the comers or seated back to back. Bull as ldilchana 
of the T1rthankara is invariably represented at the centre of the pedestal in a couching 
position. lhe Adinitha image of H atadiha (Fig. 77) in J ajpur area does not show any 
llJilchana below the pedestal. The other aspect of recognising this T1rthankara is the 
representation of ja.tllbhara above head, a few strands of which invariably seen falling on 
the broad shoulders. In the earlier phase, when the /llifchanas were not associated with 
the Tlrthankaras, this falling lock of hairs on the shoulders was only evidence of 
differentiating this Tlrthankara from others. The inscribed seated ~,abha image from 
Podasingidi (now kept in the Orissa State Museum) is however an exception. In this 
figure, instead of the jala-bh'llra above head and the falling locks on the shoulder, we 
find the hairs on his head are arranged in spiral locks with a. bulging at the centre like 
all other T1rthankara figures. The pedestals, in addition to the l'llilchana, are represented 
with a series of kneeling devotees in afljali hasta. Large number of offerings in shape of 
conical objects and kept on separated miniature pedestals are found depicted. In the 
~~abha figures of Suai, Kachela and a few other places of Koraput district, the figures of 
YakiiTJi, Chakre~varl seated on Garuda and Yakia Gomukha seated or standing near by 
are also envisaged in front of the pedestal. Among the other aspects of the aslapratihil
ryas, representation of the keva!a tree (Nytigrodha) spreading leaves on both the sides, 
trilinear umbrella, circular or eliptical halo behind head, flying figures with garlands in 
hands and cymbals or drums played by palms of invi~ible Ganp/Jarva, or 90n~h-JheJJ, 
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blown by flying heavenly figures flanking the nrthankara are normai1y carved along with 
the main image. These chaurf bearers are at times provided with separate lotus pedestals. 
In places like Suai, Jeypore and Kachela, the ~,abhanatha figures show the attendants 
displaying champak flowers instead of holding the fly-whisk or both. ~$abhanitha 
image bearing SI. No. 11 of Balasore Museum does not show chauri bearers on the sides. 
The symbol of dharmachakra is noticed only with the second ~$abhanatha figure of 
Khiching Museum. 

The ~'8bhanitha image like all other Drthankara figures from Charampa is shown 
with deep cut-marks in various parts of the body, the satisfactory explanation of which 
is still not available. In view of their uniform shape, it cannot be taken as accidental. 

The 8.$abha figures of Charampa, Adasapur (Fig. 81) Batesvar, Brahmesvar Patna, 
Chadheibar, No.11 ofBalasore Museum, Cuttack Jaina temple and cave No.10 of Khanda
giri (Fig.52) hill are represented with eight planets in the conventional meditative posture. 
They are carved four on each side, Ketu, the ninth being absent. They are normally 
depicted just above the chauri bearers but in case of one ~,abhanatha figure of cave 
No. 10 of Khandagiri hill they are shown below the chauri bearers (Fig. 52). 

In the Jaina history, ~$abhanithas or Vr'3bhanatha is regarded as the founder 
of the religion. To substantiate this aspect his figures at places are represented with 
either all other twenty three Tlrthankaras or some of them Oil the sides in seated or 
standing fashion. In that case ~,abhanitha has been regarded as mulan4yaka. The 
~,abhanitha image of Dolamundai of Cuttack town (Fig. 74) is shown with four seated 
nrthankaras and figure No. l of Khiching Museum with two, whereas figures from 
Pratapanagari (Fig. 78), Hatadiha (Fig. 77), Baripada, (Fig. 106) Adasapur (Fig. 81), 
Jimudi, and No. 1 of Suai (Fig. t 16) are shown with all the other twenty-three miniature 
nrthankaras arranged in the state. These Drthankaras thus shown are provided with 
their respective /llilchanaa in case of their representation with ~$abhanitha images 
preserved in the Baripada Museum, Badajaganatha temple (Baripada) (Fig. 106) and 
Suai (No. 10) (Fig. 116). 

Auspicious Srfvatsa mark on the chest of ~,abhanatha or other Jaina 1lrthankaras 
is not very popular as evident from the large number of images we come across in 
Orissa. However, the ~tabhanatha image of Kali temple of Jeypore (Fig. 123), serial 
Noa. 7 and 10 (Fig. 116) of Suai and the ~,abhanitha image of Dolamundai of Cuttack 
town (Fig. 74) depict such a symbol on the broad chest of the Drthankara. TrivlJ/i on 
the neck is a common characteristic feature with all ~'3bhanatha figures in Orissa. 

In addition, we find representation of lotus and chan1pak marks on either sides, 
mounted or simple elephants at the top, klrttimukha motif, makara tora'la at times 
supported by gajavi<!'lJ/as and trefoiled arch behind head of ~,abhanitha figures in Orissa. 

Mounted elephants or simple representation of a pair of standing elephants are 
noticed with ~abhanitha images preserved at Dolamundai of Cuttack town (Fig. 74), 
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Su1li, Kachela, Charmu1a, kotapat, (b.M. 41) and Jamunda (D.M. 35). Lotus marb 
with the image of Kill temple at Jeypore (Fig. 123), champak flower with the chaurf 
bearers of ~~abhanatha figures of Suai, klrttimukha over the image from Beguniabindha 
now kept in Khiching Museum. Gajavit!ala on either sides of the figures from Kimtl 
and Jamundi (D.M. 35) and trefoiled arch behind head of figutes found at Gramesvar 
temple of Nibharana (Fig. 53) and Nrusimha temple of Chadheibar. The cliptical and 
circular haloes in a later phase gave place to the trefoiled arches. In rare occasions we 
find the representation of both cha111pak and lotus flowers on the stele as in case of the 
~~abhanitha images preserved in Village Panchagaon (Fig. 57) of Puri district. 
In earlier phase the haloes were represented in plain design, with occasional depiction of 
a beaded border but in subsequent phase they are lavishly decorated with lotus petals 
bordered by rows of beaded chains and various floral devices. In rare instances diamond 
shaped designs intervene these floral medallions. 

The ~!>abbanatha image bearing No. D.M. 64 of B. Singpur does not represent 
the aslapratihlJras except however the /iJi'lchana, bull below the Tirthankara (Fig. 126). 
Similarly the ~tabhanatha figure in yogasana from Podasingidi at present preserved in 
the Orissa State Museum is not provided with the pair of chaurf bearers, the kevala bee, 
the trilinear umbrella and Gandharvas playing with various musical instruments. 

Youthful body, long hanging arms: erect body and elongated ears are distinctly 
evident with all standing ~,abhanatha images. In cases of seated figures, the broad 
chest, deep concentration of mind and eyes on the tip of the nose are perfectly main
tained. The right palm of the Tlrthankara is invariably kept over the left in all the 
seated figures with both soles visible to the top. In few cases the tips of fingers of both 
the hands touch the lower parts of the thigh regions. 

~tabhanitha figures are invariably noticed on the top of Chkrdvari images found 
on the right verandah wall of Barabhuj1-Gumphi of Khandagiri and places like Saai and 
Jeypore in Koraput district, displaying all or a few of the a3/apratih'll.ryas. In all such 
cases they are shown in yogasana posture. The ~,abhanitha figure crowning the bead 
of Chakrejwart of Suai in addition, is depicted with eight planets in meditative attitude, 

four on each side. 

The standing or sitting (l~abhanatha image also form a part of the chtlU1mllcl,as 
found in Orissa. 

~,abhanatha images in bronze, too are designed in kayotsarga or yog'IJ.sana posture. 
In either case the hairs on the he,td are arranged in ja!abh'll.ra, allowing a few strands 
falling on the shoulders, the /aiic/1a11a, bull in front of the lotus pedestal and occasionally 
with the trilinear umbrella and the prab/1amanr/ala (halo). 

2. Ajitanatha 

Figures of Ajitanatha, the second Tirthankara of the Jaina pantheon are carved 
both in yog'iJsana and kayotsarga postures on plain or lotus pedestals. These pedestals ·in 
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cases of the figures found at Charampa (Fig. 102), B. Singpur and Mahivtra-Gumphi 
of Khandagiri hill are supported by spirited lions. The Ajitanitha image of Kichell is 
carved along with the figure of Mahivlra on a common pedestal, having common chaurl 
bearers but displaying respective /diichanas of elephant and lion (Fig. 118). All the 
astapratih4ryas are found normally represen~ed ,vith Ajitanitha figures of Orissa. 
Devotees in kneeling position and anjali mudrll are depicted along with llJilchana, the 
elephant. The Ajitanatha image of B. Singpur displays a six armed seated RohiQI figure 
below its plain pedestal. Hairs on the head of all these figures are arranged in 
rows of curled knots with a bulging at the centre. This bulging in case of Charampa 
image appears to be very prominent. Another peculiar feature of the Ajitanitha image 
of Charampa (Fig. 102) is the deep cut-marks on various parts of its body. The 
Ajitanitha image of Mahavlra-Gumpha of Khandagiri is not represented with the cymbals 
or drums played in the palms of invisible Gandharvas. Representation of the symbols of 
the sun and moon, the trefoiled arch, Naga devotees in anjali pose and heavenly figures 
offering sacred water from pitchers held in their hands are some of the additional features 
of the image of Mahivtra-Gumphi. 

The figures of Rohi~I as found in the left wall of the Birabhujl-Gumphi of 
Khandagiri and of Suai depict Ajitanitha figures in meditative pose on the top of their 
heads. They represent even in the seated condition, elephant as llJifchana, lotus pedestal, 
chaur1 bearers, trilincar umbrella, flying figures with garlands and the kevala tree 
(SaptaparrJa). The chaumukha of Badasai also represents Ajitanitha along with its 
l'IIRcluma in one of the side niches. 

The origin of his symbolism and his name can be traced to the J aina books. The 
Jina'a mother saw an elephant in her several dreams. An elephant in India is always 
connected with kingly power. After his birth, all his father's enemies were conquered 
(jita) hence his name the invincible one.16 

3. Sambhavanitha 

Images of Sambhavanatha are represented in the Navamunl (Fig. 3S), Birabhujl 
and Mahiv1ra caves (Fig. 38) of Kh andagiri hill in yogtJsana posture. Horse, as the 
conventional /1Jnc/1ana of the Tlrthankara is noticed at least in the pedestal of two sudi 
figures, the other one being damaged. They are all provided with lotus pedestals one of 
which is supported by a pair of lions. $a/a, the kevala tree, attributed to the 11rthaa\kara 
is available with the figure of Barabhujl-Gumpha. Chaurf-bearers and trilinear umbrella 
are common to all these figures whereas cymbals played in palms of invisible Gondhanas 
are not represented in case of the image in Mahavlra-Gumpha only. Flying figures holding 
garlands and oval halo behind head are noticed at least with two of those sculptures of the 
place. A five folded arch and a pitcher are the two additional features of the figure of 
Mahivlra-Gumpha. 

JS. B.C. Bhattacharya, The Jaina Iconography, p. S3. 
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4. Abhinandananatha (Fig. 38) 

Three images of Abhinandanan~tha are carved in the caves of Khandagiri hill. 
They are all seated in meditative attitude with deep concentration of mind. Each of 
these figures has been provided with an ape as /'lJRchana, two chauri bearers as attendants 
and a trilinear umbrella over head. The lotus pedestal in case of two figures are 
supported by spirited lions. Cymbals played through palms of hands of heavenly 
figures on either side are only traced in figures of Navamunl and Birabhujt-Gumphas, 
Oval halo and flying figures with garland in hands are the two additional features of the 
image of Barabhujt-Gumphi. 

The keva! tree (Piya!a) under the shade of which the Tirthankara attained keva!a 
knowledge is depicted with the figure in Birabhujt-Gumphi only. 

5. Sumatinitha (Fig.39) 

Two figures of Sumatinatha in yogasana pose are noticed in the inner walls of Bira
bhujt-Gumpha and Mahivtra-Gumphi of Khandagiri hill. Curlew as llJifchana, two fly
whisk bearers as attendants, lotus pedestal supported by lions and the trilinear 11robrella 
are the common attributes of the two images. Priyangu, the tree under which Snmati
nitha attained keva!a knowledge, cymbals played in palms of hands, oval halo and flying 
figures with garlands are the additional items available with the figure of Birabhujl
Gumpba. Two full-blown lotus flowers are seen near the base of the arch over head of 
this nrthankara carved in Mabavtra-Gumphi. Miniature figure of the Jaina, chakra or 
wheel and a pair of elephants pouring showers of water or merely standing at the top of 
the Tlrthankara as available elsewhere are conspicuous in their absence with Sumatlnitha. 
The Jtna's /iir1chana of a goose has clear association with the same symbol of Saraswatl, 
the Goddess of intelligence. It summarily symbolises the central idea of Sumatl or in
telligence behind the life of the Tlrthankara. 

6. Padmaprabha (Fig. 39) 

Images of Padmaprabha are reckoned within the Birabhujl and Mahivtra 
Gumphi of Khandagiri hill Cha:rampa (now preserved in the Orissa State Museum) and 
in the collections of the Jaina temple at Cuttack (Fig. 71). He is found designed in both 
seated and standing positions. The two figures of Khandagiri hill are seated on lotus 
pedestals with the emblem of full blown lotuses below. The pedestals are supported by 
lions. A pitcher is also depicted near the lotus symbol. In case of the standing figures 
of Cuttack Jaina temple and Charampa, the Tlrthankara is shown standing over the lotus 
and no separate emblem has been depicted in either case. The Padmaprabha imase of 
Charampa is regarded by some as the figure of Tlrthankara Mahavtra due to the repre
sentation of lions on either corner of the pedestal. The two lions should not have been 
mistaken for the cymbals of Mahavlra in the presence of the lotus, the lions being simply 
the bearers the Simhasana or lion seat. No trace of the heavenly figures playing with drums 
or cymbals are noticed on the top of the figures of the Tlrthankara found from Charampa 
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and Mahavira-Gumpha of Khandagiri. Similarly the Prabhamandal, flying figures with 
garlands and keva4a tree are not available with the image of Mahavtra-Gumphi instead 
a tref oiled-arch flanked by a pair of full blown lotuses is depicted behind him. The 
conventional chaurJ bearers, trilinear umbrella, flying Gandharvas with garlands, etc. are 
represented with figures of this Tlrthalikara available in other places as noted above. 
Hairs on the head of this Tlrthankara except they are found in Mahavlra-Gumpha are 
arranged in spiral curls with a bulging at the centre. The bulging in case of Charampa 
figure is most prominent. The spiral curls in respect of the figure in Mahi vtra-Gumphi 
are gathered at the top in a vertical fashion. His keva/a tree is popularly known as 
Chatrabho. The name of the Tlrthankara seems to have been derived from the colour 
of the red-lotus or the fulfilment of the desires of his mother to sleep upon a bed of red 
lotuses. 

7. Suparivanitha (Fig.40) 

Two images of Suparivanitha, the seventh Tirthal'lkara are depicted on the inner 
wallsof Birabhujt-Gumphi and Mahivtra-Gumphi of Khandagiri hill. Both the figures are 
found seated in meditative attitude on lotus pedestals supported by lions. The mark of 
cogi:iizance in respect of the figure in Birabhujl-Gumphi does not tally with the textual 
description. In the texts he has been allotted with a swistika, symbol which is only avai
lable with his figure in Mahivtra-Gumphi. A six petalled lotus flower isdepicted below 
the pedestal of the Tlrthankara as the mark of cognizance in case of Barabhuj1-Gumphi. 
Two chaurf bearers and trilinear umbrella arc the common attributes of both the images. 
SiriJa, the tree associated with his keva!a knowledge, cymbols played in hands, oval 
shaped halo, flying figures with garlands held in both hands are some of the additional 
features of the image carved in BirabhujI-Gumphi. Similarly the trefoiled arch, emblems 
flanked by auspicious jars and decorative creeper motif spreading on either sides are 
some of the special features associated with this Tirthankara in respect of the figure in 
Mahivlra-Gumphi. 

The Tlrthankara image of Manikchak (Fig. 96) of Balasore district though dis
played the /llflchana deer in the pedestal is provided with canopy of a seven hooded snake 
over head. As per the text11 he is to . be given snake canopy of either one or five or nine 
hoods for distinguishing it from the usual seven fold serpent hood of Parivanitha. Dis
regard or ignorance of 1 his point has led at times to wrong identifications. He acquired 
the name of Supariva because he was endowed from birth with beautiful sides. This has 
also evident connection with his emblem of svastika which stands for good and auspi
ciousness. The seated Tlrthankara image having a snake canopy of nine hoods at Bada 
Jagannatha temple of Baripada may also be considered in the light of the above 
description. 

8. Chandraprabha 

Apart from the two bronze Chandraprabha images of Achutarajapur (Figs. 62 & 
65), preserved in the Orissa State Museum, four other figures c;,f ~Jii~ Tlrth?Jcara 4ll"e 

16, B.C 8bat~~baeya, ~ /apra /cono1raphf, P~ 60, 
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represented one each in the Navamunt-Gumpha (Fig. 35), Barabhujt-Gumphi and 
Mahivtra-Gumphl (Fig. 40) of Khandagiri hill and village Narasimhapur of Jajpur area 
of Cuttack district. The image of Narasimhapur in k'llyotsarga pose on a plain pedestal 
is represented with his usual emblem, the crescent moon, the trilinear umbrella and fly-

• 

ing figures with garlands in hands. The other features forming the as!apratiharyas are 
conspicous in their absence. The three figures depicted in Khandagiri hill are all in 
yogllsana having the crescent moon as the mark of cognizance below their respective 
pedestals. The image of Navamunt-Gumphi is devoid of other conventional features 
except perhaps, the lotus pedestal. Two chaurf bearers, lotus pedestals supported by 
lions and the trilinear umbrella are the common attributes associated with the rest two 
figures of Khandagiri hill. The tree, Nlgakelara associated with his kevaJa knowledge, 
cymbals played in hands of invisible Gandharvas, oval shaped halo and flying heavealy 
figures with garlands held in their hands are the other notable features of the image 
found in Birabhujr-Gumphi. Similarly a trefoiled arch and decorative creepers running 
to either sides of the umbrella are added to the figure of Mahavtra-Gumphi. 

Seated in samaparyail/ctlsana posture with both soles visible on the pericarp of a 
lotus. with a single row of petals, the robeless Chandraprabha (Acc. No. 254) with the 
broad ~best and eloagated ear lobes, exhibits the yogamudrlJ with his right palm placed 
a the left against the abdomen. 

The hair is gathered on the crown in a conical form. Depicted on the central 
petal of tho front side of the lotus seat is the crescent moon, the cogniz.ance of the 
Tlrthankara. The solid oval halo with a beaded border is edged by tongues of flame at 
long intervals. At its crown is an ornate triangular piece. 

The second bronze figure bearing Acc. No. 327 is standing in k'llyotsarga pose 
with long hanging arms and fingers lightly touching the lowest part of the thigh, on the 
pericarp of a lotus with a single row of hanging petals. The hair on his head has been 
coiled and gathered on the crown. On the front side of the pedestal is the crescent 
moon. 

Literally, he was called Chandraprabha because he had the lustre (prabha) of that 
of the moon, besides, the fact that one of the dreams of his mother is about the moon.1' 

9. Suvidhinltha or Putpadanta (fig. 44) 

The ninth Tirthankara in the series, Suvidhinatha or otherwise called PuJpadanta 
has been carved within the group of Barabhujt-Gumpbi and Mahavtra-Gumphi (Fig.44), 
of Ahandagiri hill. In Mahavtra-Gumpha it occupies the fcurteenth place instead of the 
conventional position of nine. Alligator as vehicle of the Tlrthankara, two chaurl
bearers, attendant devotees lotus pedestals supported by lions, trilinear umbrella are the 
important common attributes found with both tl1e images. Niiga (or Malli), the tree 

17. B.C, Bhattacharya, The Jafna lcono1raplry, p. 69, 
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associated with his keva/a knowledge, cymbals played in palms of invisible Gandhar,as, 
oval halo (prabhamant!ala) behind head and flying figures with garlands held in hands are 
the other notable features of the image in Barabhujt-Gumpha. Similarly symbolical 
representation of lotus flowers and provision of a semi-circular arch overhead are the 
two other distinct elements associated with the Tlrthailkara image of Mahivtra-Oumphi. 

B.C. Bhattacharya18 records two explanations for his two names. The name 
'Suvidhinitha' was given to him because after an internecine warfare fought by his 
kingly relatives, they gave up fighting and took to performing religious duties. His birth 
eventually brought ''good order'' (Suvidhi) to the distracted family. The other name 
Pu'l)adanta was derived from the fact that the Jtna's teeth resembled the buds of a 
flower (pu,pa). 

10. Aitalanltha (Fig. 41) 

Sitalanitha, the tenth Tlrthankara of the Jaina pantheon, is found depicted one 
each in the caves of Birabhujt-Oumpha and Mahivlra-Oumpha of Khandagiri bill. Tbo 
figure depicted in Birabhujt-Oumphi is in meditative attitude while his representation 
in the Mahivtrar-Gumphi ia in kiyotsarga pose (Fig.41). 

The mark of cogni:,:aoc.e in respect of both the figures is not very clear. In · 
Birabhujt-Gumphl it is completely disfigured and in case of Mahivtra-Oumphi it is 
more akin to a wzjra rather than the conventional Srivatsa or the .AJwuha tree. Two 
chaurl-bearers and the lotus pedestal supported by lions in each corner are the common 
features of both the images. YilWJ. the tree associated with his keval knowledge, trilincar 
um&rella, eymbals played through hands of invisible figures, oval halo (prabhimandala), 
and lying Yidyldluzra& with garlands held in their hands, are vividly represented with 
the- im-aae of Birabhujl-Gumphi. Contrary to the additional features like pitchers 
flanking the emblem below pedestal, trefoiled arch with makara toral'}tl, parrots, 
Nandipada symbol and NlJga figures depicted along side the Tlrthankara of Mahavlra
Gumpba. 

The Jina has two different explanations for his name in as much as he could 
take away men's heat of sorrow. Another version explains the 11amc due to the fact 
that the tenth nrthankara had marvellous power of imparting coolness (Sita/a) to 
fevered patients. Sin1ilarly the Jrivats1J symbol associated with him stands for auspicious
ness and blessedness. 

11. Sreyimsanitha (Fig. 48) 

Sreyllhsanitha, the eleventh Tlrthankara of the J ainas appears in its proper 
position in Birabhujt.Oumphi but occupies the twenty-third place in Mahlvtra-Gumphi 
of Khandagiri hill (Fig. 48). The one in Birabhujl-Gumphi is seated in meditative poae 

18, R,ld, p. 6S, 
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whereas the other in Mahivtra-Gumphi is standing in kllyotsarga posture. Rhinoceros 
as the conventional /anchana of the Tlrthankara is represented below the pedestal in both 
cases. In addition, chaurf bearers, lotus pedestal supported by lions, trilinear umbrella 
and cymbals in hands of Gandhanas are the other common attributes of both the figures. 
The flying heavenly figures on the top of the image in Birabhujt-Gumphi though hold 
garlands in their hands they pay on cymbals in case of Mahivlra-Gumphi. Tumbar 
or Tint/ika, the tree associated with his keva!a knowledge and the oval shaped halo 
(prabh'lJmandala) are only represented with the image in Birabhujl-Gumphi. Similarly 
pitchers flanking the mount below pedestal, symbolical representation of lotus flowers and 
the semi-circular arch overhead are the additional features depicted with the Tirthankara 
in Mahivtra-Gumphi. 

The turbulence and forwardness on the part of the Tirthai\kara and his mother 
have been fittingly symbolised by the sign of a rhinoceros, so known for those 
qualities. 

12. V'llsupiljya (Fig. 42) 

Three images of Tirthankara Visupiijya are carved in the rock-shelten o( 
Khandagiri hill. The two figures in N avamun1-Gumphi (Fig. 35) and Birabhujl
Gumphi are in yog'llsana while the one in Mahivlra-Gumphi (Fig. 42) is in k'llyotsarga 
pose. They are all represented with buffalo as the mark of cognizance below the lotus 
pedestals supported by lions in addition to the trilinear umbrella and chawi bearm. 

Cymbals played in hands of invisible figures appear in case of two figures only. 
Pdlalika, the tree associated with his keva! knowledge, oval shaped halo behind head 
and flying figures with garlands in hands are depicted with the Tirthal\kara image of 
Barabhujt-Gumphi only. On the other hand NDga devotees in ailjali mud,11, pitcher in 
front of the mount and tref oiled arch having the base of a makara torQl}Q are noticed 
with the image of Mahavlra-Gumpha. The vacant space at the top of this figure is 
represeqted with tridents, pitchers, creepers and inverted parrots which not only indicate 
to the iconographic peculiarity but also add to its decorative beauty. 

D. Mitra19 has brought to our notice a remarkable pair of Ya/qa Kuroira and 
Yak,ti')i Gandhirl (Acc. No. 265) designed in bronze from the Achutarajapur hoard. 
This pair is crowned by the image of Tlrthankara Vasupiijya whose /'llifchana, the mahila 
(bufialo) is placed just below his legs. In the composition emphasis was given to the 
Yak1a and the Sasanadevi \\'hose figures are larger than that of the Tlrthankara himself. 
Seated cross-legged with both soles visible above the animal, the robeless Tirthankara 
with short protruding lips almost touching the stunted nose, buldging eyes and elongated 
ears, displays, yogamudra. Against the front side of the pedestal are seen the defaced 
upper portions of seven male figures in a row, all summarily treated with two palms 
touching. Another similar figure occurs below the animal in the space between the Yak1a 

19. D Mitra, Bron~es from Achutara/apur, p. 51, 
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and the S11sanadevl. Though it is tempting to identify these eight figures with asltnatua, 
these figures most probably stand for eight grahas despite the absence of their typical 
attributes. The halo behind the three figures in the form of a beaded arch edged by leaf 

: shaped flames or branches. At its crown is a small Chhatra with a thick sylindrical shaft. 

13. Vimalanitha (Fig. 43) 

Two figures of Vimalanatha, the thirteenth Tirthankara of the Jaina pantheon 
are represented in the group of sculptures depicted on the inner walls of Barabhujl
Gumphi and Mahavlra-Gumpha (Fig. 43). Of the two the one in Barabhujl-Gumphi 
is seated in yog/Jsana pose and the other in Mahavira-Gumphi is standing in kdyotsarga 
attitude. Boar, as the mark of cognizance is found in both cases. Besides, two chaurl 
bearers, lotus pedestals supported by lions, trilinear umbrella and flying figures with 
garlands in hands are the other common attributes of these two Tlrthal"lkara images. 
Jambu (black-berry), cymbals played through palms of the hands of invisible figures and 
oval shaped halo are the additional items depicted with the figure in Birabhujt-Gumphi. 
Similarly the trefoiled arch flanked by Gandharvas, Naga devotees in aifjali pose, spouted 
jar and pitcher are the other notable representations of the image in Mahav1ra-Gumphi. 

The sharpness (of intellect) of the Tlrthankara has been emblematised by the 
boar noted specially for its sharpness. 

14. Anantanitha (Fig. 40) 

Two figures of Anantanitha, the fourteenth Tlrthankara in the series have been 
depicted in meditative posture on lotus pedestals in Birabhujl-Gumpba and Mahivlra
Gumpha (Fig. 40) of Khandagiri hill. The one in Birabhujl-Gumphi though occupies 
the conventional fourteenth place, the other in Mahav1ra-Gumphi is shown in the 
ninth position. Further, the image in Birabhujt-Gumphi has the mount of a percupine, 
but its counterpart in Mahivlra-Gumphi represents a bird having more affinity with 
a peacock, instead of a hawk or falcon as the mark of cognizance. Trilinear umbrella 
and a set of two fly-whisk bearers are the common features of both the figures. A1'atha, 
the tree related to his kevaJa knowledge, cymbals played in hands of invisible Gandharvas 
oval shaped halo forming parts of the aslapratih'/Jryas are designed with the nrthankara 
image of Birabhujt-Gumphi. On the other hand symbolical representation of full-blown 
lotus flowers near the base of the trefoiled arch of the figure in Mahavtra-Gumphi adds 
to its iconographic peculiarity. 

He obtained his name of Ananta as his mother had seen an endless necklace of 
pearls. Jaina tradition asserts that an endless (ananta) thread which lay about powerless 
in Ayodhya became endowed with power to heal diseases as soon as the nrthankara 

took his birth. 20 

20. B.C. Bhattacharya, The Jaina Iconography, p. 71 . 
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1 S. Dharmanitha (Pig. 44) 

Figures of Dahrmanitha, the fifteenth Tirtha6kara of the Jainas are found 
depicted one each in BirabhujI-Gumphi and Mahivlra-Gumphi (Fig. 44) with vajra as 
the mark of cognizance in front of their lotus pedestals. Lotus pedestals supported by 
lions, trilinear umbrella, cymbals played in hands of invisible Ganr!harvas and chaurl 
bearers flanking the Tlrthankara are the common features of both the images. Dadhiparf!D, 
the tree associated with his kevala knowledge, oval shaped halo and flying figures with 
garlands in hands are the additional representations noticed wii.h the image in Birabhujl
Gumphi. Similarly a tray containing offerings, a spouted jar and the semi-circular arch 
over head are the typical iconographic details of the nrthankara carved in Mahivlra
Oumphi. 

He obtained the name of Dharmanatha because he saved mankind from miseries. 
There is tradition also that the Jina's mother performed many acts of religion while 
bearing him in the womb. Hence the name of the child as Dhannanltha.0 

16. Sintinitha (Fig. 44) 

Images of Santinitha, the sixteenth Tirthankara of the Jaina pantheon are 
reckoned with at places like Martasol (Fig. 95), Manikchak (Fig. 96) and Charampa 
of Balasore district (Fig. 103), Kachela of Koraput district (Fig. 117), Podasingidi of 
Keonjhar district, Jajpur and Nasik Kotian of Cuttack district (Fig. 80) and Khandagiri 
bill of Puri district. Except Khandagiri where the two figures in its Birabhujl-GlllDpbl 
and Mahivlra-Gumphi shown seated yogasana, all others are represented standing in 
klyotsarga pose on double or single petalled lotus pedestals. The pedestals in some l!&ses 
are found supported by a lion at each corner. The image of Podasingidi is available 
with the lower part only. In all cases they are provided with deer as the mark of cogni
zance in addition to the chaurl bearers, trilinear umbrella, flying figures with garlands 
and, cymbals played in hands. The image of Mahavlra-Gumphi however, does not 
display the flying figures with garlands and cymbals plyed in hands. N1111dl 
Vrkzya, the tree associated with his keva!a knowledge is depicted either surmounting 
the trilinear umbrella or shown in running creepers on the sides of the semicircular 
arch above head. Prabh'llmanr!ala (halo) in circular or eliptical design are carved behind 
the head of all figures except the t\\·o found in Mahivlra-Gumphi and Manikchak. The 
11rthankara image of Manikchak is provided with a canopy of five hooded snake over 
head, a very peculiar iconographic feature. 

Representation of eight planets seated in meditative posture are noticed with the 
Santinatha figures of Kachela, Ma11ikchak and Nasik Kotian. The figure of Charampa 
is shown with cut marks Cln the body like all other Tlrtl1al\karas of the place. A pair of 
elephants are sl:own ftar. king tl:e image of Kacl1cla. Similarly the chauri bearers of the 
image of Nasik Kotian are carved star.ding over two such elephants. The nrthankara 
figure kept in the Ga9e,a-temple of Da!visamedhaghat of Jajpur town only is carved 

21. Ibid, p. 72. 
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with all other twenty-three Tirthankaras on the sides. In addition this image is also 
seen wearing a beaded chain around the neck, a rare occurrence with Jaina Tirtha:rikaras. 
Kneeling devotees in aflja/i pose and heaps of offerings are noticed below the pedestal of 
these figures except however, in case of Kbandagiri hill. 

Hairs on the head of all Santinatha figures except in case of Mahavtra-Gumpha are 
arranged in curled knots with a bulging at the centre. This bulging in case of the figure 
of Charampa appears to be very prominent. In Mahavira-Gumpha the figure is shown 
with these spiral locks gathered vertically over head. The Santinatha image of Martasol 
is designed with the frame of a 111akara torarJa supported by Gajavit!alas. In addi
tion, armed devotees are noticed below its lotus pedestal. A two armed Sasanadevi 
Mahamanasl is found depicted below the pedestal of the Tfrthankara image of 
Martasol only. She is depicted in Padmasana with a pair of elephants offering sacred 
water from pitchers held in their uplifted trunks. The lower part of the Santinatha 
image lying in the premises of the Rama Chan<;lt shrine at Podasingidi is flanked by lady 
attendants, one with lotus flower and the other under a tree holding a baby on the lap. 

In Jaina history of Pontiffs Santinatha occupies a very high place. Not only did 
he revive Jainism, which was in danger of falling into oblivion, but he so consolidated 
the faith that it never disappeared again. Another extraordinary fact about him is that 
he was the first Tlrthankara to become a Chakravarti or emperor of the whole of India. 
The occasion which gave origin to his name is that before Santinatha's birth, his mother 
was able to stay the course of the pestilence which was raging in the kingdom by 
sprinkling the sufferers with !anti \\'ater. Hence the name ''Santinatha'' or ''Lord of 
Peace''. 

17. Kunthunatha (Fig. 45) 

Two figures of Kunthunatha, the seventeenth nrthankara of the Jainas, are 
depicted in the inner walls of Barabhujl-Gumpha and Mahavlra-Gumpha (Fig. 45). 
Both are seated in yogasana on lotus pedestals supported by lions. Goat as the symbo1 of 
cognizance, is f ot1nd in front of the pedestals of both figures. In addition, chaurl 
bearers, trilinear umbre11a, Tilak taru, the kevala tree associated with him are also 
commonly found in these figures. Tl1is tree, in case of Mahavlra-Gumpha is represented 
in shape of creepers spreading to both directions of the semi-circular arch over head. 
Cymbals played through hands of invisible Gandharvas, flying figures displaying garlands 
in hands and an oval shaped halo (prabh"llmandala) behind head are the other notable 
features of the 1'irthankara image of BarabhujI-Gumpha. Hairs on the head of 
Tlrthankara in respect of Barabhujl-Gumpha are arranged spiral curls with u1ni.f!l and 
that of Mat1avlra-Gumpha gatl1crcd rtt t11e top. Mount, t11e goat has been disfigured in 
both cases. 

Two expl,tnations of tl1e origin of his name are given in the Abhidh'llna Chint4ma')i. 
First the Jina stood firmly on earth hence Kunthanatha. Second1y, before his birth, his 
mother saw a heap (kuntha) of jewels.22 

22. Ibid, p. 75. 
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18. Aranatha (Fig. 45) 

Figures of Aranatha, the eighteenth Tlrthank ara are also represe,; ted in the 
Barabhujt-Gumpha and Mahavlra-Gumpha (Fig. 45) of Khandagiri hill seated in medi
tative attitude on si11gle or double petalled lotus pedestals supported by lions. The 
mount in case of Barabhujt-Gumpha is an ant-eater contrary to the prescribed syn1bol of 
fish as per the text. But in case of I\1ahavira-Gumpha, the fish is depicted below the 
pedestal corresponding to the reference in the text. NandJ'd Vrata (a kind of svastika) 
has also been associated with him as a mystic symbol. 

Chauri-bearers, trilinear umbrella and cymbals pl.1yed in hands of invisible 
heavenly figures are the otl~cr common attributes of both tl1e images. Cl1yuta (Mango), 
the tree associated with his kevala knowledge, oval sl1aped halo, flying figures witl1 _, 

garlands are specially depicted along with the image in Barabl1uj1-Gumpha. Sin1ilarly 
the symbolical representation of the sun and moon with the Tlrthankara of Mal1av1ra
Gumphi add to its iconographic peculiarity. 

He obtained the name of Ara because his mother saw a dream of a wheel (ara) of 

jewels.0 

19. Mallinatha (Fig. 46) 

The ninteenth Ttrthankara has been represented in the group of sculptures of both 
Barabhujl-Gumphi and Mahavtra-Gumpha (Fig. 46) of Khandagiri hill with pitcher as 
the mark of cognizance below respective lotus pedestals. 1·he pedestals on the other 
hand are supported by lions in the front. Chaurl bearers, trilinear umbrella, Asoka 
as keva!a tree, flying figures with garlands and oval sh,1ped halo are conventionally 
represented with the figure in Barabhujl-Gumpl1a. Similarly char,rt bearers and trilinear 
umbrella flanked by lotus flowers are only available with the image in Mahavir~1-Gumpha. 
Both the figures are rcpreser,ted seated in meditative attitude. 

According to tl1e Svctanrbara sect Malinatha was a wom,1n, but sculptures and the 
name ending with natlza are not in favour of this tradition as they do not show the 
Ttrthankara with any feminine features. 

The Jina acquired the name of Malli as l1is mc.)tl1er longed for fragrant Ma/Ii 
(a kind of jasmine) flowers while bearing him i11 the womb. The emblem of a water-jar 
either symbolises the ninth dream of the Jlna's mother or 011e of the asfamangalas or 
eight auspicious things.2

' 

20. Munisuvrata (Fig.47) 

The back walls of Barabh11j1-G11n11111a and M.L11avir,t-Gun1plla (Fig. 47) of 
Khandagiri hill contain each a figure of Munl-suvrata, tl1e twe11tieth Tirth,ti1kara of the 

23. Ibid, p. 76. 
24. Ibid, p. 78. 
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Jainas carved in bold relief. Both the figures are seated in yogdsana pose on lotus 
pedestals supported by lions. Tortoise, as the mark of cognizance differentiates this 
Tlrthai'lkara from otl1crs. Ap~trt from the common ,tttributes of chaurJ-bearers, cymbals 
played in h,t11ds a11d trilinear umbrella, we find the keva!a tree (champak), oval shaped 
halo (prabl1ama11dala), flying figures holding garlands with the image of Barabhujl
Gumpha and a trefoiled arch with the figure of Mahavlra-Gumpha as additional features. 
The figure of M unisuvrata occupies the twenty-first place in the group of sculptures, 
represented in Mahavtra-Gumpha contrary to its twentieth position in tl1e Jaina 
pantheon. 

His name originated from the fact that he kept noble vows (suvrata, goodness) 
devoutly and he was a Muni or saint. The tortoise as his emblem symbolises the idea 
of slowness and steadiness, the two requisites for keeping vows.i6 

21. Naminatha (Fig. 46) 

Naminatha, the twenty-first Tlrthankara, though occupies the conventional position 
in B5rabhujl-Gumpha it is given the twe11tieth position in Mahavlra-Gumpha (Fig. 46) 
of Khandagiri hill. Both of them are carved in yogasana posture on lotus pedestals 
supported by lions. They also display chauri-bearers, trilinear umbrella and cymbals 
played through palms of hands of invisible Gandlzarvas. Vakul, the tree associated with 
kevala knowledge, prab/zaniandala (halo) and flying figures with garlands in hands are the 
other items available with the figure in Barabhuji-Gumpha. Blue lotus, as the conventio
nal mark of cognizance in respect of the figure in Mahavtra-Gumpha more looks like a 
bunch of flowers. 

22. Neminatha (Fig. 47) 

In addition to the representation of Neminatha, the twenty-second Tirthankara of 
the Jaina in the group of sculptures carved in bold relief in Navamunt-Gumpha, (Fig. 
35), Barabl1uji-Gumpha and Mahavira-Gumpha (Fig. 47) of Khandagiri hilll, K.C. 
Pa11igrahi brings to our notice another such figure found at present in the Akhandalesvar 
temple of Jajpur area of Cuttack district. Besides, figures of Neminatha seated in yogil
sana pose are invariably placed at tl1e top of the mango tree seen behind the twin figures 
of Yak.ra Gomedha and Ambika or independent images of Ambika, his Sasanadevf. His 
conventional mark of cognizarlce, the conch is placed below the lotus pedestal of the 
image in Mahavlra-Gumpha. But in case of Navamuni-Gumpha, two conches support 
the pedestal in addition to the eight petalled lotus (or dharmachakra) at the centre. 
Similarly the co11ch is C,lrved in front of the eight petalled lotus (or dharmachakra) 
below the pedestal of BarabhujI-Gumphii. The lotus pedestal of the image of Mahavlra
Gumpha tl1ough supported by a pair of peacocks it is replaced by lions in case of 
Barabhujt-Gun1pf1a. Clrauri-bearers, trilinear umbrella and cymbals played in hands 
are common to all tl~e three images referred to above. Mali'live'}u, the tree associated 

25. Ibid, p. 79. 
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with his ~eva!a knowledge is represented in cases of figures Barabhujt-Gumpha and 
A,khandalesvar temple of Jajpur. Oval shaped halo behind head and flying figures with 
garlands are also noticed with some of these figures. the three images of Neminitha at 
Khandagiri and those f ou11d pl~tced above its Sasa11ade1•i are carved invariably seated in 
yogasa11a posture. The figure i11 Akhandalesvar temple l1owevcr, is designed standi11g in 
k,ayotsarga posture. It dc1)icts eigl1t planets (four <)n eacl1 side) seated in conventional 
yoiasana posture on tl1c siJcs. In addition, knecli11g devotees in a11jali pose are only 
repr~sented with the in1age of Akhandalesvar. The votive representation of this Drthan
kara ··on the top of the tree behind the Sasanadevl and Yak1a are invariably shown with 
the eight petalled lotus (or dharmachakra), the chaurl bearers, trilinear umbrella and flying 
figures holding garlands in hands. 

His name has been derived in two ways. First his circumference (figuratively) 
was like that of the dharmachakra. Secondly before his birth his mother saw a wheel of 
black jewels. Hence his other name is Aristanemi. 

23. Pirivanitha 

Next to ~~abhanatha, the figures of Parivanatha seem to be extremely popular in 
Otissa. His images are reckoned with at places like Khiching, Paripada (Fig. 105 and 
107.) and Koisali of Mayurbhanja district, Pundal, Ayodhya (Figs. 100 & 101) and 
Charampa of Balasorc district Vaidakhia (Fig. 88) Podasingidi, Sainkul (Fig. 93 & 94) 
and Ana (Fig. 90) of Kconjhar district; Cuttack Jaina temple (Figs. 70 & 72), Pratapana
gari (Fig. 78) and Bhanpur (Fig. 79) of Cuttack district; Khandagiri (Fig. 35). Sisupal
garh (Fig. 58) ~nd Bagalpur district ar:d Ch;trmula and Jamunda of Koraput district. 
These images arc designed both seated in J'ogasa11a or standing in kayotsarga posture on 
plain, single or double petalled lotus pedestals. At pl,tces these pedestals are shown 
supported by lio11s. In addition to the snake symbol below pedestals on few occasions, 
these figures are distinctly separated from other Tlrthai1karas by the canopy of a seven 
hoo.ded snake over hc,1d. In case of the standing figures, tl1e coils of the snake are 
gathered behind the Tirtl1ar"1k:1ra, in several folds fashioned s;·mmetrically. 

The two Parsvanatha figu.res in seated position of tl1e Bada Jagannitha temple at 
Baripada, are however pro,·ided with canopies of nine and thirteen hooded snakes. The 
figures having nine hooded snake canopy can also be related witl1 the image of Tlrthan
k,ara Suparsvanatha. 

Chaurl bearers tl1ougl1, a common feature of all J>.lr§va11atha figures, they are not 
shown witl1 some figures available at places like Bada Jagannatha temple (Bari~) 
Sainkal, Khjching and Podasingidi. These cl1az1ri bearers on either side of the image 
of Vaidakhia, now preserved in the Orissa State Mt1scum ar-: depicted standing on ele
phants. Devadaru or J)/1iitaki, the tree associated ,vith l1is kel'a/a knowledge is not trace
able in the figures of Bada Jagannatha ten1plc, one in1age of Cuttack Jaina temple, one of 
Podasingidi, two of Sainkul and in case of all, in K handagiri l1ill. Umbrella in three 
folds either fitted to a staff or spread over tl1e head are noticed with some ima,es. But 
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it is significantly omitted i,n a few figures preserved at Cuttack Jaina temple, the two in 
Bada Jagannatha temple, the two in village Sainkul, two in Podasingidi, and the one 
represented in Mahavira-Gumpl1a. Representation of other Tlrthar'lkaras in miniature 
size both seated and standing on either side of the Tirthankara are noticed in rare cases. 
The Parsvanatha image of Gadacl1andl near Podasingidi has all tl1e twenty-three other 
Tirthankaras depicted on its sides. Six such figures are shown with an image of Khiching 
M11:Seum and four iµ case of the second Parivanatha image of Cuttack Jaina temple. The. 
Parivanatha image of Vaidakhia is depicted with figures of ~~abhanatha, Santinatha~ 
Mahavlra and Chandraprabha along with their respective mark of cognizance along 
side of it. 

Similarly as!agrahas seated in yogilsana posture displaying conventional attributes are 
available with two figures of Cuttack Jaina temple, the one each at Pundal and Ayodhya .. 
Cymbals played in hands of invisible Gand/1arvas, though a normal feature in large 
number of Parivanatha images yet they are not envisaged in the figures of Sainkul, Bada 
Jagannatha, Ch~ramula (D.M.I), Jamunda (D.M.11) and Podasingidi. Halo (Prabhilman
<!ala) is only shown with the figure of Pratapanagari. Two Parsvanatha images one at 
Podasingidi and the other of Pratapanagari are fashioned within tora'}(ls fitted with 
makara heads. Semi N dga and N 4gi devotees in afijali hast a are found in most cases 
except, however with the images of Sainkul and Bada Jagannatha temple. 

Deep cut-marks noticed in various parts of the body of the Drthankara of 
Charampa maintaining uniformity with other Ttrthankaras of the place. Lotus and 
champak marks are noticed with the image of Cuttack Jaina temple. Hairs on the head 
in most cases are arranged in spiral locks with a bulging at the centre. This bulging in 
case of the image of Charampa appears to be very prominent. Padmavatt, the $asanadevf 
of the Ttrthankara is shown depicted at the centere of the pedestal of the image of 
Jamunda (D.M.11) in Koraput distriet. She is seated in Padn(iisana with a canopy of three 
hooded snake over head. The attributes in her hands are almost disfigured. The two 
seated Parivanatha images of Navamunt-Gumpha of Khandagiri represent, one a pitcher 
(kumbha) and the other an eight petalled lotus (or d/1arn1acl1akra) below their pedestals. 
Flyjng figures with garlands, seem to be anotl1er notable feature depicted on either side of 
the Ttrthankara. They are however not traced with the figures kept at Sainkul, Bada 
Jagannatha temple and Podasingidi. 

The two bronz.e idols of Parsvanatha, one at Bhanpur and the other preserved in 
the Orissa State Museum also represent the Ttrthankara, both in seated and standing 
order. In either case he is provided with a lotus pedestal, and canopy of seven hooded 
snake over head. 

The name of Parsva has been explained in Jaina literature differently. (a) He 
touches all ideas by knowledge, (b) his mother before his birth while lying on her couch, 
saw a black serpent crawling about, and (c) he is Lord (Natha) of his Yokfa named 
Pariva. In sculpture informs B.C. Bl1attacharya28, he is shown with three, seven or eleven, 

26. Ibid, p. 82. 
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hoods. The Ga~addhara Saraddha Sataka further speaks of Pariva wearing nine 
serpent hoods. Thus the canon of the numbers of hoods cited above is not always 
regular.27 

The bronze figure of Parsvanatha of Bhanapur only shows the auspicious fr1vatsa 
mark on the chest. Parsvanatha instead of being placed before Mahavira, tl1e t\\·enty
fourth Ttrthankara, occupies a roughly central place on the back wall of Mal1av1ra
Gumpha of Khandagiri hill. 

24. Mahavlra 

The figures of Mahavtra, the traditional founder of Jaina religion, are not very 
popular like the images of ~~abhanatha and Parivanatha. He is found represented in 
sculpture at places like Suai (Fig. 114), Kachela (Fig. 118), Boriguma, Jeypore and 
B. Singhpur of Koraput district. Ayodhya in Balasore district and Khandagiri hill of Puri 
district (Fig. 48). Few other in1ages of Mahavtra are also found preserved in the Orissa 
State Museum. These figures are shown invariably carved seated in meditative attitude 
or standing in kilyotsarga pose on plian, single or double petalled lotus pedestals at times 
supported by lions. Lion as the conventional mark of cognizance appears carved in the 
centre of these pedestals except in case of the figure bearing Acc. No. Ay. 50 of 
Orissa State Museum where it seems to be disfigured. Chauri bearers flanking the 
nrihankara are seen in conventional posture just above the pedestal in all cases. 
Trilinear umbrella and Siila the tree associated with his kevala kno\\·ledge also 
form the common feature of all these images. Figures of eight pi anets seated 
in a row in yo,f?tlsana posture displaying the conventional attributes are only 
noticed on the top edge of the lotus pedestal of the Mahavtra figure preserved in a 
niche of the Bhairava temple of Borigumma. Cymbals or drum played in hands or invisi
ble Gandharvas and halo (prabl1an1a,1dala) are depicted with most of these figures, !he 
exception being the im~ge of M~1havfra-Gumpha of Khandagiri. Two elephants flanking 
the Tlrthankara are not sho,vn in cases of the images fc1und in the caves of Ma.havtra
Gumpha of Khandagiri. Two elepl'. ants flanking the Tlrthankara are not shown in case 
of the images found in the caves of Kl1andagiri and the one bearing Acc.No.Ay. 50 of the 
Orissa State Museum. 1·he figure of J\1ahavlra of B. Singpur displays the dlrarmachakra 
below the pedestal and a makara tora'!a at tl1e back. The Mahavtra image (Ay.50) of 
Orissa State Museum on the otl1er hand represents pair of goose, Ga,1dl1arvas and 
Kinnaras beating cymbals and blowing conchsells; champak and lotus medallions as well 
as a decorative torana fitted witl1 111akara heads. Trefoiled arch instead of the halo 
seem to have been designed at the top of this image ~.nd the one in Mahavlra-Gumpha of 
Khandagiri hills. Devotees seated witl1 afijali liasta, pitchers, N aga figures, flying 
figures v.·itl1 garlands are also at times represented ,vith tl1esc figures of Mal1avlra . 

• 

Tl .e auspicious srivatsa m,trk is depicted 011 tl·c chest of the T1rthank,1ra of Suai 
in Koraput district only. Mata11g0, tl1c Yakia, is depicted on an elephant and sta11dir.g 

27. Ibid, p. 8S. • 
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near the dharmachakra symbol of the figures of Kachela and B. Singpur respectively. 
Similarly Sidhyika, the Sasanadevi of the Tirthankara is noticed below the pedestal of 
the figures of Suai, Kacl1ela, Bhagavati temple of Jeypore, two images in the Orissa State 
Museum, B. Singpur and Boriguma, all from Koraput district. 

The two principal names by which he was known were Vardhamana and 
Mahavira. The first name is explained as, since the prince was placed in the womb 
of the KfatriyaT}i Trisali this family's ( trea~ure) of gold, silver, riches, corn, 
jewels, pearls, shells, precious stones and corals increased, therefore, the prince shall 
be called Vardhamana (i.e. increasing). I-le was called Vira or Mahavlra in as much 
as he specially sent away the deeds (Karmas). His symbol of ti1e lion is the most 
befitting mark of his spiritual heroism. His forbeararce, his austerities, his strenuous 
work in the path of destroyir.g work are all unmistak~ble proofs of his lion-like 
personality. His Sasanadevi, Siddhayika has also the syn1bol of lion as her vehicle. 
His Yakfa Matanga riding an elephant perso11ifies tl1e royal pov.·er, which was asso
ciated with Vardhamana in his worl,ily as well as in his spiritual life, informs, B.C. 
Bhattacharya. 28 

There is a regular order based on chronology in the arrangement of the 
Tlrthankaras hav_ing characteristic symbols. This order has been reversed in some cases 
of Mahavtra-Gumphi of Khandagiri where we fi11d all the nrthankaras are depicted in 
the walls of its inner chamber. The reversal order in these cases is probably due to the 
ignorance and inadvertence of the sculptors. Their ignorance is evidenced by the intro
duction of imaginary symbols not mentioned in the J aina scriptures i.e. with the ninth 
and the eighteenth figures. 

, 
SXSANADEVIS 

1. Chakresv arl 

Independent figures of Chakresvari, the Sasanadevl of R~abhanatba, the first 
Tirthankara of the Jaina pantheon are noticed at Suai and Jeypore (Fig. 121), of Koraput 
district, and Navamunl-Gumpha (Fig.35) and BarabhujI-Gumpha (Fig.37) of Khandagiri 
hill in Puri district. In addition her figures are also shown belo\v the pedestal of a 
number of ~~abhanitha figures found at places like Suai (Figs. 113, 115 &116), Kachela, 
Jeypore (Kali temple) (Fig.123), B. Singpur, Charmula, Kotapata, Jamunda and Kamata 
of Koraput district. In all such cases she is depicted seated either in lalit<isana or 
padmasana pose on Garuda carved below her lotus pedestal. She has been represented in 
two, four, six, tel\, twelve and sixteen arms with attributes displayed in each of them. 
In independent figures, her Tlrthankara, ~~abhanatha is invariably sl1own seated in medi
tative attitude at the top with attributes like /a.ficha11a the bull, chauri bearers, l1alo, flying 
figures witl1 garlands in hands, trilinear un1brella, the k cvala tree and at times cymbals 
played in l1ands of invisible Ga11d/1arvas. Apart from Garuda, the traditional mount, we 
notice a crane (or peacock) and a pitcher in the pedestal of her image in the verandah 
wall of Barabhujl-Gumpha. 

28. Ibid, p. 90. 
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The only two armed Chakre§vari image depicted below the ~~abhanatha figure 
of Jamunda (D.M. 35) in Jeypore branch museum is shown seated in la/it6sana pose oil 
a lotus pedestal displaying Varada mudra in both hands. Four armed figures of Cbakre
,varl seem to be extremely popular with the R,abhanitha figures of Suai, Kachell, 
Jeypore, B. Singpur, Charumula, Kotapata, Kamta and Jamunda of Koraput district. 
In all these cases she is shown mounted on Garuda, except however of the figure of 
Jamunda (D.M. 8) where she is seated in J'ogasana pose on a lotus pedestal. Attributes 
like discs are only visible in two of her hands from the four. The four armed Chakresvarl 
images included within the pedestal of the R.~abhanatha figures bearing f\Tos. two, four, 
seven, nine and te11 of Suai and the one of Kali temple, Jeypore are provided with 
attributes like discs, in t,,,o hands and varada mudra on the others. The other four armed 
figures under the ~~abhanatha image bearing serial numbers twelve and thirteen of 
Suai and that of the Kall temple represent two discs, vessel and varada mudra in her 
hands. In respect of other Chakresvarl images of this category the attributes in hands 
are either damaged or become indistinct due to weathering effects. 

The only representation of a six armed Chakre,varl image below the pedestal of 
the ~~abhanatha figure bearing serial No. 8 of Suai shows two discs, abhaya, varada, 
sword and shield. She is also mounted on Garuda. 

The Chakresvarl image of Namamunt-Gumpha is ten armed, six with flower-like 
chakras (discs) perched on the fingers of six hands, the seventh hand holding a perforated 
disc, eighth a shield, ninth a rosary held against her chest in vitarka mudril and the 
tenth placed on the lap in yogarnudra. 

The figure of Chakresvarl carved along with the group of $ilsanadevis of Birabhujl
Gumpha is of twelve-armed. Of her six right hands one is in varada and the rest hold, a 
thunder bolt (vajra), two discs (chakra), rosary and sword; three of her left hands hold 
shield, disc and the stalk of flower, the attributes of the three others, one resting on her 
knee and the second placed on chest, are badly mutilated. 

The twelve-armed Chakre!varI figure on the left wall of the verandah of Birabhujl
Gumpha is popularly worshipped as a BarabhujI image of Durga. One of her right 
hands is in Varada, the second holds a sword, the tl1ird a disc. Of her left hands one is 
held against her chest and three carry shield, gl1an!a (bell) and disc. Attributes in rest 
of the hands are beyond recognition due to severe damage caused to them. 

All these figures are provided with a garment covering the lower parts of the 
body. Their other decorative ornaments co11sist of girdle, bracelets, armlets, necklace 
upa,,ita (sacred thread), anklets, earrings or stt1ds and head ornaments. Tl1e available 
text in case of the t,velve armed Cl1akrcsvart images of tl1e Digan1bara sect prescribe 
eight discs, citorn, varada a11d two vajras. The fout handed figure holds two discs. 

The sixteen armed Chakresvarl images are also available in Orissa, one of which 
is worshipped as Bhagavatl at Jeypore and, the other kept half buried under earth 
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in a temple at Suai of Koraput district. The figure of Jeypore is carved seated in Padam
a.ma (yogllsana) on a double petalled lotus pedestal supported by lions. The pedestal in its 
lower part depicts the figure of Garuda, the mount of Chakresvari a female attendant 
and Goniukha the Yak1a traditionally associated with I.l~abhanitha. Above the figure 
of Chakrefvarl is found her Jina, l.l~abhanitha in Yogasana pose along with the 
aslapratihllryas carved around him. In addition two elephants flank the Tlrthankara at 
the top. The plain halo (prabh4mandala) behind head of this Sasanadevi is designed in 
two sections with beaded borders. • 

Of her sixteen hands, the eight in the right represent attributes like sword, conical 
object (?), crescent moon, chakra (disc), samkha (conch), vajra (thunder bolt), japllmllla 
(rosary) and varada mudrll and the remaining eight of the left side display conical object 
(?) shield, gadll (mace), chakra (disc), trident, vajra, Kolasa (pot) and an indistinct object. 
The third eye on her forehead is distinctly visible. 

The · other Chakrdvarl image of this category found at Suai is also seated in 
padmlsana pose. The pedestal, depicting the mount and other figures is strongly 
embedded in earth. From her sixteen hands the available ones of the right side contain 
mace, sword, trident, disc, bow and pot and the left side displays spear, shield, arrow, 
dagger and a conical object. The attributes of the remaining hands are damaged and 
missing. The prabhamandala (halo) behind head and the conical crown over head are 
sumptuously decorated with artistic finish. Her Jina, 1.ltabhnitha is shown seated in 
yoga.Jana pose on a lotus pedestal displaying the aslapratih"llyas and eight planets along 
her sides. 

, Both the figures are richly clad with undergarments and well finished decorative 
ornaments. Figures of sixteen armed Chakrdvarl images are extremely rare in the 
country. 

By her name, symbol of disc and Garuda as mount, she had much affinity with 
that of Vaitnavl, the Jakti of Yi1nu. 

2. Rohinl • 

Rohir:tl, the Sisanadevi of Ajitanitha, the second Tlrthankara of the Jainas has 
been carved in high relief in three different places of Khandagiri hill and one_ at Suai 
of Koraput district. Of the two in Birabhujl-Gumpha, one is within the group of 
Slsanadevis and the other on its left verandah wall (Fig. 37). The third Rohini figure in 
Kbandagiri is depicted on the back wall of the cell of Navamunt-Gumpha. Bull, as 
mount is represented with her images in Barabhujt-Gumpha, but, elephant the conven
tional /di'Ichana of her Tlrthankara appears below the pedestal in case of Navamunl
Gumpha. The mark of cognizance of the Rohir:it figure of Suai is not clearly visible. The 
three figures of Khandagiri are seated in lalitasana pose on plain or lotus pedestals but 
the one in Suai in padmasana on a lotus pedestal supported by lions. The text provides
an iron seat for the Sasanadevl. Depiction of the third eye is distinctly shown on the: 
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cirail~r .. shaped.haloes are also appearing in som~ cases. The atti"ibutes in her ~$iv1 
h4LQQ$: are ,.v.en below A The one at S\lai and the other on the verandah wall of Birabh)Uf 
Ciu1nphi depict Ajitanatha in yogdsan<il posture on the top of the Sllsanadevf. The1c vo&iv41 

• 

fi&u~ .of Ajitanitha . also with the mark of cognizance (elephant), the keva/a tJ'C0, c~ 
beJn;ra ~ -ftymg Ga,ndharvas h9lding garlands in hands. are also provided, 

The four armed figure of Navamunl-Gumphi is shQwn in. the rishl, wia 
abhayamudrii and vajra and the left a goad and a three-pronged object. 

The twelve armed image of the verandah wall of Barabhujl-Gumphi dQeJ noi 
agr~. with textual descriptions. It is locally worshipped a& B'llrabhujf (Durga). i~ 
~PI:>& wj_th the Chakresvarl image carved in its frqnt wall. . 

Among the attributes, the vara, a banner, ankuJa (goad) and disc in right-hands 
an<J,a la#Jlc/,4, (?) w~ter-pot_twig or tridan~i and a disc in left are recogninbl~. 

Tk .s~nd twelve-armc,ci Rohini. figure within the group of. . pf: ~ 
110-.0 ~ve like. the first also remarkably differ from textual description•, in . rcapec.t_ of 
attribu,e-1. lwld . in hands. One of her right hands. is i~ Y arada mudr4, among _o~ 
auributes . onl~ spea( or arrow and a sword are recognizabler Her.Jeft,hap~~~if 
DOOR.{?),: bow, h4/d shield, stalk of a lotus and ghanla (?), the last being hel(\ . ,.a;p_.i 
htt c.hlat. 

The third twelve-armed Rohir.il of Suai is shown seated in padmllsana pose with 
palD\I of lowc:r two hands kept one over the other. Of the other five hands of the right 
side, one is broJcen and the rest represent vajra, sword, disc and arrow. 81ld _the. fiye Jc~ 
hands are provided with vessel, shield, bell, tridant/1 and bow. 

AJJ the fou, Rohini fiiures are elaborately . decoraf:Cd with lqwer &3l'JMDt, l4ri, 
girdle, anklets, necklace, earrings, bangles and ornaments for the heaq-: 

The attributes in hands of the four-armed Rohia;tl of Navamun1-Gumph4_ ~~-~ 
of her mount, the elephant also connects her with the mdtrika, Indrani, the J'IJ/cti of 
Il)dr~ The: ~ird e~e placed horizontally over hot forehead st,rengthcq.a this auppolition. 

3. ,~ptl. 

Prajfti.ptl, .the $llasanqdevi of the third nrthaAkara, Saml>havanatha is repeated in 
two caves i.e. Navamunl Gumpha ad Birabhujl-Gumphi of Khandagiri hill. 

ThCr mo~~ in case of both the figures is badly damaged. Th~: available porti91¥ 
of tlw .. mo_upt :in Birabhujl-G_ui;npha have more similarity wit~ an animal ra.tbcr tb4p_a 
bir4 J)(esctj~~ in th~. text. The, pedestals on which the fi~ is se~~. •c; eit!JF 
~iao~ plaiJil, oi: wit~ a dO\lble. petalled lo~ flower. The im~gc in N~vp,.p~•µUap~ 
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is two-armed holding in the left the stalk of a blue lotus, right being in ~- Mtld 
in lalitllsana she wears a necklace, bangles, anklets, and a plain ja/imkula. The avilablc 
texts are silent about a two-armed image . 

• 

· Prajftipti of Birabhujl-Gumphi is four-armed ·with the lower right in ,arada awt 
' the ·upper right holding a rosary. The attributes in the left hands are damaged. Tho 
· representations of this figure tally more with the textual description of the four-&rmed 
A1et1Jmbtua Duritirt than with the JJigambara Prajftiptl who is described six-a1111od. · A1l 
oval shaped halo is visible behind the head of this image. 11 

4. VajrasrinkhaJi 

Two figures of Vajrasrinkhali, the Sllsanadev1 of the fourth Tir1hankara, Abhi
· oandailanitha ·are also reckoned, one each in the Navamunt-Guinphi ·and ;13irabhujl
;. Gnmpbi of Kha'ndagiri ·1u11. In. Navamunt-Gumphl, she is seated in ialitlsana pose ·on 
a plain pedestal, below, which her mark of cognizance also :a monkey shown in · 'foldM 

• . I , • I t • 

hands contrary to the swan prescribed in the text. In Birabhujt-Gumphi though she is 
depicted seated in lalit'llsana pose on double petalled lotus pedestal, her vehicle is badly 
disfigured. The oval shaped halo (prabh'/Jmandala) behind head is prominently shown·'in 

· this 'figure. 

The four-armed figure of Navamunt-Gumphi is decked in bangles, necklaces, ear
studs, mukula and anklets. She carries in her lower left a child. in upper left, a conch 
and in upper right a chakra, the lower right being in abhaya. With the above attributes, 

. s'he ls 'having more affinity with the m'lltr1ka, ·vai,nav1, than Vajrasink1iaf3, who is 
· described as riding on a swan and holding in her r our hands snake, noose, rosary and 

, 

fruit.• 

The other image of Birabhujt-Gumphi is eight-armed with two han·ds playing on 
'a haip, one of her right hands is in varada mudrll. A'mong other attributes only wi}ra · in 
one of her left bands is somewhat clear. She IIas been provided with ·a lotus pedestal. 

~. ·Paiutadatti 

The only representation of Puru~adatti, the Sllsanadevl of the fifth nrthankara 
Sumatinitha is found seated in lalit'llsana pose on a plain pedestal on the teft wail bf the 
inner chamber of Barabhujt-Gumphi. Her mount, crocodile, contrary to elephant is 
noticed· below the pedestal. Puru,adatti as V idyadevf is described as riding a· cuckoo.11 

An o'fal shaped halo is noticed behind her head. 

The image of ten-armed Puru~adatti is a departure from the scriptural descrip
tion. Among the attributes in her right hands, varada, a perforated disc, long spear and 
sword are clear; in her left hands are found a noose, shield, ha/a, hammer and blue-lotus. 

29. B.C. Bhattacharya, TM Jalna Iconography, p. 124, • 
30. Ibid, p. ll4. 
31. Ibid, p.126, 
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6. Manovegi 

Manovega, as the Sdsanadevi of the sixth Tirthankara, Padmaprabba has been 
depicted with her mount swan in Birabhujl-Gumphi only. She is seated in lalita pose on 
a plain pedestal and provided with an oval halo behind head. Though four banded, she 
does not confirm to the textual description of the attributes of sword, lance, fruit and 
,ara mudr'D and the mount horse. Here she holds in her left hands a conch (?) and 
banner and in the upper right a three-pronged object (vajra), lower right being as usual io 
varada.11 

7. Kill 

The only figure of Kall, the Sasanadevf of Supativanatha, the seventh nrthankara 
is depicted in Birabhuj1-Gumphi seated in lalitllsana pose on a plain pedestal displaying 
peacock as her mark of cognizance. She has an oval shaped halo behind head. In her 
eight hands, she is shown with ,arada n;udrll. a bowl of fruits, lance (?) and sword in the 
right, conch, hammer (?) and spear in the left contrary to the description in the texts in 
which case she is four-armed displaying a trident, fruit, varada mudril and bell. Her 
mount should also be a bull. Manovegi or ''Swift as mind'' is aptly symbolised by the 
vehicle of a horse known for its swiftness. 33 

8. Jvalamilinl 

Jvalimalint representing as Sllsanadevl of the eighth nrthankara, Chandraprabha 
is also noticed within the group of figures in Birabhujl-Gumphi. She is found here 
seated in lalita pose on a plain pedestal below which her mount, the lion depicted instead 
of the conventional buffalo. An oval shaped halo behind head is shown as usual. Here 
she is twelve-armed with the representation of varada mudrll dagger, disc, arrow, club(?) 
and sword in her right hands and again varada shield, bow, conch, noose and bell in the 
left, the last being held against the chest. 

The textual description of the eight handed Jvalamalinl having buffalo as the 
mark of cognizance has little affinity except a few attributes with this figure." 

9. Mahikill 

Mahikilr, the Sasanadevi of Pu~padanta, the ninth nrthatakara of Birabhujl
Gumphi is available seated in la/itllsana pose on a pedestal. Her mount, the bull, 
contrary to tortoise appears below the pedestal. Suttira, her counterpart in the 
Svetdmbara sect rides a bull. Jn the text, besides, the mount tortoise, she is represented 
with vajra, club, fruit and varada mudro, disc(?) bird, bowl of fruits (?), and disc in the 

32. Ibid, p. 126-27. 
33. Ibid, p. 128. 
~- Ibid, p. 129, 
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right and a crescent, tarjani mudr1J, snake, flower(?) and branch of a bee (or feather of 
peacock) in the left. An oval shaped halo is depicted behind her head.11 

10. Manavt 

Minavl, the $4sanadevi of Sitalanitha is found depicted in /alita pose on a plain 
pedestal of the above mentioned cave. Her mount, most probably an animal, is dis
figured. Similar is also the case with the attributes in her four-hands. She holds in her 
lower left, a danf/a, the lower right being in varada pose. The attributes in the upper 
hands are indistinct, that in the upper right looks like a disc, while the object, in the left 
may either be a conch or fruit. In the texts she is described as riding a hog and display
ing a fruit, varada mudr4, bow, etc. in hands. The oval shaped halo in conf<1rmity with 
other Sasanadevt figures of Birabhujt-Gumphi appears behind her head. 11 

11. Gaurl 

Like the previous one, Gaurt, the &lsanadevf associated with Sreyinsanitha, the 
eleventh Tlrthankara of the Jaina pantheon is seated in /a/ita pose on a plain pedestal in 
Birabhuj1-Gumphi. Her mount is greatly damaged. Being heavily built, it cannot be 
taken as the antelope prescribed in the text. Though she has four hands co11esponding 
to the authority, the attributes shown in those hands widely disagiee with the description. 
They are in this example, water pot and manuscript in the left hands and varada mudr4 
and rosary in the right contrary to the provision of club, lotus, urn, and varada. She has 
the oval shaped halo behind head as usual. The attributes connect her with Brihmai:ir.17 

12. Gindharl 

Gindhirl, the $11sanadevr of Visupiijya has been represented in both Navamunt
Gumphi and Barabhuj1-Gumphi of Khandagiri hill. In either case, she is seated in 
/alita pose on a plain pedestal below which her mount, the peacock is shown. The text, 
however, prescribes for her a crocodile to ride. Oval shaped halo as found in case of 
the figure in Blrabhujl-Gumpha is conspicuous in its absence behind the head of the 
image of Navamunt-Gum'phi. 

Wearing bangles, necklace, ear-studs, anklets and Ja/4-muku/a, the four-armed 
figure in Navamunt-Gumphi holds in her lower left band, a child, in upper left a Jaktl 
and in upper right a mutulunga, the lower right being in abhaya mudra. The eight
armed figure in Birabhujt-Gumphi, represents the varad4 mudr1l, a mutulunga (?), rosary 
and blue lotus in right bands and a water pot conch, twig (or bunch of flowers), and the 
stalk of a full-blown lotus in left hands. 

35. D,ld, p. 129. 
36. Ibid, p. 130. 
37. Ibid, p. 131, 
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· Neithtr the attr1butoa,- ·nor -tile · mOBt -tally •ith·'ltlipt111'al eelOliiptioa. ·TIie· folU' 
armed one has rather more eteJnbla~ with -tlte Brahmdnioal K-aumitl. Tile D/g0111bllra 
from of this deity as per the text is represented as riding on a crocodile and having ihe 
hands equipped with a club, two lotuses and Y arada mudr4. 

·The bronr.e idol of Ohdhirl fashioned along- with iigut'el of 4ler , Y,aAfa•"Kumira 
· •a11d :nrthattkara Vatupujya of Achutarajapur bem.ng Aoe. ~- ~S 'in the ·0n111a &ate 
-M1!9etim is ·seated -in · m.mllrllja/i/a ,,_ · wearing --:aol(lta; lirdle, -hatglee, -.ered· tllrcff, 
-necklace; armlets, dar-studs and muku/a. ;The right· ·band of tins 8iaaNIJe"fl, ftlllS en her 
right ·knte and tbe ·left ·hand· placed m the left thigh. 

The only image of Vairoti appears in' lallta pose on a plain pedestal .in ·Birabhujl
Gumphi. She, as SasanadeVI is associated with Vimalanitha, the thirteenth Tlrthal\kara 
of the Jainas. Her conventional mark of cognizance, the snake is here replaced with a 

, tlW below the pedt:stal. · Contrary t<>1 -tbe four baads -in t.he text she is rcpre1cnted here 
1\Vith eigllt ·hand havmg -,arada ~ .. arrow, •sword an4 P•aJu in ker n,ht hands and 
-~ajro,-bow, .-,ar and elfield m her left haads. -Bxeept tho--l>ow and aaow, ·the other two 
:=attributes of snake •as ·per the textual deacript.fen-have heen -ipered-fn this oaae. An 
~:mial lhe'pCd halo has boun-deaianod-behind Iler heatl•i11u11.11 

-1~ . . 'Anantamatl 

A ten-armed figure of Anantamatl~-the 'sasanadevi of 'An:aritaiilttia; ttie l fcYl'.ltt~ilth 
Tirthankara is carved in the back wall of Birabhujt-Gumphi. She is shown here seated 
in lalita pose on a plain pedestal below which her lllllchana, the horse(?), ·witb li~d 

•-dema8ed is depidod.• In the text Anantemati as carried by a swan and displaying a 
: bow, -arrow, fruit and wzrada m,,,dr1l as attributes in-four of her .liafflls. ·'Buf the figure 
rq,rcsented in -Birabhujt-Gumphi is proyided with a staff like object, ,ajfa, Staib ·or·ftall-
-blown lotus, shield-aad hamme& -in the left-hands and ihe wucidll mudr4, a dagger; ~r, 
· ,,we~ aad tile remaining eoe-being :damaged. An_ oval shaped· halo• shown -behind 
her head. D. Mitra described her as an eight armed figure.• 

15. Minasl 

The -single icon of MinaSI, the .S..11edetl 6f -Dharmanitha.1eated· in llllila .. pose 
·on a plain pedestal in Birabhujl-Gumphi. Htr ·trNU'k -of -cogni;7-NICC, the hone(?) is 
: badly 'di~figured. She is here provided With· V•rsdo 1111«/rl,. pellet, three : proa,ed object 
in -·left bands and bell, banner and conch in the right. lfbe oval shaped halo apl)Nlrs 
behind her head as usual. The text besides, the meunt tiael\ -,preaeribed for her six 
hands with different attributes like Yarada n1udr4, two lotuses, arrow, goad and bow. u 

38. Ibid, p. 133. 
39. Ibid, p. 134. 
40. D. Mitra, JAS, Vol. I, 1969, No. 2, p . 131. 
41. B.C. Bbat~har)'a, TM /alna Iconograp"1, p. 13$, 
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~m~a,,t.JS ~ ~P SialUla<kvt. of Santinitha, the sixteenth Tirthankara of~
Jaip~ ia ~d ~~ in YoallJanQ poso (padmi.sana). on a double petalled lot1Js pedestal. 
iQ,Bir~b-ujl-Gumphi.o( l<banda~•' hill,. ~e~ conventional mark of cognizance, th~ 
vpar.~ is . sia~~n~~ om.i~~ hCl'C. IQ hef two haads she holds, stalks of full-blqwn. 
lq~ fl~we,s.. Twq ~phaq~ ~Glled OIJ the. lotuses are seen flanking the im~ge at. th~ 
top in order to pour sacred water from the pitchers held in .thei,:- ttunb. The. ovJll. ~~ 
halo is depicted behind her head as usual. a 

The representation agrees more to the conception of the abhi1eka form of La/wnl 
~". tit~ q"°'1~ . d,~tion of the Sa.san~evl of Santinatha in w}J.ich case she must 
~Y.ta .clt~ fi;qitt •WQfd .. (1)-and: Y o,"4a ""'f/ra .in f o~ ~da. 

17 •. Vijay~. 

Vijayi has been associated with the seventeenth Tlrthadkara, Kunthunatha aa 
~IM.MW~-' ~ O:Dl1. r.epr~tion iq Bir~bhujl-Gump~• is .found, seated in la/Ito 
pose on a plain pedestal. Her vehicle.-~ .b~~-iq this caae. is partially damaged .. T4~ 
text, however, provides a black boar as the riding animal for the S'1Jsanadn1. 

In her ten llands she displays in the right varada mudr'IJ, a staff like object, hook 
(~), diap and rosar)I (?) 8Qd. in tbe left a thre~ pronged object,. perforated disc, conch 
(?), • -~~ o{.full. bloWD lo""= ~d water pot. The avilable t~xt refers th~. figure as, . four
li411_,.". with conc;b .. swosd •. disc and Yarado .mU(lrll _,._ attribute~ in respective~~-• .. 

18. Tlri 

Ar,M11l'-'-' $4sqpr,devJ-., has ~ :~P.~nted. in lalita pose,.on ,a plain . ped~ in 
B~ra,bbµJ~Gumphi only. I.o .her. twQ hands. she; iS; shown with Yarada mudrd in the rigbt 
and the stalk of a full-blown lotus in the left contrary to the four h1i11ds mentioned .in the 
text. Her present mount the animal resembling a boar (or elephant) with head broken 
is also a departun, from the conventional vehicle, the swan. The ,,o\lal sba~d halo js 
shown behind the head as usual." 

This.t\V<) .~cq Gp~ . with the attribu~ in hands is a whol.ie adoption from 
the. B\l~•~G.P4.~r•~·-

19. Ap&J1l.itti · 

The only- figure of Aparajlti, ~llsanadevf of Mallinitha is found seated in lalitasa,u;i 
pose on a plain pedestal· within the group of Sasanade,is of Barabbujl-Gumpha. Her veh.i,. 

42. Ibid, p. 136. 
43. Ibid, p. 137. 
44. Ibid, p. 138. 
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cle, a short tailed animal (ram) is shown below the pedestal. She has the oval shaped 
halo behind head, in her eight hands, she is represented with ,arada mudr'll, a long spear 
(Jakti), arrow and a sword in the right and a cone-sha~d object (conch) bow, shield 
and banner in the left. Neighther the mount nor the attributes in her hands tally with the 
textual description. The Digambara version in the image provides lion as the riding 
animal and citrus, sword, shield and varada-mudr'll as conventional attributes in four 
hands. Her original name seems to have been derived from that of Durgi, who bears 
the same name in Brahmanism. ' 6 

20. BahurupiQt 

BahurupiQI, associated with Tirthalikara Munisuvrata with the exception of all the 
S'llsanadevfs in Birabhujt-Gumphi is carved in a reclining pose on a plain bed (cot). 
She is attended by three other figures one of which shown fanning her. Below her bed 
ia placed a water pot. Of the two hands, the left one is traced below the head and the 
right one is traced over the body. The halo behind head is not shown here . 
. 

The text, however, provides for her a shield, fruit, sword and varada mudrl as 
attributes in four hands and a black snake to ride." 

21. Chamundi 

Chamundi, $11asnadev1 of Naminitha, is depicted with multiple heads and an 
oval shaped halo in Birabhujl-Gumphi. She is seated in la/ita pose on a plain pedestal 
below which her mount, or the mark of cognizance, the swan is shown. In her four 
hands, she is represented with wirada mudr4 and rosary in the right and water-pot and 
trident in the left. The oval shaped halo is found as usual behind the head. 

The Chamundi image as per the text rides on a doliphin and carries a rosary, staff', 
shield and sword. The image in this case has more resemblance with Brihma~ of 
the Hindu pantheon.'' ; 

22. Amra (Ambiki) 

. Figura of Amra or Ambiki, the $'llsanadevl of Neminitha, the twenty-second 
Tlrtha6kara of the Jainas are confronted with at places like Khandagiri (Fig. 3S &_S2), 
Podasingidi (Fig. SS & 86), Jambhira (Fig. 89), Barudi, Badasai, Balighat (Balason,), 
Kachela (Fig. 119), B. Singpur (Figs. 129, 130, 131 and 132), Brahmesvarpatna and 
Achutarajapur of Orissa (Figs. 65, 66 & 67). She appears to be extremely popular of all 
&Jsanadevi figures in Orissa. Her images are designed either seated with her Y a/c1a 
Gomedha on a common pedestal or carved independently. When carved alone she was 

45. Ibid, p. 139. 
46. Ibid, p. 140. 
41. Ibid, p. 141. 
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given more prominence. In all her seated figures either alone or with the Y akta, she is 
shown in lalita pose but the standing ones invariably display a tribhanga pose. The 
pedestals on which she is seated or standing are either plain or arranged with lotus 
petals. Her mount the lion is usually placed below the pedestal. In exceptional case like 
the Ambiki image of Brahm~vara pacana (now preserved in the Dhenkanal branch 
Museum) the lion is found to the left of the pedestal. The mango tree, the other conven
tional feature of this S4sanaclevi is shown in the background in all cases. Her 
Tirthankara is placed over this tree in yog4sana pose in most cases. The two Ambiki 
figures of Badasai, however, do not contain the Tlrthankara at the top. The two 
Sasanadev1 images bearing No. D.M. 5 and D.M. 20 of B. Singpur, the one of Kachela, 
Brahmesvarpatana and cave No. 10 of Khandagiri hill are shown standing in captivating 
tribhanga pose over pedestals. 

The Tlrthankara figures on the top are depicted with the mark of cognizance, chaurt 
bearers, flyillg figures with garlands, halo and the keva!a tree. The mark of cognizance 
in most cases is an eight petalled lotus or a disc. The Ambiki figures of Birabhujl
Gumphi, Podasingidi and Kachela display prominent prabh'iJ.man<!alas behind head in 
addition. The pedestal of one of the seated images of Badasai is supported by tapering 
pillars. The well designed tora'}a behind the figure of Kachela is also supported by 
decorative pillars. Devotees seated in folded hands and various types of offerings are 
noticed below the pedestal of the figures of Balighat, Jambhira, Podasingidi and Kachela. 
At times attendant figures are carved along side this S'iJ.sanadev1. The two female atten
dants in case of one of the figures of Podasingidi are shown displaying fly-whisks in their 
hands. 

The two handed figures of· this SDsanadevi are invariably shown with a baby on 
the left lap and a bunch of mangoes or a mango twig in the right. _One of her figures 
of Podasingidi is however, depicted with varada mudrll in right hand. At times one or 
two small babies are shown plucking mangoes held in her right hand. 

The four armed image of Badasai is depicted with hands showing V arada mudra, 
bunch of mangoes or its twig and one kept on the thigh. Similarly the other four armed 
figure of Barudi is found displaying a bunch of mangoes, varada mudra and conical 

objects. 
I 

Ambiki figures seated with Yakta Gomedha on a common slab are also found in 
places like Podasingidi, Thunigaon, Ayodhya, Lataharana, B. Singpur, and Khandagiri 
hill. Except in one case of B. S ingpur, the Sasanadev1 is invariably shown seated to 
the left of Gomedha in lalitasana pose. She displays the bunch of mangoes or the: 
mango twig in right hand and holds the baby on the left. The mango tree is depicted. 
behind the two figures. At times they represent the votive figure of Neminatha seated in 
yogasana pose at the top of the tree. A peculiar feature of some of these representations . 
is that a baby is sho\\11 swinging on the tree from which it branches off. Some of the . 
prominent pratiharyas along side of the Tlrthankara Neminitha and devotees in 
kneeling position are also depicted with these figures. The Ambika figure on the common. 
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-•lab )of·. B. Singpur bearmg ·No. i:>.M. 23 is seated to the right of Gomedba displaying 
attribut5 in opposite· hands. Like Gomedha she is fouod seated: in mah/Jr.ljalil-a pose. 

Jn. addition to the Ambilca figures in stone D. Mitra• brought to our notice four 
brome .idols of this $t1sanadevi. They were all recovered from village Achuwajpur and 
preserved for the present in the Art Section of the Orissa State Museum. 

The- first figure of this group (Acc. No. 288) is seated elegantly in the lalit'lJsalla 
·posture.on the pericarp of a vifvapadma her right foot being pendent. With her left fore 
arm supporting the back of a child seated on her left thigh. She holds with the artistic 
fingers of her right palm a twig with a bunch of mangoes. Close to her pendent leg is a 
seated bejewelled boyish figure with locks of hair falling on sides and holding a circular 
object in its right hand. The central projection of her lotus pedestal, accommodates the 
iioo, her conventional mount. The edges of the lintel and jambs of the back-rest are 
. decorated with beads. Near the ends of the lintel is a somewhat amalalca shaped 
member, close to which is a beaded string hanging downwards. Above.the lintel are 
mango-twigs laden with , fruits. Around her shoulders and head and mounted on the 
lintel.is a solid oval halo whose beaded border is edged by leaf shaped flames. At the 
crown of the halo is an ornate floral device hiding the view of the thick shaft of the 
umbrella in three gradually diminishing chhatras the topmost one being -crowned by a 
eonical finial. 

The second figure (Acc. No. 263) also seated in lalit"il.sana pose on a lotus arrayed 
on a narrow pedestal with footed base and two mangoes placed below. Against the 
middle of the front side is the lion. She supports a child seated in her left folded leg 
through the left fore arm. She carries a mango twig with her right palm resting on the 
knee. The · right palm of the child is placed against bis chest. By the side of her right 
thigh ·is a grown up child seated in the paryankdsana posture with a mango like ~ruit in 
his right palm against the chest. The solid oval halo .edged by . tongues of flames is tightcy 
fixed to the pedestal. Above her head are the spreading branches of the mango tree 
perdied. above the mango branches is Neminitha. Seated in yog4s,ma pose displaying the 
iedividaali halo. in oval shape. At its -crown is a floral motif, , ahove which rean .up an 
.,...,.la-with &•prominent bud,.ahaped finial. 

The third figure (Acc. No. 289) though represents the broad features of the 
t,rt,rious ooe yet close .to her right leg is a pot bellied boy, seated in the ,nal,ar4jalil4 
posture: with his right hand • extended up to the knee. A-small defaced dise is also seen 
against the feet of Neminatha seated in yogamudr4 at the top. Unlike the preceding 
image the locg halo (attached to the pedestal) has a trefoil upper part. 

The last figure of Ambika (Acc. 289) also corresponds to the second image in 
many of the iconographic details. Here she is seated in the maharlJja/i/4 postJire. Around 
the back• of the Sasanadevi is an oval halo with two over-hanging ciuiters· ol ma11goes 

4&,i .:o.;MltA·,·B,o,ue.,from Acludvaja,ur, pp. 4s-48. 
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near the top. At the crown of the halo is the robelcss Neminitha in the yogan•lld a. 
Above Neminatha is a chhatr'ill'ali of three gradually diminishing umbrellas capped by a 
coniul finial. 

All 'tbese figures are heavily decked in ornaments like girdle, -necklaoe, anklets, 
bangles, armlets, sacred thread and head ornaments in addition to the under garment· 
and scarf. 

Dr. Mitra" further observes ''The name Ambika and the mount-lion aro- clear 
indications of her borrowal by the Jainas from the Brahmanical pantheon. Her holding 
or a child also points to the conception of the M dtrik4s. At the same time, the figures 
or Hiriti, the yak1i of Rajgrha converted by Buddha, have a close iconographical resem-= 
blance with the icons of Amra. The Jaina conception of this divinity, is. thus an 
amalgam of different ideas. Among the Siisanadev'ls she was particularly popular in 
eastern . India as may be assessed from the comparatively large number of her images 
found in this region. She came to be venerated as an independent Goddess, as in some 
of her images, the figure of Neminitha is conspicuous· by its absence. In her images we 
generally find a small child in her lap and another but somewhat grown up child by 
her side, and a bunch of mangoes usually in her right hand while above or near her 
sides are represented branches laden with mangoes. Her popularity was, no doubt due 
to her symbolising fertility as people resorted to her for having children''. 

The Digambara version of this image of the Sllsanadevi is described as riding up 
on, a lion and bearing two hands with a bunch of mangoes and a child. 80 

23. Padmivatl 

Figures of Padmavatl, ths Sasanadevi of Parivanatha are traceable in, the 
Nanmunt-Gumpha (Fig. 35) and Barabhuji-Gumpha of Khandagiri hill and at Nanda• 
pur in Koraput district. All the images are carved seated in lalitiJsana pose on double 
petalled lotus below which in case of Navamunt-Gumpha, a lotus and Nandapur an 
elephant are depicted as mark of cognizance. The symbol with the figure in Barabhujl
Gumphi is not traceable. A canopy of five hooded snake appears over head of the 
figures of Barabhujt-Gumphi and Nandapur. A votive figure of Parivanitha flanked by 
cltaur1-bearers and flying figures with garlands and having canopy of a seven hooded 
snake is found depicted on the top of Padmavatl figure of Nandapur. The third'!'eye on 
the forehead is noticed with the figure of Navamunt-Gumphi only. · 

The two hands of this image in Navamunt-Gumpba are shown with abhaya mudrl 
in the right and lotus in the left. The four armed figure of Nandapur represents a 
twig, varada mudra and para!u in three hands the fourth being damased. The eight 
armed figure of Barabhujl-Gumpha on the other hand displays varada mudril, arrow, 

49. Ibid, p. 44. 
,O. B,C. Bhattacharya, The Jalna Iconography, p. 143, 
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,word and disc (?) in the right and bow, shield, stalks of lotuses in the left. Neither the 
mount nor the attributes in hands confirm to the textual description in which she 
should have a snake or peacock as her vehicle and represent goad, rosary and lotuses in 
case of a four armed figure. It is most likely that connection between the Jaina Padmi
vau and the Brahmanical Manasa originates from the J aina legends. Jaratkiru an ascetic, 
stands for Kathi in the Jaina legend and it is, he who latterly, became one with SeJa, 
the king of Pdt'lJ/a. 51 

24. Sid hi yiki 

A twenty armed figure of Sidhyiiki, the S4sanadev1 of Mahivira, the last of the 
Tlrthankaras of the Jainas is carved seated in /alit'llsana pose on a plain pedestal in the 
Birabhujt-Gumpha of Khandagiri hill. Her mount, the elephant and the attributes in 
respective hands thoroughly ignore the canonical injunctions. In the twenty hands she 
represents in the right varada mudrd, spear, rosary, arrow, small staff(?) hammer, hala,, 
,ajra, disc and sword; of the attributes in her left hands a water pot, book, matulunga (?) 
lotus, bell (?), bow, nilgapasa and shield are only recognizable . 

. 

The Digambara version of this S"l!.sanadevl should represent a lion as riding animal 
and ,arada mudrd and book as attributes in hands. 52 

A two-armed lady with a pot in front is carved standing within a triangular 
shaped arch at a little distance from this Sidhiyiki image of Birbhujl-Gumphi. 

The Tlrtha6kara images though appear more or less in conventional posture 
having much similarity with the fundamental features of the Jainas, the Sdsanadnis with 
the exception of Amra do not as a rule follow canons of Jaina iconography as laid down 
in the available scriptures. This indicates either to tl1e existence in this region of a different 
text which the artist followed in carving the figures of Sasanadevis or the germinal state 
in which iconographic concepts still existed without being crystallised into rigid forms. 
The latter alternative is suggested by the difference in the attributes of the same Sisana
devl figure carved not only in separate caves but also in the same cave of Khandagiri hill. 

The seven Sasanadev1s preceded by the figure of G a~da seated in mahllr"l!.ja/ild 
posture in the Navamunl-Gumphi of Khandagiri appear to be the reminiscent of the 
Brahmanical Sapta m?Jtrukiis. The grouping may not be accidental as most of them evince 
characteristics which are not available in the Jaina texts but which in the Brahinaoical 
prototypes, with their attributes and mounts they disclose unmistakably the assimilation 
of the Brahmanical deities in to the J aina pantheon. 

Similarly in the Barabhujl-Gumpha we find altogether twenty-five figures of 
Tlrthankaras, Par;vanatha bcil'g repeated twice covering the three walls of the inner 

SI. Ibid, p. 145. 
~2. Ibid, p. 146. 
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chamber. The Pirivanitha figure at the commencement of the images of the back wall 
is larger in size than the rest and is shown stripped of all raiments. It evidently occupies 
fhe position of m ulanayaka in this cave. 

Thus all items belonging to the astapratiharyas of the Jainas appeared in the 
sculptures of Orissa in different periods. In addition pairs of elephants, cymbals played in 
the palms of invisible Gandharvas and conches blown by heavenly figures, lotus and 
champak marks, representation of moon and sun, pitchers, fishes, mirrors offerings, devo
tees in afljali pose, Naga figures, various types of / anchanas, simhasanas, as!agrahas, 
miniature Tlrthankara figures along side the mulanayaka and figures of Yaktas and Yak
tifl1s appear with the Tirthankara images in Orissa. In comparison to the earlier phase 
they are more elaborate in the later period. Srivatsa mark on the chest and dharmachakra 
symbol below pedestal are very rarely traced. The Ttrthankaras though found naked their 
subsidiary divinities including the Yaktas and Sasonadevis are depicted with extremely 
varied costumes and ornaments. 

The Tlrthankara figures of ~~abhanitha and Parsvanatha are recognised in addi
tion by the dep~ction of matted locks of falling hairs and canopy of a seven hooded snake 
respectively. Chaurf-bearers flanking the Ttrthal\karas, though invariably shown with 
fly-whisks held in one of their hands, in rare cases however, they display champak 
flowers. Aslagrahas wherever available are depicted seated in meditative pose holding 
pot of nectar and rosary in hands. The figure of Surya from this group is however, 
represented with two full-blown lotuses. This typically confirms to their Brahmanical 
counterparts in Orissa. The T1rthankaras both in stone or metal represent two distinct 
postures. While carved standing they are shown with k'iJyotsarga pose with both the 
hands stretching up to the knees and when in sitting position they display yogasana pose 
concentrating the eyes on the tip of the nose. The right palm in this position is inva
riably placed over the left and both soles distinctly visible to the observer. The two 
Oar:ida figures, one preceding the Sasanadevis of Navamunl-Gumphi and the other in 
the Gal}e,a-Gumpha are however represented seated in mllh'lJrajalil'iJ postures . 

. The 84sanadevis on the other hand are carved below the pedestals of their respec
tive Tlrthankaras or independently. Jn few other cases they are also found seated along 
with their Yak/as in common slab. While fashioned in standing they display the captivat
ing tribhanga posture but in other cases padmdsana and ardhaparyanksan appears to be 
extremely popular with them. The figure of Bahurupir:tl in Birabhujl-Gumphi is however 
shown in reclining pose. They represent the particular /'iJnchana below their respective 
pedestals. Mudrlls or gestures in their hands are mainly confined to abhaya, varada, 
tarjani and vitarka. They hold in other hands various types of attributes which helps us 
in distinguishing the one from the other. These emblems in hands normally based on the 
prescription of a particular text current during the period in this part of the country. As 
indicated earlier most of these emblems in hands do not confirm to the prescriptions in 
the available texts. Again many of these items are very often repeated with the figure 
not only of other caves but also in one cave. They range from various types of deadly 
weapons of war to manuscripts, musical instruments, baby on the lap, flowers and bran-
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ches of trees. The -weapons of war mainly· consist· of sword, · shteld, bow, arrow, dagser, 
noose, mace, hammer · battle-axe, spear, plough; trident, goad and a short staff~ 
Similarly vi'}lJ, conch and bell (ghanla) formed the musical instruments. 

R~esentation of third-eye, a typical feature very rarely found elstwbere with the 
~4sanadevf. images 1s· definitely an·idea borrowed from their• Btahtnanical countetpartS. 
This third-eye bas been represented irt both vertical·and horizontal ·shapes on tht fote
beads of some Cbakre'vat1 and R'ohli:it figures of Kbandagiri and elsewhere.. Ff gores of 
Yak.ta Gomukha are noticed with· some ~fabhanitha figures-of Koraput district. He· is 
either depicted standing or seated-with· the bull's face. Yak/a O·omedha is invariably 
found seated in the same fashion as the Srisanadevf, Amblki on a common slab ·with t~ 
mango tree in the background. 

Miniature figures of Ganadharas and Purvadhtrrru- dep;cted along with 'the itnage or 
Adinitha in a single piece of stone are also noticed in Oris~ Ofte of iuch ·slabs u ·kept·on 
the central pedestal of the Jaina temple at Cuttack and another amidst the ruins of the Siva 
temple of village Panchagaon~-In all such cases the fi~res of GQt!adJraras and Punadharas 
are carved standing in· klyotsarga posture. The nrthattkara•gtabhanath, at tho top of 
the slab however represented seated in-yoglsana-pose. 

b1 place of the ··Brahmanic Tnmurti there is the Jaiua quadruple known as 
''Chaumukhs''. It has the further ·name of ''Sdr,atobhadro pratima'', i.e. auspicious 
from all·sides. · It· represents the figure of a Tirthat'lkara on each of the four sides. Tbttt 
seems to be no regularity as to the · particular Jaina to be sculptured there. But the 
most important of them have, as a rule, been selctted for representation in a 
''Chaumukha''. We notice such ''Clulfnnukluu'' at Badasai, B!lripada, Martasol, Bada._ 
charpoi, Khandagiri and Jaina temple of Cuttack town. In all 'such cases fdar standing 
Tlttha.ilkatas with their respective /llffcha,,as are represented in its njcha, 1bese 
/Vlchanas in many cases are disfigured. But from the available portions it can ·be known 
that four from the six popular figures of · B.~abhanitha, Ajitanitha, Sintinltha, Piriva
natha, Chandraprabha and Mabiv1ra are invariably represented in them, 

Only two pillars, popularly known as M dnastambha of the Jaioas are known so ftlr 
from-Kanta, a place in Koraput district. They represent under the spreading branches 
of the tree seated figures of Tlrtbankaras and in the lower IC>Cetion Khetraplla images 
displaying broad swords. 
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I. General view, Udayagiri hill. 
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2. General view, Khandag iri hi ll. 
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3. Genera l view , Rfi1_11-G11mphii , UcJ ayag ir i. 
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4 . Genernl view , Gai:iefa-Gumpha , Ud ayagiri. 

5 . .., General view, Biigha-Gumpha, U dayagi ri . 
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6. General view, Sarpa·Gumpha. 1 Udayagiri. 
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7. General view, Taiowa.Gumpha No. 1 & Ta~owfl•Gumpha No. 2, Khandagiri . 
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10 Vidyadhara , Upper story, ma in wing, Rar:ii-Gumpha , Udayagir i. 
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12 . Second fri eze , upper main wing, Rar.HaGumpha, Udayagiri. 

13. Third fr ieze , upper main wing, R ai:i1 Gumphii, Udayagiri. 
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14. T ree worsh· ,p, J aya-Vija G ya- umpha, Udayag;ri. 
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20. Decorative arch and ty mpanu m, T a1owa-Gurn pha No. 2, Khandagiri 
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21. Decor ative arch and tympanu m , T aJowa-Gumpha No. 2, Kha ndagiri. 
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15. \V-orship ofsncrerl symbo l. M aiiclrnp11r1 -G umph.:i. 1 Udayac.ir i. 
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27 . Bracket figure , Maiichiipuri-Gurnpha , 
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30. Bracket ~ure, T3tow3.-Gumphii No. 2, Khand a1idri. 
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31. Hatht•Gumpha inscription ofKh aravela, Cave Xo. 14, U <layagiri . 
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32. The aps ida l structu re , Udayagi ri . 
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33. A kafa-Cal'tga tank, Khandagiri. 
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34 Gener a l view ,J a in a temple, Khand ag ir i. 
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